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I. Introduction

The village of Kleszewo1 is located 4 km to the north of 
Pułtusk, on the south-eastern border of the Ciechanów 
upland, next to the Lower Narew Valley.2 it is situated 
on a clearly exposed, extensive elevation, built of glacial 
tills, varved clays and fluvial and fluvio-glacial sands. 
The hill is bordered to the north, west and south by 
geologically younger (Holocene) sandy floodplains of 
the former3 and current right-bank tributaries of the 

1 Commune and country of Pułtusk, the mazowieckie voivode-
ship.
2 J. Kondracki 2002, 185.
3 in this section of the Narew river, its right-bank tributaries are 
characterised by a steep gradient and significant flow velocity, 
which leads to frequent changes in the river network. They are 
manifested in numerous depressions, intersecting the slightly 

Narew river (including the rivers Przewodówka and 
Pełta) and to the east—by its extensive valley.4 A mul-
ticultural site no. 8 (AZP 46-67/23), lies on the north-
ern slope of the elevation, approx. 500 m to the west 
of the edge of the Narew Valley and approx. 400 m to 
the south-west of the Pełta (figs. 1–5).

 5

undulating plain, here and there interspersed with hills, of this 
part of the Ciechanów upland (K. Jakubowski 1969, 11–18; J. 
Nowak, m. Zapalska 1975, 73–77; e. Smolska et alii 2017, 10–12). 
The Przewodówka river, which currently flows into the Pełta at 
Kleszewo and originally joined with the Narew near Kacice, i.e. 
approx. 8 km further to the south, is a good illustration of these 
processes (J. Nowak, m. Zapalska 1975, 76).
4 J. Nowak 1956.
5 Geographic coordinates: N 52°73΄72.5˝, e 21°08΄75.6˝.

fig. 1. Location of site 8  
at Kleszewo.  

Graphics: m. Woźniak
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fig. 2. digital terrain model of the vicinity of site 8 at Kleszewo, with the site’s location marked.  
Graphics: t. rakowski
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fig. 3. digital terrain model of the vicinity of site 8 at Kleszewo (isometric projection).  
A—view from the north. B—view from the east. Graphics: t. rakowski

fig. 4. View of the site from the northeast.  
Photo: m. Woźniak

fig. 5. Central part of the site, view from the east.  
Photo: m. Woźniak
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I.1. History of research

The cemetery was discovered in the autumn of 1961 in 
the course of digging up the hill to obtain construction 
material.6 The artefacts recovered, presumably from at 
least two features (in this book: graves 1/1961, 2/1961), 
were secured by the owner of the field and presented to 
the then department of education and Culture of the 
Presidium of the County National Council (Wydział 
Oświaty i Kultury Prezydium Powiatowej Rady Naro-
dowej) in Pułtusk. The site was further destroyed as 
a result of intensive exploitation of a gravel pit, carried 
out by Warsaw Construction Company no. 3, Pułtusk 
Branch, until mid-1962. Nevertheless, some of the ar-
tefacts uncovered during these works were salvaged, 
and the information about their recovery was passed 
to conservation officers. As a result, in September 1962, 
by decision of Aleksandra forbert-Koftowa, the then 
Head of the department of Culture of the Presidium 
of the Voivodeship National Council (Wydział Kultu-
ry Prezydium Wojewódzkiej Rady Narodowej) in War-
saw, the extraction of sand and gravel in the area of 
the site was forbidden until archaeological excavations 
had been carried out. Andrzej Kempisty, Conservator 
of Archaeological monuments for Warsaw voivode-
ship (Konserwator Zabytków Archeologicznych na wo-
jewództwo warszawskie), who was responsible for the 
recovered artefacts, presented them to the State Ar-
chaeological museum in Warsaw (hereinafter: SAm). 
Their later fate is described below. in September 1963, 
A. Kempisty visited the site in person. during the in-
spection, he observed remains of archaeological features 
in the slopes of the gravel pit, which led to the deci-
sion to undertake rescue excavations, which began the 
following year. on 2 June 1964, the site was inspected 
by Stefan Woyda, who, in the same year, replaced A. 
Kempisty as the Conservator of Archaeological mon-
uments for Warsaw Voivodeship. The inspection was 
aimed at examining the site and preparing the base for 
the dig planned for July and August that year (hiring 

6 The archival material concerning the oldest history of the 
Kleszewo site, i.e. from the moment of its discovery to the start 
of the stationary excavations, are kept in the Archive of the 
Voivodeship office for the Protection of monuments in War-
saw, Ciechanów Branch. it includes: 1) letters between the mon-
ument Conservator and the owner of the field where the site is 
located, concerning the ban on the exploitation of the gravel pit, 
which was destroying cultural layers and features, and the mat-
ter of compensation for excluding the area from use; 2) a report 
from the inspection carried out by S. Woyda in 1964; 3) docu-
mentation related to the organisation of fieldwork (student train-
ing, renting space, hiring workers, etc.). for the opportunity to 
use the material, i would like to thank mr Krzysztof Kaliściak, 
former manager of the abovementioned institution.

workers and arranging lodgings for the expedition). 
in the course of the visit, five partially destroyed grave 
pits were recorded,7 and a small collection of artefacts 
found in the gravel pit was secured.

The stationary excavations, under the supervision of 
S. Woyda, were carried out for nine seasons, from 1964 
to 1972 (fig. 6). They covered approx. 7.250 m² of the 
site’s surface. The first season of archaeological excava-
tions concentrated around the edges of the extensive 
gravel pit (fig. 7, 8). over the following years, the dig 
area was progressively expanded to the west, east and 
south and, in the last season, also to the north of the 
gravel pit. Approx. 1,100 archaeological features were 
uncovered; almost half of them were graves attribut-
ed to the Przeworsk and Wielbark cultures (Plan 1 on 
a laid-in sheet). Apart from the remains of the cemetery 
from the end of antiquity, several hundred settlement 

7 According to S. Woyda’s memo from the site inspection: Five 
grave pits are visible in the profiles of the sand pit. Probably, these 
are the same graves that were observed by dr A. Kempisty in the 
course of the previous inspection. At this juncture, the informa-
tion that sometimes appears in the literature about A. Kempisty’s 
carrying out excavations at the site in 1963 (e.g. t. dąbrowska 
2008, 145) should be refuted. in his role as Conservator of Ar-
chaeological monuments, he only brokered the transfer of the 
archaeological material to the SAm.

fig. 6. Kleszewo, site. 8. Stefan Woyda during the excavations 
in 1967. Photo: mAmm archive
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pits without any contents or yielding pottery from the 
Bronze Age and, perhaps, the early iron Age (trzciniec 
and Lusatian cultures) as well as approx. 30 early me-
dieval burials and flint material from the Stone Age 
(e.g. final Palaeolithic, mesolithic) were also recorded 
at the site. S. Woyda’s excavations probably uncovered 
the entire preserved Przeworsk-Wielbark part of the 
cemetery. its eastern, western and southern borders 
were captured during the works. its north-central and 
south-eastern part were devastated as a result of sand 
extraction.8 The absence of graves within the survey 
trenches located over a dozen metres to the north of 
the main excavation area suggests that the far northern 
edges of the cemetery were probably located in the area 
destroyed by the gravel pit. The entire extent of either 
the Bronze Age/early iron Age settlement or the medi-
eval cemetery is unknown. it is also difficult to estimate 
the original size of the Przeworsk-Wielbark cemetery. 
Considering the scale of destruction (approx. 10 ares) 
and the density of burials in the area extending directly 
to the east and west of the gravel pit (6–10 graves per 

8 Less extensively damaged areas, in the form of small ditches and 
shell holes, were also uncovered in other parts of the site; how-
ever, they appeared only sporadically.

fig. 7. Kleszewo, site 8. 1964—first excavation season. Are 28, view from the northeast, wall of the gravel pit visible in the lower 
part of the picture. Photo: mAmm archive 

are), i assume that several to a dozen or so percent of 
the original number of features were devastated.

I.2. Methodology of 
archaeological excavations 

The excavation trenches during all the seasons were 
plotted on a single are grid. individual features were 
measured in relation to a two-dimensional Cartesian 
coordinate system, with the starting point situated in 
the south-western corner of each are. The depth of the 
features was measured from the surface of the ground 
or established in relation to benchmarks with the use 
of a level. No information about the absolute elevation 
of the benchmarks has been preserved. All features, 
regardless of their function and chronology, were as-
signed consecutive numbers across all the seasons. it 
is probable that no working collective map of the site 
was drafted during the excavations (or has not been 
preserved), which, in some cases, resulted in assigning 
two different numbers to the features that were partially 
explored over more than one season. This issue mostly 
applies to the poorly discernible, extensive settlement 
pits forming complex stratigraphic sequences. The lists 
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of features were not always updated on an ongoing ba-
sis, which is why the record also includes those of them 
that were later rejected as not resulting from human 
activity (e.g. tree root marks). in a few cases, the indi-
vidual numbers were duplicated, or there are gaps in 
the numeric sequence.

The layers were excavated in arbitrary levels. The ar-
chaeological features were discovered under the topsoil, 
whose thickness ranged from over a dozen to several 
dozen centimetres, usually approx. 20–30 cm. The vir-
gin soil consisted of varyingly gravelly sand and, in the 
southern part of the excavated area, of hard and com-
pact loamy gravel. it formed a natural boundary of the 
cemetery; only isolated features were recorded within 
its area. due to the presence of a large number of fea-
tures with light fill, which was almost imperceptible 
against the background of the dark pits of cremation 
graves, starting from the third excavation season, the 
surface of the excavated ares below the bottom level of 
the cremation burials was arbitrarily levelled after the 

graves had been explored. This allowed recording set-
tlement pits and inhumation graves, both ancient and 
medieval. due to the similar character of the fills of the 
settlement pits and inhumation graves, the function of 
some of the features devoid of grave goods or human 
remains (which might have decomposed completely) 
was impossible to unequivocally determine. As such, 
the number of the Wielbark culture inhumation graves 
indicated in this book should be preceded by “at least”. 
The same remark applies to the very shallow pits with 
dark fill in which no artefacts or cremated bones were 
recorded. These features have been excluded from this 
analysis, although it should be borne in mind that some 
of them may have been remnants of severely damaged 
cremation graves.

The archaeological features were explored in spits 
measuring from several to over a dozen centimetres. 
The smaller pits were sectioned across the middle; the 
more extensive features were divided into quarters. in 
the case of the irregular pits, the section lines were ad-

fig. 8. Kleszewo, site 8. The are grid and layout of archaeological trenches in the subsequent excavation seasons.  
Graphics: m. Woźniak
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justed to their shapes. The archaeological material ob-
tained from each arbitrary level (layer) was labelled 
separately and annotated with consecutive lowercase 
letters of the alphabet (e.g. pit 103: layer 1—103a; layer 
2—103b, and so on). in the first excavation season, all 
material (including bones, charcoal, stones, wood, etc.) 
was recorded in this manner. Starting from the second 
season, the special (small) finds were excluded from 
this system and given consecutive numbers within the 
inventory of a given feature, preceded by the abbrevia-
tion s. (e.g. pit 113: 113/s.1—brooch; 113/s.2—needle, 
etc.).9 during the excavations, the bulk material and 
small finds received labels with the information about 
their location within the pit. These labels have been 
preserved to this day. The information they provide 
differs in the number of details: from laconic notes, 
such as from the fill of the pit, southern part, to the N of 
the profile, to very precise ones (e.g. grave 122, brooch 
122/s.1: 6.75/VIII.20; -25 cm below plan draw. lev.).10

The graphic documentation of plans and profiles of 
the features was drawn with coloured pencils on graph 
paper. The graves and other smaller features were drawn 
at a scale of 1:10 (fig. 9), while the settlement pits were 

9 This was due to the fact that the particularly richly furnished 
graves contained more artefacts than there are letters in the al-
phabet. Thus, in order not to duplicate the designations, it was 
decided to change the notation.
10 This notation means that the artefact was found 6.75 m to the 
north and 8.20 m to the east of the south-western corner of the 
are, at a depth of 25 cm below the level at which the plan of the 
feature had been drawn.

usually documented at a scale of 1:20. in exceptional 
cases (e.g. the arrangement of necklace elements in 
grave 884—fig. 10), a larger scale was also used, e.g. 
1:5 or 1:2. Several dozen features and a general view of 
the site during the excavations were recorded in black 
and white photographs.

The field documentation is supplemented by the ex-
cavation journals kept during all the research seasons, 
which are of varying research value. They contain de-
scriptions of the features explored, measurements, 
remarks concerning the site, information about suc-
cessive stages of work, data on weather conditions, 
the number of workers, sometimes also sketches. of 
greatest importance are the journals written by S. Woy-
da and małgorzata Pannenko (later Woyda, Stefan’s 
sister-in-law). They contain very precise comments, 
which provide a lot of valuable information about the 
character of the site and the features discovered. from 
1966 onwards, apart from S. Woyda and m. Pannenko, 
the technical staff, mainly students, who explored and 
documented the features, also kept journals. However, 
they only recorded observations related to the pits that 
they explored. Hence, the information on individual 
features is scattered across about 20 notebooks. The 
descriptions are often very laconic, especially those 
concerning non-grave features.

The field artefact inventories were compiled either 
during or immediately after the excavations. each “year-
book” consists of two volumes. one includes an inven-
tory of bulk material, the other—of the special finds. 
They list all the objects discovered at the cemetery. The 

fig. 9. Kleszewo, site 8. field drawing of the plan and profile of grave 524. drawing: S. Woyda
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record is enriched with the information transcribed 
from the labels, and, in the case of special artefacts, also 
with the drawings of particular items made shortly after 
their discovery (fig. 11). Thanks to this, it was possible 

in several cases to reconstruct the original contents of 
particular graves or to describe the forms of the arte-
facts whose state of preservation deteriorated over time.

fig. 10. Kleszewo, site 8. field drawing of the arrangement of necklace elements and brooches in grave 884.  
drawing: m. Woyda
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fig. 11. Kleszewo, site 8. fragment of the field artefact inventory from 1967, presenting two items from grave 355. in the cells from 
the left: field inv. no. and museum inv. no. (red), feature no., are no., location within the are, depth at which the artefact was found 

(measured from the top level of feature), functional classification and sketch of the artefact.  
Photo: mAmm archive

I.3. Archaeological material

twice was the archaeological material obtained from 
accidental discoveries presented to the SAm. in 1962, 
Jerzy Bydliński, chief museum inspector of the SAm, 
delivered one vessel, which he had obtained in unknown 
circumstances (described in this study as coming from 
the grave [?] 1/1962). The rest of the artefacts was do-
nated in 1963 by A. Kempisty.11 in total, the accidental 
finds consist of two brooches, a needle, an awl, a knife, a 
spindle whorl, four intact and a few partially preserved 
clay vessels and a small collection of nondescript pot-
sherds. The material comes from at least three graves, 
denoted in this study as 1/1961, 2/1961 and 1/1962, 
and also includes stray finds nos. 146, 149, 151, 155, 
168. in January 1980, the ownership of a group of arte-
facts constituting part of the contents of grave 1/1961 
was transferred by the SAm to the Pułtusk museum, 
where they are kept to this day (inv. no. mrP/A/3–8). 

The material from the excavations carried out in the 
years 1964–1972 had been kept in the collection of the 
Conservator of Archaeological monuments for Warsaw 
voivodeship. After S. Woyda established the museum 
of Ancient mazovian metallurgy in Pruszków (here-
inafter: MAMM), it became part of the collection of 
this institution.

for making available the archaeological material 
from the Kleszewo cemetery and agreeing to its publi-
cation, i would like to thank:

11 cf. footnote 7.

– dr Wojciech Brzeziński, director of the State Archaeo-
logical museum in Warsaw, and dr hab. Jacek Andrze-
jowski, Head of the museum’s iron Age department. 
– ms Anna Henrykowska, former director of the re-
gional museum in Pułtusk, and mr Andrzej Popowicz, 
current director of the museum. 

***
The present book is a result of the implementation of 
two projects carried out by the mAmm:
1. Kleszewo—the largest cemetery of the Przeworsk and 
Wielbark culture in Mazovia and Podlachia. A mono-
graph, financed from the funds of the National Science 
Centre under agreement no. 2013/09/N/HS3/0288
and 
2. Kleszewo—a cemetery of the Przeworsk and Wielbark 
culture. Research results, volume 1, co-financed as part 
of the programme “Protection of Archaeological mon-
uments” from the funds of the ministry of Culture and 
National Heritage from the fund for the Promotion of 
Culture (agreement no. 563/20/fPK/Nid).





II. Catalogue

II.1. Introduction

The Catalogue includes all the features and artefacts 
found at the cemetery that can be associated with the 
activity of the Przeworsk and Wielbark culture people. 
taking into account that some of them have already 
been published,1 i have decided to keep the numbers 
they were assigned during the excavations, only occa-
sionally supplementing them with a letter. The descrip-
tion of individual features consists of an interpretation 
of their function, location within the are grid, charac-
terisation of the fill, summary results of an analysis of 
osteological material (I—anthropological, II—archaeo-
zoological), artefact inventory, cultural affiliation and 
chronology as well as potential remarks. The descrip-
tion of the fills has been based on the field drawings 
and/or reports. The term “grave” has been used for the 
features whose sepulchral character is beyond doubt. 
Their fills contained human bones (or unspecified cre-
mated bones which were lost). The remaining pits that 
can be connected to the period of use of the cemetery 
are listed as “features”. Their function is usually unclear. 
However, it cannot be excluded that some of them are 
remains of destroyed burials, cenotaphs or graves con-
taining bones that either were not noticed during the 
exploration or had completely decomposed. due to the 
multi-cultural and multi-phase character of the site, i 
may have incorrectly interpreted as graves or features 
from the end of antiquity some pits of earlier or later 
chronology; the Late iron Age artefacts in their inven-
tory might have been included among their contents 
by accident, for example, as a result of post-deposition-
al processes or the material getting intermixed in stor-
age. Any potential doubts are presented in the remarks. 
The Przeworsk and Wielbark culture material found in 

1 e.g. G. rau 1972, 175, fig. 64; m. tempelmann-mączyńska 
1985, 284, 285; J. Wielowiejski 1986, 285.

the fills of medieval graves or features has been listed, 
with an appropriate annotation, among the stray finds.

The system of relative chronology, developed with 
the aid of the material from the site, has been based on 
the co-occurrence of distinctive artefact forms discov-
ered in closed assemblages. Seven main phases of the 
cemetery’s use have been distinguished; some of them 
can be divided into shorter stages (e.g. Va, Vb, Vc). 
Phases i to V cover the period when the cemetery was 
used by the Przeworsk culture people. The Wielbark 
culture representatives buried their dead at the cem-
etery in question in phases Vi and Vii. An attempt at 
synchronising the stages of the site’s occupation with 

Phases of use  
of the Kleszewo

cemetery

Relative chronology  
of the Przeworsk and 

Wielbark cultures
Culture

I A2

Przeworsk 

II
a early A3 (A2/A3)

b developed and late A3

III B1a (A3/B1–B1a)

IV B1b–B1c

V

a B2a

b B2b
 
(late B2a?–B2b)

c B2/C1–C1a

VI C2 (C1?–C2)

Wielbark
VII

a early C3–d (C3?)

b late C3–d (d1?)

table 1. Synchronisation of the phases of use of the Kleszewo 
cemetery with the relative chronology of the Przeworsk and 
Wielbark cultures (cf. t. Liana 1970; t. dąbrowska 1981a; 

1981b; 1988; K. Godłowski 1992; r. Wołągiewicz 1993;  
A. maciałowicz 2009)
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the chronology of the Przeworsk and Wielbark culture 
is presented in table 1. The outline prepared will be 
discussed in detail in a volume dedicated to an analyt-
ical study of the material from the Kleszewo cemetery. 

The artefacts have been classified in accordance with 
the following studies: brooches—J. Kostrzewski 1919, 
o. Almgren 1897, with supplements by J. Andrzejowski 
1994, S. demetz 1999 and t. Völling 1995; belt buck-
les—r. madyda-Legutko 1987; belt hooks—r. Wiloch 
1995; strap-ends—r. madyda-Legutko 2011; metal 
pins—B. Beckmann 1966; wire rings/finger-rings—Ch. 
Beckmann 1969; banded pendants—K. Stanek 1999; 
glass beads—t.e. Haevernick 1960, m. tempelmann-
mączyńska 1985, o.V. Gopkalo 2008; amber and stone 
beads and pendants—m. tempelmann-mączyńska 
1985; needles—t. dąbrowska 1997; combs—S.W. teu-
ber 2005; weapons—t. Bochnak 2005; Wielbark culture 
pottery—r. Wołągiewicz 1993. a new classification sys-
tem has been developed for the Przeworsk culture ves-
sels (cf. Chapter ii.2). for the objects that are repre-
sented by one specimen only, references to the literature 
have been provided in the inventory.

for the pottery, raw material and, in the case of hand-
made vessels (without the help of a potter’s wheel), 
manufacturing technique have not been described. if 
there is no information about the nature of the clay 
body, it means it was tempered with sand and/or 
crushed stones, with grains measuring no more than 1 
mm. The description of colour and surface treatment 
applies to the exterior surfaces. if the decorative tech-
nique has not been specified, then the ornament was 
engraved or incised/punctured. The phrase “nonde-
script potsherds” applies to sherds from vessels with 
damaged surface, brick red, brown, beige or grey in 
colour. in other cases, the texture and/or colour of the 
surface have been indicated, for example: “smooth, 
black surface” or “rough, brown surface”. The presence 
of trzciniec or Lusatian culture pottery and flint mate-
rial in the Przeworsk culture graves has been only brief-
ly mentioned. These artefacts will be discussed in detail 
in a study of the material from the respective phases of 
the cemetery’s use.

The artefact numbers in the plates correspond to the 
numbers in the Catalogue. The plans and profiles of 
features without linear scales are presented at a scale of 
1:20. Negative numerical values written next to them 
denote the depth of the plan from the surface of the 
ground or the top level of the feature (in the latter case, 
they are given in brackets). The sketches of small finds 
were usually drawn at a scale of 2:3, and of pottery—at 
a scale of 1:3. The few exceptions to this rule are due to 
the distinctive size of the object (e.g. the sword from 
grave 402). As most of the artefacts have not been sub-

jected to chemical composition analyses, all objects 
made of copper alloys are conventionally described as 
bronze, and those made of silver or white metal as sil-
ver.

The anthropological analysis of the human remains 
was carried out by dr Łukasz maurycy Stanaszek 
(SAm).2 dr Anna Gręzak (department of Archaeology, 
university of Warsaw), dr hab. teresa tomek and mgr 
Krzysztof Wertz (both institute of Systematics and ev-
olution of Animals, Polish Academy of Sciences; here-
inafter: PAS) determined the species of the animal re-
mains, including the bones and antlers used as raw 
material for making objects. The textiles were analysed 
by prof. Jerzy maik (institute of Archaeology and eth-
nology, PAS) while the plant remains were analysed by 
dr Katarzyna Cywa (W. Szafer institute of Botany, PAS) 
and dr hab. maria Lityńska-Zając (institute of Archae-
ology and ethnology, PAS).

II.2. Przeworsk culture pottery 
classification system

The typological division of the Przeworsk culture pot-
tery, presented below, primarily serves reference pur-
poses. its basic aim is to standardise the description, 
which will facilitate the discussion of this relatively large 
collection and shorten the catalogue entries. The divi-
sion of vessels proposed here has been inspired by the 
typology of pottery from the eastern mazovian ceme-
tery of the Przeworsk culture at Kamieńczyk, site 1, 
Wyszków County.3 According to it, late pre-roman and 
roman period vessels have been classified separately.

II.2.1. Late pre-Roman period

The classification system of the late pre-roman pottery 
is a modified version of the typology developed by t. 

2 The osteological material from Kleszewo was studied in the 
1960s and 1970s by dr Alina Wiercińska from the SAm (cf. A. 
Wiercińska 1965) and the dentist Jadwiga Wronka from the then 
medical Academy in Warsaw. The initial analysis carried out by 
Ł.m. Stanaszek showed that a large part of the bone assemblages 
contains—at times very numerous—animal remains, including 
artefacts made of bone. As the presence of animal bones among 
human remains had been signalled by A. Wiercińska (reports in 
the Archive of the mAmm), there was a concern that no further 
mentions about them might have resulted from the fact that they 
had been identified as human. Thus, a reasonable doubt emerged 
that the past determinations might have been incorrect, which 
led to a decision to carry out another, comprehensive, analysis 
of the osteological material from the cemetery.
3 t. dąbrowska 1997, 101–108.
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fig. 12. Kleszewo, site 8. Classification of clay vessels of the Przeworsk culture from the late pre-roman period.  
Graphics: m. Woźniak
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dąbrowska.4 The differences from the original arise 
mainly from the need to take into account the specifi-
city of the Kleszewo material. The assemblage has been 
divided into seven groups; some of them have been 
further separated into types (fig. 12). The classification 
of rims created by t. dąbrowska5 has not been imple-
mented in this book; a description has been provided 
instead.

Group I—mugs or handleless vessels of correspond-
ing shape. The rim diameter usually measures from 9 
to 18 cm and is similar to or slightly exceeds the height 
of the vessel. in exceptional cases, slightly larger or 
smaller specimens are also encountered.

type i.1—vessels with defined rim and rounded 
body, with max. diameter at or above mid-height of the 
body.

type i.2—vessels with defined rim and cylindrical 
or slightly conical (flowerpot-shaped) body.

type i.3—vessels with defined rim and bipartite 
body: cylindrical above its max. diameter and conical 
below it.

type i.4—mugs with undefined rim and rounded—
usually in its upper part—body.

Group II—large or medium-sized bowls. The rim 
diameter measures from 15 to 30 cm and is usually at 
least twice as large as the height of the vessel.

type ii.1—bowls with defined rim and semi-globu-
lar body.

type ii.2—bowls with defined rim and bipartite body, 
with max. body diameter in its upper part. The line of 
the lower body walls is usually straight or slightly con-
cave. rounded and, less often, biconical body profile.

type ii.3—bowls with rounded body and rim unde-
fined on the outside, occasionally thickened and/or 
obliquely bevelled on the inside. Semi-globular or 
somewhat bipartite body, with max. body diameter 
above its mid-height. in the second case, the lines of 
the lower body walls are sometimes slightly concave.

Group III—large or medium-sized tripartite vessels 
with defined rim and globular body, with max. body 
diameter in its upper or, less often, middle part. The 
body diameter usually exceeds the rim diameter. The 
plastically defined neck is usually cylindrical or coni-
cal. The rim usually measures from 10 to 22 cm or, in 
exceptional cases only, more than that. The height al-
most always exceeds the rim diameter. 

Group IV—large or medium-sized tripartite vase-
like vessels with defined rim, rounded or sharply pro-
filed biconical body and plastically defined, more or 
less cylindrical neck placed close to max. body diam-

4 t. dąbrowska 1973, 499–505; 1997, 101–104.
5 t. dąbrowska 1988, 15; 1997, 101.

eter. The line of the lower body walls is usually concave. 
The rim diameter usually measures from 12 to 24 cm. 
The height of the vessel is smaller than the rim diam-
eter.

Group V—large or medium-sized jugs with defined 
rim and rounded body, with max. body diameter at or 
below its mid-height. The rim diameter usually meas-
ures from 10 to 14 cm. The height of the vessel exceeds 
the rim diameter.

Group VI—large or medium-sized bipartite pots 
with defined rim and rounded body, with max. body 
diameter at or above its mid-height. The rim diameter 
usually measures from 15 to 25 cm. The height of the 
vessel usually exceeds or is similar to the rim diameter.

type Vi.1—vessels whose body diameter is visibly 
larger than their rim diameter, sometimes with han-
dles.

type Vi.2—vessels whose body diameter is similar 
to their rim diameter, sometimes with handles.

Group VIi—small and miniature vessels, measuring 
no more than 10 cm, and usually 5–7 cm, in height.

type Vii.1—small, slender vessels with defined rim 
and rounded body.

type Vii.2—bowls or cups with defined rim and 
more or less biconical body.

type Vii.3—small bowls or cups with defined rim 
and rounded body.

type Vii.4—small tripartite vase-like vessels with 
defined rim (miniature versions of group iV).

type Vii.5—small vessels with undefined rim and 
bipartite or rounded body.

II.2.2. Roman period

The criteria for the division of the early roman pe-
riod vessels are the shape of the body, defined or un-
defined rim and size. The assemblage has been divided 
into four groups, among which several types and sub-
types were distinguished (fig. 13).

Group A—tripartite vessels with plastically defined 
neck.

type A.1—tall bowls or vases with cylindrical neck 
directly above max. body diameter. rounded or slight-
ly biconical body. The rim diameter measures more 
than 13 cm and is usually at least one and a half times 
greater than the height of the vessel.

type A.2—medium-sized vase-like vessels with con-
ical neck and rounded body. The rim diameter meas-
ures from 13 to 16 cm.

type A.3—small bowls with short, cylindrical neck 
marked in the upper part of the body. rounded body. 
The rim diameter measures less than 13 cm.
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fig. 13. Kleszewo, site 8. Classification of clay vessels of the Przeworsk culture from the early roman period.  
Graphics: m. Woźniak
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Group B—gently or sharply profiled, bipartite ves-
sels with defined rim.

type B.1—biconical bowls with max. body diameter 
in its upper part. The rim diameter is at least one and 
a half times greater than the height of the vessel.

Subtype B.1a—specimens with rim diameter greater 
than 17 cm.

Subtype B.1b— specimens with rim d iameter small-
er than 17 cm.

type B.2—bowls with rounded body profile and max. 
body diameter in its upper part. The rim diameter is at 
least one and a half times greater than the height of the 
vessel.

type B.3—biconical vases or tall bowls with max. 
body diameter at or above 2/3 of its height.

The rim diameter is similar to or slightly exceeds the 
height of the vessel. 

Subtype B.3a—specimens with rim diameter greater 
than 17 cm.

Subtype B.3b—specimens with rim diameter small-
er than 17 cm.

type B.4—biconical vases with max. body dimeter 
at its mid-height. 

Subtype B.4a—specimens taller than 17 cm (or, if the 
total height is unknown, with rim diameter greater than 
17 cm).

Subtype B.4b—specimens lower than 17 cm (or, if 
the total height is unknown, with rim diameter small-
er than 17 cm).

type B.5—vases or tall bowls with max. diameter in 
the upper part of the body. The rim diameter is similar 
to or slightly exceeds the height of the vessel. 

Subtype B.5a—specimens with rim diameter greater 
than 17 cm.

Subtype B.5b—specimens with rim diameter small-
er than 17 cm.

Group C—vessels with undefined rim and bipartite 
or rounded body.

type C.1—vessels with rounded body and max. body 
diameter in its upper part.

Subtype C.1a—pots with rim diameter greater than 
20 cm. The height of the vessel is similar to or exceeds 
the rim diameter.

Subtype C.1b—small vase-like vessels with rim di-
ameter measuring less than 15 cm. The height of the 
vessel is smaller than the rim diameter.

type C.2—vessels with biconical body and max. body 
diameter in its upper part.

Subtype C.2a—pots with rim diameter greater than 
20 cm.

Subtype C.2b—medium-sized or small vases or bowls 
with rim diameter smaller than 16 cm.

type C.3—medium-sized or small mugs or handle-
less vessels with barrel-shaped body and rim diameter 
smaller than 15 cm. The height of the vessel is usually 
similar to the rim diameter.

Group D—small vessels with rounded or concave 
base and rim diameter smaller than 13 cm.

type d.1—shallow bowls with defined rim and bi-
conical (subtype d.1a), tripartite (subtype d.1b) or 
rounded body (d.1c). The height of the vessel is equal 
to approx. half of the rim diameter.

type d.2—deep cups with defined rim and bipartite 
(subtype d.2a) or tripartite (subtype d.2b) body. The 
height of the vessel is similar to or smaller than the rim 
diameter.

type d.3—small vessels with semi-globular body 
and undefined rim or lip marked by a circumferential 
groove. 

II.3. Features

Grave 1/1961 (urn cremation?)
discovered by chance before archaeological excava-
tions, destroyed. The shape of the pit and the nature of 
the fill are unknown. Brooches (1, 2) were supposed-
ly found inside an urn (3). Whether the other objects 
(4–10) belonged in the grave is uncertain (cf. Chapter 
i.1) (Pls. i, ii/1/1961). 
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze brooch of type Jez-
erine iii; bow tapering to the foot, with a rib on the 
underside; residually preserved foot with a circum-
ferential, sheet-metal ring near the bow; pres. length 
4.2 cm, width 0.9 cm. 2. iron brooch of type N-a; bow 
round in cross-section, with a small, profiled crest be-
low the top; openwork catchplate; length 7.3 cm, width 
1.1 cm. 3. Pot of type Vi.1; thickened rim; smooth sur-
face, brown to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 21.5 cm, 
base diam. 13.5–14 cm, height 28 cm. 4. iron knife; al-
most triangular blade; tang defined on one side; length 
11 cm, max. height 2.2 cm. 5. fragment of an iron nee-
dle of type ii; shaft round in cross-section; pres. length 
8.3 cm. 6. fragment of an iron awl; quadrangular in 
cross-section; pres. length 6.7 cm. 7. Burnt clay spin-
dle whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; dam-
aged, grey surface; diam. 4.6–4.8 cm, height 2.2 cm. 
8. Lightly burnt vessel of type i.2; thickened rim; body 
decorated with a row of impressed triangles; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 9  cm, base diam. 6.5  cm, 
height 6.5 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of a mug with rounded 
body and slightly flattened rim; rim diam. 10.5 cm, base 
diam. 7.5 cm, height 12 cm. 10. Burnt thick-walled ves-
sel shaped as a section of a sphere; rim diam. approx. 
6 cm, height 5.5 cm.
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Culture: Przeworsk. 
Chronology: phase iib.

Grave 2/1961 (urn cremation?)
discovered by chance before archaeological excava-
tions, destroyed. The shape of the pit and the nature 
of the fill are unknown (Pl. ii/2/1961). a collection of 
cremated bones, presumably from the inside of a ves-
sel, is stored at the State Archaeological museum. I. 
Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Pot of type C.1a; defined base; smooth, 
dark grey surface; rim diam. 26 cm, base diam. 14 cm, 
height 19.5 cm. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave (?) 1/1962 (urn cremation?)
discovered by chance before archaeological excava-
tions, destroyed. The shape of the pit and the nature of 
the fill are unknown (Pl. ii/1/1962). 
Inventory: 1. Bowl of type C.1b; defined base; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 13 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 
approx. 9 cm. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 1 (pit cremation), Are 23
discovered in a slope of a gravel pit, at a depth of 25 cm. 
Preserved part of the pit of semi-circular outline, meas-
uring approx. 70×35 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the central part, 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. iii/1). I. Sex unde-
termined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. object made of bone (lost). 2. two burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 2 (pit cremation), Are 15 
discovered in a slope of a gravel pit, at a depth of 40 cm. 
Preserved part of the pit of irregular outline, measuring 
approx. 70×25 cm; semi-circular profile, 45 cm deep. 
The fill was grey, brown-grey and, in the lower part 
of the pit, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremat-
ed bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch 
(1) at the bottom of the pit (Pl. iii/2). I. Sex undeter-
mined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze one-piece trumpet 
brooch of Almgren type 78 or 79; spring on an iron axis 
bar; chord held by a hook; head almost quadrangular 
in cross-section, with rounded corners and a circum-
ferential groove along the edge; pres. length 2.5 cm; 

width 4.5 cm. 2. 14 burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1a; 
damaged surface, brick red to beige-grey in colour; rim 
diam. approx. 22 cm, pres. height approx. 12 cm. 3. Ap-
prox. 25 sherds of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 
4. Burnt potsherd with rough, beige surface. 5. ten 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 3 (pit cremation), Are 28 
discovered in a slope of a gravel pit. Preserved part 
of the pit of roughly semi-circular outline, measuring 
approx. 90 cm in diameter; trapezoidal profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey at the top, black below, with 
pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and numerous cremated 
bones scattered in the pit; a bracelet (1) in the central 
part of the pit (Pl. iV/3). I. Sex undetermined, adultus–
early maturus.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a partly melted bronze 
bracelet; central part of the body is rod-shaped, almost 
oval in cross-section, profiled on the exterior with two 
grooves and with oblique incisions on the sides, wire-
shaped in the remaining part; presumed diam. approx. 
5 cm. 2. over a dozen sherds of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brown-grey to black in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 18 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds 
of a vessel with a thickened, faceted rim and handle; 
coarse, grey-beige surface; rim diam. approx. 22 cm. 
4. Six burnt sherds of a vessel with rounded body; dam-
aged, brick red-brown surface. 5. Approx. 50 nonde-
script potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 5 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 35 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, 
here and there, black, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds 
and cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. iii/5). I. 
Sex undetermined, adultus–maturus. II. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a vase of type B.4b 
(?), with a handle; two circumferential grooves un-
der the rim, a row of large triangles filled with points 
above max. body diameter; damaged surface, brick 
red to grey-beige in colour; rim diam. approx. 12 cm. 
2. four burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.2 (?); damaged 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
22 cm. 3. Sherd of a vessel with almost cylindrical rim; 
smooth, black surface. 4. two potsherds with rough, 
light brown surface (early or Late iron Age?). 5. 11 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
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Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 6 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. Several stones 
laid out in an arch at a depth of approx. 10 cm below the 
top level of the pit, next to its Ne edge. yellow-grey fill. 
Numerous potsherds and cremated bones at the top of 
the pit, isolated potsherds below; two stones, measur-
ing approx. 15×18 cm, in the central part (Pl. iV/6). I. 
Sex undetermined, adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a biconical vessel with everted 
rim (group B); smooth (?), brick red-grey surface. 2. Ap-
prox. 20 sherds of a vessel with slightly thickened rim; 
smooth, black surface. 3. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with everted rim; coarse, beige surface. 4. Approx. 40 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 5. two sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 7 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of irregular outline, measuring approx. 60×70 cm; 
profile undetermined (imperceptible). yellow-grey fill. 
Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. 
iV/7). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Three sherds of a vessel with defined 
rim; smooth, beige surface. 2. Three potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 3. Approx. 15 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave (?) 8 (pit cremation?), Are 23
discovered in a slope of a gravel pit. damaged pit of 
undetermined outline; basin-shaped profile, 15  cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey and, here and there, black, 
with pieces of charcoal. one cremated bone in the pit 
(Pl. V/8). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 9 (pit cremation), Are 23
Pit of almost round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. Black 
fill with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
scattered in the pit; mug sherds (1) in the centre of the 
pit, approx. 10 cm below the top level (Pl. V/9). I. Sex 
undetermined, non-adult (?) individual. 
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; originally smooth, beige surface; rim 
diam. 13 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 11 cm.

Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 10 (pit cremation), Are 23
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 60×75  cm; semi-circular profile with 
an uneven bottom, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey, yel-
low-grey and, at the bottom, dark grey with numer-
ous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; an iron rod (2) in the top part of 
the pit; a concentration of pottery at the bottom (Pl. 
V/10). I. Male (?), adultus–maturus. II. Undetermined, 
animal (?) (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. two pieces of bronze wire of triangular 
cross-section, pres. length 0.9 cm. 2. fragment of an 
iron rod, bent at right angles, with a pointed end (nail 
shaft?); pres. length 1.5 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type  ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
beige-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 23–24 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 4. over a dozen burnt sherds of a vessel 
with a handle and thickened, faceted rim; coarse, beige-
grey surface; rim diam. approx. 23  cm, pres. height 
2.5 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth (?) surface, brick red to grey in colour. 
6. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth (?), beige-grey surface. 7. Approx. 65 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 11 (pit cremation), Are 23
Pit of almost round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Black 
fill with pieces of charcoal. few cremated bones scat-
tered in the pit; sherds of a vessel (1) in the top part of 
the pit (Pl. V/11). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Sherds of a mug of type i.1; everted rim; 
coarse, beige-grey surface; rim diam. 6.5 cm, base di-
am. 5 cm, height 6 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave (?) 12 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 65 cm in di-
ameter, destroyed in the NW part; basin-shaped pro-
file with an uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey and, in the W part and at the bottom, black, 
with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. V/12). I/II. Mammal 
(human or animal bone—1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brown-grey surface. 2. Non-
descript flint flake.
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Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 13 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 200×110 cm; damaged by a cut (?) in 
the central part. At a depth of 30 cm below the top level, 
visibly smaller, with a round patch of darker earth dis-
tinguishable in the S part. Basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. The fill was grey, yellow-grey and, in the S part, 
dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal; few me-
dium-sized stones at the top level of the pit. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; multiple pot-
sherds in the black earth; a brooch (1), cremated bones 
and pottery in the W part, in a depression at the bottom 
of the pit. fragments of a pin (2) and vessels (8, 9) in the 
secondary cut (Pls. Vi, Vii/13). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type H; bow oval in cross-
section, with a small moulded protrusion near the 
catchplate; foot attached to the bow by a ring-shaped 
collar, terminated with three grooves forming two pseu-
do-crests behind the collar and with pairs of transver-
sal incisions halfway along its length and next to the 
catchplate; pres. length 2.8 cm, width 0.9 cm. 2. frag-
ment of an iron hooked pin (?); shaft round in cross-
section; pres. length 1.3  cm. 3. fragment of an iron 
rod of round cross-section; pres. length 1.3 cm. 4. two 
burnt sherds of a large tripartite vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; coarse, beige-grey surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 24 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 5. Three burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; damaged 
surface; rim diam. approx. 20 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rounded body, deco-
rated with a band of oblique and horizontal rows of 
strokes and lines; coarse, beige-grey surface. 7. Base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base di-
am. approx. 10 cm. 8. ten burnt sherds of a vessel with 
rounded body and slightly pronounced base; smooth 
surface, brick red to beige-grey in colour; base diam. 
approx. 8 cm, pres. height approx. 11 cm. 9. Approx. 
30 burnt sherds of a tall bowl of type B.3a; one circum-
ferential groove under the rim and another above max. 
body diameter; defined base; damaged, originally prob-
ably smooth, brick red-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
24 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm, height approx. 17 cm. 
10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 11. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; coarse, beige-grey surface. 12. Approx. 25 sherds 
of a vessel decorated on the body with a circumferen-
tial groove and oblique lines; smooth, black surface. 
13. ten sherds of a thick-walled vessel with rough, dark 
grey-brick red surface. 14. Approx. 125 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt.

Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i or iia? (nos. 8–12—phases iV–V).

Feature 14 (undetermined function), Are 35
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Grey fill with 
small pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit 
(Pl. Viii/14).
Inventory: 1. ten nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 15 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; almost rectangular profile with an uneven 
bottom, 35  cm deep; destroyed in the N part. dark 
grey and black fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. Viii/15). 
I. Late infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze ring formed from a rod of trian-
gular cross-section; diam. 0.7–0.8 cm, rod width 0.3 cm. 
2–5. four fragments of bronze rods (bracelets?), two of 
them curved; pres. length 1–2 cm, diam. 0.3–0.4 cm. 
6. five burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 18 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 80×50  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
10 cm deep. Light grey to dark grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. Vii/18). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) in-
dividual.
Inventory: 1. Potsherd with smooth, black surface. 
2. Potsherd with rough, beige surface. 3. Six burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 19 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 80×50 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 10 cm deep. Light grey to dark grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. Viii/19). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1b 
(?); smooth, light brown surface; rim diam. 16 cm, pres. 
height 4.5 cm. 2. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
3. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
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Grave 20 (pit cremation), Ares 23/24
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW 
axis, measuring approx. 110×100  cm; basin-shaped 
profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was light grey, grey and, in 
the lower parts, dark grey, here and there black, with 
pieces of charcoal. in the pit, 10 cm below the top lev-
el: numerous pieces of charcoal, cremated bones and 
a few pottery clusters; a needle (2) under the pottery 
in the N part; a brooch (1) in the e part. only isolated 
cremated bones below (Pls. iX, X/20). I. Sex undeter-
mined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of Almgren type 65a; flat, 
triangular head; bow rectangular with rounded edg-
es in cross-section, with a small circumferential crest 
and a tiny protrusion on the top, with a single groove 
on both sides; frame catchplate, length 4.5 cm, width 
1.2 cm. 2. iron needle of type i (?); shaft round in cross-
section; original length 10.5 cm. 3. fragment of an iron 
hooked pin; shaft round in cross-section; pres. length 
4.5 cm. 4. fragment of an iron awl; shaft quadrangular 
in cross-section on one end, round on the other; pres. 
length 6.5 cm. 5. Approx. 15 sherds of a vessel of group 
iii; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, black surface; rim 
diam. 18 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm, height 16.5 cm. 
6. Seven burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. approx. 
31 cm, base diam. approx. 10 cm, height approx. 8 cm. 
7. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.3; thickened 
rim, bevelled on the inside; damaged, brick red-grey 
surface; rim diam. approx. 24 cm, base diam. approx. 
9 cm, height approx. 10 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of a mug 
of type i.4; damaged surface, grey to brick red in col-
our; rim diam. approx. 13.5  cm, base diam. approx. 
13 cm, height 12 cm. 9. two burnt sherds of a small 
vessel of type Vii.2; almost cylindrical rim; body bulg-
ing under the rim; smooth surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 9 cm. 
10. four burnt sherds of a small vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged surface, brick red to grey in col-
our; rim diam. approx. 12 cm. 11. 30 sherds of a large 
vessel with globular body; smooth, black surface; body 
diam. approx. 24 cm. 12. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of 
a vessel with a handle; smooth surface, brick red and 
light brown in colour. 13. Approx. 60 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iia.

Grave 21 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 80×60 cm; semi-circular profile, 35 cm deep. 
The fill was yellow-grey, grey and, in the N part, dark 
grey and black, with numerous large pieces of charcoal. 

Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
Viii/21). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a bowl of type  C.2b; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. 16 cm, pres. height 6.5 cm. 
2. five sherds of a biconical vessel with a handle and 
everted rim (group B); smooth, black surface. 3. Three 
burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.4b (?); one circumfer-
ential groove under the rim and another above max. 
body diameter; smooth surface, beige to dark grey in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 12 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
4. five sherds of a large vessel with rough, beige-grey 
surface. 5. Approx. 15 potsherds with smooth, black 
surface. 6. ten nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 22 (pit cremation), Are 12
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, veering 
slightly to the N, measuring approx. 150×110 cm; trap-
ezoidal profile, 45 cm deep. The fill was grey and dark 
grey at the top, dark grey and black below, with pieces 
of charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered 
in the pit. Starting at 10 cm below the top level, the W 
wall of the pit was lined with large sherds of a vessel 
(3), positioned upright. a spindle whorl (1) and a lump 
of glass (2) in the central part (Pls. Xi, Xii). I. Sex un-
determined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sandstone spindle whorl, biconical 
with flat opposite ends; side surfaces and one of the ends 
decorated with engraved circled dots; damaged, worn, 
grey surface; diam. 2.9  cm, height 1.3  cm. 2. Lump 
of melted, probably colourless, glass. 3. Burnt sherds 
of a pot of type Vi.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth 
surface, brick red-beige and, here and there, grey in 
colour; rim diam. 18  cm, base diam. 14  cm, height 
29.5  cm. 4. ten burnt sherds of a bowl of type  ii.1; 
faceted, thickened rim; smooth, brick red-brown sur-
face, black base; rim diam. approx. 27 cm, base diam. 
9 cm, height approx. 10.5 cm. 5. Nine burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, 
brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 18 cm, base di-
am. approx. 6 cm, height approx. 7.5 cm. 6. two burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 19 cm, base diam. approx. 7.5 cm, height ap-
prox. 8 cm. 7. Seven burnt sherds of a jug of group V; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a band of 
stepped meander pattern; smooth surface, brick red to 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 11 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 8. Approx. 25 burnt sherds of a vessel with glob-
ular body, similar to type Vi.1; thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 
9 cm. 9. five burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; slightly 
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thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a hori-
zontal dashed line between two circumferential lines; 
smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 16 cm, 
pres. height 6 cm. 10. eight burnt sherds of a small ves-
sel of type i.2; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated 
with a row of oblique strokes between two circumfer-
ential lines; smooth surface, brown-grey to black in col-
our; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 6 cm. 
11. Burnt sherds of a small vessel of type i.2; thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 9 cm; base diam. 7.5 cm, height 6 cm. 12. four 
burnt sherds of a cup of type Vii.3 (?); thickened, fac-
eted rim; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
8  cm, pres. height 3.5  cm. 13. Burnt sherd of a mug 
of type i.2 (?); thickened, faceted rim; smooth, black 
surface. 14. Three burnt sherds of a cup of type Vii.3; 
thickened, faceted rim; damaged surface, grey-brick 
red and grey in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 
3.5 cm. 15. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; 
damaged, brick red-brown surface; rim diam. approx. 
11 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 16. Burnt sherd of a tripartite 
(?) vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brick 
red-grey surface. 17. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 
18. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brown-grey surface. 19. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened rim; damaged surface, brick red to grey 
in colour. 20. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 21. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, dark 
grey surface. 22. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, dark grey surface. 23. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 24. Several burnt base sherds of a vessel; 
smooth, brown surface. 25. Burnt base sherd of a vessel 
with smooth surface, beige to grey in colour; base diam. 
approx. 11 cm. 26. Approx. 130 sherds of a large vessel 
with globular body; smooth, black surface; base diam. 
approx. 16 cm. 27. Approx. 20 base sherds of a large 
vessel; rough and, in the upper (?) part, smooth, beige-
grey surface; base diam. approx. 15–17 cm. 28. Burnt 
sherd of a small vessel with biconical body (type Vii.2?); 
damaged, grey surface; base diam. 4.5 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 29. eight burnt base sherds of a vessel; side walls 
applied on a thick, disc-shaped base; damaged, brick 
red and, in places, grey surface; base diam. approx. 
12 cm. 30. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with bulging 
body decorated with a horizontal dashed line between 
two circumferential lines; smooth, brick red surface. 
31. Approx. 230 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
32. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 23 (pit cremation), Are 35
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 80×60  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of char-
coal. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in the pit 
(Pl. X/23). I. Female (?), adultus. II.1. Chicken (1 frag). 
II.2. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. 11 burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1b; 
smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 16 cm, base di-
am. 7.5 cm, height 9 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
undefined rim; damaged, beige-grey surface (Prze-
worsk culture?). 3. four base sherds of a vessel; rough, 
brown-beige surface (Przeworsk culture?). 4. Approx. 
20 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 5. four sherds 
of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 26 (pit cremation), Are 9
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 80×70 cm; almost semi-circular profile, 40 cm 
deep. The fill was yellow-grey and, in the Se part, dark 
grey with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and cremated 
bones scattered in the pit (Pl. X/26). I. Female (?), adul-
tus–maturus. II. Chicken (?) (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a mug of type i.2; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with two cir-
cumferential grooves enclosing a band of zigzag pat-
tern composed of lines and rows of strokes; smooth 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
14  cm, pres. height 7.5  cm. 2. two burnt sherds of 
a small tripartite vessel; thickened, faceted rim, short 
neck; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim 
diam. approx. 10 cm, pres. height approx. 4 cm. 3. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, slightly thick-
ened rim and rounded body; smooth surface, brick red 
to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 14 cm. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a small tripartite vase resembling type Vii.4; 
thickened rim; body decorated with two horizontal 
dashed lines; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
10 cm, pres. height approx. 4 cm. 5. two burnt sherds 
of a tripartite vessel with thickened rim; body decorat-
ed with a circumferential groove above three horizon-
tal dashed lines; damaged, grey surface. 6. over a doz-
en sherds of a vessel decorated with a band of narrow 
rectangular fields, plain or filled with rows of strokes; 
smooth, black surface. 7. Approx. 40 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 27 (pit cremation), Are 12
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in di-
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ameter; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep; destroyed in 
the W part. dark grey and black fill with pieces of char-
coal. in the central part: large sherds of a vessel resting 
on its side, with numerous cremated bones inside and 
next to it. in the Ne part: a fragment of a brooch and 
an iron object (1, 2) (Pl. Xiii/27). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of the mid-
dle La tène construction, probably type B or C; foot 
attached to the bow by a massive ring-shaped collar; 
pres. length 2.2 cm. 2. fragment of a curved iron rod; 
one end pointed, the other hammered flat; pres. length 
3.5 cm. 3. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of a vessel of group 
iii; thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, beige to 
grey in colour; rim diam. 13 cm, base diam. 12 cm, 
height 20 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, grey surface. 5. Sherd of a thick-
walled vessel with rough, dark beige surface. 6. two 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 28 (pit cremation), Are 12
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, 
measuring approx. 80×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the Ne part, 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and cremat-
ed bones scattered in the pit (Pl. Xiii/28). I/II. Bones 
missing.
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a tripartite (?) ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey-beige 
surface. 2. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with damaged 
surface, brick red and grey in colour. 3. over a dozen 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged 
surface, brick red to dark grey in colour. 4. ten burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 29 (pit cremation), Are 29
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. Black fill with 
large pieces of charcoal; a stone in the W part. Potsherds 
and cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. Xiii/29). I. 
Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
a thickened, faceted rim and handle; smooth, brown-
grey surface; rim diam. approx. 11  cm; pres. height 
3.6  cm. 2. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; body decorated with a band of oblique strokes 
below a circumferential line; smooth, brown surface; 
rim diam. approx. 13 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 3. Sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown 

surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, facet-
ed rim; damaged, brown-grey surface. 5. ten potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 6. Approx. 60 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Feature 31 (undetermined function), Are 29
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 80 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
black at the top, dark grey below, with pieces of char-
coal. Potsherds scattered in the pit, up to a depth of 
10 cm below the top level (Pl. Xiii/31).
Inventory: 1. Three nondescript potsherds, some burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 32 (urn cremation), Are 34
discovered at the bottom of the topsoil layer, at a depth 
of approx. 25 cm. imperceptible pit outline. An upside-
down vessel (8) with a cluster of cremated bones and 
metal artefacts inside (Pl. XiV). I. Female (?), early adul-
tus. II. Pig (4 frags). 
Inventory: 1. fragment of a partly melted bronze 
spring-cover brooch of Almgren type 38–39; spring 
on an axis bar; flat bow tapering to the foot, decorated 
along the edges with bands of pseudo-beading, with 
a low, profiled crest next to the foot; pres. length 3.4 cm, 
width 3 cm. 2. Three fragments of a partially melted 
bronze brooch, identical to no. 1; pres. length 3.4 cm, 
pres. width 1.7 cm. 3. iron belt buckle with semi-cir-
cular one-piece frame, type d 1; frame rectangular in 
cross-section, with ends hammered flat and overlapped; 
pin octagonal in cross-section, tapering to the tip; dim. 
4.7×3.8 cm. 4. flat, quadrangular, bronze belt fitting; 
protruding centre encircled by a row of round bumps 
pushed up from the underside; rows of identical pro-
trusions also along the edges and diagonals of the fit-
ting; a rivet hole with a small rivet with hemispherical 
head in each corner; dim. 4.2×3.5  cm. 5. flat, elon-
gated, bronze belt fitting; ellipsoidal central part; ter-
minals in the shape of quadrangular plates decorated 
with an indentation on each side and a row of short 
notches along the top edge; a rivet hole with a small 
rivet with hemispherical head in the centre of each 
terminal; dim. 3.8×0.8 cm. 6. Bronze ring-shaped belt 
fitting; arms of attachment plate flat, rectangular, with 
two rivet holes with rivets with hemispherical heads 
inside; top arm decorated along the top edge with two 
horizontal grooves; massive ring-shaped part, semi-
circular in section, with worn inner surfaces; length 
4.4 cm. 7. Bronze ring-shaped belt fitting, identical in 
shape to the one above; arms of attachment plate deco-
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rated along the edge with a row of tiny vertical notch-
es above two horizontal grooves; massive ring-shaped 
part, semi-circular in section, with worn inner edges; 
length 3.6  cm. 8. Sherds of a vase of type  B.3a, with 
three handles and a groove under the rim; upper part 
of the body decorated with a band of ornament divided 
by the handles into three segments: two in the shape of 
a wide meander pattern filled with points, the last one 
composed of a band of chevron pattern, a circle filled 
with points and—in the lower part—two rows of points 
between two circumferential lines; smooth, black sur-
face; rim diam. 25 cm, pres. height 15.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Feature 33 (undetermined function), Are 29
Pit of almost rectangular outline, elongated on the N-S 
axis, measuring approx. 150×60 cm; two-part profile, 
35–40 cm deep. Light grey fill. few potsherds at the 
top level of the pit; small pieces of charcoal in the Se 
part (Pl. Xiii/33).
Inventory: 1. 15 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 34 (pit cremation), Are 29
A compact cluster of cremated bones in pure sand, 
measuring approx. 10 cm in diameter and approx. 5 cm 
in thickness. Grave goods among the bones. a small grey 
smudge (outline of the bottom of the grave pit?) approx. 
5 cm below the bones (Pl. XV/34). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. iron one-piece brooch resembling Alm-
gren type 148; spring on an axis bar; chord held by 
a hook; arched bow, flat on the underside, damaged on 
the top side, originally probably semi-circular; foot tri-
angular in cross-section, with a transversal groove on 
each end; length 3.1 cm, pres. width 1.6 cm. 2. four 
partly melted fragments of a banded pendant of the 
eastern group, type i; holder formed from smooth 
bronze strips enfolding a large lump of burnt colourless 
and, in places, slightly greenish glass; suspension loop 
in the form of a transversal, presently nine-coil, thin 
spiral wire; dim 2.5×1.7×1.5 cm. 3. two partly melted 
fragments of a banded pendant of the eastern group, 
type i; holder formed from smooth bronze strips enfold-
ing a lump of heavily burnt glass of unspecified colour, 
with embedded fragments of cremated bones; residually 
preserved suspension loop in the form of a thin spiral 
wire; dim. 1.4×1.2×1.0 cm. 4. over a dozen lumps and 
crumbs of melted celadon and green glass.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 36 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, 
dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. one cremated bone 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl (1) 
in the e part (Pl. XV/36). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical 
with flat opposite ends; partially damaged, originally 
smooth, beige-grey surface; diam. 2.5 cm, height 1.9 cm. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; 
smooth, beige-grey surface. 3. Potsherd with smooth, 
black surface. 4. two nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Feature 37 (undetermined function), Ares 15/21
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. 60×80  cm; basin-shaped profile with 
an uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was dark grey 
and, here and there, black, with pieces of charcoal. Pot-
sherds scattered at the top level of the pit (Pl. XV/37).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.2; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 19 cm, pres. height 5.5 cm. 
2. Six burnt sherds of a mug, probably of type i.2 (?); 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a band of 
stepped meander pattern (?); smooth surface, black to 
grey in colour; pres. height 5.5 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of 
vessel decorated with applied vertical strips; coarse, 
brown-beige surface. 4. ten nondescript potsherds, 
most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 38 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 90–
100 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. 
Light grey fill, with small pieces of charcoal at the top 
level of the pit. Potsherds and cremated bones in the N 
part of the pit (Pl. XV/38). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim (?); non-uniform, coarse and, in places, smooth, 
beige surface. 2. Sherd of a vessel with undefined, evert-
ed rim; coarse, beige-brick red surface. 3. ten nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (?).
Remarks: rim sherd no. 1 may come from vessel no. 6 
from grave 68 (Pl. XXXi/68:6).
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Grave 39 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 180×120 cm; trapezoidal pro-
file, 65 cm deep. The fill was grey, dark grey and, in the 
lower part, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XVi). I. 
Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with defined, slightly 
thickened rim; smooth, dark grey surface. 2. 20 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V. 

Grave 40 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 120 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was light grey-yellow and, in the S and W part, grey 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl (1) at the top level 
of the pit (Pl. XVii/40). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Burnt clay spindle whorl, almost biconical 
with flat opposite ends; damaged, grey-beige surface; 
diam. 4.2 cm, height 2.6 cm. 2. two burnt, nondescript 
potsherds, joined together. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 41 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 110×70 cm; semi-circular profile, 50 cm 
deep. The pit was light grey at the top level, dark grey 
and black below, with pieces of charcoal. Numerous 
cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; an 
iron object (1) in the central part (Pl. XVii/41). I. Sex 
undetermined, adultus. II.1. Sheep or goat (2 frags). II.2. 
Chicken (1 frag). II.3. Mammal (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. object composed of two trapezoidal iron 
plates; edges of one plate overlapped on the other one; 
narrower end formed into a tube; hollow inside; height 
2 cm, width 2 cm. 2. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick 
red to brown in colour. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. Three 
potsherds with rough, light brown surface. 5. Approx. 
40 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia. 

Grave 42 (urn cremation), Are 34
imperceptible pit outline. The base part of a vessel (5) 
in pure sand. a compact layer of cremated bones and, 
approx. 10 cm above the base, grave goods (1–4) in-
side the vessel. At the bottom of the topsoil layer, above 

the urn, in a concentration of approx. 50 cm in diam-
eter: urn sherds (5), sherds of another vessel (6), loose 
potsherds (7, 8) and some of the cremated bones (Pl. 
XViii/42). I. Foetus/infans I (moreover, 2 bone frag-
ments from adult individual of undetermined sex). II.1. 
Greylag goose (3 frags). II.2. Greylag goose (?) (6 frags). 
II.3. Bird (9 frags).
Inventory: 1. Bronze one-piece brooch with crested 
head, Almgren type 120; spring on an axis bar; chord 
held by a hook; arched bow, almost triangular in cross-
section; flat, semi-circular crest; short foot, triangular 
in cross-section, with a groove parallel to the edge on 
the terminal; length 2.4 cm, width 2.5 cm. 2. fragment 
of an iron one-piece brooch resembling Almgren type 
148; arched bow, flat on the underside and pentagonal 
on the top in cross-section; foot triangular in cross-
section, separated from the bow by a narrow crest, with 
two engraved lines forming an angle and a transversal 
groove on the terminal; length 7.6 cm. 3. Burnt clay 
spindle whorl shaped as a truncated cone; concave op-
posite ends; smooth, grey-brick red surface; diam. 4 cm, 
height 2.5 cm. 4. Burnt almost cylindrical clay spindle 
whorl; slightly concave opposite ends; damaged, beige 
surface; diam. 2 cm, height 1.3 cm. 5. Approx. 70 sherds 
of a vase resembling type B.3a; defined base; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, base diam. 9 cm, 
height 14 cm. 6. eight sherds of a vessel of type B.3b; 
smooth, beige surface; rim diam. approx. 16 cm, pres. 
height 9.5 cm. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on 
the body with opposite small hatched triangles between 
two circumferential lines; smooth, beige-grey surface. 
8. 30 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb (no. 7—phases i–iii).

Grave 43 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of roughly quadrangular outline, elongated on the 
e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×70 cm; basin-shaped 
profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was light grey and, in the 
S and e part, grey. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pl. XViii/43). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–early maturus. II. Sheep or goat (8 frags).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze two-piece brooch 
of mixed Almgren group ii/iV; spring on an axis bar, 
its conical terminal fixed in an opening on the head; 
chord broken near the spring cover, its “loose” end 
slipped into a gap between the spring coils where part 
of the axis bar is missing; flat, arched bow, tapering 
to the foot, decorated with double bands of pseudo-
beading along the edges and in the middle and, below 
them, with four transversal grooves, grouped in twos, 
and a semi-circular, profiled crest; foot pentagonal in 
cross-section, terminated with a conical, profiled knob; 
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length 5.9 cm, width 3.7 cm. 2. iron belt loop (?) made 
from a strip with tapering ends, bent in four places; 
height 2.8 cm, width 1 cm. 3. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth, beige 
surface; diam. 3.2 cm, height 2 cm. 4. Sherd of a vessel 
with defined rim; smooth, grey-beige surface. 5. Three 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 6. 11 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.
Remarks: The atypical construction of the brooch 
spring system is a result of repair or contemporary 
conservation treatment (the spring is presently made 
up of several fragments glued together).

Grave 44 (pit cremation), Are 21
Pit of roughly round outline, approx. measuring approx. 
60 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 15 cm deep. Grey fill; a small stone at the top 
level of the pit, next to the N edge. Potsherds and iso-
lated cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. XVii/44). 
I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. five burnt sherds of a biconical vessel 
with defined rim; one circumferential groove below 
the rim and another on max. body circumference; 
damaged, grey surface. 2. four burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 45 (pit cremation), Are 34
Pit of roughly triangular outline, measuring approx. 
100×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, here and there, dark grey, with a large 
number of small stones. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a large concentration of pottery in 
the S part; a brooch (1) in the W part (Pl. XiX/45). I. 
Sex undetermined, adultus–early maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type K; 
massive axis bar between the spring coils; thickening 
on the head; bow diamond-shaped in cross-section, 
with a circumferential crest above a transversal groove 
on the top; pres. length 4.8 cm, width 1.8 cm. 2. two 
burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted 
rim, smooth surface, beige to grey in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 23 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 3. four burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
grey-brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 25 cm, pres. 
height 4.5 cm. 4. over a dozen burnt sherds of a vessel 
with globular body; thickened, faceted rim; decorated 
on the body with an omega-shaped meander pattern 
(?) composed of lines and rows of strokes; smooth, 
brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 11 cm, pres. height 

4.5 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim and body decorated with groups of oblique 
lines and horizontal strokes between two circumferen-
tial grooves; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
9 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel of 
group iii; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey-beige 
surface. 7. Approx. 130 nondescript potsherds, most 
burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 46 (pit cremation), Are 21
discovered at a depth of approx. 75 cm. Pit of roughly 
quadrangular outline, measuring approx. 40×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, approx. 10 cm deep. Light grey-
yellow fill. in the pit, a compact cluster of clean cremat-
ed bones with small pieces of charcoal and potsherds. 
Bones were found also beyond the discernible pit out-
line (Pl. XiX/46). I. Female (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Approx. 20 sherds of a biconical ves-
sel with everted rim, type  B.1a or B.3; one circum-
ferential groove above max. body diameter; smooth, 
black surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a biconical vessel with 
a circumferential groove above max. body diameter; 
smooth, beige-brick red surface. 3. two burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
Remarks: a spindle whorl (stray finds, no. 140, Pl. CC-
CiV/Sf: 140), found at a higher level, probably also 
comes from this pit.

Grave 47 (pit cremation), Are 34
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 
30 cm deep. The fill was dark grey at the top, black be-
low, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XX). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt sherds of a vessel of group iii; 
thickened, faceted (?) rim; smooth, light brown sur-
face; rim diam. approx. 22 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type  ii.1; thickened, faceted (?) rim; dam-
aged, brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 26 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 3. Burnt sherds of a jug of group V, with 
a faceted handle; thickened, faceted rim; body deco-
rated with two opposite rows of small hatched arches 
between two horizontal grooves; main motif termi-
nated on both ends with a band of ornament running 
around the handle and composed of two parallel lines 
and a row of oblique strokes between them; smooth 
surface, beige to brown in colour; rim diam. approx. 
11 cm, pres. height approx. 12 cm. 4. Seven sherds of 
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a jug of group V, with a handle; body decorated with 
two opposite rows of small hatched arches between two 
circumferential grooves and the so-called envelope pat-
tern partially filled with strokes; both motifs separated 
by vertical grooves enclosing a row of oblique strokes; 
bands of analogous ornament on the sides of the han-
dle and below it; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 12 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 5. four burnt sherds 
of a mug of type i.2; thickened, faceted rim; body dec-
orated with groups of short vertical strokes between 
two circumferential grooves; smooth, dark grey-black 
surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted (?) rim; damaged, grey surface. 7. Burnt sherd of 
a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, beige-grey surface. 9. Burnt 
sherd of a large vessel with massive, thickened and fac-
eted rim; smooth, beige-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
15 cm. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body 
with a zigzag pattern composed of lines and strokes; 
damaged, beige surface. 11. Base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth, grey-beige surface; base diam. approx. 13 cm. 
12. Base sherd of a vessel with smooth, grey-beige sur-
face; base diam. approx. 14 cm. 13. two base sherds of 
a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base diam. ap-
prox. 15 cm, pres. height 12 cm. 14. four nondescript 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 15. Approx. 70 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 48 (pit cremation), Are 18
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring approx. 100×90 cm, destroyed in the W 
part. Approx. 20 cm below the top level, pit of almost 
rectangular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing 130×75 cm; destroyed in the SW part. Basin-shaped 
profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey in the central part 
of the top level, black with numerous pieces of charcoal 
below and along the edges. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit, mainly in the black earth (Pl. 
XXi). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. two partly melted fragments of a strong-
ly curved bronze bar of triangular cross-section, with 
a row of tiny incisions along the edge; probably the 
bow of a brooch of Almgren type 2; pres. length 1.3 cm, 
width 0.5  cm. 2. Partly melted bronze knobbed ring 
(Knotenring); ring diam. (without knobs) 3.2  cm. 
3. Partly melted fragment of a bronze knobbed ring 
(Knotenring); pres. length 2.3 cm. 4. Piece of bronze 
wire; pres. length 0.4 cm, diam. 0.2 cm. 5. iron needle of 
type ii, bent into a ring (pendant?); shaft round in cross-
section; ring diam. 2.8–3.0 cm, needle length 11 cm. 

6. fragment of an iron crescent-shaped knife with spi-
rally twisted tang; pres. length 4.3 cm. 7. Half of a ring 
bead of colourless glass with spiral yellow threads, t.e. 
Haevernick group 23; diam. approx. 3 cm. 8. two partly 
melted fragments of a ring bead of transparent yellow-
green glass with violet/purple threads, t.e. Haevernick 
group 23. 9. Nine small fragments of a bead of transpar-
ent dark blue glass with white threads. 10. fragment of 
a bead of transparent (?) light blue glass. 11. Lump of 
melted light blue glass. 12. Lump of melted transpar-
ent brown glass. 13. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconi-
cal with concave opposite ends; diam. 2.9 cm, height 
1.3  cm. 14. two burnt sherds of a vessel resembling 
types ii.3 and C.1a; rim bevelled on the inside; smooth, 
beige-brown surface; rim diam. approx. 21 cm, pres. 
height 12 cm. 15. Burnt base sherd of a small vessel; 
smooth, brick-red-beige surface; base diam. 7 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 16. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
cylindrical neck; everted rim; smooth, brown surface. 
17. two burnt sherds of a vessel with slightly everted 
rim; smooth, brown-grey surface. 18. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim; damaged, brick red-grey sur-
face. 19. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined, cylindri-
cal rim; smooth, brick red surface. 20. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim; smooth, brick red-brown sur-
face. 21. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, slightly 
thickened rim; smooth, dark grey surface. 22. Approx. 
30 burnt sherds of a vessel with defined, cylindrical rim; 
smooth, light grey-beige surface. 23. Burnt sherd of 
a sharp-profiled vessel with defined neck (?); smooth, 
brick red surface. 24. Three nondescript potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 25. Approx. 75 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 26. Nondescript Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.
Remarks: Bead no. 7 was described as coming “from 
the expelled earth (probably from pit 48).”

Grave 49 (pit cremation), Are 18
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 100×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was grey in the central part of the top 
level, dark grey below and in the e part, here and there 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and few (one?) 
cremated bones in the S part of the pit (Pl. XiX/49). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt sherds of a biconical vessel with 
slightly everted rim; smooth, brick red-grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Feature 50 (undetermined function), Are 34
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two-part pit. Western part of rectangular outline, meas-
uring approx. 60×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. Grey fill with a very large amount of charcoal, es-
pecially at the bottom of the pit; large pieces of charcoal 
placed perpendicular to one another in the S part; pot-
sherds at the top level and next to the pit. eastern part 
of the pit of quadrangular outline, measuring 25×25 cm; 
triangular profile. fill identical as in the western part, 
with a slightly lower amount of charcoal; large pieces 
of charcoal forming a rounded corner in the NW and 
e part (Pl. XXii/50).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with biconical 
body and a circumferential groove above max. body 
diameter; damaged, beige-brick red surface. 2. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with smooth surface, grey to brick 
red in colour. 3. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
Remarks: Some potsherds have been lost.

Grave 51 (pit cremation), Ares 17/18
Pit of roughly oval outline; elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 210×100  cm; almost rectangular 
profile, approx. 50 cm deep; profile in the S part clearly 
consisting of two parts (another feature?). The fill was 
light grey and grey, with a 10 to 20-cm-thick, dark grey 
and black layer at the lower levels and near the edges of 
the pit, containing numerous pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pls. 
XXiii–XXV). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. object composed of two hemispherical 
iron sheets; hollow inside; diam. 2.2 cm, height 0.9 cm. 
2. iron pin with spherical, slightly flattened head, re-
sembling type 48; shaft round in cross-section; origi-
nal length approx. 7  cm, head diam. 0.6  cm. 3. iron 
awl; shaft round in cross-section on one end, quadran-
gular on the other, with rows of tiny incisions on the 
edges; length 6.4 cm. 4. iron awl, shaft quadrangular in 
cross-section; length 6.8 cm. 5. 4 corroded fragments 
of an object made from a thin iron sheet; one fragment 
curved; dim. approx. 1.7×1.3 cm, 2.2×1 cm, 1.6×0.7 cm 
and 1×0.8 cm. 6. Approx. 30 sherds of a vessel of group 
iii; thickened rim; body decorated with a band of five 
parallel rectangular fields, plain or hatched, terminated 
with a triangle filled with strokes; smooth, black surface; 
rim diam. approx. 20 cm, base diam. approx. 13 cm, 
height approx. 25 cm. 7. 20 sherds of a vessel of group 
iii; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, black surface; rim 
diam. 24 cm, base diam. 13.5 cm, height approx. 36 cm. 
8. Sherds of a vessel of group V; thickened, faceted rim; 
base slightly concave on the underside; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 11.5 cm, base diam. 10 cm, height 
19 cm. 9. over a dozen partially burnt sherds of one (?) 

mug of type i.2; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated 
with a band of short lines forming a stepped meander 
pattern (?) above a horizontal groove; smooth surface, 
brown and brick red in colour; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, 
base diam. 10.5 cm, height approx. 12 cm. 10. 15 burnt 
sherds of a mug of type i.4; damaged, originally poorly 
smoothed surface, grey to beige-brick red in colour; rim 
diam. 16 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height approx. 15 cm. 
11. Three burnt sherds of a vase resembling group iV; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a band of 
ornament composed of lines and a row of strokes in an 
arrangement similar to an omega-shaped meander pat-
tern; damaged surface, orange and grey in colour; rim 
diam. 18 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 12. two burnt sherds of 
a small pot with rounded body; thickened rim; coarse 
surface, orange to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
13  cm, pres. height approx. 7.5  cm. 13. Three burnt 
sherds of a biconical bowl; everted rim; smooth (?) 
surface, grey to beige in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 14. Burnt sherd of a small vase-like vessel 
of type Vii.4; thickened rim; damaged, grey surface; 
rim diam. approx. 7–8 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 15. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined rim; coarse, beige-grey 
surface. 16. two sherds of a flat recessed lid with a flat-
and-spherical handle; smooth, black surface; handle 
diam. 2.2 cm, pres. height 1.6 cm. 17. Sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, black surface. 
18. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; 
damaged, beige-grey surface. 19. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel decorated with a horizontal dashed line between 
two horizontal lines; smooth, brown surface. 20. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated with a row of oblique strokes 
between two horizontal lines; damaged, grey surface. 
21. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a handle, decorated 
with a row of oblique strokes between two horizontal 
lines; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 22. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with slightly pronounced base; dam-
aged, grey-brown surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 23. two burnt base sherds of a vessel; smooth (?) 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; base diam. approx. 
10.5 cm, pres. height approx. 4 cm. 24. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base diam. ap-
prox. 10 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 25. Approx. 80 nonde-
script potsherds with smooth, black surface; probably 
from vessels nos. 6–8. 26. Approx. 120 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 27. four sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave (?) 52 (pit cremation?), Are 34
Pit of roughly quadrangular outline, measuring approx. 
110×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, with a depression in 
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the central part, 35 cm deep. The fill was grey-black, here 
and there brown and, in the SW part, black with numer-
ous pieces of charcoal. one small bone and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. XXii/52). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. four nondescript potsherds; including 
one sherd from a sharp-profiled vessel. 2. Bronze Age 
or early iron Age (?) potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 54 (pit cremation), Are 18
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 
20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the e part, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the 
pit; cremated bones in the dark grey layer (Pl. XXii/54). 
I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with rounded body and 
undefined, inverted rim; smooth and, in the lower part 
of the body, slightly rough surface, beige and brown in 
colour; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. height 7 cm (Przeworsk 
culture?). 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with biconical body with a horizontal groove above its 
max. diameter; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt, non-
descript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iii (?).
Remarks: Potsherds nos. 2–4 are labelled as “feature 
54A”, which was not distinguished during the excava-
tions. They probably come from the upper level of the 
fill (“layer 54a”).

Grave 55 (pit cremation), Are 17
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Grey fill. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
XXii/55). I. Infans I (?).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a bowl with slightly 
thickened rim, similar to type B.2; coarse (?) surface, 
brick red and grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 16 cm, 
pres. height 4.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iV (?).

Grave 56 (pit cremation), Are 17
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring 50×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 5–6 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, in the central part, dark grey. 
Potsherds and cremated bones at the top level of the 
pit (Pl. XXVi/56). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a small vessel with everted 
rim; smooth, brick red-beige surface; rim diam. 8 cm, 

pres. height 2.5 cm. 2. Six sherds of a vessel with everted 
rim above a cordon decorated with oblique incisions; 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. approx. 22 cm, pres. 
height 4.5 cm. 3. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V (?).

Grave 58 (pit cremation), Are 34
Pit destroyed in the W part; at a depth of 18 cm below 
the level of detection, pit of oval outline, elongated on 
the N-S axis, measuring 90×60 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top, dark grey 
below, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and cremat-
ed bones scattered in the pit (Pl. XXVii). I/II. Bones 
missing.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, black surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red sur-
face. 3. Sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
a horizontal groove and rows (?) of oblique strokes; 
smooth, beige surface. 4. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, brick red-beige surface; base diam. 
5.5 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 5. Three nondescript pot-
sherds with smooth, black surface. 6. Approx. 20 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 7. Approx. 20 sherds 
of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 59 (pit cremation), Are 34
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was grey at the top, with stones in the Se part, dark grey 
and black below, with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; an awl 
(2) in the top part of the black layer (Pl. XXVi/59). I. 
Sex undetermined, adultus. II. Small- or medium-sized 
mammal (3 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a heavily corroded iron 
brooch of undetermined type (lost). 2. iron awl; shaft 
quadrangular in cross-section; length 9.9 cm. 3. Seven 
burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted 
rim; damaged, dark grey and, in places, brown surface; 
rim diam. 22 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm, height ap-
prox. 9 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; body decorated with a row of oblique 
strokes between two horizontal lines; damaged, grey 
surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; damaged surface, brick red and grey in col-
our. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; damaged surface, beige and grey in colour. 7. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 
8. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
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two horizontal dashed lines between two horizontal 
lines; damaged, grey surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with a row of oblique strokes 
and a horizontal line (ornament partially preserved); 
damaged, beige-grey surface. 10. Potsherd with smooth, 
black surface. 11. Approx. 90 burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds. 12. Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 61 (pit cremation), Are 34
Large pit of undetermined outline. original shape un-
known, measuring approx. 310×220 cm, reconstructed 
on the basis of the range of the pit discernible in sec-
tions (in plan, the outline was almost imperceptible, 
clearly smaller, determined mainly on the basis of the 
presence of archaeological material). Basin-shaped pro-
file, 30 to 90 cm deep. The fill was grey, slightly darker 
in the N part, with pieces of charcoal, and dark grey in 
places at the bottom; a large stone in the central part. 
a concentration of pottery and a few cremated bones 
at the top level in the S part, with brooch fragments (3) 
approx. 10 cm below it; at the top level in the N part: 
cremated bones, a ring (5), bronze vessel fragment (1) 
and a bronze object (4) (Pls. XXViii/61, XXiX/61). I. 
Sex undetermined, adultus. II.1. Chicken (3 frags). II.2. 
Chicken (?) (1 frag). II.3. Undetermined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted rim fragment from a bronze 
vessel; everted edge with a few delicate horizontal 
grooves underneath. 2. Seven bronze sheet fragments; 
partly melted; probably remains of vessel no. 1. 3. Part-
ly melted fragments of a bronze brooch spring on an 
axis bar; pres. length approx. 3 cm, pres. width 3.2 cm. 
4. Partly melted bronze object (fitting? pendant?), 
roughly in the triangular shape, perforated in the centre; 
height 1.4 cm, max. width 0.8 cm. 5. iron ring formed 
from a bar of round cross-section; diam. 3.3 cm. 6. four 
burnt sherds of a bowl resembling type ii.2; thickened 
rim; smooth surface, grey and brick red in colour; rim 
diam. approx. 33 cm, base diam. approx. 15 cm, height 
approx. 10 cm. 7. two burnt sherds of a tripartite jug; 
everted rim; tall cylindrical neck; massive knee-shaped 
handle at the rim, quadrangular in cross-section and 
hollow inside; damaged surface, brick red and beige 
in colour; rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 8. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with globular body decorated 
with an omega-shaped meander pattern composed of 
lines and a band of horizontal strokes; smooth, brick 
red surface; body diam. approx. 18  cm, pres. height 
10 cm, perhaps from vessel no. 7. 9. ten base sherds 
of a vessel with smooth, light brown surface; base di-
am. 9 cm, pres. height 5.5. cm. 10. Three burnt sherds 
of a small vessel with biconical body and undefined, 

inverted rim (type C.2b?); damaged surface, grey and 
brick red in colour; height approx. 7–8 cm. 11. four 
burnt sherds of a small tripartite bowl with plastically 
defined neck (type d.2b?); everted rim; conical neck 
with a horizontal groove above the body; body heav-
ily bulging below the neck, decorated with groups of 
vertical grooves; damaged surface, beige, brown and 
grey in colour. 12. Seven burnt sherds of a biconical 
vessel with everted rim; one horizontal groove under 
the rim and another above max. body diameter; dam-
aged surface, brick red to grey in colour. 13. Burnt sherd 
of a biconical vessel with defined rim; one horizontal 
groove under the rim and another above max. body di-
ameter; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour. 
14. Sherd of a vessel with undefined, slightly thickened 
rim; smooth (?), light brown surface. 15. Sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, beige surface. 
16. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; dam-
aged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 17. Six small 
sherds of a biconical vessel decorated with a groove 
and points above max. body diameter; smooth, black 
surface. 18. Potsherd with coarse, grey-brown surface. 
19. Approx. 50 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (nos. 6, 15—phases i–ii).

Grave 62 (pit cremation), Are 34
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 60×40  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pls. 
XXViii/62, XXiX/62). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Three partly melted fragments of a bronze 
rod bracelet of oval cross-section; presumed diam. ap-
prox. 4–5 cm. 2. melted ring bead of transparent blue 
glass, similar to type tm 30; diam. approx. 1.5  cm. 
3. two lumps of melted transparent blue glass. 4. Ap-
prox. 150 sherds of a vase of type B.3, with a handle; 
body decorated with three parallel bands of ornament: 
crosshatched, filled with a zigzag chevron pattern and 
an irregular motif composed of few lines spread in dif-
ferent directions and terminated with a “brush” pat-
tern; smooth, black surface. 5. Approx. 25 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 63 (pit cremation), are 15
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 110×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey, slight-
ly darker in the central part, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones scattered in the upper part of the pit, 
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potsherds at the top level of the pit (Pl. XXX/63). I. Sex 
undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; coarse, light brown surface. 2. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick 
red surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. Sherd of a vessel with 
undefined rim; smooth, beige surface. 5. Three burnt 
sherds of a vessel with rough, brown-grey surface. 
6. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 64 (pit cremation), Are 15
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 40×30  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. yellow-grey and grey fill with numerous 
pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. XXX/64). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, facet-
ed rim; smooth, light brown surface. 2. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim; damaged, grey surface; prob-
ably from vessel no. 1 from grave 65/66. 3. ten sherds 
of a thick-walled vessel with rough, brown-grey surface. 
4. Three potsherds with smooth, black surface. 5. Three 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (no. 2—phases iV–V).

Grave 65/66 (pit cremation), Are 15
Pit of irregular outline, measuring approx. 140×130 cm, 
destroyed by a cut in the central and S part; roughly 
basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was brown-
grey at the top in the W part, grey and dark grey in the 
e part, grey below, with pieces of charcoal; a compact 
cluster of stones in the S part. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XXX/65/66). I. Female 
(?), adultus. II. Undetermined (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. Approx. 25 burnt sherds of a tall bowl of 
type B.1a; one circumferential groove under the rim 
and another above max. body diameter; defined base; 
damaged surface, brick red to grey-beige in colour; rim 
diam. approx. 25 cm, base diam. approx. 14 cm, height 
approx. 15 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly 
thickened, everted rim; smooth, brown surface. 3. Burnt 
sherd of a thick-walled vessel with rough, brown-brick 
red surface. 4. 25 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
5. 16 sherds of Bronze Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
Remarks: The pottery from the feature was labelled as 
65, 66, 65+66, 66+67. The destruction of the central 
part of the pit resulted in its appearing at the level of 

detection as two separate features (65 and 66) on the e 
and W side of the cut; therefore, the pottery from these 
two features was labelled separately. After sectioning, it 
was determined that they are in fact one feature 65/66, 
which is how the material obtained during further ex-
ploration was described. The notation “66+67” is prob-
ably a mistake made while labelling the pottery. feature 
67 was located approx. 4 m to the W of grave 65/66. 
Numerous sherds of vessel no. 1, labelled as “66+67”, 
came from the fill of grave 65/66. Thus, all the pottery 
sherds labelled as “66+67” have been included in the 
inventory of the feature under discussion.

Grave 67 (pit cremation), Are 15
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 85 cm in diam-
eter; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey 
and, in the central part, dark grey, here and there black, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a brooch fragment (1) at the top 
level in the W part (Pl. XXXii/67). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron one-piece brooch 
with external chord; four-coil spring; width 1.2  cm. 
2. Potsherds (lost)
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 68 (pit cremation), Are 15
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 120×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was light grey at the top level and in the N 
part of the pit, dark grey with pieces of charcoal in the 
S part. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit; a brooch (1) at a depth of 5 cm below the top level 
of the pit, in the SW part; near the brooch, at a depth 
of 12 cm, clustered outside the dark pit outline (in yel-
low sand): another brooch (2), a needle (4) and a belt 
hook (3) (Pl. XXXi/68). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult 
individual.
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type H; foot attached to 
the bow by a ring-shaped collar; foot terminal decorated 
with four groups of incisions; small (triangular?) pro-
trusion on the bow, next to the catchplate; length 2.8 cm, 
width 1.1 cm (lost). 2. two fragments of an iron brooch 
of type K; head terminated with a flat, wide thickening; 
bow with a circumferential crest on the top, almost tri-
angular in cross-section, more massive near the head; 
frame catchplate with a “stepped” bar and a ring inside; 
length 7 cm, width 1.6 cm. 3. iron two-piece hinged belt 
hook of type iXe; both parts decorated on the outer 
surface with a heavily worn motif of stepped lines; two 
parallel grooves next to the hinge; length of elements 
approx. 10 and 19 cm, max. width 3.8 cm. 4. iron needle 
of type ii; shaft round in cross-section; length 7.4 cm. 
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5. two small iron sheets; perhaps from belt hook no. 
3. 6. four burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim and rounded (?) body; coarse (?), light brown 
surface; rim diam. approx. 23 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
7. Burnt sherd of a bowl with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, light brown surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; coarse, light brown sur-
face. 9. Sherd of a vessel with biconical body decorat-
ed with a horizontal groove above its max. diameter; 
smooth surface, brick red and beige in colour. 10. 17 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i (no. 9—phases iV–V).

Grave 69 (pit cremation), Are 15
Pit of poorly discernible, roughly oval outline, elongat-
ed on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 70×60 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 10  cm deep. The fill was light 
grey-yellow and, here and there, dark grey. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XXXi/69). 
I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt (?) sherds of a vessel with coarse, 
beige surface. 2. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 70 (pit cremation), Are 15
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 130×100 cm; semi-circular profile, 35 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey with pieces of charcoal in 
the S part, grey and brown-grey in the N part. Cremat-
ed bones and grave goods scattered in the dark layer. 
Numerous potsherds in the topsoil layer above the pit 
(Pl. XXXii/70). I. Male (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron one-piece brooch 
with external chord. 2. melted bead (?) of opaque 
white glass; dim. 1×0.7 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a bowl of 
type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim, smooth surface, brick 
red to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 23 cm, pres. 
height approx. 3 cm. 4. Three burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.3; smooth surface, brown and beige in col-
our; rim diam. approx. 24  cm, pres. height approx. 
6  cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type  ii.3; smooth, 
grey surface; rim diam. approx. 18  cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 6. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, beige surface; rim diam. approx. 
18 cm, pres. height 1.5 cm. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, light brown sur-
face. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; coarse, light brown surface. 9. Approx. 120 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 10. Three sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.

Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave (?) 71 (pit cremation?), Are 15
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm 
in diameter; semi-circular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was non-uniform, yellow-grey and, here and there, grey 
with small pieces of charcoal. one cremated bone in 
the pit (Pl. XXXi/71). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: none. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Graves 73A and 73B, are 30
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. 130×70 cm; at a depth of approx. 10 cm 
below the level of detection, clearly dividing into two 
separate features: grave 73A in the S part and grave 
73B in the N part (Pl. XXXiii/73A.73B).
Inventory of graves 73A–B (from the upper part of the 
pits, shared by both features, or fragments with an il-
legible inv. no.): 1. four burnt fragments of a one-piece 
comb, made of deer’s antler, type e ic; handle deco-
rated with a circled dot; pres. height 4 cm, pres. width 
0.8 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a mug of group i; thick-
ened, faceted rim, body decorated with two triangular 
fields, filled with oblique strokes (envelope pattern), and 
polygonal lines; smooth, beige-brown and, in places, 
brick red surface. 3. two burnt sherds of a small bowl 
with cylindrical body and thickened, faceted rim (simi-
lar to type Vii.3); damaged surface, brick red and grey 
in colour; rim diam. 7.5 cm, base diam. approx. 5 cm, 
height 4.5 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a bowl with thickened, 
faceted rim; rounded body; smooth, brown surface. 
5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 11 cm. 6. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with a row of 
vertical strokes between two horizontal lines; smooth, 
beige surface. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with unde-
fined, inverted rim; damaged, grey surface. 8. Sherd of 
a vessel with defined base; smooth, light beige surface. 
9. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with damaged surface, 
brick red and grey in colour. 10. Three burnt sherds of 
a vessel with hollow foot and a circumferential cordon 
between the foot and body; smooth surface, brick red 
and grey in colour; pres. height 4.5 cm. 11. Approx. 35 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 12. 12 potsherds, mostly 
thick-walled, with rough, brown surface (Bronze Age/
early iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i (nos. 2–6), phase V (nos. 1, 8, 10), 
phases i or V (nos. 7, 9, 11).
Remarks: The potsherds from the late pre-roman peri-
od should be assigned to grave 73B and the early roman 
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potsherds to grave 73A, as suggested by the presumed 
stratigraphic relationship between the two features. 
2. The numerous Bronze Age potsherds may indicate 
the existence of a settlement pit, unnoticed during the 
excavations, which the two features were dug into.

Grave 73A (pit cremation), are 30
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 80×60  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was non-uniform at the top level: 
brown, grey and grey-black; below, it was light grey in 
the S part and grey with pieces of charcoal in the N part. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
XXXiii/73A). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. 13 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 2. 15 
thick-walled potsherds with rough surface, brown and 
grey in colour (Bronze Age/early iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 73B (pit cremation), are 30
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm 
in diameter, presumably disturbed in the S part by the 
pit of feature 73A; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, here and there, black at the top 
level, dark grey-black below, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pl. XXXiii/73B). I. Sex undetermined, iuvenis/adultus.
Inventory: 1. two lumps of melted bronze. 2. ten 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. Seven thick-walled 
potsherds with rough, brown surface (Bronze Age/
early iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (?).

Grave 74 (pit cremation), Are 30
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing 110×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The 
fill was grey and, in the lower part, dark grey-black with 
numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XXXii/74). I. Early in-
fans I. II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brown to black 
in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 2. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth 
surface, brick red and grey in colour. 3. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel decorated on the body with a band of strokes; 
damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with a triangu-
lar field filled with oblique strokes; smooth, grey-beige 
surface. 5. 50 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.

Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 76 (pit cremation), Are 30
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in di-
ameter; triangular profile, 30  cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the W part, black, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
XXXiii/76). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim; care-
lessly smoothed, beige surface. 2. two burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 3. Thick-walled potsherd with rough, 
brown-grey surface (Bronze Age/early iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: i–V (?).

Grave 77 (pit cremation), Are 30
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring 100×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm deep. The 
fill was dark grey and, in the Se part, black, with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. XXXiV/77). I. Sex undetermined, adult 
individual. II. Bird (?) (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth (?), grey surface. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged surface, grey and beige in colour. 3. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim and round-
ed body; smooth surface, grey to brown in colour. 
4. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth surface, grey to brick red in colour. 
5. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, brick red surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with rows of strokes between two 
circumferential grooves; smooth surface, grey to brick 
red in colour. 7. five burnt sherds of a vessel decorated 
on the body with a band of omega-shaped meander pat-
tern composed of lines and strokes; smooth, grey-brick 
red surface. 8. Three burnt sherds of a vessel decorat-
ed on the body with a horizontal groove and a band of 
zigzag pattern composed of lines and points; smooth, 
brick red-beige surface. 9. Sherd of a small bowl-like 
vessel with a small elongated knob on the body; coarse 
surface, brick red to beige in colour. 10. Approx. 115 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 11. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (no. 8—phases iV–V?).

Feature 80 (undetermined function), Are 30
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring 130×95 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey, yellow-grey and, here and there, 
dark grey (burnt topsoil intermixed with yellow sand) 
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(Pl. XXXiii/80). 
Inventory: 1. five burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 81 (pit cremation), Are 30
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring 160×130 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, with 
pieces of charcoal and stones. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. XXXiV/81). I. Sex 
undetermined, adultus–early maturus. II.1. Sheep or 
goat (4 frags). II.2. Undetermined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze bar; almost round 
in cross-section on one end, rectangular on the other; 
pres. length 4 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel of group iii; 
thickened, faceted rim; neck emphasised on both ends 
with a groove; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
11 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a bowl of 
type  ii.1; slightly thickened, non-faceted rim; dam-
aged, dark grey surface; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 
5 cm. 4. two burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; slightly 
thickened, non-faceted rim; smooth, beige surface; rim 
diam. 17 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey surface. 
6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with cylindrical foot, hollow 
on the underside; damaged surface, brick red to grey 
in colour, with white discolouration; rim diam. 12 cm, 
pres. height 3.5 cm. 7. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth surface, beige and grey in colour; base diam. 
approx. 9 cm, pres. height approx. 2.5 cm. 8. Approx. 
150 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (no. 6—phase V?).
Remarks: The bronze object (no. 1) was labelled as “pit 
71A”. So-numbered feature was not distinguished dur-
ing the excavations. The are number, coordinates and 
date of discovery clearly point to grave 81 (probably 
the upper part of its fill, i.e. layer 81a).

Feature 82 (undetermined function), Are 50
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. at least 190×130 cm. The full extent of 
the pit was not captured due to the colour of the fill re-
sembling the surrounding virgin soil. triangular profile, 
80 cm deep. The fill was non-uniform: grey and, here 
and there, dark grey with numerous pieces of charcoal 
in the central part, light grey near the edges. a com-
pact cluster of charcoal and unburnt pieces of pine (?) 
wood and bark in the W part; a layer of bright orange 
(burnt?) sand intermixed with brown-grey earth below 
it, in the centre and N part of the pit. a layer of grey 
sand with several large pieces of charcoal at a depth of 

approx. 20–30 cm below the level of detection; lower, 
an approx. 10-cm-thick layer of grey sand with small 
pieces of charcoal; an approx. 20 to 30-cm-thick layer 
of light brown sand at the bottom. Cremated human 
bones, unburnt animal bones and potsherds scattered 
in the upper part of the pit (Pl. XXXiX/82). I. Sex un-
determined, adult (?) individual. II. Mammal (cattle or 
horse?) (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. Burnt grinding stone of irregular shape; 
dim. approx. 8×8×5 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, grey and dark 
grey in colour. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth surface, beige to grey in col-
our. 4. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, light 
brown surface. 5. Sherd of a vessel decorated on the 
body with horizontal and vertical grooves and groups 
of oblique strokes; smooth, black surface. 6. Three pot-
sherds with smooth, black surface. 7. Approx. 25 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii (nos. 2, 3, 5), phases iii–V 
(no. 4), phases i–V (nos. 1?, 6, 7).
Remarks: The fragments of unburnt wood with bark 
indicate a modern chronology of the feature; it cannot 
be excluded that the pottery and bones occurred in 
a secondary context.

Grave 83 (pit cremation), Are 30
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 120 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey and, at a lower level, black, with pieces 
of charcoal. few cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit; a brooch (1) in the Ne part (Pl. XL/83). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a partly melted bronze eye 
brooch of the main series, Almgren type 46; chord held 
by a broad, trapezoidal hook decorated with grooves; 
quadrangular head with small protrusions near the 
spring, with perforations encircled by a groove and deep 
incisions between them and the side edge of the protru-
sions; flat bow decorated with a band of pseudo-filigree 
and with a profiled circumferential crest between small 
grooves near the foot; foot triangular in cross-section; 
pres. length 4.5 cm, width 2 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, slightly thick-
ened, inverted rim; smooth surface, grey to brick red 
in colour. 4. two sherds of a vessel with smooth, black 
surface. 5. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV; no. 2—phases i–iia.

Complex of features 84–86, Ares 44/50
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A complex of pits of poorly legible, difficult to separate 
outlines, located around a large stone. distinguished 
features: 1. grave 84 to the e of the stone, disturbed 
from the SW by a modern feature (pit 87) and from the 
W by a contemporary cut around the stone; 2. grave 
85/86—one or two (?) pits of irregular outlines and with 
unseparated fills (Pls. XXXV–XXXViii).

Grave 84 (pit cremation), Are 50
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, 
measuring approx. 160×90  cm, in an undetermined 
stratigraphic relationship with grave 85/86 in the NW 
part; basin-shaped profile, 50  cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey and, at a lower level, black, with pieces of 
charcoal; a large stone, measuring approx. 90×50 cm, 
in the central part and two smaller ones under it. Pit 
damaged around the large stone up to a depth of ap-
prox. 10 cm. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; a fragment of a bronze object (1) in the N 
part (Pls. XXXV–XXXViii/84). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze bar of rectangu-
lar cross-section; pres. length 1.3 cm. 2. fragment of 
a curved iron bar of quadrangular cross-section, with 
a cremated bone fragment adhered to it; pres. length 
2.2.  cm (lost). 3. eight burnt sherds of a biconical 
bowl with a handle; everted rim; body decorated with 
a horizontal dashed line between two horizontal lines; 
damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim di-
am. 16 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 4. four burnt sherds of 
a tripartite vase; thickened rim; rounded body; smooth, 
brick red and, in places, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
15 cm. 5. five burnt sherds of a slender vessel with bi-
conical body decorated with a single band of rectan-
gular fields divided into triangles, some of them filled 
with strokes; smooth surface, brick red to dark grey in 
colour; base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 6. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth 
(?), grey surface. 7. Sherd of a biconical vessel with 
slightly everted rim; smooth, black surface. 8. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged, brick 
red surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly 
everted rim; damaged, beige-grey surface. 10. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with two hori-
zontal lines enclosing a band of triangular fields, plain 
or filled with strokes; smooth, brick red-grey surface. 
11. Approx. 40 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 
12. 75 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 13. fragment of 
a flint blade (Stone Age/Bronze Age).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.
Remarks: on the basis of the field drawings and de-
scriptions, it is not possible to determine at present 

whether grave 84 was dug into grave 85/86 or the oth-
er way round. further sherds of vessel no. 3 found in 
the layer were labelled as “Are 44/a.b.d/64” and “Are 
44/50/a/64”.

Grave 85/86 (pit cremation), Are 44
Pit of irregular outline and max. dimensions of ap-
prox. 320×220 cm, connected in the S part with the pit 
of grave 84. irregular profile, with a depression in the 
S part, max. 70 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with 
numerous small burnt stones and large pieces of char-
coal in the NW part, some of them arranged in regular 
rows. The sand below the pit fill was orange (annealed) 
in places. Cremated bones scattered in the pit; potsherds 
and an iron object (2) in the S part; an iron brooch (1) at 
the top level in the N part (Pls. XXXV–XXXViii/85/86). 
I. Sex undetermined, adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Nine fragments of an iron one-piece 
brooch with short spring and arched bow of round 
cross-section, probably type m-a or N-a; pres. length 
3.8 cm. 2. fragment of an iron object in the form of 
a bar of triangular cross-section, bent four times at 
right angles, terminated on one side with a flat disc; 
dim. 2.7×0.9 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with evert-
ed rim; damaged, brick red surface. 4. two potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 5. five burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii (?).

Feature 88 (undetermined function), Are 30
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 10 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill. Small pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XL/88).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rim defined 
by a groove; smooth, brown-grey surface. 2. Sherd of 
a vessel with rough, beige-grey surface (Bronze Age/
early iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 89 (pit cremation), Are 30
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 100×60 cm; semi-circular profile, 50 cm 
deep. The fill was grey in the central part, dark grey be-
low and around the edges, here and there black, with 
pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit, cre-
mated bones in the upper part of the feature (Pl. XXX-
iX/89). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, beige-grey surface; rim di-
am. 24 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a small 
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bowl similar to types i.2 and Vii.3; thickened, faceted 
rim; damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. 8 cm, height 
approx. 3 cm. 3. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with rough 
surface, beige and grey in colour. 4. Approx. 75 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 5. Sherd of a vessel with a cor-
don decorated with fingernail impressions (Bronze 
Age/early iron Age?). 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 90 (pit cremation), Are 44
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW ax-
is, measuring approx. 70×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
30 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of char-
coal, partially intermixed with yellow sand. few cre-
mated bones in the pit (Pl. XL/90). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 91 (pit cremation), Are 24
Pit of roughly oval outline, damaged at the top lev-
el, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
190×100 cm; roughly basin-shaped profile, with a vis-
ibly deeper N part, 45 cm deep. Grey-black and black fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; metal artefacts mainly in the e part 
(Pl. XLi/91). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a melted bronze brooch of 
Almgren type 2al or type N-a; bow round in cross-
section, with a biconical circumferential crest below 
the top; pres. length 2.4 cm, width 1 cm. 2. fragment 
of a spring from another bronze brooch. 3. fragment 
of an iron needle of type ii; shaft round in cross-sec-
tion; pres. length 7.5 cm. 4. fragment of an iron bar 
of quadrangular cross-section; pres. length 1.7  cm. 
5. five fragments of a curved, flat, iron bar with one 
sharpened edge (crescent-shaped knife?); pres. length 
3.8 cm. 6. Seven burnt sherds of a biconical bowl re-
sembling type  ii.2; slightly thickened rim; smooth 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 17 cm, 
pres. height 4.5 cm. 7. Burnt sherd of a tripartite ves-
sel (group iV?); slightly thickened rim; neck defined 
by uneven grooves; biconical body, decorated above 
its max. diameter with a band of grouped oblique and 
vertical strokes; damaged surface, beige and grey in col-
our. 8. 15 sherds of a biconical vessel with everted rim; 
body decorated above its max. diameter with three hori-
zontal grooves and rows of horizontal strokes; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. approx. 20 cm. 9. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with damaged, brown-grey surface; 
base diam. 7.5 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 10. Approx. 90 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.

Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 92 (pit cremation), Are 24
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the central part, yellow-grey, with 
pieces of charcoal; small stones at the bottom of the 
pit. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; 
a brooch (1) at the top level of the pit (Pl. XLi/92). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type H; 
bow oval in cross-section; remains of a ring-shaped col-
lar and foot terminal near the head; pres. length 2.7 cm, 
width 1.2 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a mug of group i; thick-
ened, faceted rim; rounded body with max. diameter 
in its lower part, decorated with a narrow rectangular 
field filled with a row of strokes; smooth surface, brick 
red to grey in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 3. 13 burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red and beige 
in colour; rim diam. approx. 21 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
brick red-beige surface. 5. two nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i or iia? (no. 4—phases iii–V).

Grave 93 (pit cremation), Are 24
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 20 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. XL/93). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 2. four burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 95 (pit cremation), Are 24
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was black in the W part, dark grey in the 
e part, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit, mainly in the black layer; 
a spindle whorl (1) in the W part (Pl. XLii/95). I. Sex 
undetermined, adultus–maturus. II.1. Sheep (1 frag). 
II.2. Goat or sheep (7 frags).
Inventory: 1. five lumps of melted bronze. 2. Burnt 
clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave opposite 
ends; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; diam. 
2.7 cm, height 1.4 cm. 3. two burnt sherds of a bowl 
resembling type  B.1a; smooth, light brown surface; 
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rim diam. approx. 25 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, beige-grey 
surface; rim diam. approx. 13 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 
5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth 
surface, brick red to grey in colour. 6. Six burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V.

Feature 98 (undetermined function), Are 24
Almost entirely destroyed pit of irregular, fragmented 
outline, measuring approx. 180×120 cm; undetermined, 
residually preserved profile, max. 10 cm deep. The fill 
was light grey and, here and there, grey with pieces of 
charcoal; potsherds scattered at the top level in the N 
part of the pit (Pl. XLii/98).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 2. four 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the feature is 
a remnant of a Bronze Age/early iron Age pit.

Grave 99 (pit cremation), Are 24
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, in the e part, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. XLii/99). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rounded body 
and undefined, inverted rim; smooth, brown-grey sur-
face. 2. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 100 (pit cremation), Are 24
Pit of roughly rectangular outline with rounded cor-
ners, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
120×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. Grey and 
dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and grave goods scattered in the upper part of the pit 
(Pl. XLiii/100). I. Female (?), early adultus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt pendant made from a talon of 
a bird from the family Accipitridae; round hole at the 
base; height 2.7 cm. 2. melted bead of dark glass with 
a light band; dim. 1.7×1.4 cm. 3. Lump of melted violet 
glass. 4. two lumps of melted glass of unspecified col-
our. 5. fragment of an iron rod of round cross-section; 
pres. length 1.8 cm. 6. iron ring of quadrangular cross-
section; diam. 4 cm. 7. Lump of melted bronze. 8. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; smooth sur-

face, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
15 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with rounded body; max. diameter above the mid-
height of the body; smooth, beige-grey surface; pres. 
height 9  cm. 10. ten burnt sherds of a thick-walled 
vessel with defined base; rough, brick red-grey surface; 
pres. height approx. 7.5 cm. 11. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with everted rim; smooth, brick red-grey surface. 
12. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 13. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type  ii.1; 
thickened, faceted (?) rim; damaged surface, brick red 
and grey in colour. 14. Approx. 25 small sherds of a ves-
sel with smooth, black surface. 15. Approx. 45 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (no. 13—phases i–ii).

Grave 101 (pit cremation), Are 24
Large pit of irregular outline, measuring approx. 
220×220  cm; at a depth of approx. 15  cm below the 
level of detection, visibly smaller outline, elongated on 
the e-W axis, measuring approx. 200×170 cm; basin-
shaped profile, 60 cm deep. dark grey and black fill with 
numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; an iron object (2) in the Se 
part; a brooch (1) at the top level of the pit (Pls. XLiV–
XLVi/101). I. Sex undetermined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. iron “spoon-bow” brooch; pointy projec-
tions on both sides of the head; wire ring (lost) with 
wire ring (lost) passed through the spring coils; frame 
catchplate; length approx. 5.5 cm, width 0.8 cm. 2. two 
figure-of-eight iron links connected by a ring, with an 
attachment strip, looped at the end, passed through 
one of the links (wooden casket part?); pres. length 
approx. 8.5 cm. 3. metal plate, dim. 1.8×1.5 cm (lost). 
4. iron wire formed into a ring; one end trapezoidal, 
hammered flat; one short, straight groove in the cen-
tre of the exterior surface; quadrangular section; di-
am. 0.6–0.9 cm. 5. iron object in the form of a bar of 
semi-circular cross-section bent in half; fold shaped 
into a ring; pres. length 2.5 cm. 6. Corroded iron ob-
ject (presently in four fragments); original length ap-
prox. 4 cm. 7. Small lump of corroded iron. 8. Lump of 
melted dark glass. 9. 12 sherds of a vessel of group iii; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with six par-
allel grooves; fields between the grooves either plain 
or filled with a row of strokes, triangular impressions 
or chevron ornament; smooth, black surface; rim di-
am. approx. 14 cm, base diam. 9.5 cm, height approx. 
21 cm. 10. four sherds of a vessel decorated with rows 
of strokes and hatched triangles between at least five 
horizontal lines; smooth, black surface; probably from 
vessel no. 9. 11. two burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; 
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thickened, faceted rim; damaged surface, brick red to 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 24 cm, pres. height 
4.5 cm. 12. four burnt sherds of a bowl of type  ii.2; 
slightly thickened, everted rim; smooth surface, brick 
red to dark grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 18 cm, 
pres. height 3.5  cm. 13. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red-brown sur-
face. 14. two burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; smooth (?), brown-grey surface. 15. Three 
burnt sherds of a vessel with rounded body decorated 
with a row of horizontal and oblique strokes above 
and below a horizontal line; damaged, grey-brick red 
surface. 16. two sherds of a small vessel with biconi-
cal body (group Vii); smooth, black surface. 17. Burnt 
sherds of a vessel with rounded body; smooth surface, 
brick red to dark brown in colour. 18. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with damaged surface, brick red to dark 
grey in colour; base diam. approx. 7.5 cm, pres. height 
4.5 cm. 19–22. four burnt sherds of vessels with thick-
ened, faceted rims; damaged surfaces, brick red, brown 
or grey in colour. 23, 24. two burnt sherds of vessels 
with thickened rims; damaged surfaces, brick red, 
brown or grey in colour. 25. 50 potsherds with smooth, 
black surface; probably from vessel no. 9. 26. Approx. 
140 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iia.

Grave 102 (pit cremation), Are 28
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 20  cm deep. Non-uniform, grey and dark grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal. few cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1) at the top 
level in the W part (Pl. XLiii/102). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. iron brooch (lost). 2. Burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; body deco-
rated with a row of oblique strokes between two cir-
cumferential lines; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
14 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm; height approx. 9 cm. 3. Seven 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.
Remarks: information about the brooch comes from 
the excavation journal and drawing of the feature’s plan 
with the location of the brooch marked. it is not men-
tioned in the field inventory and later documentation. 
The label that was drawn up during the excavations has 
not been preserved. The brooch was probably lost dur-
ing the excavations.

Graves 103A–B, Are 28
Large pit of irregular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 

measuring approx. 200×140 cm, composed of two con-
nected features. At a depth of approx. 15 cm below the 
level of detection, preserved only in the N part (grave 
103A) (Pl. XLVii/103A–B). 

Grave 103A (pit cremation), Are 28
At a depth of 15 cm below the level of detection, pit of 
round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm in diameter; 
semi-circular profile, 60 cm deep; disturbed (?) by the 
pit of grave 103B. The fill was dark grey and, here and 
there, black, with pieces of charcoal and a large stone 
in the centre. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pls. XLVii/103A, XLViii/103A). I. Infans II. 
II.1. Sheep or goat (?) (1 frag). II.2. Small ruminant or 
pig (3 frags). II.3. Pig (1 frag). II.4. Mammal (1 frag). 
II.5. Chicken (2 frags). II.6. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface; rim di-
am. 25 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 2. eight burnt sherds of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim and rounded body; 
damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height 
4.5 cm. 3. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim and rounded body; damaged surface, brick 
red to brown in colour; rim diam. 19 cm, pres. height 
9 cm. 4. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim and rounded (squat?) body; smooth, grey-
brown surface; rim diam. 12  cm, pres. height 6  cm. 
5. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth, brick red-brown surface; rim diam. 
10.5 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with a faceted rim and handle (?); damaged, grey sur-
face. 7. Three burnt sherds of one (?) vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 8. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 103B (pit cremation), Are 28
Shallow pit of undetermined outline; basin-shaped pro-
file with a flat bottom, 15 cm deep. Light grey and grey 
fill. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit 
(Pls. XLVii/103B, XLViii/103B).
Inventory: 1. 11 sherds of a biconical vessel with evert-
ed rim, type B.1a or B.3; one groove under the rim; 
body decorated with a band of “herringbone” pattern 
between two circumferential lines; smooth, black sur-
face; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
material and human bones from grave 103B and top 
level of grave 103B that could not be assigned to in-
dividual pits: 1. Approx. 170 burnt, nondescript pot-
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sherds. I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.

Grave 104 (urn cremation), Are 28
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 190×90 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey and, at the bottom, 
dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal. An urn (7) 
in the centre of the pit and, next to its N edge, a bowl 
(8) resting on one side; mouth of the urn covered with 
large sherds of a vessel with rough surface (12); a cas-
ket lock spring (3) and a bronze object (5) on one of 
the sherds. further sherds of the rough vessel inside the 
urn (pushed inside by earth pressure?), with a fragment 
of a casket fitting (4) above and a cluster of cremated 
bones with two brooches (1, 2) and a spindle whorl (6) 
below them. isolated potsherds and several cremated 
bone fragments scattered in the black earth around the 
urn (Pls. XLiX, L/104). I. Foetus/infans I.
Inventory: 1. iron one-piece brooch with S-shaped 
bow, series 10 of Almgren group V; spring on an axis 
bar; chord wound around the head; bow triangular in 
cross-section; length 3 cm, width 2 cm. 2. iron one-
piece brooch resembling series 7 of Almgren group V; 
spring on an axis bar, chord wound around the head; 
narrow bow, almost rectangular in cross-section; foot 
triangular in cross-section, terminated with a round 
knob; length 4.3 cm, width 2.1 cm. 3. fragment of an 
iron casket lock spring; pres. length 3.4 cm. 4. Three 
fragments of an oval (?) iron casket lock mount; pres. 
length 4.2 cm, width 2 cm. 5. Hemispherical bronze 
bead (?); body profiled at the base; diam. 0.6 cm, height 
0.6 cm. 6. Clay spindle whorl, cylindrical with concave 
opposite ends; smooth, light grey-beige surface; diam. 
2.6 cm, height 1.1 cm. 7. Sherds of a bowl of type B.1a; 
one circumferential groove under the rim and another 
above max. body diameter; defined base; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 25  cm, base diam. 13  cm, height 
13  cm. 8. Burnt bowl of type  d.1a; smooth surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 11.5–12.5 cm, 
height 5 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rounded 
body; undefined, slightly everted rim; smooth surface, 
beige and dark grey in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 10. Burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.1b (?); 
one circumferential groove under the rim and another 
above max. body diameter; smooth, beige surface; rim 
diam. 11 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 11. four burnt sherds of 
a small vessel with everted rim; smooth, beige surface; 
rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 12. Burnt sherd 
of a large, thick-walled vessel with rough, grey surface; 
body diam. >40 cm, pres. height 24 cm. 13. Approx. 15 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b.

Grave 105 (pit cremation), Are 28
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 50×30 cm; semi-circular profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey-brown and, in the W part, 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; brooches and a spindle 
whorl (1–3) at the bottom (Pl. XLVi/105). I. Infans I 
(moreover, a fragment of a bone from adult individual 
of undetermined sex).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze one-piece brooch, 
series 7 of Almgren group V; spring on an axis bar; orig-
inally chord held by a hook; bow triangular in cross-
section; head with a semi-circular, profiled crest; foot 
terminated with a round, profiled crest and flat-and-
spherical knob; length 4.5  cm, width approx. 3  cm. 
2. fragment of a bronze one-piece brooch with crested 
head (Almgren type 120 or series 7 of group V); origi-
nally chord held by a hook; bow semi-circular in cross-
section; pres. length 1.5 cm. 3. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with one end flat and the other slightly con-
cave; smooth, grey-beige surface; diam. 3.2 cm, height 
2.2 cm. 4. Burnt (?) sherd of a thick-walled vessel with 
rough, grey-brown surface. 5. eight nondescript sherds 
of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b (Va?).

Feature 107 (undetermined function), Are 27
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 90×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. Grey and dark grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal (Pl. XLViii/107). 
Inventory: 1. iron sheet fragment; dim. 0.7×1  cm. 
2. four burnt sherds of a vessel with a handle; smooth, 
brown-grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 110 (pit cremation), Are 27
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 80 cm in diam-
eter; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. Brown-grey fill 
without pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XLViii/110). I. Sex un-
determined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; coarse, beige surface. 2. Burnt (?) sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, beige 
surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth, beige surface. 4. ten burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.
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Grave 111 (pit cremation), Are 27
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 90×70 cm; trapezoidal profile, 
40 cm deep. The fill was grey and, at a lower level, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1) in the W part 
(Pl. L/111). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. four fragments of an iron brooch of 
type K; bow oval in cross-section, with a circumferen-
tial crest on the top; hemispherical thickening on the 
head; foot decorated with two groups of triple trans-
versal grooves; frame catchplate; length 4.2 cm, width 
1.4 cm. 2. two sherds of a bowl resembling type ii.2; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brown and 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 20 cm, pres. height 
8 cm. 3. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 4. five burnt base sherds of a vessel with rounded 
body; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; base 
diam. 7.5 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 5. two burnt sherds 
of a large vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged 
surface, grey to brick red in colour. 6. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick 
red surface. 7. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, brown surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
9. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 113 (pit cremation), Are 20
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 110–
120 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. 
The fill was grey at the top level, black with numerous 
pieces of charcoal below. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit. a needle (2) at the top level in the S 
part; a brooch fragment (1) at a depth of approx. 25 cm 
in the S part (Pl. Li/113). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch of Almgren 
type 67a; chord held by a hook; bow round in cross-
section, with a profiled circumferential crest below the 
top; pres. length 2.3 cm. 2. Three fragments of an iron 
needle; shaft round in cross-section; total length of pres. 
fragments 5.5 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, grey surface. 4. Seven burnt 
sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
dark grey surface. 5. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii (no. 3, 4—phases i–ii).

Grave 114 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of roughly quadrangular outline, measuring ap-
prox. 120×120 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. 

Grey fill with pieces of charcoal and fairly large stones. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
Li/114). I. Sex undetermined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; 
everted rim; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
rim diam. 21 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; damaged, dark 
grey surface. 3. Base sherd of a vessel with smooth 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; base diam. 6 cm, 
pres. height 3 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated 
with two horizontal lines enclosing a row of horizontal 
strokes; smooth, grey surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel decorated with lines and a band of oblique strokes; 
smooth, brick red surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel decorated with lines and a row of oblique strokes; 
smooth surface, brick red and grey in colour. 7. Approx. 
40 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.
Same-vessel sherds found in the fills of graves 113 and 
114 (nos. 1–3) and at the top level of both pits (nos. 
4, 5), impossible to assign to individual features (Pl. 
Li/113.114): 1. Three burnt sherds of a bowl resem-
bling type ii.2; smooth, grey-beige surface; rim diam. 
approx. 16.5  cm, pres. height 4.5  cm. 2. Burnt base 
sherds of a vessel with smooth, light brown surface; 
base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 3. Burnt sherds 
of a vessel with a handle; smooth, brown surface. 4. 11 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.

Grave 115 (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 190×130 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
60 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the S part, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal; a large, flat stone, measuring 
approx. 80×130×30 cm, at the top level of the pit. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a fitting 
(1) and a casket lock spring (2) at the top level in the e 
part (Pls. Lii, Liii/115). I. Sex undetermined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. flat, rectangular, iron fitting; a hole with 
a rivet at each end, one of the rivets with a flat, quadran-
gular washer; width 0.6 cm, height 3 cm (lost). 2. iron 
casket lock spring; arm bent in three places; pres. length 
5.5 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; 
damaged, grey-brown surface. 4. Three burnt sherds 
of a vessel with everted rim; smooth surface, grey and 
brick red in colour. 5. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.
Remarks: The lock spring (no. 2) is listed in the registry 
of finds from Kleszewo as a stray find from Are 19. At 
present, the contents of the grave 115 include a frag-
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ment of an iron rod, which was not originally part of 
the feature’s furnishings. its origin is unknown.

Grave 116 (pit cremation), Ares 27/33
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Light 
grey and grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. Liii/116). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, beige and grey in colour. 
2. Sherd of a thick-walled vessel with rough, beige sur-
face. 3. Seven nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 117 (pit cremation), Are 27
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 150×70 cm; two small stones (ap-
prox.15×8 cm) at the top level in the NW part. Basin-
shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was light grey and 
grey at the top level, mostly black below, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones scattered in the pit; a con-
centration of stones and potsherds in the central part; 
another pottery cluster in the N part, under which 
a brooch (1), a needle (3) and, at a slightly lower level, 
another brooch (2); a knife (4) in the W part (Pls. LiV, 
LV). I. Sex undetermined, maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type H; 
bow oval in cross-section, with a triangular protru-
sion near the catchplate; foot attached to the bow by 
a ring-shaped collar; pres. length 2.1 cm. 2. iron brooch 
of type K; bow round in cross-section, with a circum-
ferential crest on the top; spherical thickening on the 
head; frame catchplate; pres. length approx. 9.5  cm, 
width 1.6 cm. 3. two fragments of an iron needle (?); 
pres. length 6 cm. 4. iron crescent-shaped knife; tang 
with a flat, semi-circular terminal, perpendicular to the 
blade; pres. length 8.3 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of a mug of 
type i.3; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with 
a double zigzag pattern between two circumferential 
lines; smooth, grey-beige surface; rim diam. approx. 
13 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 9 cm. 6. Burnt sherds 
of a mug resembling type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim di-
am. 17.5 cm, pres. height 10.5 cm. 7. Burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth sur-
face, brick red and beige in colour; rim diam. approx. 
22  cm, base diam. 6  cm, height 8  cm. 8. five burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth surface, brick red and beige in colour; rim 
diam. approx. 23 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 6.5 cm. 
9. 17 burnt sherds of a thick-walled pot of type Vi.1; 

thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red and 
beige in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 
10. Burnt sherds of a jug of group V; thickened, fac-
eted rim; body decorated with alternating rectangu-
lar fields, filled with oblique strokes, on both sides of 
a horizontal groove; smooth surface, brick red to dark 
grey in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, 
height 16.5 cm. 11. four burnt sherds of a jug of type 
V; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a band 
of ornament composed of polygonal lines and rows 
of strokes in a step arrangement; smooth, beige-grey 
surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 9 cm, presumed 
height approx. 15 cm. 12. Burnt sherds of a small ves-
sel of group iii, with two handles; thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 15.5 cm, pres. 
height 10.5 cm. 13. Burnt sherds of a thick-walled pot 
of type Vi.2; thickened, faceted rim; surface smooth 
near the rim, rough below, brown to dark grey in colour; 
rim diam. 36 cm, pres. height 24 cm. 14. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel decorated on the body with a band of lines 
and strokes; damaged, grey surface; base diam. approx. 
8 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 15. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
a handle (?), thickened, faceted rim; body decorated 
with a band of herringbone pattern; damaged, grey sur-
face. 16. Burnt sherd of a bowl with thickened, faceted 
rim and rounded body; smooth surface, brick red and 
grey in colour. 17. Burnt sherd of a bowl with thick-
ened, faceted rim and rounded body; smooth, brick 
red surface. 18. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
everted rim; damaged, beige surface. 19. two potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 20. two burnt potsherds 
with rough, brown-grey surface. 21. Approx. 80 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 22. two sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 118 (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal; two large stones at the top level 
in the Se part. Cremated bones and grave goods scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. LVi/118). I. Sex undetermined, adul-
tus. II. Goat, sheep or pig (1 frag). 
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch, probably 
trumpet form of Almgren type 78 or 79; two grooves 
along the edges of the head; bow triangular in cross-
section; pres. length 1.9  cm. 2. two fragments of 
a bronze bracelet, type Kamieńczyk distinguished by t. 
dąbrowska (1981a); body semi-circular in cross-sec-
tion, decorated near the terminals with rows of points; 
profiled terminals; pres. length 2.9  cm and 3.2  cm. 
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3. fragment of a bronze pin with half-spherical, pro-
filed at the base head; shaft inserted in a rectangular (?) 
perforation in the head (repair?); pres. length 3.6 cm, 
head diam. 0.7 cm. 4. Partly melted, flat, rectangular, 
bronze fitting; a hole with a round-head rivet at each 
end; length 3.8 cm, width 0.6 cm. 5. fragment of a partly 
melted, flat, rectangular, bronze fitting; two horizontal 
grooves along the shorter edge of one of the ends; pres. 
length 2.5 cm, width 0.6 cm. 6. 5 partly melted frag-
ments of a flat, rectangular, bronze fitting. 7. Bronze ob-
ject in the form of an open ring with a small protrusion; 
diam. 1.2 cm. 8. fragment of a bronze bar; two transver-
sal grooves on three sides; pres. dim. 1.7×0.6×0.3 cm. 
9. Piece of bronze wire; pres. length 2.5 cm. 10. Piece 
of bronze wire; pres. length 1.8 cm, perhaps part of the 
shaft of pin no. 3. 11. Lump of melted bronze. 12. iron 
nail with an almost rectangular head; shaft bent at 
right angles; pres. length 2.5 cm. 13. fragment of an 
iron nail; residually preserved head; shaft bent at right 
angles; pres. length 2.8  cm. 14. two burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type B.1b; one circumferential groove under 
the rim and another above max. body diameter; dam-
aged, grey surface; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
15. Sherds of a vessel with poorly defined, slightly evert-
ed rim; smooth, brick red surface. 16. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, beige-brick red 
surface. 17. Approx. 35 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Feature 120 (undetermined function), Are 41
registered below a modern cut. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 90 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here 
and there, dark grey. a potsherd and few cremated bones 
in the pit (Pl. Liii/120). II. Pig (5 frags).
Inventory: 1. Burnt (?), nondescript ancient potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 121 (urn cremation), Are 20
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 70×50 cm; 
sack-shaped profile, 45 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal, several cremated bones and a melted brooch 
fragment (from no. 1 or 2). two partially destroyed 
vessels (6, 7) at the top level of the pit. in the lower 
part of the pit, in darker earth with numerous pieces 
of charcoal and cremated bones: an urn (5) containing 
brooches (1, 2), bronze wire (3), bronze lumps (4) and 
cremated bones (Pl. LVii). I. Male (?), maturus. II.1. 
Chicken (3 frags). II.2. Bird, perhaps chicken (2 frags). 
II.3. Sheep or goat (7 frags).

Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze one-piece trum-
pet brooch of Almgren type 78; chord held by a hook; 
a groove along the edge of the head; bow almost trian-
gular in cross-section, with a circumferential, profiled 
crest; foot triangular in cross-section; crest on the foot 
melted; length approx. 5  cm, width 3.8  cm. 2. frag-
ment of a partly melted and deformed brooch, identi-
cal in form to no. 1; spring missing; pres. length 5.8 cm. 
3. Piece of bronze wire; pres. length 1.5 cm (lost); per-
haps part of the pin of brooch no. 1. 4. two lumps of 
melted bronze. 5. Vase of type B.3a; decorated at max. 
body diameter with a band of oblique strokes; smooth 
surface, dark beige to grey in colour; rim diam. 25.5 cm, 
base diam. 10  cm, height 20  cm. 6. Burnt sherds of 
a small vase of type  B.4b, with a handle; one groove 
under the rim; body decorated above its max. diam-
eter with two circumferential grooves, here and there 
enclosing bands of oblique strokes; smooth, beige sur-
face; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 11.5 cm. 
7. Burnt bowl of type B.1a; defined base; smooth sur-
face, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 19–20 cm, 
base diam. 8 cm, height 11–12 cm. 8. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; damaged surface, 
brick red to grey in colour.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 122 (pit cremation), Are 20
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 130×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
50 cm deep. The fill was light grey at the top level and 
at near the edges, black below, with numerous pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit, mainly in the black layer; a brooch (1) in the 
e part (Pls. LViii, LiX/122). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult (?) individual. II. Undetermined (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type A; 
bow round in cross-section; foot attached to the bow by 
a flat collar; length 1.6 cm, width 1.6 cm. 2. five burnt 
sherds of a mug resembling type i.2; thickened, facet-
ed rim; body decorated with a band of stepped pattern 
composed of lines and strokes; smooth surface, brick 
red and grey in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thick-
ened, faceted rim, smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 
24 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. Burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type  ii.3; sloppily finished, smooth, beige-brick red 
and, in places, grey surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base di-
am. 8 cm, height 6.5–8 cm. 5. 30 burnt sherds of a vase 
of group iV, with a faceted handle; thickened, faceted 
rim; globular body, decorated with a band of stepped 
pattern composed of lines and strokes; smooth, brown 
surface; rim diam. 22.5 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm, 
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height 15 cm. 6. 17 burnt sherds of a jug of group V; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with two rows 
of oblique strokes between three circumferential lines; 
rim diam. 14  cm, base diam. 10  cm, height 20  cm. 
7. Three burnt sherds of a pot of type Vi.1; thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brown and brick red in 
colour; rim diam. 28 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 8. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 13  cm, pres. height 2  cm. 
9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rounded body; smooth, 
dark grey surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
10. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 11. five burnt 
sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth 
surface, brick red to grey in colour. 12. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with slightly everted rim; smooth, light brown 
surface. 13. Sherd of a vessel with a horizontal groove 
on the body; smooth, brick red-grey surface. 14. Ap-
prox. 115 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i (nos. 12, 13—phases iV–V).
Remarks: The sherds of early roman vessels nos. 12 
and 13 were found at the level at which the feature was 
detected, probably in a secondary context.

Grave 125 (pit cremation), Are 20
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×50  cm; almost trapezoidal profile, 
40 cm deep. The fill was grey, here and there dark grey 
and, in the Ne part, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a con-
centration of pottery in the Ne part (Pl. LVi/125). I. 
Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. ten burnt sherds of a vase of group iV 
or type A.1; thickened rim, bevelled on the outside; 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 
7  cm, height approx. 13  cm. 2. two burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.4 or C.3; smooth, beige and, in plac-
es, grey surface; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 
3. two burnt sherds of a small vessel with defined rim 
and rounded body; smooth, brown surface. 4. Approx. 
25 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 5. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iV.

Grave 127 (pit cremation), Are 20
discovered at a depth of 15 cm. imperceptible pit out-
line. a compact, circular cluster of cremated bones, 
measuring approx. 25 cm in diameter and 12 cm in 
thickness (Pl. LX/127). I. Male (?), maturus.
Inventory: none
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.

Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 128 (pit cremation), Are 47
discovered at a depth of 25 cm, destroyed in the N part 
by a modern cut. The outline of the preserved part of 
the pit was elongated on the e-W axis, with max. di-
mensions of approx. 160×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
30 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; fragments of metal objects 
(1–4) at the top level of the pit (Pl. LiX/128). I. Sex and 
age undetermined.6 II. Undetermined, animal? (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. fragments of a round iron plate; frag-
ments of other iron objects adhered to its surface; di-
am. 2.7 cm. 2. 3. two fragments of unidentified iron 
objects. 4. fragment of an object made of unidentified 
metal. 5. 35 burnt sherds of a mug resembling type i.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a hori-
zontal dashed line between two circumferential lines; 
smooth surface, brown and light grey in colour; rim 
diam. 15 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 6. Approx. 160 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (?).

Grave 129 (pit cremation), Are 47
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 140×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, in the e and S part, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the 
pit; cremated bones, fragments of a bracelet (1) and 
melted bronze object (2) in the e part; a lump of glass 
(3) in the W part (Pl. LXi/129). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual. II. Chicken (1 frag). 
Inventory: 1. terminal of a bronze rod bracelet; pres. 
length 1.8 cm. 2. fragment of a melted bronze object; 
pres. length 1.7 cm. 3. Lump of melted opaque green 
glass. 4. Six burnt sherds of a small bowl of type A.3; 
decorated on the upper part of the body with triangular 
fields filled with vertical and oblique strokes; smooth 
(?) surface, beige to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
10–11 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 5. Three burnt sherds of 
a small bowl of type A.3; smooth surface, light brown 
to grey in colour. 6. two burnt sherds of a small bowl 
of type A.3; body decorated with round depressions; 
smooth, brick red surface. 7. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with everted rim; smooth surface, brick red-beige 
and grey in colour; rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly everted rim; dam-
aged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 9. five burnt 

6 Bones with few diagnostic features, perhaps from two in-
dividuals – an adult and a non-adult one.
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sherds of a vessel with biconical body decorated with 
a band of chevron zigzag pattern; smooth, black surface. 
10. Sherd of a vessel with hollow foot; smooth, black 
surface. 11. Approx. 50 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–Va.

Feature 130 (undetermined function), Are 45
discovered at a depth of 25  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
110×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Small potsherds at the top level of the pit (Pl. 
LX/130).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened 
(?) rim; damaged, brick red surface. 2. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with defined neck; smooth, brick red surface. 
3. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V.

Graves 131A and 131B, Ares 46/47/52/53
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Large pit composed of 
two connected features: grave 131A in the N part and 
grave 131B in the S part. Stratigraphic relationship be-
tween the two features impossible to determine due to 
the disturbances in the layer sequence caused by ani-
mal burrows (Pl. LXii/131A.131B). 

Grave 131A (pit cremation), Ares 46/47/52/53
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 240×100 cm; connected in the SW part 
with the pit of grave 131B; basin-shaped profile, 45 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, at the bottom and next to 
the e wall, dark grey, with numerous large pieces of 
charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in 
the pit; a stone in the W part; iron sheet fragment (1) 
in the centre (Pl. LXii/131A). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. iron sheet fragment, dim. 4.5×3  cm. 
2. four burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 131B (pit cremation), Ares 46/47/52/53
Pit of undetermined, probably roughly oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
160×80 cm; connected in the NW part with the pit of 
grave 131A; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. dark grey 
fill with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXii/131B). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
everted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 2. Burnt sherd 

of a vessel with defined, slightly thickened rim; smooth, 
brick red surface. 3. Three burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV (?).

Grave 132 (urn cremation), are 20
Pit outline indiscernible at the top level. At a depth 
of 10 cm below the level of detection, pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
60×40 cm; semi-circular profile, 30 cm deep. Light grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal. a damaged urn (44) in the 
centre of the pit, in slightly darker earth. a cluster of 
cremated bones and most of the grave goods in bright 
sand inside the urn. Slightly above the urn: cremated 
bones, a bead (30), two bracelet fragments (5) and two 
lumps of green and colourless glass (34) (Pls. LXiii–
LXV). I. Female (?), iuvenis. II.1. Chicken (8 frags). II.2. 
Chicken (?) (1 frag). II.3. Sheep or goat (7 frags). II.4. 
Mammal (4 frag).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a partly melted bronze 
eye fibula of Almgren type 60; flat bow, with a band of 
pseudo-filigree; trapezoidal foot, triangular in cross-
section, with a groove along the edges, three pairs of 
“eyes”, the last one between lines joined at an angle; pres. 
length 7 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze two-piece spring-
cover brooch of Almgren type 38–39; spring on an iron 
axis bar, terminated on one end with a spherical thick-
ening and inserted into an opening on the head; bow 
tapering to the foot, with a high, narrow, semi-circular, 
profiled crest, decorated with a band of pseudo-bead-
ing along the edges, in the middle and along the crest; 
narrow foot, triangular in cross-section, with a groove 
parallel to the edge on the terminal; length 5 cm, width 
3 cm. 3. Six fragments of a partly melted bronze brooch, 
identical in form to no. 2; traces of silver inlay in the 
grooves on the crest; a lump of melted glass on the foot; 
pres. length 5 cm; a large fragment of bracelet no. 4 ad-
hered to the head. 4. two fragments of a melted bronze 
rod bracelet with thickened terminals; body oval in 
cross-section; terminals almost quadrangular in cross-
section, decorated with three double rows of points and 
isolated circles; original body diam. >5.5 cm. 5. four 
partly melted fragments of a bronze bracelet, identical 
in form to no. 4; body diam. approx. 7 cm. 6. iron belt 
buckle with semi-circular one-piece frame of quadran-
gular cross-section, type d 1; straight pin, triangular 
in cross-section; dim. 4.7×4.1 cm. 7–9. Three identical 
bronze belt fittings in the form of a ring with an attach-
ment plate; attachment plates flat, rectangular, with one 
round-head rivet at the end; one side of each attach-
ment plate decorated along the top edge with a row of 
small incisions and a groove; fold formed into a mas-
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sive ring of triangular cross-section, decorated with 
a pair of double oblique incisions; massive, profiled 
rings; dim. of the attachment plates 4.6–4.7×0.8 cm, 
diam. of the rings 3.1–3.3 cm. 10–12. Three bronze 
connectors, each composed of a massive ring passed 
through two attachment plates terminated with a ring; 
attachment plates straight, rectangular, equipped with 
two round-head rivets, decorated with a groove along 
the edges; fold formed into a massive ring of triangu-
lar cross-section, decorated with a pair of double ob-
lique incisions; length 8.5–8.7 cm, diam. of the rings 
1.9–2 cm. 13–15. Three flat, rectangular, bronze belt 
fittings, decorated with a groove along the edges, with 
a single round-head rivet at each end; dim. 4.3×0.8–
0.9 cm. 16. Partly melted, flat, rectangular, bronze belt 
fitting, decorated along the shorter edges and the di-
agonals with a row of embossed circular points; one 
round-head rivet, with the shaft hammered flat on 
a quadrangular washer, in each corner; dim. 4×2.5 cm. 
17–19. Three flat, rectangular, bronze belt fittings; a sin-
gle round-head rivet, with the shaft hammered flat on 
a quadrangular washer, at each end; dim. 3.8–4×0.9 cm. 
20. Partly melted, deformed pendant composed of two 
almost hemispherical sheets joined with a disc-head 
rivet; each half decorated with two double grooves in-
tersecting at right angles where the rivet is inserted; 
one part additionally decorated with a double circle 
around the rivet head; diam. approx. 5.5  cm, width 
3.5 cm. 21. two partly melted fragments of a bronze 
banded pendant of the eastern group, type i; bands 
decorated with punched points; pres. width 1.5  cm, 
pres. height 2.7 cm. 22. two partly melted fragments 
of a bronze banded pendant of the eastern group, type 
iC; smooth bands; roughly cuboidal holder enfolding 
a lump of melted red and blue glass; pres. width 1.5 cm, 
pres. height 3.2 cm. 23. iron object (pendant? fitting?) 
in the shape of a quadrangular frame, with concave 
longer sides and defined, rounded corners decorated 
with a punched circle; dim. 2×1.5 cm. 24–29. Six partly 
melted (one partially preserved) melon beads made of 
the so-called egyptian faience, type tm 171; turquoise 
surface; diam. 1.6–2 cm, height 1.4–1.8 cm. 30. mini-
ature disc bead of transparent blue glass, type tm 46; 
diam. 0.3 cm, height 0.1 cm. 31. melted spherical (?) 
bead of transparent light green (or colourless) glass; 
diam. 1.7 cm. 32. melted bead of transparent colour-
less (?) glass; diam. approx. 1.5 cm, pres. height 0.8 cm. 
33. Lump of melted transparent light green glass with 
bands of red and blue glass, probably from banded pen-
dant no. 21 or 22. 34. Approx. 50 lumps of melted or 
heavily burnt transparent glass, green, blue and red in 
colour as well as colourless. 35. fragment of a bronze 
bar of quadrangular cross-section; pres. length 1.2 cm. 

36. Piece of partly melted bronze wire; pres. length 
1.9 cm; perhaps a chord fragment from brooch no. 1. 
37. two fragments of a bronze needle; shaft round in 
cross-section; pres. length 5 cm. 38. two bronze sheet 
fragments. 39. two fragments of a bronze rivet with 
hemispherical head and shaft bent at right angles; 
pres. length 1.4 cm. 40. Burnt clay spindle whorl, bi-
conical with slightly concave opposite ends; damaged, 
cracked, grey surface; diam. 2.3  cm, height 1.2  cm. 
41. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave 
opposite ends; smooth surface, beige and grey in col-
our; diam. 2.7 cm, height 2.2 cm. 42. Burnt clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth 
surface, beige and grey in colour; diam. 3.8 cm, height 
1.4 cm. 43. Burnt miniature vessel; undefined, invert-
ed rim; biconical body with max. diameter at its mid-
height; well-defined base, damaged on the underside; 
smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 2.5 cm, base diam. 
2.4 cm, height 3.8 cm. 44. Sherds of a vase of type B.3a, 
with three handles; body decorated with a band of me-
ander pattern between rows of oblique strokes, points 
and circumferential lines; strap handles, constricted in 
the middle; slightly pronounced base; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. approx. 22 cm, base diam. 12.5 cm, 
height 23.5 cm. 45. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; smooth, grey surface. 46. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with biconical body; smooth, brick red-grey surface. 
47. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, grey sur-
face. 48. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 133 (pit cremation), Are 20
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring 
approx. 150×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. 
The fill was light grey, slightly darker at the bottom, with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. LX/133). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult individual. II. Goat or sheep (?) (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a flat, rectangular, 
bronze fitting; external surface covered with a row 
of punched circles; a rivet hole at each end, one with 
a small flat-head rivet; dim. 3.5×0.8 cm. 2. Partly melt-
ed fragment of a flat bronze fitting with a rivet hole 
and a flat-head rivet; pres. length 1.1 cm. 3. two burnt 
base sherds of a vessel with smooth surface, brick red 
and grey in colour; base diam. 8 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with cylindrical foot decorated 
with three circumferential grooves; smooth, brick red-
brown surface; base diam. 5 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined rim; smooth, 
beige surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a hori-
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zontal groove on the body; smooth, dark grey surface. 
7. 12 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.
Remarks: Above the pit, at the bottom of the topsoil 
layer: a brooch spring (stray finds, no. 30; Pl. CCCii/
Sf:30) and two fragments of one (?) fitting (stray finds, 
no. 55, Pl. CCCiii/Sf:55).

Grave 134 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se ax-
is, measuring approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
15 cm deep. Grey and black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
few cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. LXi/134). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 135 (pit cremation), Are 53
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 65×50 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. dark grey and black 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXi/135). I. Sex unde-
termined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 136 (pit cremation), Are 47
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 60×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
scattered in the pit, potsherds at the top level of the pit 
(Pl. LXVi/136). I. Sex undetermined, iuvenis/adultus (?).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a vessel with evert-
ed rim; rounded body with max. diameter directly 
under the rim; smooth, beige-grey surface; rim diam. 
10.5 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 2. Sherd of a vessel deco-
rated with a cordon; smooth, black surface. 3. Burnt, 
nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–V.

Grave 137 (pit cremation), Are 47
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW 
axis, measuring approx. 50×40 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 20 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
LXVi/137). I. Foetus/infans I.
Inventory: 1. 15 sherds of a vessel with smooth, black 

surface.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).
Remarks: The potsherds may come from the vessel 
whose fragments were also found in the neighbouring 
grave 138 (no. 2).

Grave 138 (urn or pit cremation?), Are 47
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. 60×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm 
deep. The fill was light grey, slightly darker than the sur-
rounding virgin soil, without pieces of charcoal. Large 
potsherds, positioned upright, laid out in an arch in 
the W part; numerous cremated bones inside the arch; 
small potsherds and cremated bones also in the S part; 
a pin (1) in the e part (Pl. LXVi/138). I. Male (?), adul-
tus–maturus. II.1. Chicken (1 frag). II.2. Chicken (?) (1 
frag). II.3. Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. iron round-head pin, similar to types 48, 
50 and 52; pres. length 4.3 cm. 2. Approx. 70 sherds 
of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 3. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel decorated with three parallel oblique lines; 
smooth surface, grey and beige in colour.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V (?).

Grave 140 (pit cremation), Are 39
At the top level, pit of irregular outline, elongated on the 
Ne-SW axis, destroyed in the central part by a ditch, 
with max. dimensions of 240×150  cm; at a depth of 
20 cm below the level of detection, pit of almost rec-
tangular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 170×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey, here and there black, with 
a large amount of charcoal, grey in the e part and near 
the edges. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pls. LXVii, LXViii/140). I. Infans I–II. II. Bird 
(2 frags).
Inventory: 1. ten burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, 
with a handle; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated 
with a band of hatched triangles between two circum-
ferential lines; smooth surface, grey to brick red in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 22 cm, base diam. 10.5 cm; 
height approx. 15 cm. 2. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of 
a pot of type Vi.1; with two handles; thickened rim; 
smooth, beige-brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 
14 cm, base diam. 10 cm, height approx. 18 cm. 3. two 
burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, faceted 
(?) rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick 
red and brown in colour. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 6. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened rim; damaged surface, grey and 
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brick red in colour. 7. Three burnt sherds of a tripartite 
vessel; everted rim; cylindrical neck; smooth, beige sur-
face. 8. two burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, black surface. 9. 20 partially burnt potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 10. 140 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 11. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 141 (pit cremation), Are 39
discovered at a depth of 20 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 140×120 cm; 
trapezoidal profile with an uneven bottom, 40 cm deep. 
Three large stones, measuring approx. 20×30 cm, in the 
NW part. dark grey and black fill with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit; other grave goods in the upper part of the pit (Pl. 
LXiX/141). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Bronze brooch of Almgren type 68; head 
flat on the underside, rounded on the top side; bow 
round in cross-section, with a profiled circumferential 
crest; foot terminated with a globural, slightly flattened 
knob; catchplate with three round perforations of var-
ying diameter; length 6.6 cm, width 2.2 cm. 2. Partly 
melted fragment of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren 
type 60 or 61; flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree; 
pres. length 3 cm, pres. width 2 cm. 3. Burnt clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth, 
grey surface; diam. 3.6 cm, height 1.8 cm. 4. 6 light-
ly burnt sherds of a vessel of type A.2; rounded body 
with max. diameter directly under the neck; smooth, 
brown and, in places, grey surface; rim diam. 16 cm, 
pres. height 6 cm. 5. Approx. 30 sherds of a vessel with 
slightly rounded body and everted rim defined by two 
uneven grooves; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 
20 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 6. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with slightly everted rim defined by two uneven 
grooves; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
rim diam. approx. 14 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 7. Approx. 
15 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV or Va?.
Remarks: The eye brooch (no. 2) was found several cm 
below the presumed border of the modern cut that had 
disturbed the top level of feature 141. Therefore, it can-
not be excluded that the artefact was actually located 
within the cut rather than the grave pit.

Feature 142 (undetermined function), Are 39
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of undetermined 
outline; trapezoidal profile, approx. 50 cm deep. yellow-
grey fill, slightly darker than the surrounding virgin 

soil. Approx. 40 cm below the top level, pit of roughly 
round outline, measuring approx. 60–70 cm in diam-
eter; a cluster of medium-sized stones and potsherds 
in the centre (Pl. LXVi/142).
Inventory: 1. A few early Roman potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases iii–V (?)

Grave 144 (pit cremation), are 27
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of poorly discernible, 
irregular outline; probably oval in shape, elongated on 
the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 140×90 cm; basin-
shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. The 
fill was light grey and, here and there, grey with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; a brooch fragment (1) at the top level of the 
pit (Pl. LXVi/144). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type H; 
bow quadrangular in cross-section; length 3.4  cm. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, grey surface. 3. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 4. Three sherds of Bronze Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i or iia?. 

Grave 145 (pit cremation), Ares 52/53
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 200×100 cm; 
basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 40  cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, 
with large pieces of charcoal and stones. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXVi-
ii/145). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel decorated with a hor-
izontal groove under a row of deep oblique strokes; 
smooth, grey surface. 2. Seven burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–V.

Grave 146 (pit cremation), Ares 52/53
discovered at a depth of 35  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
190×120 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, here and there, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. LXX/146). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) 
individual. II.1. Bird (16 frags). II.2. Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1, 2. two iron rivets with hemispheri-
cal heads; shafts bent at right angles, quadrangular in 
cross-section; pres. lengths 2.5  cm and 3  cm, heads’ 
diam. 0.6 cm. 3. Bronze object in the form of a looped 
strip; dim. 1.3×0.6 cm. 4. 45 lumps of melted bronze. 5, 
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6. two burnt melon beads made of the so-called egyp-
tian faience, type tm 171; turquoise, partially discol-
oured surfaces; diam. 1.6–1.7 cm, height 1.4–1.5 cm. 
7. over a dozen lumps of melted opaque green glass 
and transparent dark blue glass. 8. Burnt, flat, fluted, 
clay knob with a shallow, circular depression; diam. 
1.9 cm, height 1 cm. 9. Burnt clay spindle whorl, bi-
conical with concave opposite ends; smooth, beige sur-
face; diam. 4.3 cm, height 1.6 cm. 10. Nine sherds of 
a vessel of type A.2 (?); body decorated with two hori-
zontal lines enclosing a zigzag (?) pattern composed of 
oblique lines and strokes; smooth, brown surface; rim 
diam. 14 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 11. ten burnt sherds of 
a vessel with rough, beige surface; presumed base di-
am. approx. 9 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 12. 20 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt. 13. Three sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 147 (pit cremation), Are 51
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly rectangu-
lar outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 150×70 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the 
N and S part, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a rivet (1) in 
the N part, fragments of iron objects in the centre (Pl. 
LXXi/147). I. Sex undetermined, maturus. II.1. Goat or 
sheep (5 frags). II.2. Chicken (1 frag). II.3. Bird (1 frag). 
Inventory: 1. iron rivet with flat, round head; shaft 
quadrangular in cross-section; head diam. 2.2 cm, pres. 
length 2 cm. 2. iron rivet; head destroyed; shaft roughly 
round in cross-section, with one end hammered flat on 
a quadrangular washer; head diam. 1.2–1.5 cm, length 
1.5 cm. 3. fragment of an iron bar of triangular cross-
section; one end slightly bent (C-shaped sword scab-
bard fitting?); pres. length 4.1 cm. 4. fragment of an 
iron wire ring, diam. 1.7 cm. 5. two curved pieces of 
iron wire; diam. approx. 0.2 cm. 6. 5 iron bars of tri-
angular cross-section; pres. length 0.8–2  cm. 7. two 
fragments of a sheet iron fitting (?) with a round per-
foration. 8. Approx. 20 iron sheet fragments. 9. 7 non-
descript fragments of an iron object or objects. 10. four 
burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim and rounded body decorated on its upper part 
with a row of oblique strokes between two circumfer-
ential lines; smooth surface, brick red and grey in col-
our; rim diam. approx. 17–18 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
11. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
coarse, brown-brick red surface. 12. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with undefined rim; surface smooth near 
the rim, rough below, grey in colour. 13. Burnt sherd 

of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; coarse, grey 
surface. 14. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth 
surface, brown and grey in colour; base diam. approx. 
18–20 cm. 15. Approx. 75 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
16. Three sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 148 (pit cremation), Are 53
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 90×40 cm; 
triangular profile, 25 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pl. LXXii/148). I. Sex unde-
termined, maturus–senilis. II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of a spring made from 
thin bronze wire; pres. length 0.9 cm, diam. 0.5 cm. 
2. Burnt melon bead of the so-called egyptian faience, 
type tm 171; turquoise surface; diam. 1.3 cm, height 
1 cm. 3. two lumps of melted greenish (?) glass. 4. Burnt 
clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave opposite 
ends; smooth surface, grey to brick red in colour; diam. 
4.2 cm, height 2.5 cm. 5. Burnt clay spindle whorl, bi-
conical with flat opposite ends; smooth surface, grey to 
brown in colour; diam. 2.2 cm, height 1.6 cm. 6. Burnt 
fragment of an almost conical clay spindle whorl; larg-
er end concave, smaller one flat; smooth surface, beige 
and grey in colour; diam. approx. 3.5 cm, height 2 cm. 
7. Nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 149 (pit cremation), Are 53
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; triangu-
lar profile, 20 cm deep. Light grey fill with small pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. LXXii/149). I. Sex undetermined, adult 
(?) individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a curved bronze bar of quad-
rangular cross-section; pres. length 2.7  cm. 2. two 
lumps of melted turquoise (?) glass. 3. Burnt, nonde-
script potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Grave 150 (pit cremation), Are 53
discovered at a depth of approx. 35 cm. Pit of roughly 
triangular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 150×100 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 35 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit; other grave goods mainly in the N part 
(Pl. LXXiii/150). I. Infans I. II. Bird (1 frag). 
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Inventory: 1. Sherd of a Terra Sigillata vessel decorated 
with an impressed beaded line; a small fragment of an 
unspecified impression near one of the edges; brown 
slip on both the external and internal surface; dim. 
1.7×2.3  cm. 2. fragment of an iron blade, probably 
from a knife or shears; pres. length 9.9 cm, max. width 
2.4 cm. 3. Burnt (?) flat-and-spherical bead of white 
stone, type tm 494; drilling marks on the walls of the 
perforation; diam. 1.8 cm, height 0.9 cm. 4. fragment 
of a bronze fitting composed of two rectangular sheets 
joined together with a rivet; pres. length 2.5 cm, width 
0.9 cm. 5. fragment of a flat, quadrangular, bronze fit-
ting with a perforation; perhaps part of fitting no. 4; 
pres. length 0.9 cm, width 0.9 cm. 6. Partly melted frag-
ment of a bronze bar of quadrangular cross-section; 
pres. length 2.5 cm. 7. fragment of a curved, massive, 
bronze bar of almost quadrangular cross-section; pres. 
length 1.9 cm. 8. fragment of a curved bronze bar of 
plano-convex cross-section; pres. length 0.9 cm. 9. ten 
lumps of melted turquoise glass. 10. Lump of melted 
blue and maroon glass. 11. two lumps of heavily burnt 
green (?) glass. 12. Lump of melted glass of undeter-
mined colour. 13. five lumps of melted bronze. 14. four 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 15. Six nonde-
script potsherds. 16. Burnt flint flake; length 4  cm, 
width 2.3 cm.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 151 (pit cremation), Are 27
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; semi-circular 
profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was grey and, at a lower level, 
dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXX/151). 
I/II. Early infans I (?) or Mammal (7 frags).
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
2. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 153 (pit cremation), Are 39
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se ax-
is, measuring approx. 170×120 cm; approx. 10 cm below 
the level of detection, pit of round outline, measuring 
approx. 80 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey at the top level, dark grey below, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a brooch bow (1) in the centre; iron 
sheets (2) in the W and e parts (Pl. LXXiii/153). I. Sex 
undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. five fragments of an iron one-piece 
brooch; arched bow, diamond-shaped in cross-section, 

with a small crest below the top; probably type m-a or 
N-a; pres. length approx. 2.5 cm. 2. two iron sheet frag-
ments, one of the sides rolled; pres. dim. of each piece 
approx. 3.5×2 cm. 3. four burnt sherds of a vessel with 
thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with undefined rim; smooth, brick 
red-grey surface. 5. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
6. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 154 (pit cremation), Are 27
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of undetermined 
outline, recorded on the basis of the presence of a con-
centration of cremated bones and potsherds on the 
ground surface; basin-shaped profile, 45 cm deep and 
approx. 130  cm wide. The fill was yellow-grey and, 
here and there, grey with few small pieces of charcoal, 
almost indistinguishable from the surrounding virgin 
soil. a cluster of cremated bones and potsherds in the 
pit (Pl. LXXii/154). I. Sex undetermined, adultus–early 
maturus. II.1. Goose (2 frag). II.2. Goose (?) (1 frag). II.3. 
Mammal (1 frag). II.4. Undetermined (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. Three heavily burnt sherds of a vessel of 
type B.5a (?); one circumferential groove in the upper 
part of the body; damaged surface, light beige to brick 
red in colour; rim diam. approx. 18–19 cm, pres. height 
approx. 11 cm. 2. Approx. 20 base sherds of a vessel with 
defined base; smooth, black surface; base diam. 9 cm, 
pres. height 5 cm. 3. five burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
4. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 155 (pit cremation), Are 27
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in di-
ameter; roughly rectangular profile, 25 cm deep. The 
fill was grey, slightly darker in the Se part, with pieces 
of charcoal; a stone at the top level in the N part. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
LXXi/155). I. Infans I. II. Sheep or goat (1 frag). 
Inventory: 1. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
2. Potsherd with rough, light brown surface.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 157 (pit cremation), Ares 45/46
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; semi-
circular profile, 30 cm deep. dark grey and black fill 
with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
scattered in the pit; a cluster of pottery in the centre and 
W part; a metal object fragment (1) in the N part (Pl. 
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LXXiV/157). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual 
(moreover, a piece of bone from non-adult [?] individual 
of undetermined sex).
Inventory: 1. iron sheet fragment, one end curved; pres. 
length 1.9 cm, width 1 cm. 2. four burnt sherds of a mug 
of type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with 
two circumferential lines enclosing a band of lines and 
strokes in a step arrangement; smooth surface, brick red 
to beige in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
3. five burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red and beige in col-
our; rim diam. 23 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 4. five burnt 
sherds of a small vessel with tall, conical foot; damaged 
surface, pinkish to brick red and grey in colour; foot 
diam. 6 cm. 5. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
approx. 17–18 cm, pres. height 1.5 cm. 6. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown 
surface; rim diam. approx. 16 cm, pres. height 1.5 cm. 
7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 13.5 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 
8. Approx. 70 nondescript sherds of a large vessel with 
smooth, black surface, some of them burnt. 9. two 
thick-walled sherds of a vessel with rough, brown sur-
face. 10. 60 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (no. 7—phases iii–V?).

Grave 158 (inhumation), Are 27
discovered at a depth of 110 cm, partially destroyed 
on the e side during the excavation of grave 117. full 
outline of the pit recorded at a depth of 135 cm. Pit of 
roughly rectangular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 250×130 cm; approx. 50 cm deep. 
The fill was light grey, grey and, near the e edge, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal and small cremated bones 
(I.2). At a depth of 30–40 cm below the level of detec-
tion: three stones aligned on the N-S axis in the W 
part and another one slightly further to the W. Sherds 
of two vessels (48, 49) next to the northernmost stone, 
a few small cremated bones (I.2, II) under it; 20 cm to 
the e of the vessels: comb rivets, a hooked pin, fixed 
in a fragment of a wooden spindle (?), and a spindle 
whorl; an intact vessel (47) in the S part of the pit, in 
dark grey earth near the e wall. At the bottom of the 
pit, in the centre: two brooches (1, 2), a cluster of beads 
and pendants (5–42) and an unburnt bone (I.1). Pieces 
of alder (Alnus sp.) bark on one of the pendants and 
on the brooches; a third brooch (3) approx. 20 cm fur-
ther to the S; a belt buckle (4) in the S part of the pit. 
Potsherds (50–54) and a bead (43) scattered in the pit 
(Pls. LXXV–LXXVii/158). I.1. Sex and age undeter-
mined. I.2. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual. II. 

Mammal (4 frags).
Inventory: 1. Silver crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot and partially false spring, Almgren 
type 168; spring on an axis bar terminated with hemi-
spherical knobs; knee-shaped, partially faceted bow 
with smooth metopes near the head and foot, heavily 
worn on the top, trapezoidal in cross-section; faceted 
foot with a smooth quadrangular field near the bow; 
length 4.7  cm, width 4.6  cm. 2. Silver brooch of the 
same form as no. 1; false spring (presently half of it 
preserved) made of thinner wire than the spring with 
the pin; bow heavily worn on the top; length 4.7 cm, 
pres. width 4 cm. 3. Bronze crossbow brooch (Arm-
brustfibel) with returned foot, Almgren type 162; spring 
on an axis bar; knee-shaped bow, pentagonal, almost 
triangular, in cross-section, with a metope, decorated 
with two intersecting oblique lines, on the head and 
another one, decorated with a transversal groove, near 
the foot; foot roughly triangular in cross-section, with 
a metope near the bow; length 6.3 cm, width 2.9 cm. 
4. Bronze belt buckle with two-piece frame and buck-
le plate, type d 29; flat, quadrangular frame, slightly 
trapezoidal in cross-section, with rounded rings (one 
preserved) at the ends of the crossbar; partially fac-
eted pin, with a flat quadrangular field at the base, tip 
bent; rectangular buckle plate with three rivet holes 
along the edge; length 3.2 cm, height 2.9 cm. 5. two 
fragments of a silver pendant in the shape of a massive 
wire ring; ends wound around the body; diam. 3.2 cm. 
6. Three fragments of a silver pendant in the shape of 
a wire ring; ends wound around the body, one of the 
terminals formed into a loop or spiral (?); diam. 2.8 cm. 
7. two fragments of a bronze pendant in the shape of 
a wire ring; ends wound around the body, spiral ter-
minals; diam. approx. 4 cm. 8. Large amber ring bead 
of type tm 389; diam. 3.8 cm, height 1.2 cm. 9–21. 13 
figure-of-eight amber pendants with defined heads, 
similar to types tm 471d.f.g; height 1.4–1.8 cm, max. 
diam. 1.1–1.3 cm. 22–37. 16 (one of them preserved 
in half) figure-of-eight amber pendants with defined 
heads thickened at the base; height 1.7–2.1 cm, max. 
diam. 1.1–1.3 cm. 38. Barrel bead of opaque black glass, 
decorated with two—white and yellow—zigzag lines, 
forming a figure-of-eight-shaped pattern, and isolated 
dots, white or yellow, in the fields between the lines, 
similar to type tm 266d; diam. 1.9 cm, height 1.4 cm. 
39. Barrel bead of opaque black glass, with two—
white and yellow—zigzag lines forming a figure-of-
eight-shaped pattern, similar to type tm 266d; diam. 
1.8 cm, height 1.2 cm. 40. Barrel bead of opaque black 
glass, with a red zigzag line between two circumfer-
ential white lines, type tm 301a; diam. 1.7 cm, height 
1.5 cm. 41. Barrel bead of opaque black glass, type tm 
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11; diam. 1.4 cm, height 1.1 cm. 42. Large ring bead 
of transparent green glass, type tm 42; diam. 2.7 cm, 
height 1.3 cm. 43. Burnt bead of green glass, with yellow 
and dark green or blue threads over broad, wavy, red 
bands, similar to type tm 290a; diam. 1.8 cm, height 
1.2 cm. 44. Bronze hooked pin of round cross-section, 
fixed in a fragment of a wooden spindle  (?); length 
3.1 cm. 45. Clay spindle whorl, biconical with slightly 
concave opposite ends; smooth surface, beige and grey 
in colour; diam. 4.3 cm, height 2.4 cm. 46. Six bronze 
rivets with ends hammered flat, probably from a bone 
comb; length approx. 1  cm. 47. Bowl of type  XiVB; 
sloppily finished, smooth surface, beige to grey in col-
our; rim diam. 13 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 10 cm. 
48. Sherds of a bowl of type ViC; body decorated on 
its upper part with an uneven zigzag line between two 
circumferential lines; smooth surface, beige and brown 
in colour; rim diam. 19.5 cm, base diam. 9.5 cm, height 
13.5 cm. 49. Sherds of a vessel of type XiVA; smooth 
surface, brown to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, 
base diam. 6 cm, height 8 cm. 50. ten sherds of a bowl 
with undefined, inverted rim and semi-globular body; 
surface smooth directly below the rim, rough below, 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 21 cm, pres. height 
7.5 cm. 51. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim and rounded body; smooth, beige-grey sur-
face. 52. two burnt sherds of a vessel decorated with 
intersecting stepped bands composed of lines and ob-
lique strokes; smooth, brick red surface. 53. Approx. 
170 nondescript potsherds, some burnt.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 51, 52—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Vi (nos. 51, 52—phases i–iia).
Grave 160 (pit cremation), Are 45
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 50×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 25 cm deep. Grey fill with a large stone 
in the e part. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. LXXiV/160). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Three sherds of a vessel decorated with 
a row of points between two horizontal grooves and 
a cordon with a dotted line; smooth, black surface. 
2. Sherd of a vessel with rim defined by a groove; 
smooth, beige surface. 3. Sherd of a vessel with mas-
sive, undefined (?) rim; smooth, black surface. 4. eight 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 5. five burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave 161 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring approx. 60×40  cm; basin-shaped pro-

file, 10 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
LXXVii/161). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Potsherd with smooth, black surface. 
2. Seven nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The pottery from the feature was labelled as 
“189.” feature 189 was re-numbered during the exca-
vations to no. 161; no. 189 was not re-assigned to an-
other feature.

Feature 162 (undetermined function), Are 20
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 100×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. Grey fill with piec-
es of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
LXXVii/162).
Inventory: 1. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 163A (pit cremation), Are 25
At the level of detection, pit of undetermined outline, 
disturbed in the e and Ne part by a medieval or mod-
ern feature (no. 163). At a depth of approx. 20 cm below 
the top level, pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S 
axis, measuring 50×40 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
almost flat bottom, 35 cm deep. The fill was light grey 
in the upper part, black with a large amount of char-
coal below. a burnt vessel (5) in the centre of the pit; 
a concentration of cremated bones and the remaining 
grave goods next to the vessel’s base and under it (Pl. 
LXXiV/163A). I. Infans I/II.
Inventory: 1. four partly melted bronze sheets. 2. Lump 
of melted bronze. 3. Nine burnt fragments of a three-
layer comb, made of deer’s antler, with bronze rivets; 
back decorated with concentric circles, circled dots 
and lines; pres. dim. of the largest fragment 3×1.8 cm. 
4. Burnt bowl of type  ViC; damaged (originally 
smooth?) surface, beige to grey in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 18 cm, base diam. 6.5 cm, height 11–12 cm. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Feature 164 (undetermined function), Are 26
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 90 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 30 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Grave goods at the top level of the pit (Pl. 
LXXViii/164).
Inventory: 1. iron rivet/nail with narrow head; shaft 
rectangular in cross-section; length 2.6  cm, width 
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1.5 cm (ancient artefact?). 2. four fragments of burnt 
turquoise glass. 3. Potsherd with smooth, black surface. 
4. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 165 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 100 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The fill 
was grey, with pieces of charcoal, and, here and there 
at the top level, yellow-grey. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXXViii/165). I. Sex un-
determined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
a horizontal dashed line between two horizontal 
grooves; damaged, grey surface. 3. Base sherd of a vessel 
with smooth, black surface. 4. Approx. 60 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 5. ten sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 166 (pit cremation), Are 20
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 70×40 cm; triangular profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was light grey-yellow, slightly darker in the 
W part, with few pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXXVii/166). I. 
Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a composite (?) comb, 
made of deer’s antler; dim. 2.2×0.8 cm. 2. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel decorated on the entire surface with 
small, quadrangular (?) points; smooth, beige-grey 
surface.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 168 (pit cremation), Are 25
discovered at a depth of 25  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
80×40  cm; basin-shaped profile, 30  cm deep. Grey-
brown fill. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. LXXViii/168). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. 11 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
2. four sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 172 (pit cremation), are 51
discovered at a depth of 20  cm. Pit of oval outline, 

elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
120×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was light grey and, at the bottom, grey with pieces of 
charcoal. a layer of stones in the W part, at a depth of 
10 cm below the level of detection. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit, mainly near the 
bottom (Pl. LXXViii/172). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 174 (pit cremation), Are 26
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
120×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 45 cm deep. The fill 
was brown-grey at the top in the central part and near 
the edges, black with a large amount of charcoal be-
low. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; 
a brooch fragment (1) in the centre (Pl. LXXiX/174). I. 
Sex undetermined, adultus. II. Bird (1 frag). 
Inventory: 1. fragment of a melted bronze two-piece 
brooch of Almgren group Vi; looped head, with the 
spring’s iron axis bar passed through it; pres. width 
2.3 cm. 2. fragment of a bronze spring, probably from 
a brooch; pres. length 0.7  cm; presumably part of 
brooch no. 1. 3. ten burnt sherds of a mug of type XVB; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim di-
am. 10 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 7.5 cm. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; smooth, 
brown surface. 5. Sherd of a vessel with rim defined by 
a groove; smooth, black surface. 6. 13 burnt sherds of 
a thick-walled vessel with rough, brick red-grey sur-
face. 7. 9 nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 175 (pit cremation), Are 25
Pit of undetermined outline, destroyed by ploughing 
and a missile explosion, measuring approx. 20×20 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 7 cm deep. dark grey fill; a cluster 
of cremated bones and grave goods in the centre (Pl. 
LXXiX/175). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze sheet fragment, bent in half; fold 
formed into a tube with bronze wire inside; pres. dim. 
1×1.2 cm. 2. melted cylindrical (?) bead of white glass, 
similar to type tm 138; length 1.3 cm. 3. five burnt 
fragments of a three-layer comb, made of deer’s ant-
ler, with a bronze rivet; pres. dim. of the largest frag-
ment 2.2×1.1 cm. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
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Grave 177 (pit cremation), Are 26
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 30 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the 
centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. in the N part of 
the pit: sherds of a vessel (4) with a wire (2) and few 
cremated bones inside; a concentration of cremated 
bones and a large comb fragment (3) near the vessel 
(Pl. LXXiX/177). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Piece of melted bronze wire; one end 
looped; pres. length 1.2 cm. 2. Piece of melted bronze 
wire; pres. length 1.1  cm. 3. 15 burnt fragments of 
a three-layer comb, made of deer’s antler, with bronze 
rivets; rounded back; two shallow parallel grooves on 
the plates above the teeth; length 7.4 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 4. Burnt sherds of a small bowl of type XViiiA; 
four round depressions on the lower part of the body; 
smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 
4.5 cm, height 7.5 cm. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 179 (inhumation), Ares 26/32
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 90×70 cm; almost rectangular profile, 40 cm 
deep. Grey fill with few pieces of charcoal. Small pot-
sherds and a few cremated bones at the top level of 
the pit; three amber pendants (1–3) at a depth of ap-
prox. 20 cm below the top level, near the W wall (Pl. 
LXXX/179). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1–3. Three figure-of-eight amber pendants 
with flat and spherical bodies and heads defined by 
a groove and another groove at the base, similar to type 
tm 471d; height 1.7–1.8 cm, width 1–1.1 cm. 4. Sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, dark 
grey surface. 5. four burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Wielbark (no. 4—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (no. 4—phases i–iia).

Grave 180 (urn cremation?), Are 25A
discovered at a depth of approx. 25–36  cm. imper-
ceptible pit outline. Sherds of a large vessel in pure 
sand. Among them, a small stone and few cremated 
bones; the latter also scattered close to the potsherds 
(Pl. LXXX/180). I. Infans I–II. II. Chicken (?) (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Sherds of a large vessel of type  B.5a; 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. approx. 30 cm, pres. 
height 22.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?). 

Grave (?) 182 (inhumation?), Are 26

discovered at a depth of 95 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
110×50 cm; probably disturbed by the pit of grave 164 in 
the N part; rectangular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the N part, slightly darker with few small 
pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and a few cremated bones 
scattered in the pit (Pl. LXXX/182). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Three nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).
Grave (?) 183 (inhumation?), Are 26
discovered at a depth of 95 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
80×40 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 20 cm deep. Light grey and grey fill with few small 
pieces of charcoal. a few cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. LXXX/183). I. Sex and age un-
determined.
Inventory: 1. Three nondescript potsherds, including 
one burnt.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 184 (inhumation), are 26
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the NNW-SSe axis, measuring ap-
prox. 140×70 cm. Light grey fill. one large stone (dim. 
70×40×30 cm) in the centre of the pit, two smaller ones 
in the S part. a layer of dark grey earth with a cluster 
of cremated bones (I.2) under the largest stone. At the 
bottom of the pit, approx. 90 cm below the level of de-
tection: fragments of unburnt bones (I.1) and a brooch 
(2) in the central part; approx. 15 cm further to the N, 
near the mandible: another brooch (1) with a piece of 
fabric or leather, 3 pendants suspended on rings (3–5) 
and a ring (6); cord loops on two of the rings (present-
ly one fragment preserved); pieces of an organic mate-
rial on one of the pendants. few cremated bones (I.2) 
and small potsherds scattered across the entire pit (Pl. 
LXXXi/184). I.1. Early infans I. I.2. Early infans I (?).
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot, Almgren type 162; spring on an axis 
bar; knee-shaped, faceted bow, triangular in cross-sec-
tion; faceted foot; length 4.4 cm, width 2.5 cm. 2. Bronze 
brooch of the same form as the one above; length 
3.9 cm, width 2.4 cm. 3–5. Three silver axe pendants 
with a diamond-shaped suspension loop perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the pendant, height approx. 2.2 cm, 
width 2 cm; each suspended on a silver wire ring with 
ends wound around the body, type 15, diam. of ap-
prox. 1.7 cm; pieces of a woollen cord on one of them. 
6. Silver pendant in the form of a wire ring with ends 
wound around the body, type 15; originally with a piece 
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of cord tied to it; diam. 2 cm. 7. fragment of a bronze 
hooked pin with spirally twisted shaft; pres. length 
2.5 cm. 8. eight nondescript potsherds, some burnt. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 185 (pit cremation), Are 25
Pit of roughly rectangular outline, elongated on the 
Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 140×100  cm; two-
part profile, 35  cm deep. The fill was grey, here and 
there dark grey, with pieces of charcoal, and light grey 
in the N part. Cremated bones and grave goods scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. LXXXi/185). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a clay knob (?) with 
fluted, grey surface; dim. 0.7×0.8  cm. 2. Lump of 
melted transparent dark blue glass. 3. two lumps of 
melted bronze. 4. Six burnt fragments of a composite 
comb, made of deer’s antler; dim. of the largest frag-
ment 1.1×0.4 cm. 5. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, light brown surface. 6. Approx. 15 nondescript 
potsherds, some burnt.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
Remarks: it is possible that the lighter N part of the 
feature is a remnant of an older pit of undetermined 
function.

Grave 186 (inhumation), Are 26
discovered at a depth of approx. 40 cm. Three large 
stones aligned on the N-S axis over a pit, whose fill 
was distinguished only by its higher moisture content 
compared to the surrounding virgin soil, and—in the 
Ne part—a round, dark grey discolouration, measur-
ing approx. 70 cm in diameter and approx. 10 cm in 
thickness, with an irregular profile. Potsherds and cre-
mated bones scattered in the entire fill. Approx. 40 cm 
below the stones: two brooches (1, 2), a glass pendant 
(3) and amber pendants (4, 5); remains of leather (?) 
and unburnt bones near the brooches. The bottom of the 
preserved part of the pit was flat at a depth of approx. 
70 cm below the top level (Pl. LXXXVii/186). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot, Almgren type 162; spring on an axis 
bar; knee-shaped bow, triangular in cross-section; foot 
triangular in cross-section; length 4 cm, width 1.9 cm. 
2. Bronze brooch with returned foot, Almgren type 162; 
spring on an axis bar; knee-shaped bow, triangular in 
cross-section; faceted foot; length 3.9 cm, width approx. 
2 cm; the brooch is attached to an unknown organic 
material. 3. teardrop-shaped pendant of transparent 
greenish glass, with bronze wire (remains of a suspen-
sion loop?) embedded inside; diam. 1.8  cm, height 

1.9 cm. 4. 5. two figure-of-eight amber pendants with 
flat-and-spherical bodies and defined heads; similar to 
type tm 471d,; height 1.3–1.5 cm, width 1–1.2 cm; most 
of the head of pendant no. 4 has crumbled. 6. Three 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 187 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of rectangular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 250×110 cm, connected in the Se 
part with the pit of grave 188; basin-shaped profile with 
an uneven bottom, 55 cm deep, with a semi-circular 
depression in the W part. Grey and dark grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit; a knife (1) and a spindle whorl (3) in 
the e part (Pls. LXXXii/187, LXXXiii/187, LXXXiV). 
I. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual. II. Unde-
termined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron crescent-shaped 
knife; length approx. 7.5 cm (lost). 2. iron sheet frag-
ment; dim. 2.5×1.8 cm. 3. fragment of a clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with flat opposite ends; smooth, beige-
brown surface; diam. 3.8 cm, width 2.8 cm. 4. Sherds 
of a large mug of type i.1; thickened rim, emphasised 
with a groove; body decorated with a segmented band 
of ornament composed of rows of horizontal or oblique 
strokes between a few horizontal grooves; smooth sur-
face, beige and light brown in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, 
base diam. 8.5 cm, height 13 cm. 5. four burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, 
brown to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, base 
diam. 8 cm, height 9 cm. 6. Three burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown sur-
face; rim diam. approx. 19 cm, height approx. 9 cm. 
7. two burnt sherds of a bowl with thickened rim; 
smooth, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 25 cm, pres. 
height 4 cm. 8. Three burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, 
with a handle; thickened rim; body decorated on one 
side of the handle with a row of oblique strokes form-
ing chevrons and, on the other, with rows of oblique 
strokes forming a triple zigzag pattern; ornamental 
bands terminated on both sides of the handle with ob-
lique strokes between two vertical lines; damaged, grey 
surface; rim diam. approx. 11 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 
9. four burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, with a han-
dle; thickened rim; damaged surface, brick red to grey 
in colour; rim diam. 19 cm, base diam. 12 cm, height 
16 cm. 10. Nine burnt sherds of a cup of type Vii.3; 
everted rim; body decorated with a wide band of verti-
cal lines between two circumferential grooves; slightly 
pronounced, concave base; smooth, dark brown-grey 
surface; rim diam. approx. 7 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 
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11. Three burnt sherds of a semi-globular bowl; unde-
fined rim; smooth surface, brick red and grey in col-
our; rim diam. 13 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 12. 11 burnt 
sherds of a tripartite vessel with thickened rim; body 
decorated with a meander pattern composed of lines 
and horizontal and oblique strokes; smooth, light grey 
surface. 13. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with thick-
ened rim and rounded body; damaged, grey surface. 
14. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with slightly pro-
nounced base; coarse, brown-grey surface; base diam. 
9 cm, height 4 cm. 15. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth, light grey surface; base diam. 6 cm. 16. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with damaged, brick red surface; 
base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 17. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with damaged, brick red surface; base diam. 
9 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 18. Burnt base sherds of a ves-
sel with smooth, brown surface; base diam. 12 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 19. two sherds of a vessel decorated with 
a row of strokes between horizontal lines; smooth, black 
surface. 20. Sherd of a sharp-profiled vessel, decorated 
with a row of oblique incisions; smooth, black surface. 
21. Approx. 30 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 
22. Approx. 240 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
23. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.
Remarks: The crescent-shaped knife (no. 1) has been 
lost; at present, the inventory of grave includes a frag-
ment of another (straight?) knife, probably added to the 
assemblage after the excavations. Among the pottery, 
there are numerous fitting potsherds from grave 191, 
which was located approx. 2 m to the Se of grave 187.

Grave 188 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of undetermined, not fully perceptible outline, meas-
uring presumably approx. 200 cm in diameter, connect-
ed in the N part with the pit of grave 187, disturbed in 
the Se part by the pit of grave 191; basin-shaped profile 
with an uneven bottom, 80 cm deep. The fill was light 
grey, almost indistinguishable from the surrounding 
virgin soil, here and there grey, with pieces of char-
coal; two medium-sized stones at the top level of the 
pit. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit, 
the latter mainly in the lower parts of the pit. a rivet (1) 
approx. 20 cm below the larger stone; a spindle whorl 
(2) beyond the (visible?) e edge of the pit, at the level 
of the pit’s bottom (Pls. LXXXii/188, LXXXiii/188). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. iron rivet with flat, quadrangular head; 
shaft quadrangular in cross-section; pres. length 1.7 cm, 
head dim. approx. 1×1 cm. 2. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with concave opposite ends; damaged, grey 
surface; diam. 4.4  cm, height 1.8  cm. 3. two burnt 

sherds of a vessel with everted rim and rounded body; 
smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. height 
4 cm. 4. four burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, brown surface. 5. Approx. 85 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).
Remarks: it is possible that one sherd of vessel no. 3 
belongs to bowl no. 5 from grave 187. 

Grave 190 (pit cremation), Are 25
discovered at a depth of 45  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
200×160 cm; at a depth of approx. 25 cm below the level 
of detection, pit of roughly rectangular outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 180×110 cm. 
Almost basin-shaped profile, 60 cm deep, with a small, 
basin-shaped depression of approx. 15 cm in the bottom 
of the pit in the Se part. The fill was grey in the upper 
part and near the edges, black below, with numerous 
pieces of charcoal; a flat stone (dim. 55×60×25 cm) at 
the top of the black layer. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; sherds of a large, black vessel (4) 
under the stone; a cluster of pottery at the bottom of 
the pit in the Se part; below it, in the basin-shaped de-
pression: two small vessels (1, 2), one placed on top of 
the other, with sherds of a third vessel (3) nearby (Pls. 
LXXXV, LXXXVi). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) 
individual.
Inventory: 1. miniature vase of type  Vii.4; slightly 
everted rim; neck defined by shallow grooves; slightly 
biconical body; smooth, black surface; rim diam.6 cm, 
base diam. 4.5 cm, height 6 cm. 2. miniature vase of 
type Vii.4; slightly everted rim; neck defined by shal-
low grooves; slightly biconical body; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 7.5 cm, base diam. 4.5 cm, height 
6 cm. 3. Approx. 85 sherds of a pot resembling group iii; 
thickened rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 16 cm, 
pres. height 15 cm. 4. two burnt sherds of a vessel with 
thickened rim; smooth surface, brick red to grey in col-
our; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 5. two burnt 
sherds of a tripartite vessel with a handle; thickened 
rim; body decorated with a row of strokes; damaged, 
brick red surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel; 
everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 7. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened rim; damaged surface, brick red 
and grey in colour. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened rim; damaged, light grey surface. 9. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened rim; smooth surface, beige and 
grey in colour. 10. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim 
defined by a groove; smooth, brown surface. 11. Nine 
base sherds of a large vessel with smooth, black surface; 
base diam. 14 cm, pres. height 18 cm. 12. Six base sherds 
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of a vessel with smooth, black surface; base diam. ap-
prox. 16 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 13. Burnt base sherd of 
a vessel with smooth surface, brown and grey in colour; 
base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 14. five potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 15. Sherd of a thick-walled 
vessel with rough, light brown surface. 16. Approx. 95 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 191 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 80×70 cm; almost semi-circular profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was light grey at the top level, blending 
with the fill of grave 188, and grey and dark grey below, 
here and there black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the dark layer; a frag-
ment of a bracelet (1) in the centre (Pls. LXXXii/191, 
LXXXiii/191). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze rod bracelet with 
slightly thickened terminal resembling a hexagon with 
rounded edges in cross-section; pres. length 1.7 cm. 
2. Burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.3a or B.3b, with 
a handle; one circumferential groove under the rim 
and another above max. body diameter; smooth, brown 
surface; rim diam. 16–17 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 
approx. 12 cm. 3. Burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.3b, 
with a handle; two uneven circumferential grooves un-
der the rim; defined base; smooth surface, brick red and 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 14–15 cm, base di-
am. approx. 7 cm, height approx. 11.5 cm. 4. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with defined base; smooth, brick red-
grey surface; base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 5. Sev-
en nondescript sherds of a vessel with smooth, black 
surface. 6. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 195 (pit cremation), Are 25
discovered at a depth of 50  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 50×35 cm; 
semi-circular profile, 20 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. LXXXVii/195). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted bronze. 2. Three burnt 
fragments of deer-antler plates, probably from a com-
posite comb; pres. dim. 1.2×0.4–0.5 cm. 3. two burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 197 (pit cremation), Are 26
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 

axis, measuring approx. 110×50 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 20 cm deep. The fill was dark grey in the S part, 
with pieces of charcoal, grey in the N part. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit, mainly in the 
dark layer (Pl. LXXXVii/197). I. Sex undetermined, 
non-adult individual. II. Pig (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. ten nondescript potsherds, some burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 199 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 160×130 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. a large stone, measuring approx. 50×50×60 cm, 
in the centre of the pit. The fill was grey near the edges, 
dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal near and 
under the stone. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit, mainly in its upper part; a brooch (1) 
at the top level in the Ne part (Pl. LXXXViii/199). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Bronze brooch with two profiled circum-
ferential crests on the bow, Almgren type 236c distin-
guished by J. Garbsch (1965); chord held by a hook; 
bow round in cross-section; foot terminated with a flat, 
disc-shaped, profiled knob; frame catchplate; length 
5.8 cm, width 2.2 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
everted rim; smooth, beige surface. 3. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; smooth, grey 
surface. 4. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with slightly 
thickened rim; smooth, brown surface. 5. Approx. 15 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV.

Graves 200A, 200B, 200C, 200D, are 19
discovered at a depth of 25 cm, they presented as an 
extensive patch of dark earth of roughly oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
240×160 cm. At the level of detection, two connected 
outlines: grave 200A and a dark grey layer dividing at 
a depth of approx. 40 cm below the top level into three 
separate features: grave 200B in the W part, grave 200C 
in the Se part and grave 200D in the e part. a lump of 
melted bronze and potsherds (presently intermixed 
with the potsherds from grave 200B) at the top level of 
the pits (Pl. LXXXiX/200A–d).

Grave 200A (pit cremation?), Are 19
Almost entirely destroyed. Pit of blurred, roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 120×80 cm, 5 cm deep. Light grey-yellow fill. Cre-
mated bones, fragments of two brooches (1, 2) and three 
damaged vessels (4–6) scattered in the centre of the pit; 
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a needle (3) next to one of the vessels; vessel no. 5 was 
resting on its side (Pls. LXXXiX/200A, XC/200A). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 68; foot terminated with a flat, 
profiled knob; three perforations of varying diameters 
in the catchplate; pres. length 2.6 cm. 2. fragment of 
a bronze one-piece trumpet brooch resembling Alm-
gren types 74 and 75; head almost flat on the underside; 
bow triangular in cross-section, with a profiled circum-
ferential crest; foot triangular in cross-section, termi-
nated with a profiled round crest and a knob; catchplate 
decorated with oblique incisions along the juncture with 
the foot and a zigzag band along the front edge; length 
3.2 cm. 3. Piece of massive bronze wire (pin or needle 
shaft?) (lost). 4. two burnt sherds of a vase of type A.1; 
neck separated from the body by a circumferential 
groove; smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 13 cm, base 
diam. 5.5 cm, height approx. 9 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of 
a small vessel with a handle and globular upper part of 
the body; smooth, brown surface; base diam. 5 cm, pres. 
height 9 cm. 6. Sherds of a bowl of type B.1a or B.3a; 
one circumferential groove under the rim and another 
above max. body diameter; a band of oblique strokes 
on max. body circumference; smooth, black surface; 
rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 11–12 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.

Grave 200B (pit-and-urn cremation), Are 19
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in di-
ameter; semi-circular profile with an uneven bottom, 
35  cm deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch (1) in the Se part; two small vessels 
(12, 13) in the N part;, one of the vessels (13) slightly 
slanted, the other (12) containing cremated bones and 
metal artefacts (nos. 2–9); a third vessel (14), resting 
on its side, in the central part of the pit; a lump of glass 
(11) and another small vessel (15) under the urn (12) 
(Pls. LXXXiX–XCi/200B). I.1. Sex undetermined, adul-
tus. I.2. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual. II. 
Goat or sheep (4 frags).
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type m-a; bow diamond-
shaped in cross-section, with a circumferential crest 
below the top; frame catchplate; length 5.5 cm, width 
1.5 cm. 2. iron brooch of type m-a; bow almost knee-
shaped, round (?) in cross-section; frame catchplate; 
pres. length approx. 6 cm, width 1.5 cm. 3. Head of an 
iron brooch of type J; pres. length 1.5 cm, width 1.1 cm. 
4. iron ring formed from a bar of quadrangular cross-
section; diam. 3 cm; with pieces of melted glass and 
brooch no. 2 adhered to it. 5. fragment of an iron awl; 

shaft quadrangular in cross-section on one end, round 
on the other; pres. length 4 cm. 6. fragment of an iron 
knife; tang defined on one side; pres. length approx. 
11 cm, width approx. 2.5 cm. 7. iron two-piece hinged 
belt hook of type iXB; both parts decorated along the 
edges with a single groove; total length approx. 26 cm, 
max. width 2.6  cm. 8. Partly melted knobbed ring 
(Knotenring); body diam. 2.3 cm; with pieces of dark 
blue glass adhered to it in places. 9. fragment of an 
unidentified iron object. 10. fragment of a flat object 
made of bronze. 11. Lump of melted glass of unspeci-
fied colour. 12. Burnt mug of type i.4; smooth surface, 
brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 
8 cm, height 10 cm. 13. Burnt small vessel of type Vii.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey surface; rim di-
am. 5.5 cm, base diam. 4.5 cm, height 7.5 cm. 14. Burnt 
cup of type Vii.3; everted rim, concave base; smooth, 
beige surface; rim diam. 7 cm, base diam. 4 cm, height 
5.5–6 cm. 15. Burnt small vessel of type Vii.1; slightly 
thickened rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 3 cm, 
base diam. 3  cm, height 5  cm. 16. Burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.2; thickened, faceted rim; smooth sur-
face, pinkish to grey in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, base 
diam. 7.5 cm, height 6–7 cm. 17. Burnt sherds of a vase 
of group iV, with a handle; thickened rim; body deco-
rated with a band of chevron pattern between two cir-
cumferential lines; smooth surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; rim diam. 16–17 cm, base diam. 9 cm; height 
12 cm. 18. Burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; smooth 
surface, brick red to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 
15 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 13 cm. 19. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with rounded body and undefined 
rim; smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 14.5 cm, pres. 
height 6.5 cm. 20. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with 
everted rim and biconical body; one horizontal groove 
under the rim and another above max. body diameter; 
smooth, brick red surface. 21. Sherd of a vessel with 
everted rim; smooth surface, brown and grey in colour. 
22. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iia (nos. 20, 21—phases iV–V).

Grave 200C (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 30 cm in di-
ameter; roughly triangular profile, 35 cm deep. dark 
grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. LXXXiX/200C). 
Inventory: none (?).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (?).
Remarks: it is possible that the pit is part of grave 200B. 
during the exploration, graves 200B, 200C, 200d were 
treated as one feature (no. 200). As a result, any pot-
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sherds or cremated bones that might have been present 
in the pit of grave 200C are currently assigned to the 
inventory of grave 200B.

Grave 200D (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm 
in diameter; profile undocumented. The fill was grey 
and, here and there, dark grey, with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones at the level of detection (Pl. 
LXXXiX/200d).
Inventory: none (?).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (?).
Remarks: it is possible that the pit is part of grave 200B. 
during the exploration, graves 200B, 200C, 200d were 
treated as one feature (no. 200). As a result, any pot-
sherds or cremated bones that might have been present 
in the pit of grave 200d are currently assigned to the 
inventory of grave 200B.

Grave 201 (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. 200×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 50 cm 
deep. The fill was grey, slightly darker in the S part, with 
a small amount of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1), preserved in 
two fragments, in the N part (Pl. XCi/201). I. Sex un-
determined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Bronze one-piece brooch of 7

th
 series of 

Almgren group V; chord held by a hook; arched bow, 
triangular in cross-section, tapering to the foot, with 
a semi-circular crest with a longitudinal groove on the 
head; foot triangular in cross-section, terminated with 
a conical knob with a longitudinal groove at the base; 
length approx. 4.5 cm. 2. five burnt sherds of a ves-
sel resembling type B.1a or B.3a; one circumferential 
groove under the rim and another above max. body 
diameter; damaged, porous (perhaps due to an organ-
ic temper burning out) surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 22 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
3. Three burnt sherds of a biconical vessel with evert-
ed rim (type B.1b?); one circumferential groove under 
the rim and another above max. body diameter; dam-
aged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 4. Approx. 
35 burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on the body with 
a band of ornament composed of a group of intersect-
ing oblique lines, check pattern and vertical grooves; 
smooth, black surface. 5. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 6. 5 nondescript sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b (Va?).
Remarks: At the bottom of the topsoil layer above the pit 

a fitting (stray finds no. 56, Pl. CCCii/Sf:56) was found.

Grave 202 (pit cremation), Are 14
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring 
110×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. a medi-
um-sized stone at the top level in the Ne part. The fill 
was dark grey, almost black, with pieces of charcoal, 
and grey near the edges. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a cluster of pottery and cremated 
bones in the SW part (Pl. XCii/202). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thick-
ened rim; body decorated with a band of zigzag pattern, 
composed of lines and strokes, between two circumfer-
ential lines; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. approx. 
16 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm, height 12 cm. 2. Burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted (?) rim; 
smooth surface, brick red to brown in colour; rim di-
am. 18 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height approx. 8–9 cm. 
3. two burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, inverted 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. Approx. 55 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.
Remarks: According to the coordinates in the field 
drawing, the grave was located one meter further to 
the W than it has been assumed in this book; thus, it 
would have been dug into or disturbed by the pit of 
grave 362, excavated one year later, i.e. in 1967. The 
drawing probably gives an incorrect value for the N-S 
axis (it should likely be Viii instead of Vii), as only 
the stretch between metre Viii and X of Are 14 was 
excavated in 1966.

Grave 203 (pit cremation), Are 8
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
190×100 cm; irregular profile, 60 cm deep. Small stones 
at the top level in the NW part. The fill was grey, dark 
grey and, in the centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; oth-
er grave goods mainly in the S part (Pl. XCiii/203). I. 
Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type K; 
non-thickened head; bow round in cross-section, 
with a circumferential crest on the top; pres. length 
3 cm. 2. iron awl; shaft round in cross-section on one 
end, quadrangular on the other; length approx. 16 cm 
(lost). 3. four small fragments of iron objects, one with 
a bone adhered to it. 4. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey-beige sur-
face; rim diam. 16 cm, pres. height 2 cm. 5. four burnt 
sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted (?) rim; dam-
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aged, brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 13 cm, pres. 
height 3  cm. 6. Sherd of a large vessel with massive, 
thickened rim decorated on the outside edge with fin-
gernail impressions; coarse surface, grey and beige in 
colour; rim diam. >50 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 7. two 
burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a bowl of 
type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, dark 
grey and black in colour. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, dark grey and 
black in colour. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, black surface. 11. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined, non-thickened rim 
and slightly rounded body; damaged, brick red sur-
face. 12. Three burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on 
the body with a double or triple zigzag pattern; smooth, 
beige surface. 13. two burnt sherds of a vessel deco-
rated on the body with a double zigzag pattern; dam-
aged, brick red surface. 14. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, black surface; base diam. 8 cm, pres. 
height 4 cm. 15. Three burnt base sherds of a vessel; 
coarse, beige surface; base diam. 16 cm, pres. height 
4.5 cm. 16. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with coarse, 
beige surface; base diam. 15 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 
17. eight burnt sherds of thickened rims. 18. Approx. 
65 potsherds with smooth surface, dark grey or black in 
colour. 19. ten burnt potsherds with rough, brick red 
surface. 20. Approx. 245 nondescript potsherds, most 
burnt. 21. Approx. 25 nondescript sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.
Remarks: The inventory of the feature also includes 
three small iron plates. it is unlikely that they came 
from the fill of grave 203, as they are not mentioned in 
either the excavation journal or the field inventories.

Grave 204 (pit cremation), Are 14
discovered at a depth of 45  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 110×90  cm; basin-shaped profile, 50  cm deep. 
The fill was dark grey and black in the central part, 
with numerous pieces of charcoal, and grey near the 
edges. Potsherds and few cremated bones scattered in 
the pit; a lump of bronze at the top level of the pit (Pl. 
XCii/204). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Large lump of melted bronze. 2. Approx. 
15 burnt sherds of a vessel with rough, beige surface. 
3. ten nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 4. Bronze 
Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 205 (pit cremation), Are 14
discovered at a depth of 45  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 130×60  cm; basin-shaped profile, 30  cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, in the W part, dark grey, here and 
there almost black, with numerous pieces of charcoal; 
a fairly large stone in the N part. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. LXXXViii/205). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Seven burnt sherds of a vessel with un-
defined, inverted rim and rounded upper part of the 
body; damaged surface, with small indentations on the 
inside and outside, probably due to an organic temper 
burning out; brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
12 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height approx. 9 cm. 2. two 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 208A (pit cremation), Are 33
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of irregular, roughly 
oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 
approx. 90×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. 
a few small stones at the top level of the pit. dark grey fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. XCii/208A). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).
Remarks: The chronology and cultural affiliation has 
been based on the opinion noted in the excavation 
journal by S. Woyda, who associated the pit with the 
“Late La tène” period.

Feature 211 (undetermined function), Are 39
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile with an uneven bottom, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Small potsherds (1, 2) at the top level of the 
pit (Pl. XCiV/211). 
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a biconical vessel 
with everted rim; one circumferential groove under the 
rim and another above max. body diameter; smooth, 
brick red surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly 
everted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 3. five sherds 
of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that feature 211 is part 
of stratigraphically older feature 294 (settlement pit 
from the Bronze Age/early iron Age), whose outline 
was recorded in the section under the feature 211. if 
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such was the case then the roman period pottery would 
have been found in a secondary context. 

Grave 212 (pit cremation), Are 33
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit (Pl. XCiV/212). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red to 
beige in colour; rim diam. approx. 24 cm, pres. height 
5 cm. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave (?) 214 (pit cremation), Are 33
discovered at a depth of 60 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 120  cm in diameter; trapezoidal 
profile, 70 cm deep. Grey and light grey fill with small 
pieces of charcoal. a potsherds and cremated bones in 
the upper part of the pit (Pl. XCiV/214). I. Sex unde-
termined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; smooth, brown surface. 2. five burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 3. two sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The shape of the pit and the nature of the fill 
differ from the other graves discovered at the site and 
resemble settlement pits from the Bronze Age or early 
iron Age. it cannot be excluded that potsherds and hu-
man bones ended up in feature 214 as a result of post 
depositional processes. 
Grave 217 (pit cremation), Are 33
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 12 cm deep. The fill was grey, slightly darker in 
the e part, with pieces of charcoal. a stone, small pot-
sherds, cremated bones and a piece of wire (1) at the 
top level of the pit (Pl. XCV/217). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Piece of bronze wire; pres. length 1.2 cm. 
2. 15 burnt sherds of a vessel with biconical body (bowl 
of type XViiiB?); smooth (?) surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; body diam. approx. 16 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 
3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
brown-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 12  cm, pres. 
height 3.5 cm. 4. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 218 (pit cremation), Are 39

Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 110×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, with 
a depression in the N part, 35 cm deep. The fill was 
light grey and, here and there, grey. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. XCV/218). I. Sex 
undetermined, iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a “knucklebone” made 
from horse’s tarsus bone, perforated in the central part; 
dim. 4.5×2.5x1 cm. 2. ten burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type B.1b; one circumferential groove under the rim 
and another above max. body diameter; smooth sur-
face, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. 
height 5 cm. 3. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of a vessel with 
rounded body decorated with a horizontal groove above 
its max. diameter; smooth surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; body diam. approx. 14 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
4. two burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, inverted 
rim; coarse, brown-grey surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with slightly thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 
6. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds. 7. Bronze Age/
early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Graves 219A and 219B, Are 32
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. extensive pit of irregu-
lar outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring ap-
prox. 200×110 cm; in profile, clearly dividing into two 
separate but connected features: grave 219A in the e 
part and grave 219B in the W part (Pls. XCVi). An iron 
brooch (grave 219A, no. 1) in the e part of the pit, at 
the level of its detection. Artefacts and human remains 
from both features were originally labelled jointly and 
then apart, after the pits had been separated. However, 
same-vessel sherds usually come from both pits as a re-
sult of the difficulties in separating the fills of the fea-
tures, which were of similar colour. Thus, in this book, 
the inventory of each pit has been recreated on the basis 
of the chronology of vessel forms, i.e. the artefacts from 
the late pre-roman period have been assigned to grave 
219A, which seems to be stratigraphically older, and 
the ones from the early roman period to grave 219B. 

Grave 219A (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of undetermined outline; basin-shaped profile, 
25 cm deep; connected in the W part with the fill of 
grave 219B. The fill was grey and, at a lower level, black, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pls. XCVi/219A, XCVii/219A).
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type m-a; 
bow diamond-shaped in cross-section, with engraved 
lines along the side edges; pres. length 3.9 cm, width 
1.5 cm. 2. Approx. 35 burnt sherds of a pot of group iii; 
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thickened rim; smooth surface, black and dark grey in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 22 cm, pres. height 12 cm. 
3. Three burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; thickened, 
faceted (?) rim; body decorated on its max. diameter 
with a segmented band of ornament composed of par-
allel rectangles, plain or filled with a row of horizon-
tal strokes; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 14 cm, 
base diam. 6 cm, height 11.5 cm. 4. ten burnt sherds of 
a vase with a handle, group iV; slightly thickened rim; 
body decorated with a band of triple zigzag pattern, 
composed of oblique strokes, between two circumfer-
ential lines; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
12.5 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 5. Seven burnt sherds of 
a vase of group iV; slightly thickened rim; neck empha-
sised on both ends with shallow grooves; body decorat-
ed with a band of zigzag pattern composed of strokes 
and lines; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
rim diam. approx. 25 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 6. Three 
heavily burnt sherds of a vessel with a handle; thick-
ened rim; damaged, grey surface. 7. two burnt sherds 
of a bowl, probably of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a bowl, prob-
ably of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick 
red surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened 
rim; smooth, brown surface. 10. Seven burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 11. 5 nondescript sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.
Remarks: most of the sherds of vessel no. 6 were found 
in grave 219B. 

Grave 219B (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of undetermined outline, measuring approx. 
120×100 cm; at a depth of 30 cm below the level of de-
tection, pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 100×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
50 cm deep; connected in the e part with the fill of 
grave 219A. The fill was grey in the upper part of the pit, 
black below, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pls. XCVi/219B, 
XCVii/219B).
Inventory: 1. Approx. 35 burnt sherds of a vase re-
sembling type B.5b; everted rim; biconical body with 
rounded profile, decorated with a row of oblique strokes 
between two circumferential lines, adjoined from be-
low by a band of top-down triangles filled with quad-
rangular impressions; smooth (?) surface, brick red to 
grey in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, base diam. approx. 
7 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 2. Seven sherds of a vessel with 
everted rim and defined base; smooth, brown surface; 
rim diam. 18 cm. 3. Three heavily burnt and deformed 
sherds of a vessel with a handle and defined rim; dam-

aged surface, brick red to grey in colour. 4. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with defined rim; smooth surface, grey to 
black in colour; rim diam. approx. 25 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 5. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim 
and body decorated on its upper part with two hori-
zontal grooves; smooth, black surface. 6. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel’s so-called pseudo-handle; damaged surface, 
brick red and grey in colour; pres. height 3.5 cm. 7. 20 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.
Remarks: two sherds of vessel no. 2 were found in 
grave 219A.
Artefacts and human remains from graves 219A and 
219B that could not be assigned to individual features 
(Pl. XCVi/219A.219B): 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
undefined, inverted rim; coarse, brown surface; rim di-
am. 14 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated with a row of oblique strokes between two 
horizontal grooves; smooth, brick red surface. 3. Ap-
prox. 25 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 4. Ap-
prox. 15 potsherds with rough, brown-grey surface. 
5. Approx. 150 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
6. Burnt (?) Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) potsherd. 
I.1. Sex undetermined, adult individual. I.2. Infans I. II.1. 
Chicken (2 frags). II.2. Mammal (3 frags).

Grave 222 (pit cremation), Are 38
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 160×110 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey and, 
here and there, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; piece of 
wire (1) at the bottom of the pit (Pl. XCV/222). I. Sex 
undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Piece of iron wire; pres. length 1.3 cm. 
2. Six burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, invert-
ed rim; damaged (coarse?) surface, brick red to grey 
in colour. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; coarse, grey-brown surface. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
light beige surface. 5. Sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; smooth, black surface. 6. Approx. 40 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 7. ten sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).

Grave 224 (pit cremation), Are 39
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 90×60 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. dark grey and black 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Large potsherds in the pit, 
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along its S edge; in the S part: two pins (3, 4), a spindle 
whorl (8) and a needle (6); at a lower level: brooches (1, 
2), a hooked pin (5), potsherds and a concentration of 
cremated bones (Pls. XCViii, XCiX/224). I. Male (?), 
early maturus. II. Pig (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. iron brooch resembling type H; knee-
shaped bow, round in cross-section, with an moulded 
protrusion at the juncture with the foot; foot attached to 
the bow by a ring-shaped collar; length 4.1 cm. 2. iron 
brooch of type m-a; bow round in cross-section, deco-
rated with two transversal grooves below the top; frame 
catchplate; length 6.5 cm, width 1.5 cm. 3. iron pin with 
almost spherical, slightly biconical head, similar to 
Beckmann type 48; shaft round in cross-section; origi-
nal length approx. 8 cm, head diam. 0.6 cm. 4. iron pin 
with rounded head, similar to pin no. 3; length approx. 
8 cm. 5. iron hooked pin; shaft round in cross-section; 
length approx. 5.5 cm (lost). 6. fragment of an iron rod; 
round cross-section; pres. length 2.7 cm. 7. fragment 
of a massive iron plate; pres. dim. 3.4×2.6 cm (ancient 
object?). 8. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with 
concave opposite ends; smooth surface, beige and grey 
in colour; diam. 4.4 cm, height 1.7 cm. 9. Burnt sherds 
of a mug of type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth 
surface, brick red to black in colour; rim diam. ap-
prox. 15 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 11 cm. 10. Burnt 
sherds of a mug resembling types i.1 and i.4; thickened 
rim; almost spherical body; damaged, brick red and, 
in places, grey surface; rim diam. 9.5 cm, base diam. 
6 cm, height 9 cm. 11. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; 
sloppily finished, smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 
10.5 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 10.5 cm. 12. Burnt 
sherds of a small vessel resembling type Vii.1; thick-
ened rim; body decorated with three bands of rectan-
gles, plain or filled with a row of strokes; smooth sur-
face, grey and brown in colour; rim diam. 8–9 cm, base 
diam. 6 cm, height approx. 10 cm. 13. Burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; slightly con-
cave base with two intersecting lines on the inner sur-
face; smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base 
diam. 7.5 cm, height 9 cm. 14. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.3; slightly thickened rim, obliquely flattened 
down on the inside; smooth surface, brick red to grey 
in colour; rim diam. 21 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 
9 cm. 15. Burnt sherds of a jug of group V, with a handle; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a double 
band of rectangular fields, plain and filled with a row 
of horizontal or oblique strokes; smooth surface, brick 
red to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 11 cm, base 
diam. 8.5 cm, height approx. 17 cm. 16. Burnt sherds 
of a small pot resembling type  Vi.1; thickened rim; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
12 cm, base diam. 10 cm, height 16 cm. 17. Approx. 15 

burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iia.
Remarks: At present, the contents of the feature include, 
instead of a hooked pin (no. 5), a piece of iron wire. it 
probably comes from needle no. 6.

Grave 225 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 110×90  cm; basin-shaped profile 
with an uneven bottom, 15 cm deep. The fill was grey 
and, in the NW part, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
XCiX/225). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a vessel with evert-
ed rim and rounded body; smooth surface, brick red 
and beige in colour. 2. Sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; coarse, brown surface. 3. 10 nondescript 
potsherds, most from the Bronze Age/early iron Age. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V.
Remarks: There is no information about the presence 
of bones in the excavation journal and field invento-
ries; perhaps they come from grave 226.

Grave 226 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 70×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm 
deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. 
XCiX/226). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with un-
defined, inverted rim; smooth, brown surface. 2. 20 
nondescript potsherds. 3. Seven sherds of Bronze Age 
or early iron Age pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it is possible that the lost cremated bones are 
currently assigned to grave 225 (cf. above).

Feature 230 (undetermined function), Are 33
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, 
near the edges, grey, with pieces of charcoal. frag-
ments of one or more metal objects (1) in the pit (Pl. 
XCiX/230).
Inventory: 1. fragments of one or more metal objects 
(lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: At present, the contents of the grave include 
a potsherd, however, this is contradicted by the in-
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formation in the excavation journal: The fill contains 
small pieces of charcoal and metal fragments, without 
pottery or bones.

Graves 231A, 231B, 232, Are 38
A complex of adjacent pits connected at the top level. 
At a depth of approx. 10–20 cm below the level of de-
tection, it separates into three individual features: grave 
231A in the Ne part, grave 231B in the NW part and 
grave 232 in the Se and SW part (Pls. C, Ci).

Grave 231A (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of only partially discerned outline, roughly quad-
rangular, measuring approx. 70×50 cm; basin-shaped 
profile, 25 cm deep; connected at the top level with the 
fill of pit 231B; destroyed in the N part by a contempo-
rary cut. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a brooch foot (1) at the top level of 
the pit (Pls. C/231A, Ci/231A, Cii/231A). I. Sex and 
age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch, probably 
of Almgren type 68; foot terminated with a disc-shaped 
knob; three round perforations in the catchplate; pres. 
length 3.3 cm. 2. Sherds of a burnt vessel resembling 
type B.3a and B.3b; coarse, beige-grey surface; rim di-
am. 17 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 13 cm. 3. Sherds of 
a burnt pot-shaped mug resembling type C.3; undefined 
rim, slightly inverted in places; defined base; smooth 
surface, grey to pink-beige in colour; rim diam. 12.5 cm, 
base diam. approx. 10.5 cm, height 9.5 cm. 4. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, brown-
beige surface; rim diam. 16.5 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
5. Seven burnt sherds of a small vessel with rounded 
body; defined, cylindrical rim; concave base; smooth 
surface, brick red to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 
4 cm, base diam. approx. 5 cm, height 6 cm. 6. Three 
burnt sherds of a mug of type C.3; coarse, brick red 
surface; rim diam. 11 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 7. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with biconical body decorated with 
a horizontal groove above its max. diameter; smooth, 
grey surface; body diam. approx. 14 cm. 8. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, brick red sur-
face. 9. two burnt sherds of a small vessel with slightly 
everted rim; damaged, dark grey surface. 10. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; smooth, 
grey surface. 11. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated with 
a multiple zigzag pattern composed of oblique strokes; 
smooth, beige surface. 12. Approx. 20 potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 13. Approx. 60 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.

Remarks: The brooch fragments found at the top level 
of the pit were labelled as “pit 231”.

Grave 231B (pit cremation), Are 38
extensive pit of blurred and hard to determine outline; 
connected in the e part with the fill of grave 231A; 
destroyed in the N part by a contemporary cut. At 
a depth of 20 cm below level of detection, pit of oval 
outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 130×110 cm; basin-shaped profile with an une-
ven bottom, 35 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pls. C/231B, Ci/231B, Cii/231B). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch of Almgren 
type 67a; massive teardrop-shaped head; pres. length 
3.4 cm. 2. fragment of a partly melted bronze brooch 
head, probably of Almgren type 67a. 3. fragment of 
a massive bronze spring from brooch no. 1 or no. 2; pres. 
length 1.4 cm. 4. fragment of a melted brooch bow with 
a profiled circumferential crest, from brooch no. 1 or 
no. 2; pres. length 2 cm. 5. two lumps of melted bronze. 
6. Approx. 30 sherds of a vessel decorated on the body 
with an obliquely incised cordon above a chevron pat-
tern; smooth, black surface. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with defined, upright rim; damaged, brick red surface. 
8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined, everted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
defined, everted rim; damaged, light brown surface. 
10. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, in-
verted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 11. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base di-
am. 9 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 12. four burnt base sherds 
of a vessel with coarse surface, brick red to brown in 
colour; base diam. 9–10 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 13. Ap-
prox. 100 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.
Artefacts from the shared top level of graves 231A 
and 231B that could not be assigned to individual fea-
tures (Pl. Cii/231A.213B): 1. fragment of a bronze 
brooch with strongly arched bow of triangular cross-
section, with a profiled circumferential crest near the 
foot; probably Almgren type 2all; pres. length 2 cm. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined, slightly everted 
rim; smooth, black surface. 3. Approx. 20 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.

Grave 232 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 150×110 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
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scattered in the pit (Pls. C/232, Ci/232, Ciii/232). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of a partly melted bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 2all; bow triangular in cross-
section, decorated in the middle with a row of ob-
lique incisions and with a circumferential crest below 
the top; pres. length 2.8 cm, width 1.2 cm. 2. Piece of 
bronze wire; pres. length 1.5 cm. 3. Piece of iron wire; 
one end hammered flat and bent at right angles; pres. 
length 3.1  cm. 4. five burnt sherds of a vessel with 
slightly thickened rim and heavily bulging, almost bi-
conical body; smooth surface, brown to brick red in 
colour; rim diam. 19  cm, pres. height 3  cm. 5. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim and rounded 
body; damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 
21–23 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 6. two burnt sherds of 
a vessel with everted rim and heavily bulging body; 
damaged surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim di-
am. 26 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 7. four burnt sherds 
of a tripartite vessel with everted rim and cylindrical 
neck; smooth surface, brick red to brown in colour; 
rim diam. 16 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 8. Three burnt 
sherds of a cup of type Vii.3; everted rim; smooth sur-
face, brown to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 9 cm, 
pres. height 4.5 cm. 9. two burnt sherds of a vessel of 
type A.2 (?); rounded body; smooth, brown surface; 
rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 10. Three burnt 
sherds of a small vessel with slightly rounded body 
and rim defined by a groove; damaged, grey surface. 
11. Burnt sherd of a sharp-profiled tripartite vessel; 
smooth, brick red surface. 12. Burnt sherd of a large 
vessel resembling type i.4; undefined, inverted rim; sur-
face smooth near the rim, rough below, brown-grey in 
colour; rim diam. 27 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 13. Seven 
burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; coarse, brick red sur-
face; rim diam. approx. 14 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm, 
height approx. 10–12 cm. 14. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth surface, grey to black in colour; base 
diam. 6 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 15. Burnt base sherd of 
a vessel with smooth surface, grey to black in colour; 
base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 16. two burnt base 
sherds of a vessel with smooth surface, grey to black in 
colour; base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 17. two 
burnt base sherds of a vessel with smooth, brown sur-
face; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 18. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with coarse, brown surface; base diam. 
10 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 19. Approx. 50 potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 20. Approx. 160 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 236 (pit cremation), Are 39

Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in di-
ameter; semi-circular profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the centre, dark grey with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones scattered in the pit; a vessel (1) 
in the central part (Pl. CiV/236). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
11 cm, base diam. 6.5 cm, height 9 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 237 (pit cremation), Are 39
Pit of irregular outline, measuring approx. 120×120 cm; 
at a depth of 20 cm below the level of detection, pit of 
oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring 
70×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, at a lower level, light grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CiV/237). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. eight burnt sherds of vessel with defined, 
slightly thickened rim and rounded body; damaged 
(smooth?), beige-grey surface; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. 
height 3.5  cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; damaged surface, brick red and grey 
in colour. 3. Approx. 15 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
4. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).
Remarks: 1. it is possible that the feature is part of set-
tlement pit 246 from the Bronze Age/early iron Age. 
if that is the case, the cremated bones and potsherds 
found within pit 237 came from a secondary context. 
The material labelled as “fieldwalking at the cemetery 
and in its vicinity” includes a collection of pottery with 
two labels annotated as “pit 237” and “pit 238”. most, if 
not all, of these potsherds can be quite confidently as-
signed to grave 238 (cf. below). 

Grave 238 (pit cremation), Are 39
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring 130×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The 
fill was black and, at the top level and near the edges, 
grey and dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CV/238). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a partly melted bronze 
brooch, probably of type N-a or Almgren type 2al; 
spring on an axis bar; bow round in cross-section; pres. 
length 1 cm, width 1.4 cm. 2. fragment of a partly melt-
ed brooch bow with a profiled circumferential crest, 
round in cross-section; pres. length 2.4 cm; perhaps 
from brooch no. 1. 3. fragment of a bronze brooch; 
chord held by a trapezoidal hook; pres. width 1.5 cm. 
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4. five burnt sherds of a pot with non-thickened, slight-
ly everted rim and rounded body (type Vi.2?); smooth, 
brick red-brown and, in places, grey surface; rim di-
am. 18 cm, pres. height 10 cm. 5. Three burnt sherds of 
a vessel with everted rim and rounded body; smooth, 
brick red-brown surface; rim diam. approx. 17  cm, 
pres. height 5 cm. 6. four burnt sherds of a vessel with 
undefined, slightly thickened, inverted rim and semi-
globular body; smooth, brick red-brown surface; rim 
diam. 14 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 7. two burnt sherds 
of a biconical vessel with everted rim; smooth surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 19 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 8. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thick-
ened rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. approx. 
20 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 9. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with everted rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 
approx. 15 cm, pres. height 2 cm. 10. Burnt sherds of 
a cup of type d.2b; smooth, brick red-grey surface; rim 
diam. 8 cm, height 6.5 cm. 11. Seven burnt sherds of 
a tripartite vessel with slightly thickened rim; smooth 
surface, beige and brown in colour; rim diam. approx. 
14 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 12. Burnt sherd of a large 
vessel with defined, thickened rim; smooth, black sur-
face. 13. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly thickened 
rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 14. Burnt sherd of 
a tripartite vessel with biconical body; smooth, brown 
surface. 15. two burnt sherds of a vessel with rounded 
body; smooth, dark brown surface; base diam. 8 cm, 
pres. height 8 cm. 16. four burnt base sherds of a ves-
sel with smooth surface, brick red to brown in colour; 
base diam. approx. 10.5 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 17. Ap-
prox. 140 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 18. two 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.
Remarks: The material labelled as “fieldwalking at the 
cemetery and in its vicinity” includes a collection of 
pottery (approx. 50 burnt sherds) with two labels anno-
tated as “pit 237” and “pit 238”. most, if not all, of these 
potsherds can be quite confidently assigned to grave 
238 on the basis of their morphological features. They 
include, among others, sherds of vessels nos. 4, 10, 11. 

Grave 239 (pit cremation), Are 39
Pit destroyed by a contemporary cut; at a depth of ap-
prox. 30 cm below the level of detection, pit of rough-
ly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measur-
ing approx. 150×80 cm; almost semi-circular profile, 
60 cm deep. The fill was dark grey in the Se part, here 
and there black, grey and light grey in the NW part, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl (1) in the NW part 
(Pl. CVi/239). I/II. Bones missing.

Inventory: 1. Clay spindle whorl, biconical with con-
cave opposite ends; smooth, black surface; diam. 2.4 cm, 
height 1.2 cm. 2. Plano-convex polishing stone; dim. 
5×4.1×2.7 cm. 3. 35 burnt sherds of a vessel with everted 
rim and rounded body (type B.2?); smooth, grey sur-
face; rim diam. 22 cm, pres. height 5.5 cm. 4. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with coarse (?), grey surface; base di-
am. approx. 7–8 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 5. four burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV (?).

Grave 240 (pit cremation), Are 19
discovered at a depth of 30 cm, destroyed. indiscernible 
pit outline. a concentration of cremated bones, meas-
uring approx. 30 cm in diameter and approx. 5 cm in 
thickness. a brooch (1) and a bronze object fragment 
(2) among the bones (Pl. CiV/240). I. Female (?), adul-
tus. II. Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. iron spring-cover brooch of Almgren type 
38–39; spring on an axis bar, its initial section probably 
inserted in an opening on the head; flat bow with a high, 
semi-circular crest, decorated along the side edges and 
above the crest with double grooves; foot triangular in 
cross-section, probably with a transversal groove on the 
terminal; length 4.3 cm, width 3.2 cm. 2. fragment of 
a bronze bar of semi-circular cross-section; pres. length 
1 cm. 3. Nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.
Remarks: The brooch was incorrectly assigned to grave 
200(B).

Grave 241 (pit cremation), Are 19
discovered at a depth of 30 cm, destroyed by plough-
ing. indiscernible pit outline. a concentration of cre-
mated bones, measuring approx. 20 cm in diameter and 
5 cm in thickness (Pl. CiV/241). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 242 (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
130×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was grey, here and there light grey and, in the N part, 
dark grey with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit, mainly in the dark layer; 
brooch fragments (1) in the N part (Pl. CVii/242). I. 
Female (?), maturus. II. Chicken (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of a bronze spring-cover 
brooch, probably of Almgren type 38–39; bow deco-
rated with a groove along the edges and in the middle 
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and with two “eyes” on head; foot triangular in cross-
section; pres. length 1.5 cm (bow) and 2.1 cm (foot). 
2. Burnt sherds of a bowl with slightly rounded body; 
undefined rim; smooth surface, brown to grey in colour; 
rim diam. 33.5 cm, base diam. 16 cm, height 9.5 cm. 
3. two burnt sherds of a vessel with one horizontal 
groove above max. body diameter; damaged surface, 
light brown and brick red in colour. 4. Burnt sherd of 
a biconical vessel with one horizontal groove above 
max. body diameter; smooth surface, light grey and 
dark grey in colour. 5. Sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; smooth, black surface. 6. ten burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.
Grave 243 (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of barely perceptible, irregular outline, measuring 
approx. 35 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm 
deep. Light grey-yellow fill, almost indistinguishable 
from the surrounding virgin soil, with isolated pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherd scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CiV/243). I. Late infans I. II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brick red-grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave 244 (pit cremation), Are 19
discovered at a depth of 30–35 cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 140×45 cm; ir-
regular profile, up to 50 cm deep; a stone, measuring 
20×20×10 cm, at the top level in the S part. The fill 
was grey and, here and there, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch foot (1) in the centre, a spindle whorl 
(3) in the N part (Pl. CVii/244). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a bronze brooch; 
foot triangular in cross-section, terminated with 
a flat, upright disc; spring on an axis bar; pres. length 
1.2 cm. 2. iron wire; pres. length 4.6 cm. 3. Burnt clay 
spindle whorl, biconical with asymmetrical body and 
flat opposite ends; smooth surface, beige to grey in 
colour; diam. 4 cm, height 2.2 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of 
a thick-walled vessel with rough, grey surface. 5. Burnt 
(foot?) sherd of a vessel decorated with a cordon; dam-
aged, grey surface. 6. ten burnt sherds of a vessel with 
undefined, inverted rim; coarse, brown surface. 7. two 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. Bronze Age/early iron 
Age (?) potsherd. 9. flint tool (mesolithic).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vb–c or Vi.

Grave 245 (urn cremation), Are 38
Pit torn up by ploughing at the top level; at a depth of 
25 cm below the level of detection, pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 120×90 cm; 
almost rectangular profile, 50 cm deep. dark grey and 
black fill with pieces of charcoal. Small cremated bones 
scattered in the pit; at the bottom of the pit, in the S 
part: a concentration of pottery and, standing on the 
potsherds, an upside-down urn (10) containing cre-
mated bones and needle (4), knife (2) and brooch (1) 
fragments. a fragment of a spindle whorl (6) in the N 
part of the pit; an awl (3) near the base of the urn (Pls. 
CViii, CiX/245). I.1. Female, adultus. I.2. Infans I. II. 
Mammal (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron brooch of type 
m-a; bow round in cross-section, with a small crest 
below the top; frame catchplate; pres. length approx. 
6.5 cm, width 1.5 cm. 2. fragment of an iron crescent-
shaped knife; length approx. 6.7 cm. 3. iron awl; shaft 
round in cross-section on one end, quadrangular on the 
other, with transversally incised edges; length 12.7 cm, 
4. fragment of an iron needle; shaft round in cross-
section; pres. length 6.5 cm. 5. fragment of a corroded 
iron object. 6. Burnt fragment of a biconical clay spin-
dle whorl; diam. approx. 4 cm, height approx. 2 cm. 
7. Burnt sherds of a mug of type  i.4; coarse surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 13 cm, base di-
am. 6.5 cm, height 11.5 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.2; thickened rim; damaged surface, brick red 
to grey in colour; rim diam. 25 cm, base diam. 9 cm, 
height 9 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, with 
a handle; everted rim; body decorated with a narrow 
band of ornament composed of two circumferential 
lines enclosing groups of vertical and oblique strokes in 
various arrangements; smooth surface, brown to grey 
in colour, black near the base; rim diam. 15.5 cm, base 
diam. 9.5 cm, height 13 cm. 10. Vase of group iV, with 
a handle; thickened rim; body decorated with a circum-
ferential band of plain and hatched rectangles; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. 23 cm, base diam. 12.5 cm, 
height 17 cm. 11. Three burnt sherds of a miniature vase 
of type Vii.4; thickened rim; smooth, grey surface; rim 
diam. 10 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 7 cm. 12. Burnt 
sherds of a small vase of type Vii.4; thickened, faceted 
(?) rim; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. 9 cm, 
base diam. 6  cm, height 7.5  cm. 13. Burnt sherds of 
a tripartite mug resembling type Vii.4; slightly thick-
ened rim; neck emphasised with two grooves; dam-
aged, grey surface; rim diam. 7.5 cm, base diam. 4 cm, 
height 6  cm. 14. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with 
undefined, inverted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 
15. two burnt base sherds of a vessel with smooth, black 
surface; base diam. approx. 11 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 
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16. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, everted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface. 17. Approx. 120 potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 18. Approx. 210 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave (?) 247 (pit cremation), Are 25
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, 
with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated (?) bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CiX/247). I/II. 
Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, grey-brick red surface. 2. Burnt, nondescript 
potsherd. 3. ten sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age 
pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the feature is 
a remnant of a Bronze Age/early iron Age pit.

Grave 248 (pit cremation), Are 19
Pit of barely perceptible, irregular outline, measuring 
approx. 50×35 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. 
Light grey-yellow fill, almost indistinguishable from the 
surrounding virgin soil, with isolated pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and a brooch fragment (1) scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CiX/248). I. Sex undetermined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze pin with a fragment of a spring 
made from a strip of quadrangular cross-section, prob-
ably from a Prussian series eye brooch; pres. length 
approx. 6  cm. 2. two burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
3. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b.

Feature 249 (undetermined function), Are 19
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring 50×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds (1) near the bot-
tom of the pit (Pl. CX/249).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a slender vessel with 
rounded body and undefined, inverted rim; smooth, 
light brown surface; rim diam. approx. 7.5  cm, base 
diam. approx. 5 cm, height 7.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 250 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 

deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark grey and 
black, with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CX/250). 
I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim 
and rounded body; smooth, grey surface. 2. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with undefined, slightly thickened, inverted 
rim; damaged, brown surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with slightly thickened rim; smooth, brick red surface. 
4. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds. 5. two sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V.

Grave 251 (pit cremation), Are 42
discovered at a depth of approx. 25 cm. Pit of roughly 
round outline, measuring approx. 100–110 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey and black in the N part, with pieces of char-
coal, and grey in the S part. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CX/251). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a melted bead of trans-
parent dark blue glass with white threads. 2. Approx. 
20 sherds of a vessel of type B.2 or B.5; body decorated 
with a row of round depressions; rim diam. 21 cm, base 
diam. approx. 10–11 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 252 (pit cremation), Are 42
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 150×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
15 cm deep. The fill was grey, brown-grey and, here 
and there, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit, mainly in its 
central part (Pl. CX/252). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 2. 16 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. two sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 253 (pit cremation), Are 42
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 100×70 cm; irregular, almost rec-
tangular profile with an uneven bottom, 25 cm deep. 
Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremat-
ed bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch 
(1) and a fitting (2) in the N part; fragments of a flint 
point (8) in the centre (Pl. CXi/253). I. Female (?), adul-
tus–early maturus.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
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brooch, probably trumpet of variant 5 distinguished 
by t. dąbrowska (1998); bow triangular in cross-sec-
tion, with a semi-circular, profiled crest; foot triangu-
lar in cross-section, terminated with a conical knob 
with a circumferential groove at the base; pres. length 
3.4 cm. 2. flat, quadrangular, bronze fitting with four 
rivet holes in the corners, rivets with flat, slightly round-
ed heads in two of them; dim. 2×2.2 cm. 3. Bronze rivet 
with a large, flat, square head; head dim. 1.1×1.1 cm, 
length 1.4 cm. 4. Burnt sherds of a vessel with evert-
ed rim, defined by a sharp break, and rounded body; 
smooth surface, brown to brick red in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 22–23 cm, pres. height 11.5 cm. 5. five burnt 
sherds of a vessel with everted rim, defined by a groove, 
and body decorated with lines; damaged, grey surface. 
6. five potsherds with smooth, black surface. 7. Approx. 
55 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. two fragments of 
a flint tanged point (final Palaeolithic).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 254 (pit cremation), Are 42
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW 
axis, measuring approx. 110×70 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey with pieces of char-
coal in the W part, light grey in the e part. Cremated 
(?) bones and potsherds scattered in the grey layer (Pl. 
CXi/254). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. 12 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 255 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×70 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and light 
grey in the e part, dark grey in the W part, with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the dark layer (Pl. CXi/255). I. Sex undetermined, 
early maturus.
Inventory: 1. Piece of curved bronze wire; perhaps 
part of a brooch spring. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 
3. two burnt sherds of a vessel decorated with a chev-
ron band between two horizontal lines; smooth surface, 
light beige to brick red in colour. 4. ten burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).

Grave 256 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 

deep. The fill was dark grey and, near the edges, grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a bronze object fragment (1) in the 
N part (Pl. CXi/256). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze object (lost). 2. Six 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. two sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 257 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the centre, dark grey with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones, fragments of a comb (1) and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; a concentration of large 
potsherds at the top level of the pit (Pl. CXii/257). I. 
Male, maturus.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted piece of curved bronze wire; 
pres. length 1 cm. 2. Approx. 20 burnt fragments of 
a three-layer comb, made of deer’s antler, with bronze 
rivets; pres. dim. of the largest fragment 1.5×2.5 cm. 
3. Burnt sherds of a pot of type id; coarse (?) surface, 
grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 16  cm, pres. 
height 16.5 cm. 4. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type XVi-
iiC; damaged surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim 
diam. 14 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a bowl 
of type XViiiC; smooth, grey-brown surface; rim di-
am. 14 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with slightly everted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 
7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with biconical body deco-
rated on its upper part with two horizontal grooves; 
smooth, beige surface. 8. Burnt base sherd of a vessel 
with smooth, grey surface; base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 
4 cm. 9. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 258 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm 
in diameter; semi-circular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; metal and glass objects (1–4) at the top level of 
the pit (Pl. CXiii/258). I. Female (?), iuvenis. II.1. Chik-
ken (1 frag). II.2. Chicken (?) (3 frags). II.3. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Bronze two-piece crossbow brooch (Arm-
brustfibel) with solid catchplate, 2

nd
 series of Almgren 

group Vi; spring on an axis bar terminated with round-
ed knobs; head with a diamond-shaped plate of trian-
gular cross-section, decorated with oblique grooves; 
arched bow, rectangular in cross-section, with slight-
ly thickened sides, each with three incisions, near the 
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head and foot and groups of three transversal grooves 
on the top and near the foot; almost rectangular foot, 
decorated near the terminal with oblique grooves, tri-
angular in cross-section; shortened, closed catchplate; 
length 3.8 cm, width 1.8 cm. 2. fragment of a bronze 
wire ring; ends wound around the body; diam. approx. 
2.1 cm. 3. fragment of an iron object. 4. Three burnt 
fragments of a composite comb, made of deer’s ant-
ler; back decorated with rows of small incisions; dim. 
of the largest fragment 2.8×1 cm. 5. ten fragments of 
a bead of violet glass, probably polyhedral, type tm 128. 
6. Potsherd with rough, brown surface. 7. five burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii.

Grave 259 (pit cremation), Are 42
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 180×70  cm; basin-shaped profile 
with an uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. a concentration of cremated bones in the 
central part; in the SW part: numerous potsherds and, 
among them, an iron object (1) and a spindle whorl (2) 
(Pl. CXii/259). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron object. 2. Clay 
spindle whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; 
smooth, beige surface; diam. 4.4  cm, height 2.2  cm. 
3. four heavily burnt sherds of a bowl of type  B.1b; 
wide grooves under the rim and above max. body di-
ameter; damaged surface, grey and brick red in colour; 
rim diam. 16 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 4. Sherd of a ves-
sel decorated on the body with a horizontal and oblique 
groove; smooth, beige-grey surface. 5. Three burnt and 
heavily deformed sherds of a bowl with everted rim and 
biconical (?) body; damaged surface, brick red to grey-
brown in colour. 6. Three burnt and heavily deformed 
sherds of a bowl with everted rim and biconical body 
decorated with a circumferential groove above its max. 
diameter; damaged surface, brick red to grey-brown 
in colour. 7. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
8. Burnt (?) sherd of a vessel with flattened, inverted 
rim; uneven, smooth surface, brick red and beige in 
colour (Bronze Age/early iron Age?). 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave (?) 260 (pit cremation?), Are 42
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 140×60  cm; basin-shaped profile 
with an uneven bottom, 35 cm deep. Grey fill. a pot-
sherd and one (?) burnt bone at the top level of the 
pit (Pl. CXiii/260). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) in-
dividual.

Inventory: 1. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it is possible that the potsherd and bones frag-
ments were found in a secondary context, and the pit 
was unrelated to the Przeworsk and Wielbark culture 
cemetery, e.g. dating to the Bronze Age/early iron Age.

Grave 261 (pit cremation), Are 42
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 130×90 cm; top level destroyed by mod-
ern cuts; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. dark grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; belt fittings (1–3) in the Se 
part (Pl. CXiii/261). I. Female (?), adultus. II.1. Sheep 
or goat (1 frag). II.2. Chicken (1 frag). II.3. Chicken (?) 
(1 frag). II.4. Mammal (?) (2 frags). 
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze belt buckle with 
rectangular one-piece frame, quadrangular in cross-
section, type G 7; slightly profiled pin, semi-circular 
in cross-section; length 1.9 cm, height 2.3 cm. 2. frag-
ment of a profiled bronze strap-end of group i, type 2, 
variant 4; slender body, quadrangular in cross-section, 
terminal in the form of a slightly flattened knob with 
a small, profiled protuberance, separated from the body 
by a small ring; pres. length 4.7 cm. 3. Partly melted 
fragment of a flat, quadrangular (?), bronze belt fitting 
with a rivet; pres. length 1.3 cm, width 0.6 cm. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a tripartite vessel with everted rim and neck 
defined by a sharp break (type  A.1?); damaged sur-
face, grey to brick red in colour. 5. two burnt sherds 
of a mug of type i.2; thickened, faceted rim; smooth 
surface, grey to beige in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. 
height. 9 cm. 6. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with dam-
aged surface, grey to brick red in colour; base diam. 
9 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 7. Approx. 100 small sherds 
of a vessel with everted rim and rounded body profile; 
smooth, black surface. 8. two burnt potsherds with 
coarse, brown-brick red surface. 9. Approx. 30 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 10. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (no. 5—phases i–ii).

Grave 262 (pit cremation), Are 31
imperceptible pit outline. a compact cluster of cre-
mated bones, measuring approx. 25  cm in diameter 
and 10 cm in thickness; grave goods among the bones 
(Pl. CXiV/262). I. Male (?), maturus. II.1. Chicken (4 
frags.). II.2. Chicken (?) (1 frag). II.3. Goose (?) (2 frags). 
II.4. Bird (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze eye fibula of Alm-
gren type 57; spring made from a strip; chord held by 
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a hook; flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree (present-
ly obliterated), a pair of “eyes” on the head, a low crest 
near the foot; slightly trapezoidal foot with two pairs of 
“eyes”, triangular in cross-section; length 7.2 cm, width 
2.6 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze eye fibula of Almgren 
type 60; spring made from a strip; chord held by a hook; 
flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree, a low crest near 
the foot; trapezoidal foot, triangular in cross-section, 
with three pairs of “eyes”, the last one between lines 
joined at an angle, two transversal grooves on the foot 
terminal; length 7.1 cm, width 2.6 cm. 3. Burnt “knuck-
lebone” made from horse’s tarsus bone, with a drilled 
hole; dim. 2.6×2.3×1 cm. 4. Lump of melted green glass.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va.

Grave 263 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing 110×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The 
fill was brown-grey and, here and there, dark grey, with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CXiV/263). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Piece of bronze wire with one end ham-
mered flat; probably a rivet from a three-layer comb; 
pres. length 0.6  cm. 2. Lump of melted dark glass. 
3. Lump of melted bronze. 4. Approx. 30 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 264 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 30 cm in diam-
eter; almost triangular profile, 30 cm deep. yellow-grey 
and grey fill. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CXiV/264). I. Sex undetermined, adult 
(?) individual.
Inventory: 1. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 265 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 60×50  cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the e part and near the bottom, dark grey, with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CXiV/265). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a three-layer comb, 
made of deer’s antler, with a bronze rivet; pres. dim. 
1.1×1.8 cm. 2. five burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 266 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring approx. 80×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and a cluster of potsherds at the top level of the 
pit (Pl. CXiV/266). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt, nondescript potsherd. 2. Approx. 
25 nondescript, thick-walled potsherds with rough, 
beige surface (Late iron Age? Bronze Age/early iron 
Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 267 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 120 cm in di-
ameter; semi-circular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey in the N part, here and there black, with piec-
es of charcoal, grey in the S part and light grey-yellow 
near the edges and at the bottom. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXV/267). I. Sex un-
determined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; slight-
ly thickened, everted rim; smooth surface, dark brown 
and dark grey in colour; rim diam. 21–22 cm, base di-
am. 9–10 cm, pres. height approx. 9 cm. 2. eight burnt 
sherds of a vase of group iV; thickened rim; neck de-
fined by grooves; damaged surface, brick red and grey 
in colour; rim diam. approx. 15–16 cm, pres. height 
7 cm. 3. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.3; damaged 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 16 cm, 
pres. height 7 cm. 4. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with 
slightly everted rim; damaged surface, brick red and 
grey in colour. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with unde-
fined, inverted rim; damaged, light grey-beige surface. 
6. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 268 (pit cremation), Are 31
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. At a depth of 15 cm 
below the level of detection, pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, destroyed in the 
N part during the excavations in 1964, with preserved 
dimensions of 60×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm 
deep. The fill was brown-yellow and, in the e part, grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CXV/268). I. Sex undetermined, 
non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds. 2. Ap-
prox. 30 nondescript, thick-walled potsherds with 
rough, beige surface (Bronze Age/early iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
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Feature 269 (undetermined function), Are 31
Pit of poorly discernible, irregular outline, elongated 
on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 60×40 cm; basin-
shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Grey fill. Potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CXV/269).
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a vessel with everted 
rim; smooth surface, brick red to light grey in colour. 
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 269A (pit cremation), Are 31
A long and narrow concentration of clean cremated 
bones, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring ap-
prox. 50×5 cm and 3–4 cm thick. dark grey sand be-
tween the bones (Pl. CXV/269A). I. Sex undetermined, 
early maturus.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 275 (pit cremation), Are 31
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring approx. 50×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
10 cm deep. The fill was dark grey with small pieces of 
charcoal and, near the edges of the pit, light grey. few 
cremated (?) bones and potsherds scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CXVi/275). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 277 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 140×80 cm; trapezoidal profile with an 
almost flat bottom, 40 cm deep. The fill was dark grey 
and, in the W and e parts, black, with pieces of char-
coal, grey in the S part. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a concentration of pottery in the Se 
part (Pl. CXVi/277). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a bowl; everted rim; body 
cylindrical in its upper part and conical in the lower 
part, decorated above its max. diameter with a band of 
meander pattern composed of rectangular fields filled 
with double or triple rows of strokes; smooth surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 23 cm, base di-
am. approx. 10 cm, height 13 cm. 2. five burnt sherds 
of a mug of type i.3; everted rim; body decorated on 
its max. circumference with a band of chevron pattern; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
13 cm, base diam. approx. 5 cm, height 9 cm. 3. Burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; damaged 
surface, beige and grey in colour; rim diam. 23–24 cm, 
pres. height 3 cm. 4. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of 

type ii.2; thickened rim; damaged surface, beige and 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 19 cm, pres. height 
3.5 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, in-
verted rim and rounded body; damaged, grey surface; 
rim diam. 13  cm, pres. height 5  cm. 6. Three burnt 
sherds of a miniature vase of type Vii.4; damaged, grey 
surface. 7. Burnt sherd of a miniature vase of type Vii.4; 
damaged, grey surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a vase of group 
iV; body decorated with rows of horizontal strokes be-
tween three horizontal lines; damaged surface, brick 
red and grey in colour. 9. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with thickened rim; damaged, beige-brick red surface. 
10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; coarse, 
beige surface. 11. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, brown surface. 12. Burnt base sherd of a small 
vessel with damaged, grey surface; base diam. approx. 
4 cm, pres. height 1 cm. 13. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, brown surface; base diam. 10  cm, 
pres. height 4 cm. 14. 12 small sherds of a vessel with 
a handle, decorated with a band of lines and points; 
smooth, black surface. 15. Approx. 110 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 280 (inhumation), Are 38
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 140 cm in di-
ameter; almost quadrangular profile, 100 cm deep. The 
fill was light grey and, in the lower part, grey, with piec-
es of charcoal. Potsherds and few (cremated?) bones 
scattered in the pit; amber pendants in the Ne part (Pl. 
CXVii/280). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. roughly pyramidal amber pendant, type 
tm 416c; height 0.9 cm, width 0.5 cm. 2. 3. two am-
ber pendants with cylindrical bodies and horizontal 
cut-outs near the perforation, similar to type tm 416; 
height 1–1.1 cm, width 0.4 cm. 4–12. Nine figure-of-
eight amber pendants with flat-and-spherical bod-
ies and rounded heads defined by a groove, similar to 
type tm 471d; height 0.9–1.2 cm, width 0.6–0.7 cm. 
13. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, brown-
grey surface. 14. Sherd of a vessel with slightly pro-
nounced, inverted rim; smooth surface, brown-grey 
and grey in colour. 15. Sherds of a vessel with round-
profiled body; smooth, brown-grey surface. 16. Sherd of 
a vessel with upright rim tapering to the edge; smooth, 
black surface (Bronze Age/early iron Age?). 17. Ap-
prox. 300 nondescript potsherds, most of them heav-
ily fragmented; many come from vessels nos. 13–15. 
18. flint tool (mesolithic). 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
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Grave 282 (urn cremation), Are 53
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 50×35 cm; triangular profile, 30 cm deep. 
Light grey fill with isolated pieces of charcoal. in the 
centre of the pit: a damaged urn (6) filled with light 
grey-yellow sand intermixed with cremated bones; 
most grave goods among the vessel’s sherds, one of the 
brooches (2) in the N part of the pit (Pl. CXViii). I.1. 
Female (?), early iuvenis. I.2. Foetus. II.1. Sheep or goat 
(1 frag). II.2. Mammal (7 frags).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze eye brooch of Alm-
gren type 58–59; spring made from a strip; chord held 
by a hook; flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree and 
low crest at the end; foot triangular in cross-section, 
expanding to the terminal, decorated with two pairs 
of “eyes”; length 7.8 cm, width 2.7 cm. 2. Three partly 
melted fragments of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren 
type 60; spring made from a strip; chord held by a hook; 
flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree and low crest at 
the end; foot expanding slightly to the terminal, slightly 
triangular in cross-section, with three pairs of “eyes”, 
the last one between lines joined at an angle; catchplate 
at the right edge of the foot; length approx. 8 cm, width 
2.4 cm. 3. Partly melted bronze rod bracelet; body cir-
cular in cross-section, terminals octagonal in cross-
section, decorated on three planes with a single band 
of 5–6 punched arches and points in an arrangement 
resembling “eyes”; diam. 3.8–4.5  cm. 4. fragment of 
a curved bronze bar of oval cross-section, perhaps part 
of a bracelet; pres. length 3.2 cm. 5. Lump of melted 
bronze. 6. Sherds of a vase of type B.3b, with a handle 
and defined foot; body decorated with a band of ome-
ga-shaped zigzag pattern, with a row of points in some 
places above the base of the band, and rows of points 
or strokes between groups of oblique lines on both 
sides of the handle; conical foot, hollow on the under-
side, separated from the body by a horizontal cordon; 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. 12 cm, base diam. 
10 cm, height 24 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va.

Grave 283 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 120×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1) and glass 
(4) at the top level of the pit (Pl. CXiX/283). I.1. Sex 
undetermined, adultus–early maturus. I.2. Infans I. II. 
Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type K; 
head thickened on both sides; bow round in cross-

section, with a transversal incision on the top; pres. 
length 2.9 cm, width 1.4 cm. 2. two fragments of an 
iron spring, probably from another brooch. 3. Piece 
of iron wire; pres. length 2.4 cm. 4. Lump of melted 
transparent dark blue glass. 5. Burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey surface; 
rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 5.5 cm. 6. Burnt sherd of 
a small vessel with thickened, faceted rim and round-
ed body; damaged, grey-brick red surface; rim diam. 
approx. 13 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 7. Burnt sherds of 
a large vessel with globular body; smooth, brown sur-
face; base diam. 13.5 cm, pres. height 13 cm. 8. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; body dec-
orated with horizontal and oblique lines; smooth sur-
face, brick red and grey in colour. 9. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim and a handle; 
damaged, grey surface. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
defined, inverted rim; damaged, grey surface. 11. Ap-
prox. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 12. Nine sherds 
of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 284 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 35 cm in diam-
eter; quadrangular profile, 25 cm deep. Grey fill with 
small pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; brooch (1) and bracelet (2) frag-
ments in the e part (Pl. CXVii/284). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a bronze spring made 
from a strip of quadrangular cross-section; probably 
from a Prussian series eye brooch; pres. length 1.1 cm. 
2. fragment of a bronze bracelet resembling type 
Kamieńczyk according to t. dąbrowska (1981a); body 
oval in cross section; terminal in the form of a biconical 
thickening with a protrusion, separated from the body 
by a narrow ring; pres. length 2.2 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with defined rim; smooth, grey surface. 4. five 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va (?).

Grave 285 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. 50×30 cm; semi-circular profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was light grey and, here and there, grey, 
with small pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CXiX/285). a bronze sheet 
(1) in an animal burrow below the bottom of the fea-
ture. I. Female (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a partly melted quadrangu-
lar bronze sheet with a hole in the middle; pres. dim. 
1.7×1.2 cm. 2. Three lumps of melted bronze. 3. Burnt 
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(?) potsherd with rough, beige surface. 4. two burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 288 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 
20 cm deep. The fill was light grey, grey and, at the bot-
tom, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch fragment 
(1) at the bottom (Pl. CXX/288). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a repaired, bronze, origi-
nally one-piece brooch with a semi-circular, profiled 
crest on the head; broken spring, replaced with a new 
one, whose initial section was set in a groove cut on the 
underside of the head; chord of the new spring held by 
a hook formed from the stub of the old spring; bow flat 
on the underside, hexagonal on the top; pres. length 
1.5 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brown-grey surface. 3. five potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 4. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b.

Grave 297 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. Light 
grey and grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXX/297). 
I. Female (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. 30 sherds of one (?) vessel with smooth, 
black surface.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 299 (pit cremation), Are 53
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was light grey and, in the S part, grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Bones scattered in the pit (Pl. CXX/299). I. 
Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 300 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 100×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was light grey and, in the centre, 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Brooch fragments (1) near 
a large concentration of lightly burnt bones in the centre 
of the pit, approx. 10 cm below the top level; potsherds 

scattered across the entire pit (Pl. CXX/300). I. Female, 
adultus. II.1. Greylag goose (1 frag). II.2. Greylag goose 
(?) (2 frags). II.3. Bird (14 frags).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a bronze brooch spring 
on an axis bar; pres. length 1.5 cm. 2. Lump of melted 
bronze. 3. Sherd of a vessel with slightly everted rim; 
smooth surface, beige to grey in colour. 4. Nondescript 
potsherd. 5. Six sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age 
(?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 303 (urn cremation), Are 54
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 45×55 cm; triangular profile, 30 cm deep. 
Light grey fill with small pieces of charcoal; a dam-
aged urn filled with cremated bones in the centre (Pl. 
CXX/303). I. Infans I. II. Bird or micromammal (5 frags).
Inventory: 1. Pot-like vessel with undefined rim; slop-
pily finished surface, with clear kneading marks, here 
and there smoothed, light brown in colour; rim diam. 
14.5–15.5 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 10.5–11 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 304 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 100×50 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 10 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CXXi/304). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds (lost)
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 305 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 130–
140 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. 
The fill was light grey near the edges of the pit, grey and 
dark grey in the centre, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CXXi/305). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. two lumps of melted dark glass. 2. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 3. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with a zigzag 
pattern composed of two lines enclosing a row of ob-
lique strokes; damaged, brown surface. 4. two burnt 
potsherds. 5. Approx. 60 sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).
Remarks: The Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery prob-
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ably comes from the older pits (features 321A–C) which 
grave 305 was dug into. 

Grave 306 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring approx. 170×130 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey, light grey and, in the 
centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a bronze ob-
ject fragment (1) and a lump of glass (2) in the centre 
(Pl. CXXi/306). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two partly melted fragments of a curved 
bronze bar of almost pentagonal cross-section (part 
of a bracelet?); pres. length 4 cm. 2. Lump of melted 
transparent greenish glass. 3. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type  ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, 
grey to beige in colour; rim diam. 25 cm, pres. height 
7.5 cm. 4. five burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel with 
tall neck tapering to the rim; body decorated under 
its max. diameter with a zigzag pattern composed of 
a row of strokes between two parallel lines; damaged, 
brown surface. 5. Approx. 45 burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds. 6. Approx. 20 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron 
Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).
Remarks: The Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery prob-
ably comes from features 324 or 325, which grave 306 
was dug into. it is also possible that grave 306 was slight-
ly smaller, limited in range to the dark grey layer only, 
while the light grey area was actually part of a Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pit, which was not distinguished 
at the top level.

Grave 307 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 60–
70 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep; 
destroyed by cuts in the S part. Light grey to dark grey 
fill with numerous pieces of charcoal and singed wood 
fragments; light brown fill (loam layer) in the central 
part. Cremated (?) bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CXXii/307). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron ring of round 
cross-section; diam. 2.2  cm. 2. Piece of bronze wire; 
pres. length 0.9  cm. 3. Approx. 20 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt. 4. Six sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 308 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in diam-
eter; irregular profile, 30 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces 

of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CXXii/308). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of a vessel of 
type B.5b; one circumferential groove under the rim 
and another above max. body diameter; smooth, beige 
surface; rim diam. 13 cm, pres. height 11 cm. 2. Nine 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 313 (pit cremation), Are 54
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
50×30 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Grey fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CXXii/313). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 314 (pit cremation), Are 54
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; semi-
circular profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was light grey at 
the top level, grey below, here and there dark grey, with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit; a glass bead (1) in the centre (Pl. CXX-
ii/314). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted segmented bead of dark 
blue, almost black glass; pres. length 1.5  cm, 2. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, brown-grey surface. 3. Approx. 50 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 4. four sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).

Grave 317 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 30 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, here and there, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Potsherd and cremated bones scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CXXii/317). I. Infans I (?).
Inventory: 1. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 331 (pit cremation), Are 33
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×110 cm; semi-circular profile, 50 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey and black in the centre, 
with numerous pieces of charcoal and small stones, 
light grey and grey near the edges and at the top level 
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the pit. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CXXiii/331). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. iron hooked pin with spirally twisted 
shaft; pres. length 2.8  cm. 2. two lumps of melted 
bronze. 3. two partly melted fragments of a curved 
bronze bar of slightly triangular cross-section—perhaps 
from a bracelet; pres. length 1.3 cm and 1.6 cm. 4. two 
burnt sherds of a tripartite bowl; thickened rim; short 
neck; globular body with max. diameter in its upper 
part, decorated with a circumferential band composed 
of three (?) segments: 1) a row of triangles filled with 
strokes, 2) rows of oblique strokes forming herringbone 
pattern, 3) a row of groups of oblique lines with strokes 
between them; smooth, brown surface, with broad (up 
to 2 cm) vertical stripes drawn in red paint on the better 
preserved sherd; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 
5. five burnt sherds of a vessel with slightly pronounced 
base; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour; base 
diam. 6 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 6. two burnt sherds of 
a vessel with slightly pronounced, inverted rim; dam-
aged, brick red-grey surface. 7. two burnt sherds of 
a vessel with everted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 
8. Approx. 75 small, nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 332 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 130×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, in the W part, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the W part of the pit (Pl. CXXiii/332). I. 
Female (?), early maturus.
Inventory: 1. Seven burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.2; 
damaged surface, grey and brick red in colour; rim 
diam. 16 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 2. Six burnt sherds of 
a large, thick-walled vessel with rough, beige surface. 
3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a thick-walled vessel with 
undefined rim; smooth (?), dark grey surface. 5. Pot-
sherd with smooth, black surface. 6. Three burnt pot-
sherds with rough, grey surface. 7. Approx. 60 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 8. Bronze Age/early iron Age 
(?) potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV.

Grave 333 (pit cremation), Are 32
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey-yellow or grey, 
dark grey in the centre, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 

CXXiV/333). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with defined, 
concave base; two narrow horizontal cordons above the 
base; smooth, black surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated with a row of slender oval impressions be-
tween two horizontal grooves; smooth, black surface; 
perhaps sherd of vessel no. 1. 3. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with two horizontal grooves on the upper part of 
the body; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with damaged, beige-grey surface; base di-
am. approx. 7–8 cm, pres. height 2 cm. 5. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with rough, grey surface. 6. 50 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 7. two sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V.

Grave 334 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 90 cm 
in diameter; semi-circular profile, 40 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, here and there, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal and small stones. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXXiV/334). I/II. Bones 
missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a handle (?) 
and undefined rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 
2. two burnt (?) sherds of a vessel with thickened rim; 
smooth, brown surface. 3. Burnt (?) sherds of a vessel 
with rounded body and undefined rim; slightly pro-
nounced base; uneven, sloppily finished, smooth, beige 
surface; rim diam. 9 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm (Late iron 
Age? Bronze Age/early iron Age?). 4. Approx. 100 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: one sherd of vessel no. 3 was also found in 
the top part of feature 337.

Grave 335 (pit cremation), Are 33
At the top level, pit of poorly discernible outline; 20 cm 
below the level of detection, pit of roughly rectangu-
lar outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring ap-
prox. 110×80 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey, dark grey and, 
in the centre, black, with numerous pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CXXiV/335). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Nine burnt sherds of a vessel resembling 
type A.1; damaged surface, brick red to brown in col-
our; rim diam. 13.5 cm, pres. height 11 cm. 2. 15 sherds 
of a vessel with upright rim and body decorated with 
a row of points between two horizontal lines; smooth, 
black surface. 3. five burnt sherds of a vessel with unde-
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fined, inverted rim and semi-globular body (?); coarse 
surface, brick red to brown in colour. 4. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with slightly thickened rim and rounded body; 
smooth, beige surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
slightly everted rim and rounded body; damaged, beige 
surface. 6. Approx. 60 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
7. Three sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV (?).

Grave 336 (pit cremation), Ares 32/33
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 110×90 cm; semi-circular profile, 
50 cm deep. The fill was yellow-grey and, in the centre, 
grey and dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a spring frag-
ment (1) at the top level of the pit (Pl. CXXV/336). I. 
Female (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze spring, 
probably from a brooch; pres. length 0.8 cm. 2. Three 
burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, beige 
surface. 3. five burnt sherds of a vessel with uneven, 
everted rim; smooth, black surface. 4. Three sherds of 
a vessel with everted rim, body decorated on its upper 
part with horizontal lines and a row of points, with a cir-
cumferential groove under the rim; smooth, black sur-
face. 5. four sherds of a vessel decorated with oblique 
lines forming triangles; smooth, black surface. 6. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated with a horizontal groove and 
a group of round depressions; smooth, black surface. 
7. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, grey surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 9. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, slightly everted rim; 
smooth, black surface. 10. Three burnt rim sherds of 
a vessel with smooth, black surface. 11. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 
12. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rounded body decorat-
ed with a band of “herringbone” pattern; damaged, grey 
surface. 13. fragment of a broken-off so-called pseudo-
handle of a vessel; smooth, black surface. 14. Approx. 
200 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 15. Approx. 
35 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 16. two sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (nos. 7, 8, 10—phases i–ii)..

Feature 337 (undetermined function), Are 37
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, 
measuring approx. 70×40  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. Grey fill; small potsherds and three up-
right stones at the top level of the pit (Pl. CXXV/337).
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; 

sloppily finished, smoothed, brown surface. 2. two 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 3. Potsherd 
with rough, brown surface. 4. Approx. 20 nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).
Remarks: two sherds of vessel no. 1 were also found 
in grave 334.

Grave 338 (pit cremation), Are 33
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the centre and e part, dark grey, with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit; a needle (1) in the N part (Pl. CXXV/338). I. Sex 
undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron needle of type ii; 
shaft round in cross-section; pres. length approx. 
7.7 cm (presently 3.6 cm). 2. 17 burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.2 or B.2, with slightly everted rim and almost 
biconical body; smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 
approx. 14 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 3. five burnt base 
sherds of a vessel with smooth, brick red surface; base 
diam. 7  cm, pres. height 7  cm. 4. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
5. eight sherds of a vessel with a handle and everted rim 
above two horizontal grooves; smooth, black surface. 
6. Approx. 35 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV (?).

Grave 339 (urn cremation), Are 32
discovered at a depth of 45–50  cm. Pit of irregular, 
roughly round outline, measuring approx. 40–50 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Light 
grey fill without pieces of charcoal. An “urn,” composed 
of large sherds of two vessels (1, 2) and with cremated 
bones inside, in the centre of the pit. The bottom of the 
“urn” supported by a small stone. a brooch fragment (1) 
and a shaft (2) approx. 10 cm to the Ne of the edge of 
the pit (Pl. CXXVi/339). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch, probably 
of Almgren group iV or mixed group ii/iV; foot trian-
gular in cross-section, terminated with a profiled disc 
with a knob; pres. length 3.4 cm. 2. iron shaft of round 
cross-section (needle?); pres. length 4.1 cm. 3. Sherds 
of a vase of type B.3a, with a handle; body decorated 
with a band of chevron pattern and a row of round de-
pressions; smooth, black surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. 
height 18 cm. 4. Sherds of a bowl of type B.2 or B.5a; 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. 24 cm, pres. height 
13.5  cm. 5. Several hundred small, nondescript pot-
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sherds from vessels nos. 3 and 4. 6. Nine burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases Vb (?).

Feature 340 (undetermined function), Are 32
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing 80×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The 
fill was grey and dark grey in the centre, with pieces 
of charcoal, and yellow-grey near the edges. Potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CXXVi/340).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
thickened rim; body decorated with a row of oblique 
strokes between two horizontal lines; damaged, brown-
grey surface. 2. four burnt potsherds with rough, brown 
surface. 3. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds. 4. five 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).

Grave 342 (pit cremation), Are 32
discovered at a depth of 55 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 110×60 cm; 
basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 30  cm 
deep; disturbed at the top level in the W part by a cut. 
Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CXXVi/342). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. five burnt sherds of a biconical vessel 
with slightly everted rim defined by a groove; dam-
aged surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
12  cm, pres. height approx. 5  cm. 2. Burnt sherd of 
a small biconical vessel resembling type B.4; damaged, 
grey surface; rim diam. 9 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 3. Six 
burnt sherds of a biconical (?) vessel with everted rim; 
one circumferential groove under the rim and anoth-
er above max. body diameter; damaged, grey-beige 
surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rim defined by 
a groove; damaged, grey surface. 5. Approx. 20 pot-
sherds with smooth, black surface. 6. Approx. 85 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 7. four sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV.
Remarks: a fragment of brooch of Almgren type 68, was 
found approx. 40 cm to the Se of grave, on the surface 
of the site (stray finds, no. 9, Pl. CCC/Sf:9).

Grave 343 (pit cremation), Are 33
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 50×30 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 

scattered in the pit (Pls. CXXVii/343, CXXViii/343). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim and rounded body; damaged, grey sur-
face. 2. Approx. 20 potsherds with smooth, black sur-
face. 3. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds. 4. Bronze 
Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Feature 344 (undetermined function: posthole or 
root?), Are 33
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 30–
45 cm in diameter; triangular profile, 30 cm deep. The 
fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey with pieces 
of charcoal; vertical brown discolouration in the cen-
tral part (Pl. CXXVii/344).
Inventory: 1. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Feature 345 (undetermined function), Are 33 
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 50×30 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm 
deep; connected in the e part with grave 347. The fill was 
grey and, here and there, dark grey, with pieces of char-
coal. Potsherds scattered in the pit (Pls. CXXVii/345, 
CXXViii/345).
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened rim; damaged, grey surface. 2. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; smooth, beige 
surface. 3. Seven burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 347 (pit cremation), Are 33
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 110–100 cm in 
diameter; semi-circular profile, 70 cm deep; connected 
in the W part with the pit of feature 345. The fill was grey 
in the upper part of the pit, black below, with numer-
ous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl (3) in the W part 
(Pls. CXXVii/347, CXXViii/347). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron bar of rec-
tangular cross-section; pres. length 3.1  cm. 2. frag-
ment of an iron rod of round cross-section, with a flat, 
curved projection; pres. length 1.5 cm. 3. Clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth 
surface, dark grey to black in colour; diam. 3.1  cm, 
height 1.7 cm. 4. 12 burnt sherds of a bowl resembling 
type ii.3; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 22 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a tri-
partite vessel with thickened rim; body decorated 
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with a horizontal groove between two rows of oblique 
strokes; damaged, grey surface. 6. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 
7. Approx. 45 sherds of a pot of group iii (?), some 
burnt; thickened rim; rounded body; smooth, black sur-
face. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; dam-
aged, brick red-grey surface. 9. Three burnt sherds of 
a vessel with everted rim and rounded body decorated 
with a band of zigzag pattern composed of groups of 
oblique lines and vertical strokes; smooth, brick red-
brown surface. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; smooth, brick red surface (part of vessel no. 9?). 
11. two base sherds of a thick-walled vessel with oval 
(?) base; smooth, black surface. 12. Approx. 80 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.
Remarks: Sherds of vessel no. 9 come from bowl no. 
4 in grave 331.

Grave 348 (pit cremation), Are 33
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring 120×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm deep. The 
fill was yellow-grey and, in the centre, grey with pieces 
of charcoal and stones. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CXXX/348). I. Foetus/infans I 
(?). II. Pig (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel 
with a handle; thickened rim; body decorated with 
a row of oblique strokes between two horizontal lines; 
damaged, grey-brown surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 3. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 4. ten potsherds with smooth, black 
surface. 5. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
6. Three sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).

Grave 349 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit partially destroyed by another cut; the preserved 
part of the pit of semi-oval outline, elongated on the 
e-W axis, with preserved dimensions of 80× 80 cm; 
almost basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of char-
coal; one small stone at the bottom. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXXX/349). I. 
Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; smooth, beige surface. 2. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with coarse, grey-brown surface; base diam. 
7 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 3. Potsherd with smooth, black 
surface. 4. Potsherd with rough, light brown surface. 

5. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 6. ten 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 351 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of roughly rectangular outline, elongated on the 
e-W axis, measuring approx. 170×100 cm; rectangu-
lar profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey and, at a lower 
level, dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; other 
grave goods in the SW part of the pit (Pls. CXXViX, 
CXXX/351). I. Sex undetermined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of a bronze brooch of 
Almgren type 2aii; bow triangular in cross-section, 
with a profiled circumferential crest; pres. length 2.2 cm 
(largest fragment), width 1.1. cm. 2. iron ring of rectan-
gular cross-section; diam. approx. 2.5 cm. 3. iron sheet 
fragment; pres. dim. 2.8×1.9 cm. 4. Burnt clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth, 
grey surface; diam. 3.2 cm, height 2 cm. 5. Approx. 40 
burnt sherds of a globular pot with undefined, invert-
ed rim; surface rough on the body, smooth under the 
rim, light brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, 
base diam. 11 cm, height approx. 13–14 cm. 6. Burnt 
sherds of a cup of type Vii.2 or Vii.3; smooth surface, 
black to brown-grey in colour; rim diam. 6.5 cm, base 
diam. 4.5 cm, height 6 cm. 7. 14 burnt sherds of a bowl 
with slightly rounded body and undefined rim; in two 
places, the rim was formed into flat, longitudinal han-
dles; smooth surface, light grey to dark grey in colour; 
rim diam. (with handles) 21 cm, base diam. 10–11 cm, 
height 7 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of a miniature vessel with 
conical body; undefined rim; smooth, grey-beige sur-
face; rim diam. 4 cm, base diam. 1.2 cm, height 2.5 cm. 
9. two burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel with slight-
ly everted rim; neck defined on both sides by shal-
low grooves; damaged, grey surface. 10. Three burnt 
sherds of a vessel with rounded body and rim defined 
by a groove; damaged, grey surface. 11. four burnt 
sherds of a vessel with slightly thickened, everted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 12. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with undefined, inverted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
13–16. Burnt sherds of four vessels with thickened rims; 
damaged, grey surfaces. 17. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened rim; smooth, brown-grey surface. 18. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; damaged 
surface, brown and grey in colour. 19. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim; smooth, dark grey surface. 
20. Approx. 25 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 
21. Approx. 260 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 22. five 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
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Chronology: phases iii.

Grave 352 (urn cremation), Are 38
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 90–
110 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep; 
connected in the Ne part with the pit of grave 353, 
stratigraphic relationship with which has not been es-
tablished (an animal burrow at the juncture between 
the two features?). The fill was grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey, with pieces of charcoal; cremated bones (I.2) 
scattered at the top level of the pit. At the bottom of 
the NW part of the pit: a large vessel (4), its base sunk 
in pure sand, containing scattered cremated bones, 
sherds of four upside-down vessels (5–8) and, under 
them, a slanted urn (9) with a cluster of cremated bones 
(I.1) and two brooches (1, 2) inside. a spindle whorl (3) 
among the potsherds (Pls. CXXXi/352, CXXXii). I.1. 
Female (?), adultus. I.2. Early infans I. II.1. Chicken (9 
frags). II.2. Bird (4 frags). II.3. Undetermined (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. Bronze brooch of Almgren type 68; chord 
held by a hook; head flat on the underside, rounded on 
the top side; bow round in cross-section, with a pro-
filed circumferential crest; foot terminated with a bi-
conical, profiled knob with a small protrusion; three 
round perforations of varying diameters in the catch-
plate; length 6.2 cm, width 2.1 cm. 2. Bronze brooch 
of Almgren type 68; chord held by a hook; head flat on 
the underside, rounded on the top side; bow round in 
cross-section, with a profiled circumferential crest; foot 
terminated with a rounded, profiled knob with a small 
protrusion; three round perforations of varying diam-
eters in the catchplate; length 5.2 cm, width 1.9 cm. 
3. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave 
opposite ends; smooth surface, brown and grey in col-
our; diam. 3.9 cm, height 1.8 cm. 4. Vase of type A.1; 
neck defined by grooves; defined base; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 30  cm, base diam. 12  cm, height 
20 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.3b; one cir-
cumferential groove under the rim and another above 
max. body diameter; defined base; smooth surface, 
brick red to brown in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, base 
diam. 8 cm, height 11 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a vase of 
type A.1; body decorated above its max. diameter with 
a band of oblique strokes; defined base, smooth sur-
face, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, base 
diam. 7 cm, height 11.5 cm. 7. Burnt sherds of a ves-
sel of type B.5b, with a groove under the rim; smooth 
surface, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 17.5 cm, 
base diam. 9.5  cm, height 14.5  cm. 8. Burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type B.2, with a groove under the rim; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
16 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height approx. 9 cm. 9. Small 
biconical vessel with everted rim, similar to type B.4; 

smooth surface, brown and black in colour; rim diam. 
9 cm, base diam. 4 cm, height 6.5 cm. 10. Approx. 15 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 11. Approx. 80 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.

Grave 353 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 40  cm deep; con-
nected in the SW part with the pit of grave 352, strati-
graphic relationship with which has not been estab-
lished (an animal burrow at the juncture between the 
two features?). Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch fragment (1) and a bronze sheet (2) at 
the bottom; a knife (3) in the N part (Pl. CXXXi/353). 
I. Female (?), adultus–maturus. II.1. Bird (2 frags). II.2. 
Undetermined (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch of Almgren group iV or V; foot triangular in 
cross-section, terminated with an upright, disc-shaped 
crest, encircled by a groove inlaid with incised bronze 
wire, and a profiled knob; decorated along the catch-
plate with engraved lines, pin’s resting place adorned 
with a double band of oblique strokes; pres. length 2 cm. 
2. Curved bronze sheet; dim. 1×1.1 cm. 3. Six fragments 
of an iron crescent-shaped knife or razor; tang defined 
on one side; pres. length 4.2 cm, blade width 1.5 cm. 
4. Approx. 45 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 5. ten 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b (Va?).

Grave 354 (urn cremation), Are 14
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 70×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey with pieces of charcoal and isolat-
ed cremated bones at the top level, getting progressively 
lighter in the lower parts, smoothly transitioning into 
light grey-yellow at the bottom of the pit. in the centre 
of the pit: an urn (8), filled with light grey sand, con-
taining a cluster of cremated bones, brooch (2), brace-
let (3) fragments and a spindle whorl (7); other grave 
goods in the grey fill. one small, flat stone next to and 
below the urn’s base (Pl. CXXXiii). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze one-piece trumpet 
brooch of Almgren type 78; spring on an iron axis bar; 
chord held by a hook; bow round in cross-section, with 
almost circumferential, grooved crests on the head and 
near the foot; foot almost triangular in cross-section, 
terminated with a round, grooved crest with a globular 
knob at the end; length 3.6 cm. 2. two partly melted 
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fragments of a bronze brooch with iron axis bar, iden-
tical to no. 1; length approx. 3.5 cm. 3. two fragments 
of a partly melted bronze rod bracelet; body oval in 
cross-section; slightly thickened terminals of slightly 
triangular cross-section; diam. approx. 6–7 cm. 4. two 
fragments of a partly melted bronze rod bracelet of oval 
cross-section; pres. length 1.4 cm and 4 cm. 5. four 
melted fragments of the abovementioned bronze brace-
lets; pres. length 0.7–1.4 cm. 6. Lump of melted bronze. 
7. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with defined, 
concave opposite ends; smooth surface, beige to dark 
grey in colour; diam. 4.2 cm, height 3.4 cm. 8. Sherds 
of a biconical vase of type B.3a (?), with a handle; body 
decorated with two circumferential bands of ornament, 
each composed of a row of oblique strokes between two 
circumferential lines, the space between the two bands 
divided into segments by three groups of vertical lines 
and rows of oblique strokes; smooth, black surface; rim 
diam. 26.5 cm, pres. height 15 cm. 9. ten burnt sherds 
of a biconical (?) vessel with everted rim; one circum-
ferential groove under the rim and another above max. 
body diameter; smooth surface, brick red to beige in 
colour; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 4 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb (?).

Grave 355 (pit cremation), Are 14
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 90×60 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file with an uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey with numerous pieces of charcoal and, near 
the edges of the pit, grey. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; vessel sherds (5) in the Se 
part; other artefacts in the N part (Pl. CXXXiV/355). 
I. Male (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a bronze crossbow 
brooch (Armbrustfibel) with returned foot, Almgren 
type 162; spring on an axis bar with terminals ham-
mered flat; knee-shaped, partially faceted bow with me-
topes at both ends; partially faceted foot with a metope 
near the bow; length 9 cm, width 3.6 cm. 2. Bronze two-
piece belt buckle with almost rectangular frame, trian-
gular in cross-section, type d 30; faceted pin, tip bent; 
width 2.4 cm, height 3.5 cm. 3. fragment of a bronze 
shaft of round cross-section; pres. length 1.1 cm. 4. ten 
fragments of a burnt three-layer comb, made of deer’s 
antler, with bronze rivets; pres. dim. of the largest frag-
ment 1.2×2 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of a vessel resembling 
type iXA; poorly smoothed surface; brown and brick 
red in colour; rim diam. 12 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 
14 cm. 6. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 356 (pit cremation), Are 14
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 35×20 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm 
deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Almost the entire 
pit was filled with potsherds intermixed with cremated 
bones and grave goods (Pl. CXXXiV/356). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze belt buckle with semi-circular 
one-piece frame of oval cross-section, type d 1; pin 
of quadrangular cross-section, tip slightly bent; width 
2 cm, height 2.7 cm. 2. Piece of partly melted bronze 
wire; pres. length 1.7 cm. 3. Lump of melted bronze. 
4. four lumps of melted glass. 5. Burnt fragment of 
an antler (?) plate, probably part of a composite comb; 
pres. dim. 0.5×1.5 cm. 6. five burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type ViC; body decorated on its upper part with three 
shallow horizontal grooves; smooth surface, brick red 
to grey in colour; rim diam. 16 cm, base diam. 7 cm, 
height 12 cm. 7. Burnt sherds of a mug of type XVA; 
coarse, grey surface; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 5 cm, 
height 10  cm. 8. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with 
slightly everted rim; smooth, brick red surface; rim 
diam. 10 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with everted rim above a circumferential groove; 
smooth, brick red surface. 10. Several dozen stratified, 
nondescript potsherds, most probably from vessel no. 9.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi (?).

Grave 357 (urn cremation), Are 14
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring approx. 90×60 cm. Light grey fill. in the 
centre of the pit: a cluster of vessels placed around an 
urn (11) covered with an upside-down bowl (12), with 
isolated cremated bones among the vessels; mug no. 13 
inside pot no. 23, mug no. 17 inside mug no. 19; cre-
mated bones, metal objects (1–8) and a spindle whorl 
(9) inside the urn (Pls. CXXXV, CXXXVi). I. Female, 
adultus.
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type H; bow arched, thick-
ened near the head, round in cross-section, with a tri-
angular projection near the foot; foot attached to the 
bow by a ring-shaped collar, decorated with a pair of 
transversal grooves halfway along its length, near the 
catchplate and next to the collar; length 3.5 cm, width 
1.1 cm. 2. iron brooch of type H; bow arched, thickened 
near the head, round in cross-section, with a triangu-
lar projection near the foot; foot attached to the bow 
by a ring-shaped collar; length 3.7 cm. 3. iron brooch 
of type J; small, triangular protrusions on the head; 
bow almost rectangular in cross-section, with shallow 
grooves along the side edges; openwork catchplate with 
a stepped bar in the central part; pres. length 7.3 cm, 
width 0.9 cm. 4. iron crescent-shaped knife; S-shaped 
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tang, round in cross-section, terminated with a large 
hemispherical knob, profiled in the central part with 
grooves forming five circumferential rings; the outer 
edge between the back of the blade and the moulding on 
the tang covered with incisions; length 11.8 cm. 5. iron 
needle of type ii; shaft round in cross-section; length 
10.7 cm. 6. two fragments of an iron needle of type ii; 
shaft round in cross-section; pres. length 4.9 cm and 
2.7 cm. 7. fragment of an iron needle of type ii; pres. 
length 3.2 cm. 8. fragment of an iron awl; shaft round 
in cross-section on one end, quadrangular on the oth-
er; pres. length 6.5 cm. 9. Clay spindle whorl, biconi-
cal with flat opposite ends; smooth surface, beige and 
grey in colour; diam. 3.3 cm, height 1.6 cm. 10. Burnt 
and cracked polishing stone (?); dim. 4×2×2.7 cm. 11. 
Burnt pot of type Vi.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
brown-grey surface; rim diam. 18.5  cm, base diam. 
13 cm, height 25 cm. 12. Burnt bowl of type ii.2; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim di-
am. 27.5 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 9.5 cm. 13. Burnt 
mug resembling types i.1 and i.3; thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, light brown surface, grey near the base; 
rim diam. 12.5 cm, base diam. 6.5 cm, height 9.5 cm. 
14. Burnt mug resembling type i.1; thickened, faceted 
rim; asymmetrical body; sloppily finished, coarse, beige 
and, in places, brick red surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base 
diam. 5 cm, height 8 cm. 15. Burnt mug of type i.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with a band of 
meander pattern composed of two grooves and a row 
of oblique strokes; smooth, beige-brown surface, black 
base; rim diam. 15.5 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 10 cm. 
16. Burnt mug of type i.3; thickened, faceted rim; body 
decorated with a band of meander pattern composed 
of two grooves and a row of oblique strokes; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 
12 cm. 17. Burnt mug of type i.2; thickened, faceted rim; 
body decorated with a band of herringbone pattern; 
damaged, brick red-grey surface; rim diam. 10.5 cm, 
base diam. approx. 9 cm, height 8 cm. 18. Burnt and 
deformed mug of type i.4; damaged surface, brick red 
to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 7 cm, base diam. 
4–4.5 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 19. Burnt mug of type i.4; 
slightly thickened and defined rim; almost spherical 
body; poorly smoothed, slightly coarse surface, beige 
and brick red in colour; rim diam. 16 cm, base diam. 
8 cm, height 11.5 cm. 20. Burnt bowl of type ii.2; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
19.5  cm, base diam. 7.5  cm, height 9  cm. 21. Burnt 
bowl of type ii.3; rim bevelled on the inside; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 17  cm, base diam. 8  cm, 
height 9–9.5 cm. 22. Burnt jug of group V, with a han-
dle; thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red 
and grey in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, 

height 14.5 cm. 23. Burnt pot of type Vi.1, with two 
handles; thickened, faceted rim; coarse, brick red sur-
face; rim diam. 16 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 13.5 cm. 
24. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim 
and rounded body; smooth, beige surface. 25. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined, slightly thickened, 
inverted rim; smooth, beige surface. 26. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened rim; coarse, beige surface. 
27. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; 
smooth, grey surface. 28. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
everted rim; smooth, brown surface. 29. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with everted rim and body decorated with 
a horizontal groove; smooth, grey-brown surface; rim 
diam. approx. 17 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 30. Approx. 
90 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 31. two potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 32. ten sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery. 33. flint with knapping 
marks (Bronze Age?). 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iia.

Grave 358 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal; two medium-sized stones in 
the centre of the pit. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CXXXVii/358). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a biconical bowl re-
sembling type B.1b; decorated on max. body diameter 
with a band of oblique strokes and a circumferential 
groove; damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. 15 cm, 
pres. height 8 cm. 2. four burnt sherds of a vessel with 
everted rim and rounded body; one circumferential 
groove under the rim; damaged surface, brick red to 
grey in colour; rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
3. two burnt base sherds of a vessel with smooth sur-
face, grey to brick red in colour; base diam. 6 cm, pres. 
height 3 cm. 4. two burnt sherds of a vessel with evert-
ed rim; damaged surface, brick red and beige-grey in 
colour. 5. Potsherd with smooth, black surface. 6. four 
burnt potsherds with rough, brown surface. 7. Approx. 
25 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. Approx. 40 sherds 
of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 359 (pit cremation), Are 13
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 40×25 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones scattered in the pit; two belt fittings 
(1, 2) in the N part (Pl. CXXXVii/359). I.1. Sex unde-
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termined, adultus–maturus. I.2. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze profiled strap-end of type o 15 
distinguished by K. raddatz (1957); arms of attach-
ment plate triangular with slightly concave, faceted 
side edges and one rivet whose shaft was hammered 
flat on a quadrangular washer; closed end terminated 
with a slightly flattened knob and a massive, conical, 
nonagonal protrusion; length 5.2  cm, width 2.3  cm. 
2. flat bronze fitting with two flat-head rivets; length 
2.6 cm, width 0.7 cm. 3. fragment of a melted bronze 
brooch spring on an axis bar; axis bar hammered flat 
on one end, terminated with a ring; pres. length 2.4 cm. 
4. Burnt fragment of an antler plate, probably from 
a composite comb; pres. dim. 1x0.5 cm. 5. two burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Feature 360 (undetermined function, grave?) Are 39
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW 
axis, measuring approx. 160×120 cm; two-part profile 
with an uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey 
and, here and there, light grey and dark grey, with pieces 
of charcoal (Pl. CXXXVii/360). 
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze rod 
bracelet decorated with rows of punched points, mul-
tangular cross-section; pres. length 2.4  cm. 2. Three 
sherds of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; coarse, 
beige surface. 3. Sherd of a vessel with undefined, in-
verted rim; coarse, grey-beige surface. 4. Three pot-
sherds with smooth, black surface. 5. Approx. 20 non-
descript potsherds, some burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 361 (pit cremation), Are 39
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 110×70 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 25  cm deep. Non-uniform fill, light 
grey to dark grey in colour, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; 
a brooch (1) in the Se part (Pl. CXXXViii/361). I. Sex 
and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron brooch of type 
N-a or (less probable) m-a; bow round in cross-section; 
one round perforation in the catchplate; length 4.5 cm. 
2. Three burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thickened 
rim; body decorated with a band of zigzag pattern com-
posed of lines and rows of strokes; damaged, grey-beige 
surface; rim diam. approx. 8–12 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 
3. Approx. 15 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 4. ten 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.

Chronology: phase iib (?).

Grave 362 (pit cremation), Are 14
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, 
measuring approx. 260×150 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
40 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal; a large stone, measuring 
150×80×40 cm, in the centre and three smaller ones 
to the e of it. Potsherds scattered at the top level of the 
pit; cremated bones and a fitting (1) under the stone; 
tweezers (2) at the top level of the pit, near the stone 
(Pl. CXXXViii/362). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. iron fitting (?) formed from a strip with 
bent, pointy ends; length 2 cm, width 0.8 cm. 2. Part-
ly melted bronze tweezers; tips hammered flat, bent 
towards each other; a strip wound around the arms; 
length 4.8  cm. 3. Lump of melted greenish glass. 
4. Three burnt potsherds with rough, light brown sur-
face. 5. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).
Remarks: According to the coordinates in the field 
drawing, the grave should have been dug into or dis-
turbed by the pit of grave 202. it is probably an error 
in the drawing description.

Grave 363 (urn cremation), Are 13
Pit of almost round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm 
in diameter; triangular profile, 30 cm deep. Grey fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; in the upper part of the pit: spindle 
whorls (14, 15), a brooch fragment (3) and two metal 
sheets (5, 7); 15 cm below the top level: sherds of three 
vessels in two clusters (sherds of vessel no. 18 in the 
S part, sherds of vessels nos. 17 and 19 in the e part) 
and, among them, unburnt (II.2) and cremated (I, II.1) 
bones, fragments of brooches (1, 2), a nail from a lock 
mount (12) and a lump of silver (13); 5  cm deeper: 
an urn (16); in the upper part of the urn’s fill: numer-
ous large fragments of cremated bones, a key in a lock 
mount (9, 10), a belt buckle (8), a brooch (1?) and 
fragments of melted bronze objects (6) (Pls. CXXXiX, 
CXL/363). I. Female (?), adultus. II.1. Sheep or goat (8 
frags). II.2. Undetermined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. four partly melted fragments of a bronze 
spring-cover brooch of Almgren type 38–39; spring on 
an iron axis bar; longitudinal grooves (?) on the spring 
covers (?); flat bow decorated in the middle, along the 
side edges and above the crest with beaded ribs; low 
crest profiled with two transversal grooves; foot ta-
pering slightly to the end, triangular in cross-section; 
length approx. 5 cm, width 3.5 cm. 2. melted fragment 
of a bronze spring-cover brooch of Almgren type 38–
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39; spring on an iron axis bar; flat bow decorated in 
the middle and along the side edges with beaded ribs; 
pres. length 1.7  cm, width 3.5  cm. 3. iron one-piece 
brooch of 10

th 
series of Almgren group V; spring on 

an axis bar; chord held by a hook; massive bow, flat on 
the underside, heptagonal on the top side, with a pseu-
do-crest formed by a transversal groove near the foot; 
trapezoidal foot, triangular in cross-section, decorated 
with two grooved lines forming an angle and a trans-
versal groove on the terminal; length 4 cm, width ap-
prox. 3 cm. 4. fragment of a bronze ring-shaped belt 
fitting; flat attachment plate; massive ring, triangular 
in cross-section, with isolated incisions forming an 
angle; pres. length 1.9 cm (artefacts nos. 5–7 probably 
are also fragments of this fitting). 5. melted bronze 
sheet with a fragment of a round-head rivet (probably 
part of fitting no. 4). 6. Part of the ring of fitting no. 4 
and three bronze sheet fragments, all fused together 
into a single lump. 7. Bronze sheet fragment. 8. iron 
one-piece belt buckle with semi-circular, almost oval 
in cross-section frame, type d 1; pin multangular in 
cross-section; height 5 cm, width 4.2 cm. 9. iron cas-
ket key with u-shaped bit; shaft square in cross-section, 
hammered flat and looped at the end; length 15 cm. 
10. trapezoidal iron casket lock mount; holes in the 
corners, two of them with nails with flat, semi-circu-
lar heads and shafts bent at right angles; dim. approx. 
6.5×3.4 cm. 11. iron nail from lock fitting no. 10; flat, 
oval head; pres. length 5 cm. 12. Three fragments of 
one or two nails from lock mount no. 10. 13. Lump of 
silver. 14. Burnt clay spindle whorl, flat-and-spherical 
with flat opposite ends; smooth, beige surface; diam. 
1.6 cm, height 1 cm. 15. Burnt clay spindle whorl, bicon-
ical with concave opposite ends; smooth, beige surface; 
diam. 4.1 cm, height 1.8 cm. 16. Sherds of a large vessel 
with biconical body, decorated above max. body diam-
eter with a band of triangular fields composed of rows 
of oblique strokes; smooth, black surface; body diam. 
approx. 24 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 17. Burnt sherds of 
a vase of type B.4a, with a handle; body decorated with 
a band of meander pattern composed of lines and rows 
of points, with a zigzag under the handle; knee-shaped 
handle with knob-like protrusions near the bases and 
at the bend; defined, concave base; smooth surface, 
brick red to grey; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. approx. 
9 cm, height approx. 19 cm. 18. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type B.1a; one circumferential groove under the rim 
and another above max. body diameter; defined base; 
smooth surface, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 
19 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 10.5 cm. 19. Burnt vessel 
of type B.3b; smooth surface, brick red to grey in col-
our; rim diam. 14 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, height approx. 
9.5 cm. 20. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.

Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 364 (urn cremation?), Are 37
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 90×70 cm; basin-shaped profile with an un-
even bottom, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the 
centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. in the cen-
tre of the pit: a partly destroyed, large vessel (4) with 
a brooch (1) inside; in the fill near the vessel: a brooch 
spring (1), a second brooch (2) and a spindle whorl (3); 
cremated bones at the top level of the pit, above the ves-
sel (Pl. CXLii/364). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. four fragments of a bronze spring-cover 
brooch of Almgren type 38–39; spring on an iron axis 
bar; flat bow decorated with grooves along the edges, 
in the middle and above the crest; semi-circular crest 
profiled with a groove; flat foot, slightly triangular in 
cross-section, decorated near the crest and on the ter-
minal with a double transversal groove; length 4.6 cm, 
pres. width 2.7 cm. 2. two fragments of a brooch identi-
cal to no. 1; length 4.6 cm, pres. width 2.7 cm. 3. Burnt 
cylindrical clay spindle whorl; side walls slightly con-
cave, with a few grooved lines in different arrange-
ments; almost flat opposite ends; smooth, beige-grey 
surface; diam. 3.8 cm, height 2.5 cm. 4. Sherds of a pot 
of type C.1a; surface rough from the base to max. body 
diameter, smooth above, brown in colour; rim diam. 
22.5 cm, base diam. 11.5 cm, height 19.5 cm. 5. 11 burnt 
sherds of a pot of type C.1a; surface smooth near the 
rim, rough below, grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
25 cm, pres. height 14 cm. 6. Approx. 30 nondescript 
potsherds, some burnt; mostly from vessels nos. 4 and 5.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 365A (urn cremation), Are 13
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 60×30 cm; basin-shaped profile with 
an uneven bottom, 15 cm deep. Grey fill with few pieces 
of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit; a small vessel 
(1) with cremated bones in the centre (Pl. CXL/365A). 
I. Foetus/infans I
Inventory: 1. Small bowl of type  d.1b, with a small 
so-called pseudo-handle under the rim; concave base; 
smooth, grey-beige surface; rim diam. 10.5 cm, base 
diam. 5.5 cm, height 5 cm. 2. Seven burnt sherds of 
a mug of type C.3; coarse, brick red surface; rim diam. 
12 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height approx. 9 cm. 3. Base 
sherd with two horizontal grooves. 4. Burnt, nonde-
script potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.
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Remarks: Sherds of mug no. 2 were also present in the 
inventory of grave 365B.

Grave 365B (urn cremation), Are 13
imperceptible pit outline. a vessel in pure sand, with 
a cluster of cremated bones and metal objects inside 
(Pls. CXL/365B, CXLi). I.1. Sex undetermined, matu-
rus. I.2. Foetus/infans I. II.1. Pig (1 frag). II.2. Undeter-
mined (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. Bronze two-piece brooch of mixed Alm-
gren group ii/iV; spring on an iron axis bar, initial sec-
tion of the spring, terminated with a hemispherical 
knob, inserted in an opening on the head; strip bow 
decorated with ribs in the middle, along the side edges 
and above the crest; high, semi-circular crest profiled 
with two grooves; narrow foot, triangular in cross-
section, with a profiled crest inlaid with silver and ter-
minated with a globular knob; length 4.6  cm, width 
2.9 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze brooch with iron axis 
bar, identical in form to no. 1; crest on the foot with two 
transversal grooves, without traces of sliver inlay; length 
4.9 cm, width 2.8 cm. 3. Three fragments of a bronze eye 
brooch of Almgren type 60 or 61; spring from a strip 
of quadrangular cross-section; chord held by a strip-
shaped, pointed hook; flat bow with a band of pseudo-
filigree; flat, trapezoidal foot with three pairs of “eyes”; 
pres. bow length 3.5 cm, pres. foot length 3.2 cm, width 
3 cm. 4. Partly melted piece of bronze wire, one end 
bent; length 5.5 cm. 5. iron casket key with u-shaped 
bit; shaft quadrangular in cross-section, with metopes 
with incised edges; end hammered flat and looped, 
semi-circular in cross-section; iron ring passed through 
the loop; length 14.5 cm, ring diam. 1 cm. 6. Slightly 
trapezoidal iron casket lock mount; one rivet hole with 
a rivet with spherical head in each corner; length 8 cm, 
width 2.7 cm. 7. iron casket lock spring; length approx. 
14 cm, max. width 0.8 cm. 8. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with slightly concave opposite ends; smooth, 
beige surface; diam. 3.7 cm, height 1.6 cm. 9. Sherds 
of a vase of type B.3a; body decorated above its max. 
diameter with a band of triangles, filled with dots, and 
chevrons; smooth, black surface; base diam. 12  cm, 
pres. height approx. 18 cm. 10. four burnt sherds of 
a vessel with everted rim and biconical body; smooth 
surface, grey and beige in colour. 11. Three not partic-
ularly characteristic, burnt potsherds; probably from 
mug no. 2 from grave 365A.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.
Pottery found within the area of graves 365A and 365B: 
1. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Remarks: Perhaps the graves 365A i 365B were actu-
ally one grave containing two burials.

Grave 370 (pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of almost round outline, measuring approx. 50–
60 cm in diameter; semi-circular profile, 25 cm deep. 
The fill was dark grey at the top level, black below, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones, potsherds 
and comb fragments (1) scattered in the pit (Pl. CX-
Lii/370). I.1. Female (?), adultus. I.2. Infans I–II. II. Un-
determined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. five burnt fragments of a one-piece comb, 
made of deer’s antler, similar type d ii; openwork back 
with a large, semi-circular hole with (?) arch(es) inside; 
pres. width 5.2 cm. 2. 12 thick-walled, nondescript pot-
sherds, some burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb–c.

Grave 371 (pit cremation), Are 32
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 110×80 cm; trapezoidal profile with an 
uneven bottom, 50 cm deep. Light grey fill with few 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CXLiii/371). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. two sherds of a vessel decorated with 
a row of points between two horizontal lines; smooth, 
black surface. 2. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
3. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave 377 (pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 60×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. 
dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXLiii/377). I. 
Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. ten potsherds with rough, grey-brown 
surface. 2. Approx. 20 nondescript potsherds, most 
burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 378 (pit cremation), Are 37A
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, slightly 
expanded in the N part, measuring approx. 50×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was dark grey 
and, here and there, grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and comb fragments (1) scattered in the 
pit; a concentration of potsherds (2) in the NW part 
(Pl. CXLiii/378). I. Infans I (?).
Inventory: 1. Six burnt fragments of a one-layer multi-
piece comb, made of deer’s antler, type m i; pres. dim. 
1×1.5 cm. 2. 80 burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.1b or 
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B.3b; slightly pronounced base; smooth surface, brick 
red to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 13 cm, base 
diam. approx. 8  cm. 3. Three nondescript sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb–c.

Feature 379 (undetermined function), Are 8
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 130×100 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
50 cm deep. The fill was grey and dark grey near the 
edges of the pit, black in the centre, with pieces of char-
coal. Potsherds and an iron object (1) scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CXLiii/379).
Inventory: 1. iron rivet (?); shaft rectangular in cross-
section; pres. length approx. 2.5  cm (lost). 2. Burnt 
sherd of a biconical vessel with everted rim; one circum-
ferential groove under the rim and another above max. 
body diameter; smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 
18 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 3. Approx. 25 burnt sherds 
of a mug of type C.3; damaged, coarse surface, brown 
to grey in colour; base diam. 7.5 cm. 4. two sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 380 (pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of almost round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. Grey and 
dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a belt buckle (1) in 
the e part (Pl. CXLV/380). I. Male (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze two-piece belt buckle with a buck-
le plate, similar to type d 29; trapezoidal frame with 
rounded corners, rectangular in cross-section; profiled 
knobs at the ends of the crossbar; rectangular buckle 
plate with two rivets: one of them bronze, with hemi-
spherical head, the other one made of silvery metal, with 
small head; faceted pin, tip bent; width 3 cm, height 
4.1 cm. 2. Six burnt fragments of a three-layer comb, 
made of deer’s antler, with a bronze rivet; pres. dim. of 
the largest fragment 2×1.4 cm. 3. Potsherd with rough, 
grey surface. 4. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 381 (pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped (?) profile, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Potsherds and isolated cremated bones scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CXLV/381). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult (?) individual.

Inventory: 1. ten potsherds with smooth, black surface. 
2. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Feature 382 (undetermined function), Are 8
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 90×60  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CXLV/382). 
Inventory: 1. four nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
2. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 383 (urn cremation), Are 14
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, 
measuring approx. 110×80  cm; basin-shaped profile 
with an uneven bottom, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey 
and, in the centre, dark grey with numerous pieces of 
charcoal. in the central-eastern part of the pit: an urn 
(10), filled with a compact mass of cremated bones in-
termixed with fragments of brooch (1), and, next to the 
urn, two vessels (11 and 12) filled with earth similar in 
colour to the fill of the grave pit, one of them (11) con-
tained cremated bones and further fragments of brooch 
(1); a small number of cremated bones in the other ves-
sel (12). Numerous cremated bones and other grave 
goods scattered in the upper part of the pit’s fill, main-
ly above the urn (Pls. CXLiV, CXLV/383). I.1. Female 
(?), adultus–maturus. I.2. Infans I. II. Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. 11 fragments of a bronze eye brooch of 
Almgren type 57, 58–59 or 60; spring formed from 
a strip; flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree and 
a low crest near the foot; trapezoidal foot, triangular 
in cross-section, with three pairs of “eyes”, the last one 
between lines joined at an angle; length >6 cm. 2. five 
partly melted fragments of a bronze one-piece trum-
pet brooch of Almgren type 78; spring on an iron axis 
bar; chord held by a hook; head with a circumferen-
tial crest decorated with two rings of corrugated sil-
ver wire; bow round in cross-section, with a profiled 
crest near the foot; foot triangular in cross-section, 
with a round, profiled crest, terminated with a coni-
cal knob; pres. length approx. 4.5 cm. 3. Three partly 
melted fragments of a bronze rod bracelet; terminals 
decorated with rows of punched points and circles; 
body round and terminals multangular in cross-sec-
tion; diam. 5–7 cm. 4. two partly melted fragments of 
a rod bracelet with undecorated (?), slightly thickened 
terminals; body and terminals round in cross-section; 
diam. 5.5 cm. 5. 11 fragments of an iron belt buckle of 
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type d 1, with semi-circular (?) one-piece frame; height 
approx. 5 cm. 6. fragment of a silver capsule pendant 
with walls made of coiled incised wire; flat-head riv-
et in the centre; diam. 1.2 cm, height 0.4 cm. 7. frag-
ment of a bronze pin resembling group iVa; head in 
the shape of two small knobs separated by small, nar-
row discs; large disc-shaped ring with a circumferen-
tial groove near the shaft; shaft round in cross-section; 
pres. length 3.4 cm, head diam. 0.8 cm. 8. Bronze wire 
of round cross-section; pres. length 1.8  cm; perhaps 
part of the shaft of pin no. 7. 9. Burnt clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth, 
grey surface; diam. 3.8 cm, height 2.1 cm. 10. Three 
lumps of melted bronze. 11. Vase of type B.3a or B.3b, 
with a handle; body decorated with a band of alternat-
ing hatched triangles; defined base; smooth, black sur-
face; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 
17 cm. 12. Burnt vase of type B.3b; one circumferential 
groove above max. body diameter; damaged surface, 
beige to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 15 cm, base 
diam. 6 cm, height 12 cm. 13. Burnt vessel of type B.6; 
smooth surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim di-
am. 15  cm, base diam. 8  cm, height approx.  11 cm. 
14. Sherds of a burnt vessel of type B.3b; one circum-
ferential groove under the rim and another above max. 
body diameter; smooth surface, grey to brick red in col-
our; rim diam. approx. 14–15 cm, pres. height 10 cm. 
15. Burnt sherd of a bowl with undefined, slightly in-
verted rim and rounded body, decorated under the rim 
with oblique strokes; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 
approx. 16 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 16. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 17. ten 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 18. Approx. 70 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb (?).

Grave 385 (inhumation), Are 31
discovered at a depth of 60 cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, veering slightly 
to the e, measuring approx. 110×60 cm; sack-shaped 
profile (section across the pit!) with a flat bottom, 
45 cm deep. Light grey fill, almost indistinguishable 
from the surrounding virgin soil. a boulder, measur-
ing 45×40×30 cm, in the centre. At the bottom of the 
N part of the pit: a small vessel (48) and, next to it, two 
brooches (1, 2) and a cluster of 38 glass beads and 5 or 
6 amber beads (4–46); near the brooches: fragments of 
decomposed organic matter (leather?), unburnt bones 
and a tooth; unidentified pieces of burnt debris, resem-
bling cremated bones near the beads; a belt buckle (3) 
in the central part of the pit (Pl. CXLVi). I. Sex unde-
termined, adultus.

Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot and so-called lamellar attachment, 
Almgren type 172; spring on an axis bar terminated 
with ring-shaped knobs; knee-shaped bow, triangular 
in cross-section, with metopes on both ends; foot tri-
angular in cross-section, with a metope near the bow; 
length 4.8 cm, width 3 cm. 2. Bronze brooch identi-
cal in form to no. 1; one of the knobs at the end of the 
spring’s axis bar missing; length 3.8 cm, width 3.1 cm. 
3. Bronze one-piece belt buckle with thickened oval 
frame, type H 35; frame rounded in cross-section on the 
inside, multangular on the outside, decorated with rows 
of points; partially faceted, profiled pin with a zoomor-
phic terminal and a metope decorated with grooves and 
incisions at its base; dim. 3.4×2.3 cm. 4. Barrel bead of 
colourless glass, similar to type tm 1; length 0.9 cm, 
diam. 0.7 cm. 5. Barrel bead of transparent violet glass, 
similar to type tm 3; length 0.8 cm, diam. 0.7 cm. 6, 
7. two barrel beads of opaque white glass, type tm 6; 
length 0.6–0.7 cm, diam. 0.7 cm. 8. Slightly flattened 
barrel bead of opaque green glass, similar to types 
tm 8 and 36; length 0.5 cm, diam. 0.8–0.9 cm. 9. Bar-
rel bead of opaque yellow glass, similar to type tm 9; 
length 0.6 cm, diam. 0.8 cm. 10. Almost spherical bead 
of transparent red glass, type tm 12; length 0.7 cm, di-
am. 0.7 cm. 11. Slightly rounded disc bead of opaque 
white glass, similar to type tm 34; length 0.6 cm, diam. 
1 cm. 12–15. four (one fragmentarily preserved) flat-
and-spherical beads of opaque yellow glass, similar to 
type tm 37; length approx. 0.5 cm, diam. 0.8–0.9 cm. 
16–18. Three flat-and-spherical beads of opaque black 
glass, type tm 40; length 0.5 cm, diam. 1 cm. 19. Seg-
mented bead of transparent violet glass, type tm 95a; 
length 1.6 cm, diam. 0.7 cm. 20. Segmented melon bead 
of colourless glass, type tm 103b; length 0.9 cm, di-
am. 0.9 cm. 21. flat cuboidal bead of opaque red glass, 
type tm 107; dim. 0.7×0.7×0.4 cm. 22–24. Three elon-
gated polygonal beads of opaque green glass, type tm 
115; dim. 0.4×0.5×1–1.1 cm. 25, 26. two small poly-
hedral beads of transparent blue glass, type tm 126; 
dim. 0.5×0.5×0.7  cm and 0.8×0.6×1.1  cm. 27. Poly-
hedral bead of transparent violet glass, type tm 128; 
dim. 0.8×0.7×1.1 cm. 28, 29. two flat melon beads of 
transparent violet glass, type tm 166; length 0.4 cm 
and 0.6 cm, diam. 0.8 cm and 1 cm. 30–40. 11 spin-
dle-shaped beads of opaque red glass with small black 
stripes, type tm 318; length 1.1–1.3 cm, diam. 0.6–
0.7 cm. 41. Spherical bead of opaque brown glass, with 
two yellow and one white (in the middle) zigzag lines 
between four circumferential red lines, type tm 303c; 
length 1.8 cm, diam. 2.2 cm. 42, 43. two amber disc 
beads of type tm 399; diam. 2.1–2.4 cm, height 0.8–1 
cm. 44. Amber pendant with slightly cuboidal body, 
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similar to type tm 416; dim. 1.4×1.2×0.3 cm. 45. Am-
ber pendant with irregular, roughly triangular body, 
type tm 419; dim. 2×1.6×0.4 cm. 46. Amber bead with 
irregular, slightly disc-shaped body, type tm 419; dim. 
2.1×1.8×0.7  cm. 47. figure-of-eight amber pendant 
with defined, profiled head, type tm 471; diam. 1.2–
1.5 cm, height 2.1 cm. 48. Glass crumbs. 49. Small bowl 
resembling types XViiiC and XViiid, with one shallow 
groove above and another one below max. body diam-
eter; smooth, beige-brown surface; rim diam. 10 cm, 
base diam. 5 cm, height 9 cm. 50. two base sherds of 
a vessel with smooth, brown surface. 51. Three burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii.
Remarks: According to the field documentation, the 
feature was supposed to contain five amber beads. 
Whether beads nos. 42, 43, 45, 46 belong in the assem-
blage is uncertain. At present, the inventory of grave 
385 includes ten amber beads originally found in grave 
386 (cf. below).

Grave 386 (inhumation), Are 31
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis; at a depth 
of approx. 40 cm below the level of detection, pit of rec-
tangular outline, measuring 190×80 cm; basin-shaped 
profile with a flat bottom, 60 cm deep. Light grey-yel-
low fill, almost indistinguishable from the surround-
ing virgin soil. Artefacts at the bottom of the pit. in the 
N part: 28 amber beads and pendants (69–91 and four 
more which cannot be indicated) among pieces of wood 
and unburnt bones and teeth; in the central part, near 
the W edge of the pit: a cluster of 36 glass beads (10–
45), 19 amber beads and several metal objects (2–9), 
with pieces of wood among them; in the S part: a vessel 
(95) and, behind it, a belt buckle (1). Small potsherds 
scattered in the entire fill of the pit (Pls. CXLVii, CX-
LViii). I. Infans I–II. 
Inventory: 1. Three corroded fragments of an iron belt 
buckle with rectangular two-piece frame with rounded 
corners; rounded knob encircled with beaded ruff ad-
hered (?) to one of the corners; frame roughly quadran-
gular in cross-section; dim. 2.5×3.5 cm. 2. flat bronze 
ring (Ösenringanhänger); nine semi-circular projec-
tions, each with a round perforation, on the outer rim; 
diam. 4 cm, thickness 0.3 cm. 3. fragment of a bronze 
ring, analogous to the one above; pres. length 2 cm, 
thickness 0.3 cm. 4. Bronze ring made from a rectan-
gular strip; overlapped terminals, with a perforation 
through both of them; diam. 1.5–1.9 cm, strip width 
1.1 cm. 5. fragment of a hexagonal (?) bronze sheet per-
forated in the middle and in the corners; dim. 2×1.5 cm; 
there were supposed to be two or three small bronze 

wire rings in the perforations.7 6. Bronze wire ring; di-
am. 1 cm (perhaps part of artefact no. 5). 7. Bronze ring 
formed from double-coiled thin wire; diam. 1.2–1.4 cm. 
8. iron wire ring; diam. 1 cm. 9. Piece of curved bronze 
wire. 10. Spherical bead of transparent blue glass, type 
tm 2a; diam. 0.7 cm, height 0.7 cm. 11. Barrel bead 
of opaque red glass, with a band of black glass around 
the perforation; diam. 0.8 cm, height 0.6 cm. 12. Bar-
rel bead of transparent dark green glass, type tm 4a; 
diam. 0.7 cm, height 0.6 cm. 13. Slightly cylindrical bar-
rel bead of opaque white glass, similar to type tm 6; 
diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.9 cm. 14. Barrel bead of opaque 
green glass, type tm 8; diam. 1.2 cm, height 1 cm. 15–
17. Three barrel beads of opaque red glass, type tm 12; 
diam. 1–1.2 cm, height 0.8–1.1 cm. 18–20. Three flat-
and-spherical beads of opaque black glass, type tm 
40; diam. 0.8–0.9 cm, height 0.4–0.5 cm. 21. 22. two 
barrel beads of opaque black glass, type tm 11; di-
am. 1.5–1.6 cm, height 1 cm. 23. Cylindrical bead of 
opaque white glass, type tm 138; diam. 0.8 cm, length 
1.2 cm. 24. 25. two segmented beads of opaque black 
glass, type tm 97b; length 0.7 cm and 0.9 cm, diam. 
0.7 cm. 26. flat, grooved bead of opaque black glass, 
resembling types tm 168 and 169; diam. 0.9 cm, height 
0.5 cm. 27. 28. two barrel beads of opaque red glass, 
with three black-and-white “eyes”, type tm 223c; diam. 
1 cm, height 0.8 cm. 29–32. four barrel beads of non-
uniform blue-black glass, with rows of roughly rectan-
gular, white-and-navy blue or white-and-black “eyes”, 
type tm 225c; diam. 1.2–1.4 cm, height 1.1–1.2 cm. 
33. 34. two spherical beads of opaque white glass, with 
red and brown lines forming a figure-of-eight pattern 
and isolated red points in the fields between the lines, 
similar to type tm 276; diam. 1.3 cm, height 1.1–1.2 cm. 
35. Barrel bead of transparent dark blue glass, encircled 
by a white wavy line, type tm 235; diam. 1.1 cm, height 
1 cm. 36. 37. two flat-and-spherical beads of opaque 
black glass, with two yellow wavy lines forming a fig-
ure-of-eight pattern, type tm 266c; diam. 1.6 cm and 
1.8 cm, height 1 cm and 1.3 cm. 38. flat-and-spherical 
bead of opaque black glass, with two white wavy lines 
forming a figure-of-eight pattern, type tm 266a; diam. 
1.8 cm, height 1.2 cm. 39. flat-and-spherical bead of 
almost colourless (greenish-blue hue) glass, with irreg-
ular, white lines, similar to type tm 339; diam. 1.6 cm, 
height 0.9 cm. 40. 41. two spherical beads of opaque 
white glass, with three mosaic flowers with yellow pet-
als, red centres and brown contours, type tm 362a; 
diam. 1.5 cm, height 1.2 cm and 1.4 cm. 42, 43. two 

7 Acc. to a note on the label: 2 or 3 quite damaged, small, 
bronze rings formed from very thin wire, not listed in the 
inv. or drawn.
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flat-and-spherical beads of transparent green glass, with 
three mosaic flowers with yellow petals and red centres, 
type tm 362e; diam. 1.6 cm, height 1.2 cm. 44. Spheri-
cal bead of opaque black glass, with square mosaic fields 
of white-and-red check pattern with touching corners, 
type tm 366; ornament largely blurred (manufactur-
ing flaw); diam. 1.2 cm, height 0.9 cm. 45. Spherical 
bead of opaque red glass, with a circumferential band 
of three mosaic diamonds with touching corners, filled 
with white-and-red checkerboard with a black dot in 
the centre and contours of yellow-and-black check 
pattern; type tm 366e; diam. 1.2 cm, height 1 cm. 46–
64. 19 disc-shaped, flat-and-spherical or slightly bi-
conical amber beads resembling type tm 388; height 
0.4–0.6 cm, diam. 0.7–1.2 cm. 65. Amber barrel bead 
resembling type tm 399; diam. 0.7 cm, height 0.5 cm. 
66–68. Three hemispherical amber beads of type tm 
400; diam. 0.9–1.2 cm, height 0.4–0.8 cm. 69. figure-
of-eight amber pendant of type tm 465; height 1.2 cm, 
width 0.6×0.6 cm. 70. 71. two figure-of-eight amber 
pendants, damaged, with re-drilled holes, originally 
with defined heads; type tm 471d; height 1.2 cm, width 
0.7×0.8 cm. 72–91. 20 figure-of-eight amber pendants 
with heads defined by a groove; type tm 471d; height 
1.1–1.6  cm, width 0.5–0.8×0.5–0.9  cm. 92. Several 
dozen glass crumbs from destroyed beads. 93. Piece of 
an amber bead. 94. fragments of a decomposed bone 
object decorated with circled dots (part of a comb?). 
95. Small bowl of type XiVB; carelessly smoothed and, 
in places, coarse, light brown surface; rim diam. 11 cm, 
base diam. 6 cm, height 8 cm. 96. four sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi (?).
Remarks: Apart from the figure-of-eight pendants, it 
is not possible to indicate which amber beads were lo-
cated in the N part and which in the central part of the 
pit. four small pieces of wood from the fill, preserved 
to this day, come from the oak tree (Quercus sp.).

Feature 395 (posthole?), Are 38
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in di-
ameter; triangular profile, 50 cm deep. The fill was grey 
and, in the centre, dark grey, with numerous pieces of 
charcoal (Pl. CXLiX/395). 
Inventory: 1. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 396 (pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 70×50 cm; triangular profile, 60 cm deep. 
Light grey and grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-

mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a large 
concentration of cremated bones in the S part (Pl. CX-
LiX/396). I. Female (?), adultus. II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. five burnt sherds of a tall vessel resem-
bling type B.3b; one circumferential groove under the 
rim and another above max. body diameter; smooth 
surface, grey, brick red and beige in colour; rim diam. 
16.5 cm, pres. height 15 cm. 2. four burnt sherds of 
a bowl resembling type B.1b; smooth, beige surface; rim 
diam. 15 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 3. two burnt sherds of 
a biconical vessel with slightly everted rim defined by 
a groove; smooth, light brown surface. 4. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with slightly everted rim; smooth, beige 
surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined rim; 
a hole left from a handle in the upper part of the body; 
coarse, brick red-grey surface. 6. Sherd of a vessel with 
foot hollow on the underside; smooth, black surface. 
7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined base; damaged, 
grey surface. 8. Approx. 50 potsherds with smooth, 
black surface. 9. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript pot-
tery sherds. 10. Approx. 30 sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 397 (pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 220×100 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
25  cm deep. The fill was grey, light grey and, in the 
centre, dark grey with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a fragment of 
a bronze object (1) in the dark layer (Pl. CXLiX/397). 
I. Female (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a twisted bronze rod of rec-
tangular cross-section, perhaps part of the spring of 
a Prussian series eye brooch; diam. 0.8  cm. 2. Three 
burnt sherds of a vessel with slightly everted rim; dam-
aged, grey-brick red surface. 3. Approx. 40 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 4. Approx. 25 sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b (?).

Grave 398 (pit cremation), Are 48
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremat-
ed bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a clasp 
(1) and a comb fragment (2) at the top level of the pit 
(Pl. CL/398). I. Infans II–iuvenis. II. Sheep or goat (?) 
(2 frags).
Inventory: 1. fragment of an S-shaped clasp formed 
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from a rod of roughly quadrangular cross-section; 
hooked terminal; length 2.3 cm, height 1.5 cm. 2. frag-
ment of a burnt one-piece comb, made of deer’s antler, 
teuber type e id; rounded grip with a rib along the edge, 
decorated above the teeth on both sides with a wide 
groove between two horizontal grooved lines and, on 
one side (the other side has not been preserved), with 
concentric circles; pres. length 1.8  cm, pres. height 
3.2 cm. 3. A few potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 399 (pit cremation), Are 48
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
110×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 15 cm deep; visibly deeper in the W part, semi-
oval and 50 cm deep. The fill was dark grey in the up-
per part, grey below, with numerous pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; 
a medium-sized stone (height approx. 15  cm) at the 
bottom (Pl. CL/399). I. Female (?), adultus. 
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened 
rim; smooth, brick red-brown surface. 2. 13 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).

Grave 400 (pit cremation), Are 48
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of almost round out-
line, measuring approx. 50–60 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here 
and there, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CL/400). 
I. Infans I (?).
Inventory: 1. ten burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim di-
am. approx. 22 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 2. four burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 401 (pit cremation), Are 48B
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
150×90 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 20 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CLi/401). I. Infans I–II (moreover, a few bone fragments 
from adult individual of undetermined sex).
Inventory: 1, 2. two iron sheets; dim. 2.2×0.6 cm and 
1.2×1 cm. 3. Lump of melted transparent dark (prob-
ably greenish) glass with violet threads and a piece of 

bronze wire embedded inside. 4. Burnt sherd of a small 
tripartite vessel; thickened (?) rim; damaged, grey sur-
face. 5. Burnt sherd of a small bowl with rim defined by 
a groove; body decorated with a band of double zigzag 
pattern composed of oblique strokes; damaged, grey 
surface. 6. Sherd of a vessel with slightly thickened rim; 
smooth, black surface. 7. Sherd of a vessel with slightly 
thickened rim and cylindrical upper part of the body 
(neck?) defined by grooves; smooth, black surface. 
8. ten potsherds with smooth, black surface. 9. Burnt 
sherd of a thick-walled vessel with coarse, grey-brown 
surface. 10. Approx. 15 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 402 (pit cremation), Are 48
Pit of roughly rectangular outline, elongated on the N-S 
axis, measuring approx. 130×100 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 20 cm deep. dark grey fill with numerous pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones, potsherds and small iron 
plates—probably from a sword scabbard—scattered in 
the pit; in the SW part of the pit, below the dark grey 
fill: a bent sword in a scabbard (1) above a spearhead 
(2) driven at an angle in the virgin soil and a belt fitting 
(3) (Pls. CLii, CLiii). I. Sex undetermined, maturus.
Inventory: 1. iron double-edged sword of type 3 inside 
iron scabbard of type iii; blade with a broad double 
fuller, covered with irregular indentations, and a mid-
rib, curved tip, campanulate guard; tang quadrangu-
lar in cross-section, terminated with a hemispherical 
knob; scabbard composed of two plates, with the edges 
of the front plate overlapped by the edges of the back 
plate; crossbar in shape of pair of ogees at the scabbard’s 
mouth (presently residually preserved); chape with 
two round, profiled discs in the upper part (presently 
one preserved), two longitudinal protrusions in the 
lower part and a triangular terminal; suspension loop 
symmetrical, with rounded, longitudinal discs; length 
105 cm, blade width 5.5 cm. 2. iron spearhead of type 
7a; lanceolate blade with a midrib; edges jagged in the 
lower part of the blade; socket expanding slightly to the 
mouth, with two small holes at the base and a round-
head rivet inside them; length 23  cm, blade width 
4.5 cm. 3. Belt fitting composed of an iron strip passed 
through a bronze ring; two heavily corroded openwork 
appliqués riveted to the strip; strip length 6.8 cm, ring 
diam. 3.1–3.4 cm. 4. ten burnt sherds of a jug of group 
V; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated on its up-
per part with a double band of ornament composed of 
lines and rows of strokes in a “ladder” arrangement; 
smooth surface, brown to dark grey in colour; rim di-
am. 10 cm, pres. height 18 cm. 5. two burnt sherds of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted (?) rim; damaged, grey 
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surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted (?) rim; damaged, grey-brown surface. 7. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 8. two base sherds of a large vessel with 
smooth surface, dark grey and brown in colour; base 
diam. approx. 20 cm. 9. Sherd of a vessel with smooth, 
black surface. 10. Approx. 130 burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds. 11. Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 403 (urn-and-pit cremation), Are 37
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 110×50 cm; irregular profile with an un-
even bottom, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey, light grey 
and, in the SW part, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal 
and a small compact cluster of cremated bones, approx. 
6–7 cm thick. in the central part of the pit: an urn, de-
stroyed in the N part from the rim to max. body diam-
eter, filled with grey sand intermixed with evenly spread 
small cremated bones and grave goods (Pl. CLiV). I. 
Late infans I (moreover, a few bone fragments from adult 
individual of undetermined sex). II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze eye brooch of Alm-
gren type 60 or 61; half-preserved spring made from 
a strip; chord held by a hook; flat bow with a band of 
pseudo-filigree; pres. length 2.6  cm. 2. fragment of 
a brooch with a long bronze spring on an iron axis bar; 
pres. length 4.1 cm. 3. Three pieces of bronze objects; 
perhaps other fragments of brooch no. 2. 4. Vase of 
type B.4a, with three handles; decorated on the upper 
part of the body, around approx. ⅓ of its circumference, 
with an omega-shaped pattern composed of two lines; 
profiled strap handles; smooth, black surface; rim di-
am. approx. 22 cm, pres. height 24 cm. 5. Burnt sherd 
of a biconical vessel with everted rim; smooth, brick 
red surface. 6. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds. 7. Ap-
prox. 20 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb (?).

Grave 404 (pit cremation), Ares 37/38
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 80×60 cm; irregular profile, 25 cm 
deep. dark grey and black fill with numerous pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CLi/404). I. Sex undetermined, iuvenis–
adultus. II. Bird (?) (4 frags.).
Inventory: 1. Approx. 15 burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type B.1a (?), with a small handle; smooth, brick red 
surface; rim diam. approx. 20 cm, pres. height approx. 
7–8 cm. 2. Seven burnt sherds of a miniature vase of 
type Vii.4; everted rim; smooth, grey surface; rim di-

am. 7 cm, base diam. 5 cm, height 5 cm. 3. Three burnt 
sherds of a small vessel with slightly rounded body and 
undefined, slightly everted rim; damaged, dark grey sur-
face; rim diam. 8 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. Burnt base 
sherd of a small vessel with smooth, dark grey surface; 
base diam. approx. 7 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 5. ten 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 6. ten sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV (?).

Grave 405 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring 120×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, in the central part and near the 
bottom, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CL/405). 
I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a tripartite (?) vessel with 
thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 2. Seven sherds 
of one (?) vessel decorated on the body with horizon-
tal (?) grooves; smooth, black surface. 3. 12 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 4. four sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–V (?).

Grave 406 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring 120×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 45 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and light grey in the upper part, dark 
grey with pieces of charcoal below. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CLV/406). I. Male (?), 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; slop-
pily smoothed surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim 
diam. 12 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 9.5 cm. 2. eight 
burnt sherds of a cup with rounded body decorated with 
a horizontal groove between two horizontal dashed 
lines; rim defined by a groove; damaged, originally 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 
7 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a small vessel with everted rim 
and rounded body; damaged surface, brick red and grey 
in colour; rim diam. approx. 11 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 
4. five burnt sherds of a mug of group i; thickened, fac-
eted rim; body decorated with a narrow band of chev-
ron ornament; damaged surface, brick red and grey in 
colour. 5. two burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel with 
thickened rim; smooth, grey surface. 6. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with slightly everted rim; damaged, grey sur-
face. 7. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, dark 
grey surface; base diam. 7.5 cm, pres. height 1.5 cm. 
8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rounded body; smooth, 
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grey-brown surface; pres. height 5 cm. 9. Three burnt 
sherds of a vessel with a horizontal groove on the body; 
smooth, beige surface. 10. Six potsherds with smooth, 
black surface. 11. Burnt sherd of a thick-walled vessel 
with coarse, grey-brown surface. 12. Approx. 90 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 407 (pit cremation), Are 48
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 90 cm 
in diameter; semi-circular profile, 40 cm deep; slightly 
disturbed in the S part by a modern cut. Black fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit; a fitting and a rivet (1, 3) in the W part 
(Pl. CLVi). I. Infans II (?).
Inventory: 1. Bronze trough-shaped fitting (?); length 
4.5 cm (lost). 2. Piece of bronze wire; length approx. 
1.5 cm (lost). 3. iron round-head rivet; shaft rectangu-
lar in cross-section; head diam. 1.7 cm, length 2.9 cm. 
4. two lumps of melted colourless glass. 5. Three burnt 
sherds of a mug of type  i.1; thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, dark grey-brown surface; rim diam. 11 cm, 
base diam. 8 cm. 6. Approx. 30 burnt sherds of a jug of 
group V; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with 
a band of lines and oblique strokes forming a stepped 
meander patter; smooth surface, beige to brick red in 
colour; rim diam. 11.5 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 7. Burnt 
sherd of a large vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 22 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, facet-
ed rim and rounded body; smooth, brown surface; rim 
diam. 14 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; 
rim diam. 15 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 10. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown 
surface. 11. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with cylindri-
cal body; smooth surface, brick red to brown in colour; 
base diam. 12 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 12. two burnt base 
sherds of a vessel with smooth, grey-brown surface; 
base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 13. 80 potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 14. five burnt sherds of 
a vessel with rough, grey-brown surface. 15. 155 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 16. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age (?) potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 408 (pit cremation), Are 40
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 
10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark 
grey, with a very large amount of charcoal, especially 

in the S part. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; a fragment of a brooch spring (1) at the top 
level of the pit (Pl. CLV/408). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a brooch with a bronze 
spring on an iron axis bar; pres. length 1.5 cm. 2. Burnt 
sherd of a small (?) vessel with slightly inverted rim de-
fined by a groove; damaged, grey surface. 3. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with undefined, cylindrical rim; smooth, 
beige surface. 4. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds. 5. five sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age 
pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Graves 409A and 409B, Are 40
An extensive patch of darker earth, destroyed in the S 
part by a contemporary cut. At a depth of 18 cm below 
the level of detection, clearly dividing into two separate 
features: grave 409B in the N part and grave 409A in 
the S part (Pl. CLVii.409A.409B).

Grave 409A (pit cremation), Are 40
Pit of undetermined outline, elongated on the Ne-SW 
axis, measuring approx. 100×60 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 50 cm deep; destroyed in the N part by the pit of 
grave 409B. The fill was dark grey and, in the centre, 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; a belt hook  (1) in the 
SW part, a ring (2) in the Ne part (Pls. CLVii/409A, 
CLViii).
Inventory: 1. iron ring-shaped belt hook; catch termi-
nated with a conical knob, expanding into the shape of 
a triangle at the base, with a triangular depression in 
the central part; ring rectangular in cross-section; di-
am. 2 cm, length 3.7 cm. 2. iron ring of quadrangular 
cross-section, with a band of small, possibly intention-
ally made, depressions on the external surface; diam. 
2.4  cm. 3. 13 small, corroded, iron sheet fragments. 
4. Sherd of a mug of type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; 
body decorated with groups of oblique strokes above 
and below a circumferential groove; smooth, black sur-
face. 5. Three burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brown and grey in 
colour; rim diam. approx. 15 cm, pres. height 5.5 cm. 
6. Six burnt sherds of a bowl of type  ii.2; thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brown and grey in col-
our; rim diam. 23  cm, pres. height 4.5  cm. 7. Burnt 
sherd of a tripartite vessel resembling group iii, with 
a handle; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with 
a residually preserved ornament composed of parallel 
lines and a row of oblique strokes; handle decorated 
with two triangles with touching vertices, filled with 
strokes; smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 7.5 cm, pres. 
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height 4.5 cm. 8. Three burnt sherds of a vessel of group 
iii; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim 
diam. 17 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 9. Three burnt sherds 
of a jug of group V, with a handle; thickened, faceted 
rim; body decorated with a band of stepped meander 
pattern composed of parallel lines and a row of oblique 
strokes; smooth, brick red-brown surface; rim diam. 
10 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 10. Approx. 25 sherds of a ves-
sel of type Vi.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, 
brown to black in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height 
23 cm. 11. Approx. 35 sherds, some burnt, of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim and rounded body, similar 
to type i.1; surface coarse near the rim, slightly rough 
below, brown-grey in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, base di-
am. 11 cm, height 11 cm. 12. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
squat body and concave base (perhaps part of vessel no. 
9); smooth surface, brown and brick red in colour; base 
diam. 9.5 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 13. four burnt sherds 
of a cup of type Vii.2; thickened, faceted rim; squat (?) 
body decorated with a row of oblique strokes between 
two circumferential lines; smooth, brown-grey surface; 
rim diam. 7 cm, pres. height 5.5 cm. 14. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened rim; smooth, brown surface. 
15. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brown surface. 16. Burnt sherd of a vessel dec-
orated on the body with a zigzag pattern composed of 
parallel lines and a row of strokes; smooth, brown-brick 
red surface. 17. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with heav-
ily rounded body decorated with a band of meander 
pattern composed of lines and rows of oblique strokes; 
smooth, brick red surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.
Remarks: The pottery and cremated bones from graves 
409A and 409B are currently kept as one assemblage 
labelled “pit 409”. in this book, the pottery has been 
arbitrarily assigned to particular graves on the basis 
of the chronology of individual forms, i.e. the vessels 
from the late pre-roman period were included in the 
inventory of grave 409A and the early roman pottery 
in grave 409B.

Grave 409B (pit cremation), Are 40
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 130×100 cm; sack-shaped profile, 110 cm deep. 
The fill was grey with pieces of charcoal and, in the lower 
part, light grey; a boulder, measuring 60×40×40 cm, in 
the centre, and a smaller stone nearby. Cremated bones 
and grave goods scattered in the pit; potsherds at the 
bottom (Pls. CLVii/409B, CLiX/409B).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze pin resembling type 
64; head composed of three flat biconical discs, an S-
shaped element in the middle and a spherical knob at 

the top; pres. length 1.6 cm, max. diam. 1 cm. 2. two 
fragments of a bronze spring, probably from a brooch; 
length 0.7 cm. 3. Piece of massive bronze wire, one end 
curved; probably a brooch pin; pres. length 2.6  cm. 
4. fragment of a melted, rectangular, bronze fitting; 
shorter edge decorated with a band of tiny vertical 
strokes; remains of a rivet in the central part; pres. 
length 1 cm, width 0.8 cm. 5. fragment of a flat, rec-
tangular, bronze fitting with a round perforation and 
a groove along the shorter edge; pres. length 1  cm, 
width 0.6 cm. 6. Sherds of a vase of type B.3a; smooth, 
black surface; base diam. 11.5 cm, pres. height 19.5 cm. 
7. Approx. 25 burnt sherds of a vase of type B.5a; body 
decorated with a residually preserved band of ornament 
composed of two circumferential lines enclosing a row 
of chevrons; smooth, grey-brick red surface; rim diam. 
22 cm, base diam. 14 cm, height 19.5 cm. 8. Burnt sherd 
of a biconical vessel with everted rim directly above 
max. body diameter; body decorated with a zigzag 
pattern composed of oblique strokes; smooth, beige 
surface. 9. five burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1b (?); 
two circumferential grooves above max. body diame-
ter; smooth, grey-brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 
16 cm, pres. height 4 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.
Remarks: it is only assumed that metal artefacts nos. 
2–5 belong in grave 409B (their location was not marked 
on the feature plan). The pottery has been assigned ar-
bitrarily, on the basis of the chronology of the forms 
(cf. above). Sherds of vessel no. 8 were also found in 
grave 410 (no. 1).
Artefacts and cremated bones from graves 409A and 
409B that could not be assigned to individual fea-
tures (Pl. CLVii.409A.409B): 1. fragment of an iron 
awl; shaft quadrangular in cross-section; transversal 
incisions along one of the edges; pres. length 7.4 cm. 
2. Small iron plate with two tiny pieces of sheet iron 
adhered to one of its surfaces; dim. 1×1.1 cm. 3. Lump 
of melted bronze. 4. Lump of melted transparent dark 
blue glass. 5. two melted (?) pieces of iron (modern 
objects?). 6. Approx. 500 nondescript potsherds, most 
burnt. I.1. Female (?), adultus. I.2. Infans I.

Grave 410 (pit cremation), Are 40
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 130×100 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
35 cm deep. The fill was grey with pieces of charcoal 
and stones and light grey-yellow near the edges of the 
pit. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CLiX/410). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a biconical vessel 
with everted rim directly above max. body diameter; 
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body decorated with a zigzag pattern composed of ob-
lique strokes; smooth, beige surface. 2. Sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, everted rim; smooth, brown-brick red 
surface. 3. Approx. 35 sherds of one (?) vessel decorat-
ed on the body with an incised cordon; smooth, black 
surface. 4. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
5. ten sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V.
Remarks: Sherds of vessel no. 1 were also found in 
grave 409B (no. 8).

Grave 411 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of approx. 25  cm. Pit of oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
230×160 cm; basin-shaped profile, approx. 60 cm deep. 
The fill was grey in the upper part, light grey below. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit; 
a vessel (6) in the e part (Pl. CLX). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze belt buckle with thickened one-
piece frame, type H 12; frame quadrangular in cross-
section; height 1.6 cm, width 1.4 cm. 2. iron nail or 
rivet with round head; shaft quadrangular in cross-sec-
tion; diam. 0.8 cm, pres. length 2 cm. 3. Partly melted 
bronze sheet. 4. melted bead of red, green and blue 
glass. 5. Burnt fragment of a composite comb, made of 
deer’s antler; pres. dim. 2.2×0.7 cm. 6. Sherds of a cup of 
type XiiB; smooth surface, brown to dark grey in col-
our; rim diam. 8 cm, base diam. 5 cm, height 7.5 cm. 
7. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Viia.

Grave (?) 412 (inhumation?), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of approx. 30  cm. Pit of oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
200×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 80 cm deep. Light grey 
fill. two large stones (70×40×30 cm and 20×30×40 cm) 
as well as isolated cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CLXi/412). I. Sex undetermined, 
non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel decorated on the body 
with lines and rows of strokes, forming an elaborate 
geometric pattern; smooth, black surface. 2. 12 non-
descript potsherds, some burnt. 
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 413 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was black with numerous 
pieces of charcoal, dark grey in the N part. isolated cre-

mated bones and a potsherd scattered in the pit; a com-
pact cluster of bones with most of the grave goods at the 
bottom of the black layer (Pls. CLXi/413, CLXii/413). 
I. Female (?), maturus. II.1. Pig (6 frags). II.2. Chicken 
(3 frags.). II.3. Chicken (?) (1 frag). II.4. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze profiled strap-end 
of group i, type 1, variant 6; body quadrangular in 
cross-section, arms of attachment plate joined together 
with a flat-head rivet; terminal composed of a massive 
knob separated from the body by a small ring-shaped 
thickening, five disc-shaped elements of varying diam-
eters and a flat knob at the end; length 7.4 cm. 2. Part-
ly melted bronze profiled strap-end of group i, type 1, 
variant 6; body quadrangular in cross-section, arms of 
attachment plate joined together with a flat-head rivet; 
terminal composed of a massive knob separated from 
the body by a small ring-shaped thickening, three disc-
shaped elements of varying diameters and a spherical 
knob at the end; length 7.2 cm. 3. fragment of a flat, 
roughly rectangular, bronze belt fitting; rounded end 
with a flat-head rivet; pres. length 3.4 cm, width 0.7 cm. 
4. two fragments of a melted, flat, roughly rectangu-
lar belt fitting, with one rivet at each end; pres. length 
approx. 3.5 cm, width 0.7 cm. 5. fragment of a bronze 
banded pendant of the eastern group, type iA; smooth 
bands, joined with a rivet; cuboidal holder; pres. width 
0.8 cm, height 2.9 cm. 6. iron bucket-shaped pendant 
with cylindrical body; residually preserved suspen-
sion loop; pres. height 1.1 cm, diam. 0.6 cm. 7. Bronze 
sheet formed into a ring; diam. 0.5 cm, height 0.7 cm 
(pendant?). 8. Spirally coiled bronze wire of rectangu-
lar cross-section; diam. 0.6–0.8 cm (pendant?). 9. frag-
ment of a small bronze rivet (?) with quadrangular 
head; head dim. 0.6×0.8 cm, height 0.5 cm. 10. frag-
ment of an iron awl of quadrangular cross-section; 
pres. length 4.8 cm. 11. iron hooked pin; shaft round 
in cross-section; length 5.8 cm (lost). 12. Burnt frag-
ment of a needle made from a bone of a large mam-
mal (horse or cattle); rounded head; eye narrowing to 
the middle from both sides; pres. length 1.5 cm. 13. 2 
small bronze sheets (lost). 14. melted bead of opaque 
red glass, with a circumferential yellow line between one 
white and one black line on each side, type tm 287b; 
diam. approx. 1.2 cm, height approx. 0.9 cm. 15. melt-
ed segmented bead of transparent (?) blue glass, type 
tm 91b; pres. length 0.8 cm, diam. 0.7 cm. 16. Lump of 
melted bronze. 17. two lumps of heavily burnt green (?) 
glass. 18. Burnt clay spindle whorl, flat-and-spherical 
with concave opposite ends; smooth surface, brown and 
grey in colour; diam. 2.9 cm, height 1.3 cm. 19. Burnt 
clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave opposite 
ends; smooth, grey surface; diam. 3.1 cm, height 1.5 cm. 
20. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave op-
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posite ends; smooth, brown-grey surface; diam. 2.8 cm, 
height 1.6 cm. 21. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical 
with concave opposite ends; smooth surface, brick red 
to grey in colour; diam. 2.7 cm, height 1.5 cm. 22. Burnt 
clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave opposite 
ends; smooth surface, beige and grey in colour; diam. 
3.3–3.4 cm, height 1.7 cm. 23. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; diam. 4.2 cm, height 2.2 cm. 
24. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 414 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the e-W axis, measuring 60×40 cm; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep; dug into grave 418. The 
fill was dark grey at the top, grey below, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and a fitting (1) scattered 
in the pit (Pls. CLXi/414, CLXii/414). I. Sex undeter-
mined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a partly melted, flat, rectan-
gular, bronze fitting, decorated along the shorter edge 
with two transversal grooves and a row of strokes; a riv-
et with hemispherical head near the ornament; pres. 
length 2.2 cm, width 0.8 cm. 2. Three burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Feature 415B (undetermined function), Ares 48A/48B
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 
measuring approx. 55×40 cm, disturbed (?) in the S 
part by a medieval grave (415A). undocumented pro-
file, not very deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey, with numerous pieces of charcoal. isolated 
potsherds inside the pit (Pl. CLXiii/415B). 
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted (?) rim; smooth surface, brick red to grey in 
colour. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated with bands 
of oblique strokes between three horizontal grooves; 
smooth, beige surface. 3. Seven potsherds with smooth, 
black surface. 4. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
5. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 415C (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of undetermined outline, almost completely de-
stroyed by a medieval grave (415A). undocumented 
profile, not very deep. dark grey fill with numerous piec-
es of charcoal. Numerous cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXiii/415C). I. Sex undetermined, adultus.

Inventory: 1. Three burnt fragment of a three-layer 
comb, made of deer’s antler, with a bronze rivet; pres. 
dim. 1.2×1.6 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a vessel (bowl 
of group Vi?) with everted rim; damaged, brick red sur-
face; rim diam. 23–24 cm, pres. height 4 cm.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
Remarks: Bones from graves 415 (medieval) and 415C 
are kept as one assemblage labelled “pit 415”. one frag-
ment of comb (no. 1) was found among them.

Grave 416 (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, 
measuring approx. 35×25  cm; basin-shaped profile, 
15 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the SW part, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. a few cremated bones in 
the pit (Pl. CLXii/416). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 418 (inhumation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 130×70 cm; 
basin-shaped profile with a flat bottom, 50 cm deep. 
Light grey fill. a brooch (1) near the bottom in the N part 
of the pit; potsherds and cremated (?) bones scattered in 
the fill (Pls. CLXi/418, CLXii/418). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot of Almgren type 162; spring on an 
axis bar terminated with disc-shaped knobs formed 
from a strip; wide, partially faceted, arched bow with 
metopes, decorated with transversal grooves, near the 
foot and head; wide, partially faceted foot with a me-
tope, decorated with transversal grooves, near the bow; 
width 3.6 cm, length 5.3 cm. 2. 13 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 3. Three nondescript sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (Viia?).

Feature 428 (undetermined function), Are 48B
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 120×90 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 40 cm deep. The fill was light grey and, 
in the centre, grey with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CLXiV/428).
Inventory: 1. four nondescript wheel-made potsherds, 
one burnt. 2. Seven potsherds with smooth, black sur-
face. 3. four burnt, nondescript potsherds. 4. Six sherds 
of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii (?).
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Grave 429 (pit cremation), Are 40
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 80×60  cm; basin-shaped profile with 
an uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was dark grey 
with pieces of charcoal in the centre and W part, grey 
in the e part. Cremated bones and grave goods scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CLXiV/429). I. Female (?), adultus. 
II. Goose (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze spring-cover 
brooch of Almgren type 38–39; strip bow decorated 
with beaded grooves along the edge, in the middle and 
above the crest; narrow, semi-circular, profiled crest be-
tween the bow and foot; trapezoidal foot with a groove 
along the side edges, triangular in cross-section; pres. 
length 2.9  cm. 2. two partly melted fragments of 
a bronze brooch, probably trumpet form of Almgren 
type 78; bow and foot triangular in cross-section, sep-
arated by a circumferential, profiled crest; foot termi-
nated with a disc-shaped, profiled crest and a small disc 
and knob at the end; pres. length approx. 4 cm. 3. Partly 
melted fragment of a bronze brooch with a crest on the 
bow; bow and foot triangular in cross-section, sepa-
rated by a semi-circular, profiled crest; pres. length 
2.6  cm. 4. two partly melted fragments of a bronze 
brooch spring on an axis bar; pres. length 1.5 cm and 
1 cm. 5. Three fragments of a bronze brooch spring (?). 
6. Seven partly melted pieces of bronze wire (parts of 
brooches?). 7. Three lumps of melted dark blue glass. 
8. Burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.3b; defined base; 
smooth surface, grey and beige in colour; rim diam. 
15 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 11 cm. 9. ten sherds of 
a biconical vessel with a horizontal groove above max. 
body diameter; smooth, black surface. 10. Approx. 30 
burnt and stratified sherds of the lower part of a vessel 
with defined base; damaged surface, brick red to grey 
in colour; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 11. Burnt 
fragment of a rolled handle of quadrangular cross-sec-
tion; smooth, grey surface. 12. Burnt sherd of a thick-
walled vessel with rough, grey-beige surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 450 (pit cremation), Are 48
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 80×70 cm. 
Basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, 
in the W part, dark grey-black, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CLXV/450). I. Late infans I.
Inventory: 1. 2 pieces of one bead or fragments of 2 
beads (lost). 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with evert-
ed rim; smooth, brick red-brown surface; rim diam. 
19  cm, pres. height 5  cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel 

with thickened, faceted (?) rim; damaged, dark grey 
surface. 4. five burnt sherds of a thick-walled vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; coarse, brick red surface. 
5. Six burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the dark grey-black 
part is a chronologically younger feature, dug into the 
pit with the grey fill. However, such an interpretation 
is contradicted by the osteological material discovered 
in both the grey as well as the dark grey-black fill, in-
dicating a burial of one individual.

Grave 451 (pit cremation), Are 13
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 130×110 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
50 cm deep. The fill was grey and dark grey at the top 
level, dark grey and black below, with numerous pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch (1) near the bottom (Pl. CLXV/451). 
I. Infans I (?).
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of an iron brooch of type 
m-a or N-a; bow round in cross-section; pres. length ap-
prox. 4 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a rolled han-
dle and undefined rim; damaged, grey surface. 3. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted (?) rim; 
damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged surface, 
brick red and grey in colour. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened rim; damaged, brick red surface. 6. four 
burnt sherds of one (?) vessel with undefined, slightly 
thickened rim; damaged surface, grey and brick red 
in colour. 7. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, 
brown surface; base diam. 6 cm. 8. Burnt base sherd of 
a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base diam. approx. 
14 cm. 9. Approx. 75 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 452 (urn cremation), Are 37
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. imperceptible pit out-
line. Sherds of an almost completely softened, partially 
destroyed vessel, filled with grey sand, without pieces 
of charcoal, intermixed with scattered cremated bones 
and a brooch (1) (Pl. CLXiii/452). I. Male (?), adultus–
early maturus. II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze eye 
brooch of Almgren type 60; spring made from a strip; 
chord held by a hook; flat bow with a band of pseu-
do-filigree, two “eyes” near the head and one near the 
foot; low, rectangular crest at the end of the bow; pres. 
length 4 cm, width 2.6 cm. 2. Several hundred sherds 
of a biconical vase (type B.3a?) decorated on the body 
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with a meander pattern composed of lines and oblique 
strokes, with a shallow horizontal groove above the 
base; smooth, black surface; rim diam. approx. 30 cm, 
height approx. 20 cm. 3. Sherds of another vessel (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b.
Remarks: a foot, probably from brooch no. 1, was found 
approx. 1 m to the N of the grave, on the surface of the 
site (stray finds no. 15, Pl. CCC/Sf:15).

Grave 471 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of approx. 25 cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
110×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 10  cm deep. Black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CLXVi/471). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined rim 
and rounded upper part of the body; damaged, brick 
red-grey surface. 2. 17 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 472 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of approx. 30 cm. Pit of irregular 
outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 120×110 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. 
The fill was dark grey in the central and S part, here 
and there black, light grey in the N part (a cut?), black 
below, with pieces of charcoal; two small stones at the 
top level of the pit. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the black layer (Pl. CLXVi/472). I. Sex un-
determined, (one?) adult individual.
Inventory: 1. disc bead of transparent dark blue glass, 
type tm 30a (?); diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.3 cm. 2. two 
burnt sherds of a small bowl of type A.3; damaged sur-
face, grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 9 cm, pres. 
height 4 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim 
and rounded body; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with damaged, beige surface; base 
diam. 6 cm, pres. height 1.5 cm. 5. Approx. 25 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–Va (?).

Grave 474 (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of roughly trapezoidal outline, measuring approx. 
70×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey and, in the N part, black, with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; 
a wheel-made potsherd in the S part (Pl. CLXVi/474). 
I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a thick-walled vessel made 

on a potter’s wheel; smooth, grey surface. 2. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim and rounded body; 
damaged, brown-grey surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined rim; damaged, brick 
red-grey surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with unde-
fined rim; coarse (?), brick red surface. 6. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with damaged, brown-grey surface; 
base diam. approx. 8 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 7. Approx. 
25 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii (?).

Grave 476 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of approx. 25  cm. Pit of oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
130×110 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey-black and, in the N part, black, with nu-
merous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; an awl (2) in the N part (Pl. 
CLXVii/476). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of an iron brooch of 
type H; foot attached to the bow by a ring-shaped col-
lar; pres. length approx. 2.5 cm. 2. fragment of an iron 
awl; shaft quadrangular in cross-section on one end, 
round on the other; quadrangular part incised on the 
edges; pres. length 7.6 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey surface. 4. 11 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 5. 15 potsherds 
with rough, dark grey surface. 6. Approx. 65 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i or iia?.

Grave 477 (pit cremation), Are 48B
discovered at a depth of approx. 25 cm. Pit of roughly 
round outline, measuring approx. 110–120 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 
50 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top, dark grey be-
low, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CLXVii/477). I. Sex un-
determined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. five sherds of a vessel with a handle 
and a cordon decorated with oblique strokes; smooth, 
black surface. 2. two burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel; 
damaged, grey surface. 3. Sherd of a vessel with rough, 
grey-brown surface. 4. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V (?).

Grave 478 (pit cremation), Are 48
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep; destroyed 
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in the e part by a contemporary cut. Brown-grey fill. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CLXVii/478). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. five potsherds with smooth, black sur-
face. 2. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. five 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 479 (pit cremation), Are 48
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 160×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. Light grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; an iron object 
(1) in the e part, slightly above the bottom of the pit (Pl. 
CLXViii/479). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of an iron bar of tri-
angular cross-section (knife?, ancient object?); pres. 
length 9.3 cm, width 1.2 cm. 2. 12 sherds of a vessel 
with slightly thickened, faceted rim; smooth, dark grey 
surface. 3. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
4. ten sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 483 (pit cremation), Are 38
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 100–
110 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 50 cm deep. 
Grey fill. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXViii/483). I. Female (?), adultus–early 
maturus. II. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Burnt (?) sherd of a vessel with evert-
ed rim; smooth, beige surface. 2. two potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 3. Approx. 25 sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery prob-
ably comes from the Lusatian culture settlement pits, 
a concentration of which was observed in Are 38 after 
the Przeworsk and Wielbark culture graves (including 
grave 483) had been explored.

Grave (?) 489 (pit cremation?), Ares 37/38
discovered at a depth of approx. 40 cm. Pit of roughly 
round outline, measuring approx. 90 cm in diameter; 
triangular profile, 60 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXiX/489). I. Sex undetermined, adultus–
early maturus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rim defined 
by a groove; smooth, brick red surface. 2. ten burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 3. four sherds of Bronze Age 

pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The description of the pit is missing from the 
field documentation. only the outline of the feature was 
marked among other so-documented settlement fea-
tures from the Bronze Age/early iron Age and labelled 
as “grave?”. it cannot be excluded that it was a Bronze 
Age/early iron Age settlement pit, and the roman pe-
riod artefacts came from grave 404 which was dug into 
it at a higher level.

Feature 493 (undetermined function), Are 37
Pit of undetermined outline, only partially explored, 
measuring approx. 220  cm in length; basin-shaped 
profile, 60 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the cen-
tral part, dark grey. Grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CLXiX/489).
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted transparent greenish (al-
most colourless) glass with a blue thread. 2. Approx. 
40 burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1a; one circum-
ferential groove above max. body diameter; smooth, 
dark grey surface; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height ap-
prox. 8 cm. 3. Sherd of a small vessel with everted rim 
and short, cylindrical neck; smooth, beige surface; rim 
diam. 11 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 4. Approx. 20 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 5. ten sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 500 (pit cremation), Ares 48B/48C
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring 150×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was mainly 
grey at the top, dark grey below, here and there black, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit. Brooch (1) and knife (2) fragments 
in the S part of the pit; a bead (3) in the central part, 
approx. 7 cm below the top level (Pl. CLXX). I. Sex un-
determined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. Six fragments of an iron brooch with 
arched bow of round cross-section, probably of type 
m-a or N-a. 2. fragment of an iron crescent-shaped 
knife with spirally twisted tang terminated with a pro-
filed knob; pres. length 6.1 cm. 3. Several dozen frag-
ments of a bead of opaque yellow, red and blue/green 
glass. 4. five burnt sherds of a mug of type i.3; thick-
ened rim; body decorated with two rectangular bands 
divided into segments, some of them with a horizon-
tal dashed line inside; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 
13 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 5. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel of type i.4; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 11.5 cm, 
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base diam. 7 cm, height 10 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey sur-
face; rim diam. 19.5 cm, base diam. 7 cm; height 10 cm. 
7. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened 
rim; damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour; rim 
diam. 20 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 8. Three burnt sherds 
of a vase of group iV; slightly thickened rim; biconical 
body decorated with two rectangular bands divided in-
to segments, some of them filled with rows of oblique 
strokes; smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 14 cm, 
pres. height 10 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel 
with slightly thickened rim; smooth, beige-grey sur-
face; rim diam. 17 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 10. five burnt 
sherds of a tripartite vessel with thickened rim; smooth 
surface, beige to grey in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, pres. 
height 3 cm. 11. Sherd of a vessel decorated on the body 
with a band of small strokes and lines forming a mean-
der (?) pattern; smooth, black surface. 12. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel decorated on max. body circumference with 
a band of chevron ornament; damaged, grey surface. 
13. five potsherds with smooth, black surface. 14. Ap-
prox. 60 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 15. Bronze Age/
early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 501A (pit cremation), Ares 48/48A
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in diam-
eter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Black fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CLXiX/501A). I. Sex undetermined, 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 503 (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep; destroyed in 
the NW part by the pit of a medieval grave (502). The 
fill was dark grey and, in the centre, black, with pieces 
of charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXiX/503). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 505 (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 180×120 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. Light grey fill; approx. 25 cm below the level of 
detection, a layer of grey earth with pieces of char-
coal. Bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. 

CLXXi/505). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual. II. 
Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted bronze. 2. Approx. 35 
burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel, including a piece 
of a massive ring base; damaged, light grey surface. 
3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly everted rim and 
rounded body; damaged, brick red surface. 4. Approx. 
30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii (?).

Grave (?) 509 (pit cremation?), Are 48
Pit of undetermined outline, destroyed in the N part, 
S part unexplored; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. 
Light grey fill. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CLXXi/509). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the feature is a set-
tlement pit from the Bronze Age/early iron Age, and 
the potsherds and cremated bones obtained during the 
exploration were found in a secondary context.

Grave (?) 514 (pit cremation?), Are 48B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Shallow pit of undeter-
mined outline, S part unexplored; basin-shaped profile, 
30 cm deep. Grey fill. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CLXXi/514). I. Sex undeter-
mined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a wheel-made (?) vessel; 
damaged, light grey surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with biconical body decorated with a row of arched im-
pressions; coarse (?), brown-grey surface. 3. two burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii (?).
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the feature is a set-
tlement pit from the Bronze Age/early iron Age, and 
the potsherds and cremated bones obtained during the 
exploration were found in a secondary context.

Grave 515 (urn cremation), Are 14
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. Light grey 
fill with a few cremated bones and no charcoal. An urn 
(9), filled with light grey sand and numerous scattered 
cremated bones, was located in the centre of the pit. 
Clustered near the mouth of the vessel: a casket key 
(5) inside a lock mount (7), a lock spring (6), a spindle 
whorl (8) and a brooch (1); fragments of another brooch 
(2) outside the urn (Pl. CLXXiii). I/II. Bones missing.
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Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze eye brooch of Alm-
gren type 61; spring destroyed, originally made from 
a strip; chord held by a hook; flat bow with a band of 
pseudo-filigree; trapezoidal foot with three pairs of 
overlapping “eyes”; pres. length 8  cm. 2. two frag-
ments of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren type 60 or 
61; spring made from a strip; chord held by a hook; flat 
bow with a band of pseudo-filigree; pres. length 3.5 cm. 
3, 4. two pieces of bronze wire of quadrangular cross-
section, probably pin fragments from the brooches de-
scribed above; pres. length 2.2 cm and 4.5 cm. 5. iron 
casket key with u-shaped bit; handle quadrangular 
in cross-section, end hammered flat and looped; iron 
ring passed through the loop; length 15 cm, ring diam. 
1.8 cm. 6. iron casket lock string; strip arm, bent in two 
places; pres. length 9.5 cm, width 0.6 cm. 7. Hourglass-
shaped iron casket lock mount with a round hole in each 
corner, three of them with nails with massive rounded 
heads and shafts bent at right angles; length 6.5 cm, 
width 3 cm. 8. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with 
uneven, slightly flattened opposite ends; smooth, brick 
red-grey surface; diam. 4.5 cm, height 2.1 cm. 9. Vase 
of type B.4a, with a handle; body decorated with a dou-
ble band of chevron pattern; double base, with seven 
small pieces of burnt stone in the hollow space between 
the two bases; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 15 cm, 
base diam. 9 cm, height 16.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.
Remarks: Probably, the foot of brooch no. 2 was found 
approx. 5 m away from the grave (cf. stray finds, no. 
13; Pl. CCC/Sf:13)

Grave 516 (pit cremation), Are 14
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in di-
ameter; semi-circular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
black with pieces of charcoal in the centre, grey near 
the edges. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXXii/516). I. Sex undetermined, adultus–
maturus. II.1. Chicken (?) (1 frag). II.2. Pig (?) (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a melted bronze brooch, 
probably spring-cover form of Almgren type 38–39; 
flat bow with a low, profiled crest below a band of small 
strokes; flat foot, slightly triangular in cross-section; 
pres. length 2 cm. 2. iron one-piece belt buckle with 
semi-circular frame of diamond-shaped cross-section, 
type d 1; flat pin; height 4.3 cm, width 3 cm. 3. two 
fragments of an iron hooked pin; shaft round in cross-
section; pres. length 4.9 cm. 4. iron strip bent in the 
shape of a quadrangle; probably a casket side fitting; 
dim. 2×2 cm, strip width 0.9 cm. 5. Lump of melted 
red and (now) grey glass. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with slightly pronounced and everted rim; damaged, 

beige surface. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined 
base; smooth, beige surface. 8. eight burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb.

Grave 517 (pit cremation), Are 13
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, 
measuring approx. 170×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the N part, dark 
grey with pieces of charcoal. few cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CLXXii/517). I. In-
fans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
slightly inverted rim; damaged, beige surface. 2. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with defined base; smooth, beige sur-
face. 3. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave 518 (pit cremation), Are 44
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 50–60 cm in diameter; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey at the 
top level, dark grey in the centre, here and there black, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit. Approx. 20 cm to the Se of 
the edge of the pit, at the same depth, there was a con-
centration of medium-sized stones, some bearing traces 
of burning (Pl. CLXXiV). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type m-a; 
bow diamond-shaped in cross-section, with a low crest 
on the top; frame (?) catchplate; pres. length 4.8 cm, 
width 1.5 cm. 2. fragment of an iron brooch of type 
m-a; bow diamond-shaped in cross-section, with 
a low crest on the top; frame (?) catchplate; pres. length 
5.1 cm, width 1.7 cm. 3. fragment of an iron awl; shaft 
quadrangular in cross-section on one end, round on 
the other; pres. length 6.9 cm. 4. fragment of a massive 
iron rod, end looped (?); length 2.7 cm, width 1.6 cm. 
5. iron sheet (lost). 6. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type ii.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, brick red to 
grey-brown in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 
10 cm. 7. five burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, with 
a handle; thickened rim; body decorated with a band 
of rectangular fields filled with a double row of oblique 
(herringbone) or horizontal strokes; damaged, grey 
surface. 8. 11 sherds of a miniature vase of type Vii.4; 
thickened rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 7 cm, 
base diam. 6 cm, height 7 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened rim and slightly rounded body 
decorated with a band of horizontal and vertical lines 
forming quadrangular fields, some of them filled with 
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rows of strokes; smooth surface, brick red and grey in 
colour. 10. two burnt sherds of a vessel with a handle 
and thickened rim; damaged surface, brick red and 
grey in colour. 11. Burnt sherd of a vessel with un-
even, thickened, inverted rim; smooth, grey surface. 
12. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted 
rim; smooth, grey surface. 13. Burnt sherd of a tripar-
tite vessel with cylindrical neck and rounded body; 
damaged, grey surface. 14. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, beige-grey surface; base diam. 9 cm, 
pres. height 3 cm. 15. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
damaged, beige-grey surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. 
height 3.5  cm. 16. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth, beige-grey surface; base diam. 5.5 cm, pres. 
height 4 cm. 17. Approx. 230 small, mostly stratified, 
sherds of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 18. Ap-
prox. 65 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Feature 519 (undetermined function), Are 44
discovered at a depth of 45 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; triangular pro-
file, 40 cm deep. The fill was light grey, slightly brown 
and, at the top level, grey with pieces of charcoal laid 
out in an arch. a few potsherds in the upper part of the 
pit (Pl. CLXXV/519).
Inventory: 1. two nondescript potsherds, including 
one burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the feature is a set-
tlement pit from the Bronze Age/early iron Age, and 
the potsherds obtained during the exploration were 
found in a secondary context.

Feature 520 (undetermined function), Are 44
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 65×45 cm; 
irregular profile, 30 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in and near 
the pit (Pl. CLXXV/520).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a mug of type i.4; coarse, 
brown-brick red surface. 2. Three burnt sherds of a vase 
of group iV (?); thickened rim; smooth, brown-grey 
surface. 3. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with damaged, 
brick red-grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Graves 521A and 521B, Are 44
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 140×120 cm. At a depth of ap-

prox. 20 cm below the level of detection, clearly divid-
ing into two separate features: grave 521A in the N part 
and grave 521B dug into it the S part (Pl. CLXXXVi).

Grave 521A (pit cremation), Are 44
At the level of detection, pit of oval outline, elongated 
on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 110×70 cm, dis-
turbed in the Se part by the pit of grave 521B; basin-
shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 40 cm deep. The 
fill was grey at the top level and near the edges, dark 
grey with pieces of charcoal below. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pls. CLXXVi/521A, 
CLXXViii/521A). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Approx. 15 burnt sherds of a vase of group 
iV, with a handle; thickened, faceted rim; body deco-
rated with three horizontal grooves between which, in 
some places, rows of oblique strokes; damaged, brown-
grey surface; rim diam. approx. 23  cm, pres. height 
12 cm. 2. Nine burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened 
rim; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour. 3. five 
burnt sherds of one (?) vessel decorated on the body 
with rows of vertical or horizontal strokes between three 
horizontal grooves; damaged, grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.
Remarks: The pottery from graves 521A and 521B, be-
fore the features were separated, had been documented 
under one label. Particular vessels have been assigned 
to grave 521A on the basis of the remarks in the excava-
tion journal (Pottery described broadly. From pit 521—
comes both from pit cremation grave 521A and younger 
urn cremation 521B. a constricted handle, lightly burnt 
pottery with stroke ornament certainly come from the 
pit burial.) and the chronology of individual forms. 

Grave 521B (urn cremation), Are 44
At the level of detection, pit of almost round outline, 
measuring approx. 50–60 cm in diameter, dug into the 
pit of grave 521A; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. 
Brown-grey and grey fill with pieces of charcoal. An 
urn (6), lined with numerous potsherds, placed at the 
bottom in the centre of the pit; a small vessel (8), resting 
on its side directly next to the urn, in the S part; frag-
ments of bronze objects (5) at the top level of the pit; 
inside the urn: a cluster of cremated bones, a brooch (1), 
bracelet fragments (2), an awl (3) and a spindle whorl 
(4) (Pls. CLXXVi/521B, CLXXVii/521B). I. Female (?), 
adultus. II.1. Pig (9 frags). II.2. Chicken (7 frags). II.3. 
Chicken (?) (2 frags). II.4. Mammal (?) (5 frags).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch of Almgren 
type 68; head flat on the underside, rounded on the top 
side; support plate decorated with a transversal groove 
on each end; bow round in cross-section, with a pro-
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filed circumferential crest; pres. length 2.9 cm, width 
2.3 cm. 2. two fragments of a melted bronze rod brace-
let with thickened terminals; body and terminals round 
in cross-section; pres. length 3.6 cm and 4 cm. 3. iron 
awl; shaft quadrangular in cross-section on one end, 
round on the other; length 12.9 cm. 4. Burnt clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with defined, concave opposite ends; 
diam. 4.8 cm, height 2.3 cm. 5. 14 lumps and melted 
fragments of bronze objects. 6. Globular pot with cylin-
drical neck and slightly flattened rim; surface smooth 
near the rim, rough on the body, brown in colour; rim 
diam. 22 cm, base diam. 13 cm, height 22 cm. 7. two 
burnt sherds of a small bowl of type d.1b; concave base; 
damaged, brown-grey surface; rim diam. 9 cm, base di-
am. 5 cm, height 5.5 cm. 8. Burnt vase resembling type 
A.1; smooth, brick red-beige surface; rim diam. 12 cm, 
base diam. 6 cm, height 9 cm. 9. Three burnt sherds of 
a vase of type A.1; defined base; smooth, brick red-beige 
surface; rim diam. approx. 13  cm, base diam. 8  cm, 
height approx. 11 cm. 10. five burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type B.2; defined base; rim diam. approx. 18 cm, base 
diam. 7.5 cm, height approx. 11 cm. 11. Burnt sherds 
of a slender tripartite pot resembling type A.1; smooth 
surface, brown to grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
13 cm, base diam. approx. 8 cm, height approx. 17 cm. 
12. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.
Remarks: it is uncertain whether all the bronze lumps 
(no. 5) belong in the assemblage. Some of them may 
have come from grave 521A. However, no bronze ob-
jects were linked to that grave during the excavations 
(Acc. to the journal: From urn grave 521B come frag-
ments of melted bronze found above the position in the 
drawing of plan 2 (i.e. before the pit of grave 521B was 
distinguished).
Artefacts from graves 521A and 521B that 
could not be assigned to individual features 
(Pl. CLXXViii/521A.521B): 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with everted rim; smooth, beige surface. 2. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
3. Burnt base sherd; base diam. approx. 10 cm. 4. Ap-
prox. 80 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 

Grave 522 (urn cremation), Are 37A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 60×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 20  cm 
deep. dark grey and black fill. a damaged upside-down 
urn (2) in the centre of the pit. Numerous cremated 
bones inside and next to the urn. Sherds of a small 
vessel (3) inside the urn; pieces of wire (1) in the Se 
part of the pit (Pl. CLXXV/522). I. Female (?), adultus.

Inventory: 1. two pieces of bronze wire of almost quad-
rangular cross-section; pres. length 1.4 cm and 1 cm 
(smaller piece was lost). 2. Pot with slightly everted 
collar rim, decorated with a band of chevron pattern; 
rounded body; surface smooth near the rim and on 
the upper part of the body, rough below, brown in col-
our; rim diam. 19 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 19.5 cm. 
3. 11 burnt sherds of a bowl of type d.1a (?); damaged, 
grey surface; rim diam. 13 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 4. 15 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 523 (pit cremation), Ares 37/37A
Pit largely destroyed by a contemporary cut. Preserved 
part of the pit of semi-circular outline, measuring ap-
prox. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. dark grey and black fill 
with pieces of charcoal. in the pit: scattered cremated 
bones and two small vessels (one in two fragments) 
resting on one side (Pl. CLXXViii/523). I. Sex and age 
undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a small bowl of type d.3; 
body decorated with a circumferential band composed 
of a row of oblique strokes between two circumferen-
tial lines, adjoined from below by top-down triangles 
filled with strokes; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim 
diam. 7.5 cm, height 5.5 cm. 2. Burnt sherds of a mug 
of type  C.3; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. 
7.5 cm, base diam. 5.5 cm, height 6.5 cm. 3. ten burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave 524 (pit cremation), Are 31A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the 
centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. a compact cluster 
of cremated bones and scattered potsherds in the pit; 
fragments of one bronze (7) and two clay vessels (10, 
11) in the NW part; other grave goods mostly in the 
upper part of the fill (Pl. CLXXiX). I. Male (?), maturus.
Inventory: 1. Six fragments of a partly melted bronze 
crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) with returned foot 
of Almgren type 162; spring on an axis bar terminat-
ed with globular knobs; spherical knob on the head; 
bow and foot partially faceted, with metopes near the 
end of the catchplate; pres. bow length 3.9 cm, pres. 
width 2.6 cm. 2. Bronze wire ring, ends wound around 
the body, terminals coiled into discs, type 16; diam. 
3.3 cm. 3. Piece of melted wire of triangular cross-sec-
tion; pres. length 2.7 cm. 4. Burnt octagonal bead of 
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white-grey stone, type tm 500; length 1.2 cm, height 
1 cm, width 0.5 cm. 5. Approx. 20 burnt fragments of 
a three-layer comb, made of deer’s antler, with bronze 
rivets; pres. length approx. 8 cm. 6. Burnt fragments of 
an oblong object (container?) from a worked bone of 
sheep or goat; length approx. 9.3 cm. 7. 23 fragments 
of a melted bronze vessel, probably a bowl, with thick-
ened rim. 8. 14 lumps of melted bronze, one adhered 
to a lump of melted colourless glass. 9. five lumps of 
melted colourless glass and ten lumps of heavily burnt 
glass of undetermined colour. 10. Burnt sherds of 
a vessel of type XViiB; concave base; smooth, brown-
grey surface; rim diam. 8 cm, base diam. 4 cm, height 
6.5 cm. 11. Burnt sherds of a miniature jug resembling 
type iXA; body decorated with two horizontal grooves 
below the rim and a wide circumferential groove be-
low max. diameter; upper part of the body marked by 
a small, sharp break; residually preserved handle, hol-
low, open to the inside of the vessel on both ends; con-
cave base; damaged surface, brick red to grey in col-
our; rim diam. 10 cm, base diam. 5 cm, height 11.5 cm. 
12. five burnt sherds of a bowl of type ViC; damaged 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 23 cm, 
base diam. 12 cm, height 14 cm. 13. 35 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 525A (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, 
measuring 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, in the centre, black, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXXX/525A). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. A few potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–V.
Remarks: The pottery from grave 525A and the top 
level of grave 525B is included in one assemblage (cf. 
below). At present, it is not possible to assign individ-
ual potsherds to individual features.

Grave 525B (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 110×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was black with pieces of charcoal and, 
near the edges of the pit, grey. Cremated bones (I.1) 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; other grave goods 
mainly in the W part. few un-cremated bones (I.2) at 
the top level of pit (Pls. CLXXX/525B, CLXXXi/525B). 
I.1. Sex undetermined, adult individual. I.2. Sex unde-
termined, adultus–early maturus.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze eye brooch of Alm-

gren type 52; chord held by a hook; head with two “eyes” 
and trapezoidal incisions between them and the edge 
of the head; flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree 
(?—ornament worn), encircled near the foot by a low, 
profiled crest; foot slightly expanding to the end, tri-
angular in cross-section, decorated on the terminal 
with two lines joined at an angle; length 6.9 cm, width 
2.7 cm. 2. fragment of a melted bronze eye brooch of 
the main series; residually preserved bow with a cir-
cumferential, profiled crest adjoined by transversal 
grooves; almost rectangular foot, triangular in cross-
section; length 6.6 cm. 3. iron needle of type ii; shaft 
round in cross-section; pres. length 11  cm. 4. two 
burnt sherds of a small bowl with slightly everted rim 
and rounded body; smooth, brown-grey surface; rim 
diam. 10.5 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 5. two burnt sherds 
of a small tripartite vessel with everted rim and rounded 
body (type d.2b?); damaged surface, brick red to grey 
in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 6. four 
burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim and body 
decorated with a row of oblique strokes between two 
circumferential lines; damaged, light beige surface; rim 
diam. 16.5 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 7. eight burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.
Remarks: a large sherd of vessel no. 5 can be found in 
the inventory of grave 526. The feature is located approx. 
45 m away from grave 525B. The reason for this state 
of affairs cannot be explained, perhaps it is a result of 
the material having been intermixed during or after the 
excavations. un-cremated bones (I.2) found at the top 
level of pit probably occurred in a secondary context.
inventory of grave 525A and the top level of grave 
525B (Pl. CLXXXi/525A.525B): 1. Burnt sherd of 
a small tripartite vessel with slightly everted rim and 
rounded body; damaged surface, brick red to grey in 
colour. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim and 
biconical (?) body; damaged surface, brick red to grey 
in colour. 3. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds.

Grave 526 (pit cremation), Are 37A
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 110×50  cm; profile composed of two 
parts: semi-circular N part and basin-shaped S part; 
35 cm deep. The fill was identical in both parts: light 
brown near the edges, grey and dark grey in the cen-
tre, providing no basis for separating the feature into 
two individual pits;8 a small stone in the N part. Cre-

8 According to the excavation journal: On the basis of the anal-
ysis of the profile and the observed similarity in the nature of the 
layers and the material, it is highly probable that we are dealing 
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mated bones and potsherds scattered across the en-
tire pit; metal object (1–3) in the upper part of the pit, 
above the point where the two depressions separate (Pl. 
CLXXXii/526). I. Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. iron casket lock spring; strip arm tapering 
to the terminal, bent in four places at the end; length 
4.4 cm. 2. iron strip bracket (casket side fitting?); both 
ends bent twice at right angles; length 3.2 cm, width 
0.5  cm. 3. Lump of melted silver. 4. Nine sherds of 
a vessel of type B.1a or B.3a; smooth, black surface; rim 
diam. approx. 23 cm, base diam. approx. 8 cm, height 
approx. 14 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type B.1b; 
one circumferential groove above max. body diame-
ter; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim 
diam. 13 cm, pres. height 6.5 cm. 6. two burnt sherds 
of a bowl with everted rim and rounded body; dam-
aged, grey-brown surface; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height 
3.5 cm. 7. Burnt sherd of a small vessel with everted 
rim; damaged, brown surface. 8. two burnt sherds of 
a thick-walled vessel with defined base; rough surface, 
beige and brick red in colour; base diam. 17 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 9. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.
Remarks: Among the potsherds, there is a sherd from 
vessel no. 5 from grave 525B. it was probably included 
in the inventory of grave 526 by accident, during or af-
ter the excavations.

Grave 527 (pit cremation), Are 37A
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 40×30  cm; semi-circular profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CLXXXi/527). I. Female 
(?), adultus. II.1. Pig or small ruminant (1 frag). II.2. 
Undetermined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a multi-piece, one-lay-
er comb, made of deer’s antler, type m ib; two horizon-
tal grooves directly above the tooth line on both sides 
of the grip; dim. 1.7×2.6 cm. 2. Three lumps of melted 
glass, one of them blue (?). 3. two burnt (?) sherds of 
a vessel with undefined rim and slightly rounded body; 
coarse, brown surface; rim diam. 23–24 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 4. Sherd of a vessel with slightly thickened rim; 
smooth, beige surface. 5. Approx. 15 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt. 6. two sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vb–c.

with 1 feature – 1 grave pit with 2 depressions near the bottom, 
perhaps 2 burials. 

Grave 528 (pit cremation), Are 37A
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 25 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 5 cm deep. Grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and a potsherd scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CLXXXi/528). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 529 (pit cremation), Are 31A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 75×50 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, 
in the S part, light grey. two clusters of cremated bones 
in the pit: in the N and S part; a cluster of large potsherds 
from two vessels in the Ne part (Pl. CLXXXi/529). I. 
Female (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a vase resembling type 
A.1; slightly pronounced base; smooth surface, beige 
to grey in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, base diam. 7 cm, 
height 11–12 cm. 2. Burnt sherds of a pot-shaped ves-
sel resembling type B.5; uneven body; smooth, brown-
grey surface; rim diam. 15 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 
approx. 11  cm. 3. ten burnt, nondescript potsherds, 
most of them probably from vessel no. 1.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–Va.

Grave 530 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 80 cm 
in diameter; two-part profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the centre, black, with numerous pieces of 
charcoal. few cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; in the e part: sherds of six vessels, includ-
ing a mug (1) with a baked small bowl (2) inside (Pl. 
CLXXXiii). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.2; slight-
ly thickened rim; body decorated with a horizontal 
dashed line between two circumferential lines; smooth, 
grey-brown surface; rim diam. approx. 10  cm, base 
diam. 7–8 cm, height approx. 7.5 cm. 2. Burnt small 
bowl with semi-globular (?) body and undefined rim; 
coarse surface, brick red and grey in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 7–8 cm, height approx. 5 cm. 3. Burnt sherds 
of a large mug of type i.4; damaged surface; vessel flat-
tened; rim diam. approx. 12–14  cm, height approx. 
15 cm. 4. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; damaged 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, 
pres. height 6 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of a bowl with hollow 
cylindrical foot and a handle; undefined rim; funnel-
shaped body; damaged, grey surface; vessel flattened; 
rim diam. approx. 15–16 cm, base diam. 6 cm, origi-
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nal height approx. 9 cm. 6. Burnt base sherds of a ves-
sel with smooth, brick red surface; base diam. 10.5 cm, 
pres. height 9 cm. 7. 30 nondescript potsherds, most of 
them heavily burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 531 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 100×90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with 
numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CLXXXiV/531). I. Sex 
and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. 20 burnt sherds of a vessel with a handle; 
rough surface, brick red to grey in colour.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 532 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones scattered in the pit; a concentration 
of pottery in the centre (Pl. CLXXXiV/532). I. Infans 
I (moreover, a bone fragment from adult individual of 
undetermined sex).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug resembling 
type i.4; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
rim diam. 10.5 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 9 cm. 
2. Burnt sherds of a pot of type Vi.2; thickened and, in 
places, faceted (?) rim; sloppily finished, smoothed sur-
face, brick red and brown in colour; rim diam. 22 cm, 
pres. height 15 cm. 3. Approx. 15 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds; most of them probably from vessel no. 2.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 533 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 110×80 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. Black fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch (1) under a base sherd in the N part 
(Pl. CLXXXV/533). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a partly melted bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 18b; chord held by a hook; rec-
tangular support plate, made from a thin metal sheet, 
on the head; bow round in cross-section, with a mas-
sive circumferential, biconical crest; pres. length 2.5 cm, 
width 2.1 cm. 2. two pieces of melted bronze; probably 
from the brooch described above. 3. Six burnt sherds of 
a tripartite vase with everted rim and biconical body; 

neck separated from the body by a groove; smooth 
surface, beige and grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 
12 cm, base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 4. Burnt cup 
of type Vii.2; slightly everted rim; smooth surface, grey 
and black in colour; rim diam. approx. 8 cm; base diam. 
4 cm, height 5.5 cm. 5. two burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type ii.1 (?); thickened rim; smooth surface, dark grey 
and dark brown in colour; rim diam. approx. 20 cm, 
pres. height 3 cm. 6. four burnt sherds of a vessel with 
thickened, slightly everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
7. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with damaged, grey sur-
face; base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 8. two burnt 
base sherds of a mug; slightly pronounced base; dam-
aged surface, grey and brick red in colour; base diam. 
7.5 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 9. Approx. 55 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 534 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was dark brown and, in the centre, dark 
grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; a needle (3) in the NW 
part; a ring (1) and lump of glass (8) in the e part (Pl. 
CLXXXV/534). I. Male (?), early maturus.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a partly melted bronze 
wire ring, ends originally twisted together (?) and 
wound around the body; diam. approx. 4 cm. 2. frag-
ment of a partly melted bronze wire ring; fragment of 
one of the ends wound around the body. 3. fragment of 
a bronze needle of type ii; shaft round in cross-section; 
pres. length 4.5 cm. 4. 5 small bronze C-shaped shafts, 
probably fittings of a needle holder; height 1.1–1.2 cm. 
5. Small bronze fitting, probably base of a needle hold-
er; height 1.2 cm. 6. Piece of bronze wire; pres. length 
1.3 cm. 7. Lump of melted bronze. 8. Lump of melted 
transparent dark blue glass. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with undefined, inverted rim; smooth, brown surface. 
10. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 535 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of almost round outline, measuring approx. 50–
60 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. 
The fill was light brown-yellow at the top level, grey 
below. Cremated bones and a potsherd scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CLXXXiV/535). I. Sex undetermined, adult 
individual.
Inventory: 1. Potsherd (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
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Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 536 (pit cremation), Are 37
discovered at a depth of approx. 40 cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
110×80 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 50 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top level, dark 
grey below, here and there black with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; 
brooch fragments (1) in the centre (Pl. CLXXXVi/536). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Six fragments of a bronze brooch of type 
N-a; spring on an iron axis bar; bow round in cross-
section, with a circumferential profiled crest below 
the top; specks of iron adhered to the pin; pres. length 
4.5 cm, width 1.1 cm. 2. eight burnt sherds of a vase 
of group iV, with a handle; thickened rim; body deco-
rated under its max. diameter with a circumferential 
band of double zigzag pattern composed of oblique 
strokes; smooth, brick red-brown surface; rim diam. 
13 cm, pres. height 10 cm. 3. two sherds of a cup of 
type Vii.2 or Vii.3; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 
10 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height approx. 6.5 cm. 4. 14 
sherds of a vase of group iV; everted rim; smooth, black 
surface. 5. two burnt sherds of a vessel with a handle 
and slightly thickened rim; damaged, brick red-brown 
surface. 6. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with a handle; 
damaged, brick red surface. 7. Approx. 30 nondescript 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 8. Burnt sherd 
of a thick-walled vessel with rough, brick red surface. 
9. Approx. 25 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iib–iii.

Grave 537 (urn cremation), Are 37
discovered at a depth of approx. 40 cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
80×60  cm; sack-shaped profile, 55  cm deep. The fill 
was grey at the top level, dark grey below, with pieces 
of charcoal. Scattered cremated bones (I.2) and a con-
centration of potsherds, mainly from vessel no. 12, at 
the top level of the pit. At the bottom of the pit, in the 
dark grey and, here and there, black earth: a damaged 
urn (11) lined up to its max. body circumference, espe-
cially in the southern part, with large potsherds, posi-
tioned upright. The urn was filled with dark grey earth; 
inside it, up to the max. body circumference: a brooch 
fragment (2), potsherds from the urn and other vessels, 
and numerous scattered cremated bones (I.1); below: 
fragments of brooches (1–3) and iron casket fittings 
(5–9). other grave goods and less numerous cremated 
bones (I.1) scattered in the lower part of the pit. The 
fill of the pit was disturbed by multiple animal burrows 

(Pls. CLXXXVi/537, CLXXXVii, CLXXXViii). I.1. 
Male (?), adultus. I.2. Infans I. II.1. Pig (2 frags). II.2. 
Chicken (5 frags). II.3. Chicken (?) (1 frag). II.4. Bird (1 
frag). II.5. Mammal (?) (4 frags).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a bronze eye brooch of 
Almgren type 60; spring made from a strip; chord held 
by a hook; flat bow decorated with a band of pseudo-
filigree and with a low crest near the foot; trapezoidal 
foot with rounded corners, slightly triangular in cross-
section, with three pairs of “eyes”, the last one between 
two lines joined at an angle; length approx. 7.8  cm, 
width 2 cm. 2. two fragments of a bronze eye brooch 
of Almgren type 58–59; spring made from a strip; 
chord held by a hook; flat bow decorated with a band 
of pseudo-filigree and with a low crest near the foot; 
trapezoidal foot with rounded corners, slightly trian-
gular in cross-section, with three pairs of “eyes”; length 
approx. 7 cm, width 2.5 cm. 3. two melted fragments 
of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren type 57, 58–59 or 
60; flat bow decorated with a band of pseudo-filigree 
and a low crest near the foot; trapezoidal foot with 
rounded corners, slightly triangular in cross-section, 
with three pairs of “eyes”; pres. length 6.1 cm. 4. frag-
ment of a bronze pin, from one of brooches nos. 1–3; 
pres. length 3.3 cm. 5. two fragments of an iron cas-
ket key with u-shaped bit of round cross-section; han-
dle square in cross-section, bent twice at right angles, 
end hammered flat and looped; transversally incised 
side edges at the end of the handle; pres. length 13 cm. 
6. triangular iron casket lock mount; nails with coni-
cal heads and bent shafts in the holes in each corner; 
pres. length 6.7 cm, width 3.6 cm. 7. Three fragments 
of an iron casket lock spring; strip arm, bent twice at 
the end, pierced by a large nail with disc-shaped head; 
pres. length 10.2 cm. 8. iron casket fitting in the form 
of two rectangular plates joined with three rivets; pres. 
length 5.3 cm, width 1.1 cm. 9. two fragments of an 
iron casket fitting in the form of two rectangular plates 
joined with three rivets; pres. length 4.4 cm, width 1 cm. 
10. two pieces of melted bronze wire. 11. Sherds of 
a vase of type B.3a, with one (?) handle; body decorated 
with two bands of ornament composed of a row of ob-
lique strokes and a row of horizontal incisions enclosed 
by circumferential lines, below—in places—groups of 
vertical and horizontal lines; defined base; smooth, 
black surface; base diam. 14.5 cm, pres. height 20 cm. 
12. Heavily burnt sherds of a vase of type A.1; body 
decorated with a row of oblique strokes between two 
circumferential lines; defined base; damaged surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; vessel flattened; rim diam. 
approx. 23–24 cm, base diam. approx. 11 cm, height 
approx. 20 cm. 13. Heavily burnt sherds of a vase of 
type B.6; defined base; damaged surface, brick red to 
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grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 16–17 cm, base di-
am. approx. 9 cm, height approx. 12 cm. 14. Approx. 
50 sherds, some burnt, of a large thick-walled pot of 
type C.2a; surface smoothed, very sloppily in places, 
from the rim to max. body diameter, rough below, 
beige-grey in colour; rim diam. 21.5 cm, pres. height 
approx. 12 cm. 15. Three base sherds of a vessel; sur-
face smooth near the base, rough above, beige-grey in 
colour; base diam. 13 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 16. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, brick red-
grey surface. 17. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined 
rim; smooth, brick red surface. 18. 40 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va.

Grave 538 (pit cremation), Are 37
discovered at a depth of approx. 40 cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
100×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 35 cm deep. The fill was grey, dark grey and, at 
the bottom, black, with pieces of charcoal. Numerous 
cremated bones, potsherds and brooch fragments (1) 
scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl (2) and a compact 
pottery cluster at the bottom (Pl. CXC/538). I. Male 
(?), adultus–early maturus. II.1. Chicken (2 frags). II.2. 
Chicken (?) (3 frags). II.3. Bird (2 frags). II.4. Mammal 
(4 frags).
Inventory: 1. Six melted fragments of a bronze eye 
brooch of Almgren type 57, 58–59 or 60; spring made 
from a strip; chord held by a hook; flat bow decorated 
with a band of pseudo-filigree and a low crest near the 
foot; pres. length approx. 6 cm. 2. Burnt clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth 
surface, grey and beige in colour; diam. 3.9 cm, width 
2.4 cm. 3. five burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1b or 
B.4a; one circumferential groove above max. body di-
ameter; smooth surface, brown to grey in colour; rim 
diam. 16 cm, pres. height 10 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a mug 
of type C.3; slightly smoothed (?), grey-brown surface; 
rim diam. approx. 9 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 6–7 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b.

Feature 542 (undetermined function), Are 44
discovered at a depth of approx. 35 cm. extensive pit of 
irregular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, meas-
uring approx. 280×180 cm; roughly basin-shaped pro-
file, 85 cm deep. The fill was grey and dark grey near 
the edges and in the central part, light grey-yellow in 
the remaining part of the pit, here and there slightly 
brown. a concentration of very numerous large pieces 
of charcoal in the centre of the upper part of the pit, 

with a small layer of burnt orange sand nearby (Pl. 
CLXXXiX). 
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a large vessel with 
massive, thickened rim; damaged, beige-brick red 
surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with rim defined 
by a groove; damaged, grey surface. 3. Burnt sherd of 
a thick-walled vessel with rough, brown-brick red sur-
face. 4. Sherd of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 
5. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 6. four 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 575 (pit cremation), Are 54B
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 90×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. 
The fill was light grey and, in the centre, dark grey with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated (?) bones scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CXCi/575). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 576 (pit cremation), Are 54B
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 130×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm 
deep. The fill was grey, dark grey and, at a lower level, 
black with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1) in the N part 
(Pl. CXCi/576). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two melted fragments of a bronze 
brooch with a biconical ring on the bow; slender foot; 
pres. length 2.1 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a mug of 
type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with 
a double band of alternating rectangles, plain or filled 
with a row of triangular impressions; smooth surface, 
grey, brown and black in colour; rim diam. 12 cm, pres. 
height 5.5 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds of a mug of group 
i; thickened rim; body decorated with three horizontal 
dashed lines between two circumferential lines; smooth 
surface, grey and black in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. 
height 4.5  cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type  ii.2; 
slightly thickened rim, defined by a groove; smooth, 
beige-grey surface; rim diam. 22 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
5. Approx. 35 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 577 (pit cremation), Are 54B 
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 160×90 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. Th fill was dark grey with 
pieces of charcoal and small stones in the NW part, light 
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brown in the Se part, here and there light grey. Cre-
mated bones, potsherds and melted glass scattered in 
the dark layer; cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the light grey and light brown layer (Pl. CXC/577). 
I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted colourless glass. 2. Piece 
of colourless glass with a transparent blue smudge. 
3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim 
and rounded body; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; dam-
aged. brown-grey surface. 5. Approx. 40 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 578 (pit cremation), Are 54B
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 100×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the centre, black, 
with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CXCi/578). I. Sex 
and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. five fragments of a partly melted bronze 
belt buckle with slightly thickened, oval, one-piece 
frame of round cross-section, type H 11; strip-shaped, 
pointy pin with a metope at the base; dim. approx. 
3.4×2 cm. 2. fragment of a melted curved bronze sheet. 
3. Lump of melted bronze. 4. Burnt fragment of a com-
posite comb, made of deer’s antler, with a bronze rivet; 
pres. dim. 2.2×1.6  cm. 5. melted segmented bead of 
transparent dark blue glass, type tm 91a, with a fab-
ric imprint on the surface; pres. length 1.6 cm, diam. 
0.7 cm. 6. Lump of melted transparent dark blue glass. 
7. Melted iron (lost). 8. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of 
a wheel-made vessel; everted rim; body biconical and, 
at its max. diameter, cylindrical, with a cordon around 
its upper part; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 20 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 9. five burnt sherds 
of a wheel-made bowl; everted rim; body biconical and, 
at its max. diameter, cylindrical with a circumferential 
groove in the middle; a cordon around the upper part of 
the body; ring base; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 
11 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height approx. 8 cm. 10. Sherd 
of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, dark grey-brown 
surface. 11. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface. 12. 17 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Viia.
Remarks: The recreation of the shape of the upper part 
of vessel no. 9 has been based on a better-preserved 
sherd of this artefact found in grave 597. 

Grave 579 (pit cremation), Are 54B
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 170×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
30 cm deep. The fill was grey, light grey at a lower lev-
el, dark grey in the Ne part, with pieces of charcoal. 
few cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CXCii/579). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze tube; 
diam. 0.2 cm; probably a comb rivet. 2. Partly melted 
fragment of a curved bronze sheet; pres. length 1.5 cm. 
3. Piece of corroded iron wire; pres. length 1.6  cm. 
4. Burnt sherd of a wheel-made vessel with ring base; 
smooth, dark grey surface; base diam. 7.5  cm, pres. 
height 3  cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a wheel-made vessel; 
slightly pronounced base; smooth, light brown surface; 
base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 6. Burnt sherd of 
a biconical vessel with everted rim; coarse, brick red-
brown surface. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 8. eight burnt, nonde-
script sherds of wheel-made pottery. 9. Approx. 15 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 10. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii.
Remarks: According to the excavation journal, the 
feature yielded glass, however, no metal artefacts were 
mentioned. As the rest of the documentation (inven-
tories, original excavation labels) does not contain 
any information about a glass artefact, it has been as-
sumed that the mention was a mistake of the writer of 
the journal.

Grave 581 (pit cremation), Are 54B
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of char-
coal. few cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. CX-
Cii/581). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 582 (pit cremation), Are 54B
discovered at a depth of 15–20  cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
140×70 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 35 cm deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; a spindle whorl (1) at the top level in the Se 
part (Pl. CXCii/582). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with 
concave opposite ends; smooth surface, brick red to grey 
in colour; diam. 4.6 cm, height 1.9 cm. 2. two burnt 
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sherds of a tripartite biconical vase with everted rim, 
similar to type A.1; neck separated from the rim and 
body by a circumferential groove; smooth surface, grey 
to brick red in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, base diam. 8 cm, 
height approx. 12 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds of a cup of 
type Vii.5 or d.3; body decorated from the rim to the 
base with a band of zigzag pattern composed of a row 
of oblique strokes between two parallel lines; smooth 
surface, grey to brown in colour; rim diam. 7 cm, pres. 
height 5.5 cm. 4. Approx. 15 burnt sherds of a cup re-
sembling type Vii.3; damaged surface, grey to brick red 
in colour; rim diam. 7 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 5. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface; base diam. 6 cm. 6. eight 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 583 (pit cremation), Are 54A
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 130×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. The fill was grey with pieces of charcoal, light 
grey near the edges. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a concentration of potsherds and 
a knife (1) in the SW part; a sherd of wheel-made pot-
tery (14) at the bottom of the pit (Pl. CXCiii/583). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. iron crescent-shaped knife; spirally twist-
ed tang with looped terminal; length 11 cm. 2. Lump of 
melted, colourless glass. 3. four burnt sherds of a mug 
of type i.3; thickened rim; body decorated with a dou-
ble-band ornament composed of rectangles, plain or 
filled with oblique strokes; smooth surface, brick red 
to grey in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, base diam. 6 cm, 
height 10 cm. 4. two burnt sherds of a vessel of type i.2; 
thickened rim; smooth, brown and, in places, brick red 
surface; rim diam. 10 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 7 cm. 
5. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; everted rim; 
damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour; rim di-
am. 21 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 6. five burnt sherds of 
a vase of group iV; everted rim; neck separated from the 
rim and body by a groove; body decorated with a band 
of zigzag pattern composed of a row of strokes between 
two parallel lines; smooth surface, brick red to brown 
in colour. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined rim 
and cylindrical upper part of the body; damaged, grey 
surface; rim diam. 12  cm, pres. height 4  cm. 8. five 
burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on max. body circum-
ference with a narrow band of chevron pattern; smooth, 
brown surface. 9. Sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; 
smooth, black surface. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; coarse, beige surface. 11. Sherd 
of a vessel with thickened rim; smooth, black surface. 

12. Approx. 65 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 
13. 60 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 14. Burnt sherd 
of wheel-made pottery; damaged, grey surface. 15. 11 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave (?) 584 (pit cremation), Are 54A
residually preserved pit of roughly oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 60×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was light grey 
and, in the centre, grey. one cremated bone in the pit 
(Pl. CXCiii/584). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Feature 585 (undetermined function), Are 54C
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW ax-
is, measuring approx. 60×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was light grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey, with pieces of charcoal and numerous small 
stones. Potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXCiii/585).
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with everted 
rim and rounded body decorated with a double zigzag 
pattern composed of oblique strokes; smooth, brown-
grey surface. 2. two burnt sherds of a vessel with un-
defined rim; damaged surface, brick red to grey in col-
our. 3. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth surface, 
beige to grey in colour; base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 4. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).
Grave 587 (pit cremation), Are 54C
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 120×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. Light grey to dark 
grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CXCiV/587). I/II. 
Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a small biconical 
bowl with slightly everted rim, similar to type Vii.2; 
smooth surface, light grey to dark grey in colour; rim 
diam. 8 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 2. Six burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; damaged, brick red 
surface. 3. two burnt sherds of a vessel with everted 
rim; damaged, brown-grey surface. 4. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with rim defined by a groove; damaged, brown-
grey surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 6. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel decorated on the body with two rows 
of oblique strokes, arranged in the called herringbone 
pattern, between three circumferential lines; damaged, 
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brown-grey surface. 7. Three sherds of a vessel deco-
rated on the body with a chevron pattern or triangles 
filled with lines; smooth, black surface. 8. Three burnt 
sherds of a vessel decorated on the body with a wide 
band of chevron pattern; smooth surface, brick red and 
grey in colour. 9. Six burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel 
with a handle; damaged, grey surface. 10. two burnt 
base sherds of a small vessel with damaged, grey sur-
face; base diam. 4.5 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 11. Approx. 
30 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 12. Approx. 
50 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 588 (pit cremation), Are 54C
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of roughly quad-
rangular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. Light grey to dark grey fill with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CXCiV/588). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. two lumps of melted colourless glass. 
2. two burnt sherds of a small bowl of type XViiiB or 
XViiiC; body decorated with a circumferential band of 
vertical strokes; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 8 cm, 
base diam. 4 cm, height approx. 6 cm. 3. two burnt 
sherds of a small vessel with biconical body; smooth, 
beige-grey surface; base diam. 3 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
4. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 591 (pit cremation), Are 24
discovered at a depth of 10  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring ap-
prox. 130×70  cm; basin-shaped profile, 30  cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, in the bottom part, dark grey 
and black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; an awl (1) in the S 
part (Pl. CXCV/591). I. Male (?), adultus–maturus. II. 
Mammal (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. iron awl; shaft quadrangular in cross-
section; pres. length 4.3 cm. 2. four burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; body deco-
rated with two horizontal grooves; smooth surface, grey 
to brick red-brown in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, base 
diam. 6 cm, height approx. 7 cm. 3. Approx. 30 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 592 (pit cremation), Are 18
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, 

measuring approx. 140×90 cm, almost completely de-
stroyed; 10 cm deep with a 30-cm-deep depression in 
the S part. The fill was dark grey with pieces of charcoal, 
grey near the edges. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CXCV/592). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, dark grey surface. 2. Six burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii.

Grave 593 (pit cremation), Are 18
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 150–
160 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. 
Black and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a needle 
(1) in the S part (Pl. CXCV/593). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron needle; shaft round 
in cross-section; pres. length 5.2 cm. 2. 11 burnt sherds 
of a small, almost spherical vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. 4 cm, base di-
am. 5 cm, height 6.5 cm. 3. 80 burnt, stratified sherds 
of a tripartite vessel with thickened rim; smooth, brick 
red surface; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 4. four 
burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thickened, faceted 
rim; damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. 15 cm, pres. 
height 4 cm. 5. Potsherd with smooth, black surface. 
6. two burnt potsherds with rough, brown-brick red 
surface. 7. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
8. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii (?).

Grave 594 (pit cremation), Are 24
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 110×80 cm; 
approx. 20 cm below the top level, pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; semi-circular 
profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was light grey and light 
grey-brown in the upper part of the pit, grey and dark 
grey below, with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the upper part of the 
pit (Pl. CXCVi/594). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brick red-grey surface. 2. Potsherd with 
smooth, black surface. 3. Burnt thick-walled potsherd 
with brown-brick red surface. 4. Approx. 20 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 5. eight sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
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Grave 595 (pit cremation), Are 24
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly quad-
rangular outline, measuring approx. 40×40 cm; basin-
shaped (?) profile, 5 cm deep. The fill was dark grey 
and, in the centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CXCV/595). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. five burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 596A (pit cremation), Are 18
Pit destroyed by a medieval grave (596); preserved 
part of the pit of semi-circular outline, measuring 
100×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm dep. dark grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; a knife (1) in the S part. Pot-
sherds from grave 596A were also found in the fill of the 
medieval grave (Pl. CXCVi/596A). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of a corroded iron cres-
cent-shaped knife (?); flat tang tapering to the terminal; 
pres. length approx. 5.5 cm. 2. Approx. 30 burnt sherds 
of a vessel of group iii, with a handle; thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth surface, beige to grey in colour; rim 
diam. 10 cm, pres. height 18 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; rim diam. 
22 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim and rounded body; dam-
aged, brown surface; rim diam. 17 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brown surface. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
massive, thickened and faceted (?) rim; smooth, beige 
surface. 7. two base sherds of a vessel with smooth, 
brown surface; base diam. 8  cm, pres. height 2  cm. 
8. Six base sherds of a vessel with smooth, black sur-
face; base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 1.5 cm. 9. Approx. 
100 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.
Remarks: The above-mentioned potsherds include the 
material discovered in graves 596 and 596A, which were 
treated as one feature during the excavations. At present, 
the inventory of feature 596 also includes a spindle 
whorl fragment (stray finds no. 142; Pl. CCCiii/Sf:142). 
The origin of this artefact is uncertain; there is no in-
formation about it either in the excavation journal or 
field inventories.

Grave 597 (pit cremation), Ares 54A/60A
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 210×120 cm; basin-shaped profile, 60 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and dark grey at the top level of 
the pit, black with numerous pieces of charcoal below. 

Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pls. CXCVii, CXCViii/597). I. Infans II. II. Undeter-
mined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a melted bronze two-piece 
brooch of Almgren group Vi; faceted bow with a me-
tope, decorated with transversal grooves, near the head; 
pres. length 2.2  cm. 2. fragment of a bronze spring, 
perhaps from brooch no. 1; diam. 0.6 cm. 3. eight frag-
ments of an iron brooch of type m-a; spring on an axis 
bar; bow round in cross-section; pres. length 2.2 cm, 
width 1.7  cm. 4. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
sheet, bent in half; pres. length 2 cm. 5. Small spherical 
bead of white glass, covered with a layer of transpar-
ent red glass; diam. 0.4 cm, height 0.2 cm. 6–9. four 
(including two fragmented) melted polyhedral beads 
of transparent dark blue glass, type tm 126; length 
1–1.1  cm, height 1–1.1  cm. 10. five fragments of 
a partly melted polyhedral bead of transparent light 
brown glass, type XVii/9 distinguished by o.V Gop-
kalo; length 1.6 cm, height 1 cm. 11. Approx. 30 frag-
ments of melted almost colourless glass, probably from 
a vessel. 12. Lump (in two pieces) of melted transparent 
light blue glass. 13. Burnt fragment of a clay biconical 
spindle whorl with concave opposite ends; side walls 
of the body decorated with depressions and spring im-
prints; smooth, beige surface; diam. 3 cm, height 1.5 cm. 
14. Burnt fragment of a sandstone spindle whorl (?) 
with cylindrical body; three circumferential grooves on 
the side walls; two round depressions, with a groove in 
between, on the preserved fragment of one of the ends; 
pres. height 1.3 cm, diam. approx. 2.5 cm. 15. Burnt 
sherd of a small wheel-made bowl; everted rim; body 
biconical and, at the level of its max. diameter, cylindri-
cal with a circumferential groove in the middle, upper 
part of the body encircled by a cordon; ring base; dam-
aged, grey surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 6 cm, 
height approx. 8 cm. 16. Six burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type  XViiiC; smooth, brown-grey surface. 17. eight 
sherds of a small vessel, probably bowl of type XVii-
iC; smooth, dark grey surface. 18. Three burnt sherds 
of a small vessel with everted rim and body decorated 
with a circumferential groove above oblique rows of 
triangular incisions between two lines; damaged, grey 
surface; rim diam. 8 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 19. Sherd of 
a vessel with biconical body decorated above its max. 
diameter with two circumferential grooves; smooth, 
black surface. 20. 11 burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; 
thickened rim; body decorated with a band of zigzag 
pattern composed of lines and strokes; smooth surface, 
brick red to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 24 cm, pres. 
height 12 cm. 21. five burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; 
thickened rim; body decorated on its upper part with 
two circumferential bands of ornament composed of 
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parallel grooves and a row of strokes; smooth surface, 
brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 
6.5 cm. 22. Three burnt sherds of a vessel of group V (?); 
slightly thickened rim; body decorated with a segment-
ed band of ornament composed of horizontal dashed 
lines between three to four circumferential lines; dam-
aged, brick red-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 10 cm, 
pres. height 6 cm. 23. five burnt sherds of a vessel or 
vessels with thickened rim; damaged, brown-grey sur-
face. 24. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; damaged, brick red surface. 25. Six burnt sherds 
of a vessel decorated with a band of “envelope” pattern 
composed of fields filled with oblique or vertical strokes; 
smooth, grey-brown surface. 26. Burnt base sherd of 
a vessel with smooth, black surface; base diam. 8 cm, 
pres. height 5 cm. 27. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth surface, brown and brick red in colour; base 
diam. 8 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 28. Approx. 220 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 3, 20–25—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phases Vii (nos. 3, 20–25—phase ii).
Remarks: object no. 4 is presently included among 
contents of grave 578. That it belongs in grave 597 has 
been established on the basis of the field inventory. The 
recreation of the shape of the lower part of vessel no. 
15 has been based on the sherds of the same vessel dis-
covered in grave 578.

Grave 598 (pit cremation), Are 54A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; semi-
circular profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey, dark grey 
and, here and there, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherd scattered in the pit (Pl. CX-
CViii/598). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Potsherd with smooth, black surface.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 600 (inhumation), Are 42
Pit of almost rectangular outline, elongated on the 
NNe-SSW axis, measuring approx. 210×90 cm. Light 
grey fill. The bottom of the pit was located 50 cm be-
low the level of detection. Grave goods at the bottom 
of the pit. a compact cluster of amber and glass beads 
(1–36) together with unburnt bone fragments and teeth 
in the S part; two vessels (37, 38) in the N part (Pl. CX-
CiX/600). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. miniature disc bead of opaque or-
ange glass, type tm 54; diam. 0.4 cm, height 0.1 cm. 
2. disc bead of transparent pink glass, similar to type 
ii/16 distinguished by o.V Gopkalo; diam. 0.9  cm, 
height 0.4 cm. 3–7. five polyhedral beads of transpar-

ent dark blue glass, type tm 126; length 0.8–1.3 cm, 
height 0.6–0.7  cm. 8–36. 29 flat oval beads of black 
glass, type XVi/4 distinguished by o.V Gopkalo; diam. 
0.6–0.9 cm, width 0.3 cm. 37. Small bowl with unde-
fined, inverted rim and rounded body; sloppily fin-
ished, coarse, brown-grey surface; rim diam. 7.5 cm, 
base diam. 5 cm, height 6 cm. 38. Bowl of type ViC; 
smooth, dark grey surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 
6 cm, height 11.5 cm. 39. Nine nondescript potsherds. 
40. Three sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 601 (pit cremation), Ares 54A/60A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring 100×70 cm, 10 cm 
deep, with multiple discolourations up to 20 cm below 
the bottom. The fill was black with pieces of charcoal, 
grey near the edges. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; lumps of glass (1) in the centre (Pl. 
CXCiX/601). I. Infans II (?).
Inventory: 1. Three lumps of melted colourless glass. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly everted rim; body 
decorated with a wide band of chevron pattern between 
two circumferential grooves; damaged, grey surface; 
rim diam. approx. 22 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 3. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined rim; damaged, grey 
surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly everted 
rim and a handle; damaged, grey surface. 5. Approx. 
60 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 602 (pit cremation), Are 54A
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, 
measuring 110×70  cm; basin-shaped profile, 20  cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark grey, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CC/602). I. Sex and age unde-
termined.
Inventory: 1. Three nondescript sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherds 
probably came from feature 649, which was record-
ed under the fill of grave 602, or the neighbouring pit 
(feature 603), which was part of feature 649, recorded 
at a higher level.

Grave 604 (pit cremation), Are 36
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 60×40 cm; 
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basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 17  cm 
deep. Light grey fill without pieces of charcoal. Numer-
ous cremated bone fragments and small potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CXCViii/604). I. Female (?), adul-
tus–maturus. II. Bird (10 frags). 
Inventory: 1. Three potsherds with smooth, black sur-
face. 2. five burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 605 (pit cremation), Are 36
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the e-W ax-
is, measuring 90×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the centre, dark grey and black, with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit; a pendant (1) at the bottom of the pit (Pl. CC/605). 
I. Infans I–II. II. Pig (2 frags).
Inventory: 1. iron bucket-shaped pendant; slender 
body, profiled near the perforation and at the base (?); 
half-preserved strap loop; height 1.3 cm, diam. 0.5 cm. 
2. two lumps of melted silver. 3. eight burnt sherds of 
a slender vase resembling type B.4a; body decorated 
with three bands of ornament: a row of points between 
circumferential grooves under the rim, a row of oblique 
strokes and points between circumferential grooves 
above max. body diameter, and, in the field between 
the other two bands, groups of irregular vertical zigzag 
lines and a geometric pattern composed of two paral-
lel polygonal lines and a row of oblique strokes and 
points; smooth surface, beige and brick red in colour; 
rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height approx. 15 cm. 4. five 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 5. Bronze Age/
early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 606 (pit cremation), Are 36
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing 90×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Grey 
and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCi/606). 
I. Infans I–II. II. Undetermined (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim and rounded body decorated with an 
omega-shaped meander pattern composed of lines and 
strokes; smooth surface, brick red and grey in colour. 
2. two burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2 (?); thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 3. Approx. 35 
nondescript potsherds, some burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 607 (pit cremation), Are 36
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 110×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey and, here and there, black, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; metal artefacts (1–5) at the top level 
of the pit (Pl. CC/607). I. Sex undetermined, adult in-
dividual. II.1. Pig (?) (1 frag). II.2. Mammal (2 frags). 
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze eye 
brooch; flat bow, decorated with a band of pseudo-fil-
igree, triangular projections on the head; pres. length 
1.7 cm. 2. fragment of a bronze spring; diam. 0.5 cm, 
length 2 cm. 3. fragment of a triangular bronze pen-
dant made from a diamond-shaped sheet, folded in 
half; wire terminals, twisted together; body decorated 
on both surfaces with a row of embossed points along 
the edges and in the middle; pres. height 2.5 cm, width 
approx. 3.5 cm. 4. Partly melted fragment of a heptago-
nal bronze bar, decorated with rows of “eyes” and angled 
lines, and terminated (?) with a disc-shaped thicken-
ing; max. diam. 1.1 cm, pres. length 1 cm. 5. Lump of 
melted silver. 6. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 7. Approx. 25 
sherds of a vessel decorated on the body with triangu-
lar fields filled with tiny strokes; smooth, black surface. 
8. Three burnt sherds of a small bowl of type XViiiB; 
smooth surface, beige and brick red in colour. 9. eight 
burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; on the upper 
part of the body, one wide groove above a residually 
preserved oblique line; smooth, brick red-grey surface. 
10. Sherd of a vessel with rough, brown surface. 11. Ap-
prox. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (nos. 1–6), Wielbark (nos. 8, 9).
Chronology: phases i–ii (no. 6), phase V (nos. 1–5), 
phases Vi–Vii (nos. 8, 9).

Grave 608 (pit cremation), Are 36
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly quad-
rangular outline, measuring approx. 70x70 cm; semi-
circular profile, up to 20 cm deep. Grey and light grey 
fill with numerous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; large potsherds in 
the W part (Pl. CCi/608). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron rivet or nail 
(?); pres. height approx. 1 cm. 2. 3. two fragments of 
iron objects. 4. two burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim di-
am. 17 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a bowl 
of type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey sur-
face. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, facet-
ed rim; damaged, grey surface. 7. Burnt base sherd of 
a vessel with coarse, brown surface; base diam. 9 cm. 
8. Approx. 40 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 9. Lump 
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of fired daub (?).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 609 (pit cremation), Are 54B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
120×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the N part, dark grey. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCi/609). I. Sex 
undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt, nondescript sherds of wheel-
made pottery. 2. Nine burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
3. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vii (?).

Grave 610 (pit cremation), Are 36
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 30 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 10  cm deep. Grey fill. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CC/610). I. Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual 
(moreover, a piece of bone from another [?] individual 
of undetermined sex).
Inventory: 1. five nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 611 (pit cremation), Are 36
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 40–
50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. 
The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark grey. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCi/611). 
I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; damaged, beige-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
15–16 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with undefined, inverted rim; damaged, brick red-
grey surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a thick-walled vessel 
with rough, brown-grey surface. 4. five burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–V (?).

Grave 612 (pit cremation), Are 36
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in di-
ameter; basin-shaped profile, 20  cm deep. Grey fill. 
Cremated bones scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl 
(1) and a potsherd (2) at the top level of the pit (Pl. 
CCi/612). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Clay spindle whorl, biconical with con-
cave opposite ends; smooth surface, beige and grey in 
colour; diam. 4.5 cm, height 2.7 cm. 2. Burnt, nonde-

script potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 613 (pit cremation), Ares 18/18A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
100×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey and, in the lower part, black, with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCiV/613). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. four lumps of melted transparent light 
brown glass. 2. five burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red-grey sur-
face; rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 3. Burnt, non-
descript sherd of a wheel-made vessel. 4. Burnt, non-
descript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii (?).
Remarks: it is possible that the pieces of glass and the 
wheel-made vessel (nos. 1, 3), discovered at the top level 
of the pit, originally came from grave 614 or 615 and 
ended within the pit of grave 613 as a result of post-
depositional processes.

Graves 614, 615, 627, Ares 18/18A/24/24A
discovered at a depth of 25–40 cm. At the level of de-
tection: an extensive, irregular patch of darker earth, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring 280×130 cm, 
composed of three connected features: grave 614 in the 
W part, grave 615 in the e part and grave 627 in the 
Se part (Pl. CCii). 

Grave 614 (pit cremation), Ares 18/18A/24/24A 
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 100×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm 
deep; dug into (?) the pit of grave 615 in the e part. 
dark grey and black fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pls. 
CCii/614, CCiii/614). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
knobbed ring (Knotenring); pres. length 2.5 cm. 2. Lump 
of melted violet (?) glass. 3. Three burnt, nondescript 
sherds of a wheel-made vessel decorated with painted 
white and red (horizontal?) stripes; worn, brick red 
and, in places, light grey surface. 4. Three burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.3; thickened rim; smooth, brown-
grey surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 
7.5 cm. 5. Three burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; care-
lessly smoothed surface, brown and grey in colour; rim 
diam. approx. 12 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height approx. 
9  cm. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined rim 
and rounded body; damaged surface, grey and brown 
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in colour. 7. ten nondescript potsherds, some burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 615 (pit cremation), Ares 18/18A/24/24A
Pit of roughly quadrangular outline, measuring approx. 
140×150 cm. At a depth of 30 cm below the level of de-
tection, pit of rectangular outline, elongated on the NW-
Se axis, measuring 130×100 cm, disturbed (?) by the 
pit of grave 614; basin-shaped profile, 60 cm deep. The 
fill was dark grey and grey at the top of the pit, black 
below, with pieces of charcoal and a few medium-sized 
stones. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pls. CCii/615, CCiii/615). I. Infans II–iuvenis. 
II. Bird (5 frag).
Inventory: 1. two9 fragments of a bronze mirror with 
ring-shaped handle terminated with a flat knob and 
a disc; pres. height 3.2 cm. 2. two partly melted frag-
ments of a bronze knobbed ring (Knotenring); diam. 
approx. 4  cm. 3. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
knobbed ring (Knotenring); pres. length 1.3  cm. 4, 
5. two partly melted fragments of a bronze knobbed 
ring (Knotenring); pres. length 2 cm and 2.5 cm. 6. Part-
ly melted piece of bronze wire of round cross-section; 
pres. length 1.7 cm. 7. two lumps of melted bronze. 
8. fragment of a bent iron needle; shaft round in cross-
section; pres. length approx. 5.5  cm. 9. fragment of 
a melted bead of transparent light brown glass, with 
white threads, t.e. Haevernick group 23; diam. ap-
prox. 3.5 cm. 10. two fragments of a melted bead of 
transparent light brown glass, with bright yellow spiral 
(?) threads, t.e Haevernick group 23. 11. fragment of 
a melted bead of transparent violet glass, with greenish 
threads. 12. Three lumps (balls?) of melted white glass. 
13. Nine lumps of melted transparent greenish yellow 
glass. 14. Lump of melted transparent purplish glass. 
15. Three lumps of melted transparent brown glass. 
16. two lumps of melted glass of unspecified colour. 
17. Approx. 40 burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel, 
with white and red horizontal stripes painted on the 
body; damaged surface, beige to grey in colour; base 
diam. approx. 8 cm. 18. Nine burnt sherds of a vase of 
group iV; thickened rim; body decorated with a dou-
ble band of rectangles, plain or filled with horizon-
tal strokes; smooth surface, brick red to grey in col-
our; rim diam. 16.5 cm, pres. length 7.5 cm. 19. Three 
burnt sherds of a vessel with slightly thickened rim; 
damaged, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, pres. 
height approx. 3.5 cm. 20. two burnt sherds of a cup 
of type Vii.5; body decorated with a band of chevron 

9 The larger fragment found at the top level of the feature, in the 
layer shared with grave 614.

pattern; smooth, beige-grey surface; rim diam. approx. 
9 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 21. four burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with slightly everted rim; smooth surface, beige to 
grey in colour. 22. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened rim and rounded body, decorated with a double 
zigzag pattern composed of oblique strokes; damaged, 
grey surface. 23. five burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened (?) rim; smooth, brown-grey surface (probably 
from bowl no. 4 from grave 614). 24. Approx. 70 non-
descript potsherds, most burnt. 25. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd. 26. Pieces of a pericarp and seeds 
of the common hazel (Corylus avellana).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iib–iii.
inventory from the top level of graves 614 and 615 
that could not be assigned to individual features 
(Pl. CCiii/614.615): 1. two partly melted fragments of 
a bronze knobbed ring (Knotenring); pres. length 2 cm 
and 1.3 cm. 2. Partly melted fragment of a bronze bar 
of almost round cross-section, with three moulded, 
pseudo-spirally twisted rolls, probably part of a hoop 
decoration of type Şimleul-Silvaniei distinguished by 
A. rustoiu (1996); pres. length 2 cm. 3. fragment of 
a melted bead of transparent light brown glass, with 
bright yellow spiral threads, t. e. Haevernick group 23; 
pres. length 2.5 cm (probably fragment of bead no. 10 
from grave 615). 4. melted bead of opaque dark blue 
glass, similar to group Vib distinguished by r. Gebhard 
(1989); dim. approx. 1×1.6 cm. 5. Lump (ball?) of melt-
ed white glass. 6. Lump of melted dark blue glass. 7. Six 
burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel; damaged surface, 
brick red and grey in colour (probably sherds of vessel 
no. 13 from grave 615). 8. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red-grey 
surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, in-
verted rim; damaged, grey surface. 10. Burnt base sherd 
of a small vessel; smooth, beige-grey surface; base di-
am. approx. 4 cm, pres. height approx. 2.5 cm. 11. two 
burnt, thick-walled potsherds with rough, brown-grey 
surface. 12. Approx. 70 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
13. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.

Grave 616 (pit cremation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 20 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring 40  cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 
30 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark 
grey and black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCiV/616). I/II. 
Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The inventory of the grave 616 presently in-
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cludes isolated sherds of burnt, hand-made and wheel-
made pottery (probably from the same vessel as in 
features 614, 615, 627) as well as hazelnut shells. The 
artefacts probably come from the upper layer of grave 
627 (cf. below). The error is due to the fact that, at some 
point, two graves were designated as number 616. one 
of them, later renamed grave 627, was located in Are 
24A, the other in Are 42A (described above).

Grave 619 (pit cremation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCiV/619). I. Infans II.
Inventory: 1. two melted, fused beads of transpar-
ent blue glass, type tm 18 (?); dim. 0.8×0.4–0.8 cm. 
2. two burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; coarse, 
slightly rough, brown surface. 3. Seven burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 620 (pit cremation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 90 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, 
in the centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and numerous potsherds scattered in the pit; an 
iron object (1) in the e part (Pl. CCV). I. Sex and age 
undetermined. II. Mammal (7 frags).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a corroded iron object 
woven (?) from a wire or rings; length 3.1 cm, width 
1.5 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a small mug of type i.2; 
thickened, faceted rim; body decorated with two bands 
of oblique strokes (herringbone pattern) between three 
horizontal grooves; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
11 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 6 cm. 3. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel of group i; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
brown-grey surface; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 
4. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, 
faceted rim; rim diam. 19 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 5. five 
burnt sherds of a jug of group V, with a handle; thick-
ened, faceted rim; body decorated with a row of hatched 
top-down triangles between horizontal grooves; dam-
aged, brick red surface; rim diam. 13 cm, pres. height 
7 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a vessel of group iii, with two 
(?) handles; thickened, faceted rim; damaged surface, 
grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 13 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, facet-
ed rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. 
height 3 cm. 8. two sherds of a pot of type Vi.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 

22–23 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 9. Base sherd of a vessel 
with smooth, brown surface; diam. approx. 15 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm (perhaps part of vessel no. 8). 10. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with smooth, brown surface; di-
am. approx. 7 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 11. Three burnt 
base sherds of a vessel with damaged, brick red surface; 
diam. approx. 7 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 12. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth surface, brown to grey in 
colour. 13. two sherds of a vessel with slightly everted 
rim; smooth, black surface. 14. Sherd of a thick-walled 
vessel with everted rim; coarse, grey surface. 15. Three 
burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on the body with an 
“envelope” band composed of plain or hatched fields; 
smooth, brick red-grey surface. 16. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel decorated on the body with a band of geo-
metric pattern composed of groups of parallel lines and 
rows of strokes; smooth, grey surface. 17. Approx. 30 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 18. Burnt pot-
sherd with rough, brick red surface. 19. Approx. 325 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 621 (inhumation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, of preserved 
dimensions of approx. 150×60 cm; almost rectangular 
profile with a flat bottom, 40 cm deep; disturbed in the 
S part by a contemporary cut. The fill was light grey, 
slightly darker at the top of the pit, with a small, ba-
sin-shaped, dark grey patch in the central part. a frag-
ment of unburnt animal tooth (II) in the fill. Grave 
goods approx. 10 cm below the level of detection; am-
ber beads (3–16) scattered in the N part; a brooch (1) 
and a belt buckle (2) in the S part (Pl. CCVi/621). II. 
Mammal (1 frag). 
Inventory: 1. fragments of an iron brooch with re-
turned foot (?); knee-shaped bow; pres. length 4.5 cm. 
2. fragments of an iron belt buckle with semi-circular 
one-piece frame of angular (?) cross-section, type d 1; 
dim. approx. 3.5×3 cm. 3–16. 14 figure-of-eight amber 
beads, whole or fragmented, type tm 471; flat-and-
spherical bodies, heads defined by a groove; height 
1.4–2.6 cm, width 0.7–1.9 cm. 4. four burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Feature 625 (undetermined function), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 130×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 35 cm 
deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the centre, black, 
with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit 
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(Pl. CCVi/625).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; coarse, 
grey surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, height 
approx. 11 cm. 2. ten burnt sherds of a thick-walled 
vessel with massive, thickened rim; damaged surface, 
brick red to brown-grey in colour. 3. Three burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii (?).

Grave 627 (pit cremation), Are 18A
Pit connected at the top level with grave 615; separat-
ed at a depth of approx. 15 cm below the top level of 
grave 615; round outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in 
diameter; triangular profile, 30 cm deep. Grey and black 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pls. CCii/627; CCiii/627). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze bar of 
slightly triangular cross-section, with three moulded, 
pseudo-twisted rolls, probably part of a hoop decora-
tion of type Şimleul-Silvaniei, distinguished by A. rus-
toiu (1996); pres. length 1.7 cm (perhaps part of an arte-
fact recorded at the top of graves 614/615, but a bit more 
massive). 2. Lump of melted transparent blue glass. 
3. Nine burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel (probably 
the same one as in graves 614 and 615). 4. two burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 5. Pieces of the pericarp and 
seeds of the common hazel (Corylus avellana).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iib–iii.
Remarks: The inventory includes artefacts incorrectly 
assigned to grave 616 (cf. above) 

Grave 628 (pit cremation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 15  cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and 
there, dark grey. Potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCVii/628).
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The function of the feature was based on the 
information in the excavation journal: (…) pit quite de-
stroyed by ploughing - cremation grave (…).

Grave 629 (inhumation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular, rough-
ly quadrangular outline, measuring approx. 60×60 cm; 
disturbed (?) in the W part by a medieval grave (629A); 
basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. Light grey fill. few 
cremated bones (I.2) scattered in the pit; clustered in 

the centre, in a layer of slightly darker earth: a brooch 
(1) with fabric fragments (6), glass beads (2–5) and 
a few unburnt bones (I.1) (Pl. CCiV/629). I.1. Foetus. 
I.2. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Bronze two-piece caterpillar brooch with 
solid catchplate; spring on an axis bar terminated with 
ring-shaped knobs; arched bow, oval in cross-section, 
with transverse grooves; rectangular knob on the head, 
faceted at the base, then flat; diamond-shaped foot, tri-
angular in cross-section, decorated with groups of ob-
lique lines and a band of incisions along the edge; short-
ened catchplate; length 3.4 cm, width 1.7 cm. 2–5. four 
(one in two fragments) spiral cylindrical beads of trans-
parent blue glass, type tm 152; length 0.7–1.4 cm, diam. 
0.4 cm. 6. two fragments of linen fabric; plain weave; 
dim. 2.5×3 cm. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with oblique grooves; damaged, 
grey surface. 9. Nine burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
10. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii.

Grave 630 (pit cremation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly quadran-
gular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring 
70×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, here and there, dark grey. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCVii/630). I. 
Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 631 (pit cremation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 5 cm deep. Light grey fill. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCVii/631). I. Sex 
undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface. 2. Three burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 632 (pit cremation), Are 41
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly quadran-
gular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measur-
ing approx. 150×110 cm, widest in the S part; roughly 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. mainly light grey fill 
with a few small stones; a round, grey and dark grey 
patch measuring approx. 30 cm in diameter, in the S 
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part of the pit. Cremated bones scattered in the S part 
of the pit; additionally, numerous pieces of charcoal 
and potsherds in the dark patch (Pl. CCiX/632). I. Sex 
undetermined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. Nine burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 634 (inhumation), Are 42A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular outline, 
elongated on the NNW-SSe axis, measuring approx. 
160×80 cm; probably disturbed in the N part by feature 
633 of unknown function and chronology; rectangu-
lar profile with a flat bottom, 20 cm deep. Light grey 
fill. Small potsherds scattered in the pit; unburnt skull 
bone fragments at the bottom in the N part of the pit 
(Pl. CCViii/634). I. Male (?), maturus.
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds. 2. Sev-
en sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 635 (pit cremation), Are 41
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing 160×130 cm; basin-shaped profile with a flat bot-
tom, 75 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre 
and near the bottom, dark grey. few cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a half-preserved ves-
sel (2), resting on its side and with a smaller vessel (1) 
inside, at the top level in the e part (Pl. CCX/635). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Small vessel of type d.2a; cylindrical rim; 
a hole in the base; smooth, grey-beige surface; rim di-
am. 4 cm, body diam. 5.5 cm, height 6 cm. 2. Sherd of 
a bowl of type C.2b (?); defined base; rim diam. approx. 
9 cm, base diam. approx. 5 cm, height approx. 8 cm. 
3. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with damaged, grey sur-
face. 4. Sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, brick red-grey surface. 5. 20 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds. 6. Numerous sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).
Remarks: The shape and dimensions of vessel no. 2 
were based on a field drawing made during the explo-
ration of the pit. At present, the inventory of the grave 
includes several dozen small sherds of a small vessel 
with defined base, coarse, brown surface and ample 
admixture of coarse-grained temper of crushed stone, 
probably from the Bronze Age/early iron Age (no. 6). 
it is not known whether it is the same vessel as speci-
men no. 2.

Grave 636 (inhumation), Are 41
discovered at a depth of 20–35  cm. Pit of rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
120×60 cm; rectangular profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was 
grey and, here and there, dark grey. At the bottom of 
the N part of the pit: a vessel (2) and, approx. 20 cm to 
the S of it, unburnt skull fragments (teeth, part of the 
mandible) next to (…) a large piece of twisted leather, 
pierced with a fibula (…). Teeth in anatomical order, 
with touching surfaces, arranged in two rows, suggesting 
the skull was positioned face down (…) (Pl. CCX/636). 
I. Late infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot, Almgren type 162; spring on an axis 
bar; knee-shaped bow, trapezoid, almost triangular in 
cross-section; foot almost triangular in cross-section; 
length 4.5 cm, width 2.7 cm. 2. Bowl of type XaA; sur-
face smooth above max. body diameter, damaged be-
low it, probably covered with irregular (fingernail?) 
impressions, dark grey to brown in colour; rim diam. 
19 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 9 cm.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 637 (pit cremation), Are 41
discovered at a depth of 35  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
160×100 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was grey at the top, dark grey below, with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CCiX/637). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. iron wire ring; diam. 0.8 cm; with an ad-
hered lump of burnt glass. 2. iron disc with a round per-
foration; diam. 1.2 cm. 3. Three iron sheets. 4. Lump of 
melted glass. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 6. 17 burnt sherds of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim and globular body 
decorated with a band of geometric (omega-shaped?) 
pattern composed of lines and a row of strokes; smooth, 
brown surface. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brown to brick red in col-
our. 8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth surface, grey to brick red in colour. 9. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; smooth, grey 
surface. 10. Three sherds of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, black surface. 11. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, brown-brick red surface. 12. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with smooth, beige surface; base 
diam. 8 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 13. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with smooth, brick red-brown and, near 
the base, black surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 
4.5 cm. 14. Approx. 35 potsherds with smooth, black 
surface. 15. Approx. 115 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
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16. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.
Remarks: There is no information on artefacts nos. 3 
and 4 in the field inventory and excavation journal.

Grave 638 (pit cremation), Are 41
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50–60 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCViii/638). I. Sex 
undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Nine burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave (?) 639 (pit cremation?), Are 41
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 140–150 cm in diameter; quadran-
gular profile, 80 cm deep. The fill was dark grey in the 
upper parts of the pit, grey and light grey with pieces 
of charcoal below; in the centre: a stone, measuring ap-
prox. 20×30 cm, and, 10 cm under it, a layer of grey-
yellow sand. one (?) cremated bone and potsherds in 
the pit, at a depth of approx. 30 cm (Pl. CCVii/639). I/
II. Bone(s) missing.
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it is possible that the feature is a settlement 
pit from the Bronze Age/early iron Age.

Grave 640 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly quadran-
gular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 
approx. 320×220 cm; basin-shaped profile, 80 cm deep. 
The fill was light grey, dark grey at the top in the cen-
tral part, here and there black, with pieces of charcoal; 
a few medium-sized stones at the border between the 
dark and light layer. Cremated bones and hand-made 
potsherds scattered in the dark fill of the pit; cremated 
bones, hand- and wheel-made potsherds and the rest of 
the grave goods scattered in the light layer (Pls. CCXi, 
CCXii/640). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze two-piece brooch 
of Almgren group Vi; strip bow with a metope deco-
rated with incisions and engraved lines; pres. length 
1.9 cm. 2. Partly melted massive bronze pin from a belt 
buckle, with a metope at the base; round cross-section; 
tip bent downwards; pres. length 3.2 cm. 3. flat bronze 
bar of quadrangular cross-section; pres. length 2.3 cm. 
4. Partly melted bronze tube; length 1.2  cm, diam. 

0.2 cm; probably a comb (no. 15) rivet. 5. fragment of 
a melted bronze rod. 6. Bronze sheet fragment. 7. Barrel 
bead of opaque green glass, type tm 4; diam. 0.8 cm, 
height 0.7 cm. 8. ring bead of opaque blue glass, type 
tm 35; diam. 1.3 cm, height 0.7 cm. 9. melted bead 
of transparent dark blue glass, perhaps type tm 18; 
diam. approx. 0.7  cm. 10. Segmented bead of trans-
parent dark blue glass, type tm 91b; length 0.7 cm, 
diam. 0.9 cm. 11. melted bead of opaque green glass. 
12. Lump of melted transparent blue glass. 13. Piece of 
melted transparent colourless glass. 14. Three lumps of 
melted transparent almost colourless glass (from a ves-
sel?). 15. Three burnt fragments of a composite comb, 
made of deer’s antler; pres. dim. of the largest frag-
ment 0.8×1.9 cm. 16. Burnt fragment of a clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; dam-
aged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 17. Three 
burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel decorated with 
stamp impressions (rosette?); damaged, grey surface. 
18. five partially burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel 
with everted rim thickened along the edge; smooth 
surface, beige and grey in colour. 19. Burnt base sherd 
of a small, wheel-made vessel; smooth, beige surface. 
20. 13 burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; cor-
don below of rim; body decorated with stamped or-
naments (palmettes and chequered circles) and a row 
of finger-made (?) depressions on max. body circum-
ference; damaged, grey surface. 21. two burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type XViiiB or XViiiC; smooth, brown-
brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 10 cm, base diam. 
approx. 6  cm. 22. two burnt sherds of a vessel with 
slightly everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 23. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, grey sur-
face. 24. two burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 25. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 26. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, light 
grey surface. 27. two burnt sherds of a vessel with up-
right rim; damaged, light grey surface. 28. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with inverted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
29. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened rim; dam-
aged, brick red-grey surface. 30. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
31. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, black 
surface. 32. Seven nondescript sherds of wheel-made 
pottery, most burnt; smooth surface, beige and grey in 
colour. 33. 85 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 34. four 
sherds of Neolithic or Bronze Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 29, 30—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Vii (nos. 29, 30—phases i–ii).
Remarks: a wire ring near the pit (cf. stray finds, no. 
53; Pl. CCCiii/Sf:53).
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Grave 641 (pit cremation), Are 42B
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the NW-Se ax-
is, measuring approx. 120×80 cm, visibly narrower in 
the N part; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 20 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, here and 
there, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXiii/641). 
I. Sex undetermined, adultus–maturus. 
Inventory: 1. Partly melted piece of curved bronze 
wire; pres. length 1.7 cm. 2. Barrel bead of transpar-
ent light blue glass, type tm 18; diam. 0.5 cm, height 
0.4 cm. 3. Lump of melted dark blue (?) glass. 4. Burnt 
fragment of a composite comb, made of deer’s antler; 
two parallel lines on one of the surfaces; pres. dim. 
0.9 x 1.4 cm. 5. Burnt sherd of a wheel-made biconi-
cal vessel, decorated above max. body diameter with 
a rosette-shaped impression; damaged, grey surface. 
6. two burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel, decorated 
with burnished, shallow, intersecting grooves; damaged 
surface, beige and grey in colour. 7. two burnt sherds 
of a wheel-made vessel, decorated on the surface with 
spring (?) impressions; damaged, grey surface. 8. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, 
brown-grey surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brown-grey surface. 
10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, brown surface. 11. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey-brick red 
surface. 12. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, brown-grey surface. 13. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated with a band of geometric 
(stepped?) pattern composed of two circumferential 
lines and a row of strokes; damaged, beige surface. 
14. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
a horizontal dashed line between two horizontal lines; 
damaged, brick red-grey surface. 15. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with damaged surface, brick red and grey in 
colour. 16. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, 
brown surface. 17. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript 
sherds of wheel-made pottery. 18. Approx. 45 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 19. five nondescript sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 8–14—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Vii (nos. 8–14—phases i–iia).

Grave 642 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 12 cm deep. dark grey and black fill with piec-
es of charcoal. Numerous cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCXii/642). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.

Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave (?) 643 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly quad-
rangular outline, measuring approx. 70×70 cm; basin-
shaped profile with an uneven bottom, up to 15 cm 
deep. The fill was light grey, here and there grey, dark 
grey with pieces of charcoal in the N part. Potsherds (?) 
and one cremated bone fragment in the pit (Pl. CCVi-
ii/643). I/II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds? (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: According to the inventory of bulk material, 
a bag of potsherds was obtained from the grave. This 
is contradicted by the information in the excavation 
journal, which does not note the presence of pottery in 
the pit. At present, these artefacts are missing from the 
museum’s collection. if they had indeed existed, they 
must have been lost before the material was sorted in 
the 1980s, as their absence was already noted back then.

Grave 645 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 80×70 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was black fill 
with pieces of charcoal and, near the edges of the pit, 
dark grey. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCXiii/645). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened 
(?) rim; damaged, grey surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened rim; damaged, grey surface. 3. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with biconical body decorated 
with a triangular (?) field, filled with roughly triangu-
lar impressions, between two horizontal grooves; dam-
aged, dark grey surface. 4. ten burnt sherds of a vessel 
with defined base; smooth surface, dark grey to black in 
colour; base diam. 12.5 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 5. five 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia (nos. 1, 2), phases iV–V 
(nos. 3, 4).

Grave 651 (pit cremation), Are 54A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 20 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 15 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXiii/651). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type XVi-
iiC; smooth, brown-grey surface; height 7 cm. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
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Grave 655 (pit cremation), Are 52
discovered at a depth of 25–30  cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
100×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was black with pieces of charcoal and, at the top in 
the central part, grey. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a concentration of potsherds and 
an intact small vessel (7) in the central and W part of 
the pit, with metal grave goods nearby (Pls. CCXiV, 
CCXV/655). I. Sex undetermined, maturus. II. Mam-
mal (3 frag).
Inventory: 1. iron one-piece brooch of the Late La tène 
construction; four-coil spring, external chord; knee-
shaped bow expanding to the head, quadrangular in 
cross-section; partly preserved frame catchplate; pres. 
length 5.2 cm, width 1.4 cm. 2. iron spearhead of type 
7d; narrow, lanceolate blade, diamond-shaped cross-
section, slightly bent tip; long socket, round in cross-
section, slightly expanding to the mouth, two small 
incisions and a rivet hole between two circumferen-
tial grooves at the base; length 27.5 cm, max. width of 
the blade 3.3 cm, socket diam. 1.7 cm. 3. iron bar of 
quadrangular cross-section, perhaps part of an awl; 
pres. length 4.8 cm. 4. iron knife; tang with two round 
holes, defined on one side; pres. length 12.5 cm, max. 
height of the blade 2.5 cm. 5. Burnt mug of type i.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brick red to 
grey in colour; rim diam. 12.5 cm, base diam. approx. 
8 cm, height 11 cm. 6. Burnt mug of type i.1; thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brown to grey in colour; 
rim diam. 14  cm, base diam. 7  cm, height 11.5  cm. 
7. Cup resembling types i.2 and Vii.3; slightly thick-
ened, everted rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 
7 cm, base diam. 4.5 cm, height 4 cm. 8. Burnt sherds 
of a jug of group V, with a handle; thickened, faceted 
rim; body decorated with a band of stepped ornament 
composed of lines and rows of strokes; smooth surface, 
brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 
6 cm, height 15 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of a pot of type Vi.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brown to grey 
in colour; rim diam. 17 cm, base diam. 12.5 cm, height 
24 cm. 10. Approx. 135 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 656 (pit cremation), Are 52
discovered at a depth of 20  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
100×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was black with pieces of charcoal, dark grey near the 
edges and at the bottom of the pit. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXV/656). I. 
Infans I.

Inventory: 1. five burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; 
slightly thickened rim; body decorated with an irregu-
lar band of chevron pattern; smooth, grey surface; rim 
diam. 11 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 10 cm. 2. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel of type i.1; slightly thickened 
rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 
7.5 cm, height 7 cm. 3. four burnt sherds of a biconical 
bowl with slightly thickened rim; smooth, brick red-
brown surface; rim diam. approx. 15 cm, pres. height 
5  cm. 4. Approx. 70 sherds of a vessel of group iii; 
thickened rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 23 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 5. Approx. 15 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 657 (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 120×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm 
deep. Black fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a concentration of 
pottery in the SW part; fragments of brooches (1, 2) 
and an iron object (4) at the top level of the pit (Pl. 
CCXVi/657). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 2aii; bow almost triangular 
in cross-section, with a profiled circumferential crest 
below the top; residually preserved foot; pres. length 
2.9  cm, width 1.1  cm. 2. Partly melted fragment of 
a bronze brooch; high-arched bow with a biconical 
ring; pres. length 2.8 cm. 3. fragment of an iron awl; 
shaft quadrangular in cross-section; pres. length 5.6 cm. 
4. fragment of an iron rod (needle?); shaft round in 
cross-section; pres. length 4.8 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type  ii.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, 
brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 
approx. 8 cm, pres. height approx. 9 cm. 6. 55 burnt 
sherds of a vase of type B.4a; smooth, brick red-grey 
surface; rim diam. approx. 16 cm, base diam. approx. 
13 cm, height approx. 20 cm. 7. five burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 8. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 660 (pit cremation), Are 43
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 120×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 25  cm deep. The fill was black 
with pieces of charcoal and, in the e part, dark grey. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXVi/660). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; 
slightly thickened rim; smooth, brown surface; rim 
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diam. 22 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 2. ten burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.4; smooth, brick red-brown surface; rim 
diam. 13 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 3. eight burnt sherds of 
a cup of type Vii.2; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 
10 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
rounded body; smooth surface, black to brown in col-
our; base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 5. Approx. 55 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 6. two sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 661A (pit cremation), Are 52
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 30–
35 cm in diameter, residually preserved. Light grey fill. 
in the entire pit, a compact cluster of cremated bones, 
approx. 3 cm thick (Pl. CCXVii/661A). I. Sex undeter-
mined, adult individual.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Feature 676 (undetermined function), Are 31A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
170×120 cm; triangular profile, 60 cm deep. The fill was 
grey near the edges and at the top level of the pit, dark 
grey below, here and there black, with numerous piec-
es of charcoal; a large fragment of burnt wood, stand-
ing upright, in the W part. Small potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a glass bead (1) in the centre (Pl. CCXVii/676).
Inventory: 1. Segmented bead of transparent light blue 
glass, type tm 91a; length 1 cm, diam. 1 cm. 2. Three 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. two sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).
Remarks: According to the location indicated in its 
drawing, the feature was situated in the same spot as 
feature 679. 

Grave 677 (pit cremation), Are 31A
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 70×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 12 cm deep. The fill was grey and, 
in the centre, dark grey. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXVii/677). I. Infans I–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. ten sherds of a vessel with slightly pro-
nounced base; coarse and, near the base, smoothed 
surface, brown and grey in colour (Late iron Age?).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 678 (pit cremation), Are 31A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×60 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 10  cm deep. The fill was light 
brown and, here and there, grey, without pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit, mainly in the S part (Pl. CCXViii/678). I. Sex 
undetermined, adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1a 
or B.3a, with a handle; body decorated with a band 
of chevron pattern between two grooves; damaged, 
beige-grey surface; rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
2. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.2; poorly defined, 
almost cylindrical rim; smooth, light beige surface; rim 
diam. approx. 18 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 8–9 cm. 
3. Burnt sherds of a vessel of type B.3b; slightly pro-
nounced base; smooth, light beige surface; rim di-
am. 11 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height approx. 10 cm. 
4. fragment of a massive handle of a vessel; smooth, 
brown surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 680 (pit cremation), Are 31A
discovered at a depth of 55 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 30 cm deep; a depression of up to 30 cm 
in the W part. dark grey fill. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXVii/680). I. Sex un-
determined, adultus.
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted greenish glass. 2. Burnt 
(?), nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 689 (pit cremation), Are 18A
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 160×100 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 25 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXViii/689). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze spring, perhaps 
from a brooch; length 0.5  cm. 2. Lump of melted 
bronze. 3. two burnt sherds of a tripartite vase resem-
bling type A.1; one circumferential groove under the 
rim and another above max. body diameter, a band 
of oblique strokes on max. body circumference; dam-
aged surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 23–24 cm, height approx. 16 cm. 4. 20 burnt 
sherds of a biconical vessel with undefined, inverted 
rim (type C.2b?); smooth surface, beige to grey in col-
our. 5. Sherd of a vessel with biconical body decorated 
with one circumferential groove above and another 
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one below max. body diameter; smooth, brown sur-
face. 6. Profiled clay knob (so-called pseudo-handle?) 
from a vessel; smooth, dark grey surface. 7. Approx. 
135 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. eight nondescript 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV–V (?).

Grave 690A (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
70×50 cm; triangular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was 
grey at the top, dark grey below, with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CCXiX/690A). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted silver. 2. fragment of 
a partly melted bronze sheet. 3. Lump of melted bronze. 
4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
brick red surface. 5. Approx. 15 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: According to the excavation journal, the 
grave yielded (…) sherds of pottery, including wheel-
thrown (…). At present, the inventory lacks potsherds 
that could be unequivocally classified as made with the 
help of a potter’s wheel.

Grave 690B (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 40  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
50×30 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey and, in the centre, black, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCXiX/690B). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Bronze rivet; shaft quadrangular in cross-
section; length 0.6 cm; probably from a comb (lost). 
2. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
Remarks: According to the excavation journal, the pot-
tery from this grave was probably also wheel-thrown? 
At present, the inventory lacks potsherds that could 
be unequivocally classified as made with the help of 
a potter’s wheel.
Artefacts and human remains from graves 690A and 
690B that could not be assigned to individual features 
(Pl. CCXiX/690A.690B): 1. two burnt fragments of 
an antler plate, probably from a composite comb; pres. 
dim. 0.6×1.8 cm. 2. Approx. 20 small potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 3. Burnt, nondescript potsherd. 
I. Infans I–II.

Grave 691 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
120×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. dark grey 
and black fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXiX/691). I. 
Sex and age undetermined. 
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined 
rim; smooth, brown-grey surface. 2. ten burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 692 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
100×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey and, below that, black, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCXiX/692). I. Sex undetermined, maturus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze object (fitting? decoration?) in the 
form of a triangular sheet rolled into a long cone; thick-
ened end, closed on the underside; pres. height 3.3 cm, 
max. diam. 0.6 cm. 2. Small fragment of a corroded iron 
object (lost). 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel of type i.1 (?); 
thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brown-grey surface; 
rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged surface, 
grey and brick red in colour. 5. Approx. 20 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 693 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, measuring approx. 50–60  cm in diameter; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was light grey 
and grey with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; fragments of a comb (1) 
and lumps of melted glass (2) in the W part (Pl. CCX-
iX/693). I. Infans I/II.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt fragments of a three-layer comb, 
made of deer’s antler, with bronze rivets; back decorated 
with concentric circles; pres. dim. of the largest frag-
ment 1.5x1.6 cm. 2. two lumps of melted transparent 
dark blue glass. 3. Lump of melted transparent green-
ish glass. 4. Six burnt, nondescript potsherds. 5. Bronze 
Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 694 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly round 
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outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the centre, dark grey. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXX/694). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 695 (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 25 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXX/695). I. Foetus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze hooked pin with 
spirally twisted shaft; pres. length 1.5 cm. 2. Piece of 
bronze wire; pres. length 0.5  cm. 3. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 4. four 
nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 696 (pit cremation), Are 42B
A compact cluster of cremated bones, approx. 3  cm 
thick, in a small pit measuring approx. 20×25 cm and 
with light grey-yellow fill. Some of the bones spread 
around the pit (Pl. CCXX/696). I. Infans II (?).
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 697 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of quadrangular 
outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring ap-
prox. 160×120 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was black with pieces of 
charcoal, dark grey near the edges. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; concentrations of large 
potsherds in the e and W part; a bead (1) in the S part; 
two spindle whorls (3, 4) in the e part (Pls. CCXXi, 
CCXXii/697). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted barrel bead of murky green-
ish glass; diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.8 cm. 2. Lump of melted 
colourless glass. 3. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical 
with concave opposite ends; smooth, grey surface; di-
am. 2.1 cm, height 1 cm. 4. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with concave opposite ends; smooth, grey 
surface; diam. 4.3 cm, height 1.8 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.3; thickened rim; body decorated with 
a band of zigzag pattern composed of lines and rows of 
horizontal strokes; smooth, brown surface, black near 
the base; rim diam. 13.5 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, height 
11 cm. 6. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened 

rim; body decorated with a circumferential groove 
above groups of short vertical strokes; damaged sur-
face; brick red and grey in colour. 7. five burnt sherds 
of a biconical vessel with thickened rim; damaged sur-
face, brick red and grey in colour. 8. four burnt sherds 
of a mug resembling types i.1 and Vii.3; thickened 
rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 9 cm, base di-
am. 6 cm, pres. height 6.5 cm. 9. five burnt sherds of 
a vase of group iV; thickened, faceted rim; body deco-
rated with an “envelope” band of fields, plain or filled 
with strokes; smooth surface, grey to brown in colour; 
rim diam. 17 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 10. Sherds of a pot 
of type Vi.1; thickened rim; smooth surface, brown to 
grey in colour; rim diam. 17.5 cm, pres. height 21 cm. 
11. two burnt sherds of a large vessel with thickened 
rim; smooth, dark grey-black surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 23 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 12. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with thickened rim; damaged, brick red 
surface; rim diam. approx. 22 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 
13. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. approx. 15 cm, 
pres. height 3 cm. 14. Three burnt sherds of a small vase 
of type Vii.4; body decorated with a band of irregular 
depressions; damaged surface, beige to grey in colour. 
15. four burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened rim; 
damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour. 16. Six 
burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on the body with an 
“envelope” band of fields, plain or filled with strokes; 
smooth, dark grey surface. 17. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, brown-brick red surface; base diam. 
5.5 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 18. two burnt base sherds 
of a vessel with smooth, brown-grey surface; base di-
am. 10 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 19. Burnt base sherd of 
a vessel with smooth, brown-grey surface; base diam. 
6 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 20. Approx. 370 nondescript 
potsherds, most burnt. 21. two sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 699 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. Black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CCXX/699). I. Sex undetermined, adultus–early 
maturus.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze sheet; pres. dim. 
2.5×0.7 cm. 2. two burnt fragments of an antler plate, 
probably from a composite comb; pres. dim. 1.9×1 cm. 
3. two burnt (?), nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
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Grave 700 (pit cremation), Are 54B
discovered at a depth of 35  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
130×110 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 25 cm deep. The fill was light grey to dark grey at 
the top, black below, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch frag-
ment (1) and a ring (2) in the centre (Pl. CCXXii/700). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze brooch spring; pres. 
length 1 cm. 2. iron ring of round cross-section; diam. 
3.5 cm. 3. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 701A (pit cremation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of irregular outline, 
destroyed in the e part by the pit of a medieval grave 
(701B), with pres. dimensions of approx. 80×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 35 cm deep. Black fill with nu-
merous pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXiV/701A). I. Sex 
undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 67a; chord held by a hook 
and (?) wrapped with a wire (repaired?); massive, tear-
shaped head; bow with a circumferential crest; pres. 
length 3.4 cm, width 2.5 cm. 2. Piece of bronze wire 
(pin of brooch no. 1?); pres. length 1.7 cm. 3. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, brick red 
surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly thick-
ened, everted rim; damaged, brown-brick red surface. 
5. four burnt sherds of a small vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brown surface. 6. Three sherds of a vessel 
with rounded body decorated with an incised cordon; 
smooth, black surface. 7. Sherd of a vessel decorated 
with an incised cordon (either from another vessel 
or another part of vessel no. 6). 8. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with damaged, brown surface; base diam. 
8 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 9. Approx. 20 potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 10. Approx. 50 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.
Remarks: The pottery from grave 701A was also present 
in the fill of early medieval grave 701B.

Grave 702 (pit cremation), Are 54A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 90×60 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. Grey and dark grey 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Bones and grave goods scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CCXXiii). I. Infans I.

Inventory: 1. foot of a bronze eye brooch of the main 
series; triangular in cross-section, with a groove along 
the side edges and oblique lines forming an angle on the 
terminal; pres. length 3.5 cm. 2. iron belt buckle with 
round one-piece frame of round cross-section, type 
C 13; diam. 3.6 cm. 3. Pin with bronze head and iron 
shaft, similar to group iVb; spherical head encircled by 
an incised collar; discs with slightly incised edges on 
the top of the head and near the shaft; shaft round in 
cross-section; length 12 cm, head diam. 1 cm. 4. Partly 
melted fragment of a bronze rod bracelet with a slightly 
thickened terminal; round cross-section; pres. length 
3.5 cm. 5. Partly melted fragment of a bronze clasp (?) 
made from thin wire; preserved terminals bent outward; 
pres. length 2.4 cm, width 1.2 cm. 6. fragments of an 
ornament (ring?) made from bronze wire. 7. fragment 
of an iron blade (?); pres. length 1.4 cm, height 1.6 cm. 
8. fragment of an iron shaft (?) of round cross-section 
(needle?); pres. length 5.5 cm. 9. two fragments of an 
iron rod of quadrangular cross-section (awl?); pres. 
length 7.1 cm. 10, 11. two fragments of iron rods of 
round cross-section; pres. length 2  cm and 1.5  cm. 
12. two partly melted fragments of a bronze bar of 
quadrangular cross-section; pres. length 1.4  cm and 
0.9  cm. 13. Three lumps of melted bronze. 14. frag-
ment of an iron object; pres. length 1.6  cm. 15. ten 
lumps of melted transparent blue glass. 16. Lump of 
melted opaque glass, greenish and red in colour. 17. 16 
burnt sherds of a bowl of type C.1b; surface smooth 
under the rim and near the base, rough in the middle, 
beige-brown in colour; rim diam. 14.5  cm. 18. four 
burnt sherds of a vessel with rounded body and everted 
rim; smooth, beige surface. 19. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with a band of nested angles; 
smooth, beige-brick red surface. 20. 11 potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 21. Approx. 20 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.

Grave 703 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, in the 
centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXiV/703). 
I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a composite comb, 
made of deer’s antler, with a bronze rivet fragment; 
pres. dim. 1.3×0.9 cm. 2. Six lumps of melted trans-
parent greenish glass. 3. Potsherd with smooth, black 
surface. 4. Nine nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
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Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 704 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 110  cm in diameter; de-
stroyed in the N and e part by the pit of an early medi-
eval grave (698); basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. The 
fill was grey and, in the W part, dark grey, with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCXX/704). I. Infans II–iuvenis (?). II. 
Ruminant (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron needle of type 
ii; shaft round in cross-section; pres. length 12.4 cm. 
2. Partly melted fragment of a bronze brooch spring; 
pres. length 1 cm. 3. fragment of a disc bead of trans-
parent blue glass; diam. 3 cm, height 0.5 cm. 4. Lump 
of melted transparent greenish glass. 5. Lump of melted 
bronze. 6. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with slight-
ly thickened rim; damaged, brick red surface. 7. Burnt, 
nondescript sherd of wheel-made pottery. 8. Approx. 30 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 9. Six sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 705 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 20 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measur-
ing approx. 160×90 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 30 cm deep. The fill was non-uniform, 
grey-black, at the top level, mainly black below, with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CCXXV/705). I. Sex undetermined, 
non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. ten burnt sherds of a tripartite vessel; 
everted rim; slightly conical neck; damaged, grey sur-
face; rim diam. 21 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 2. Three burnt 
sherds of a miniature vase of type Vii.4; slightly thick-
ened rim; smooth, dark grey surface; rim diam. 10 cm, 
height 4.5 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; damaged, dark grey surface. 4. two sherds 
of a vessel with heavily bulging body; smooth, black 
surface. 5. Nine burnt sherds of wheel-made pottery, 
including a rim sherd from vessel no. 33 from grave 
708. 6. Approx. 45 potsherds with smooth, black sur-
face. 7. two burnt potsherds with rough, brick red-grey 
surface. 8. Approx. 70 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iib–iii.
Remarks: in reality, the wheel-made pottery proba-
bly came from the nearby Wielbark culture grave (no. 
708) in which multiple sherds of such vessels had been 
registered.

Grave 706 (urn cremation?), Are 18A
discovered at a depth of 20 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 
approx. 150×70 cm; basin-shaped profile with an un-
even bottom, 25 cm deep. At the top level, the fill was 
grey in the central part, dark grey near the edges, here 
and there turning black; below, the fill was dark grey and 
black, with pieces of charcoal, in the W and e part, grey 
in the centre. At the bottom of the pit in the SW corner: 
a vessel filled with dark grey earth (slightly lighter than 
the pit fill) mixed with scarce cremated bones and piec-
es of charcoal; cremated bones and most of the grave 
goods scattered outside the vessel; a concentration of 
pottery in the Se part (Pls. CCXXVi, CCXXVii/706). 
I. Sex undetermined, adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragments of a bronze brooch with inter-
nal chord and bow of triangular cross-section, prob-
ably of Almgren type 2aii. 2. fragment of a curved 
bronze rod of almost round cross-section; pres. length 
0.9 cm. 3. Three pieces of bronze objects. 4. Partly melt-
ed barrel bead of opaque red glass, type tm 12; diam. 
0.8 cm, height 0.6 cm. 5. tripartite vessel resembling 
group iii; everted rim; tall neck; globular body, deco-
rated on the shoulder with a circumferential groove; 
smooth, black surface; rim diam. 15 cm, base diam. 
10 cm, height 23.5 cm. 6. four burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.2; everted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim 
diam. 21 cm, pres. height 8.5 cm. 7. four burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; smooth, brown 
surface; rim diam. 21  cm, base diam. approx. 7  cm, 
height approx. 9 cm. 8. Six burnt sherds of a vase of 
group iV; slightly thickened rim; smooth surface, brick 
red, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, base 
diam. 9 cm, height 12 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a vase of 
group iV; slightly everted rim; smooth surface, brown 
to black in colour; rim diam. 17 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 
10. two burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, invert-
ed rim and rounded body; damaged, beige-grey surface. 
11. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with defined, inverted 
rim and heavily bulging upper part of the body; dam-
aged, brick red surface. 12. Burnt sherd of a miniature 
vase of type Vii.4; smooth surface, brown and grey in 
colour; rim diam. 17 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 13. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with defined rim and rounded 
upper part of the body; damaged, brick red surface. 
14. Three burnt base sherds of a vessel with damaged, 
brick red surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
15. two burnt base sherds a vessel with smooth sur-
face, brick red to brown in colour; base diam. 11.5 cm, 
pres. height 4.5 cm. 16. four burnt base sherds a ves-
sel with smooth surface, brick red to brown in colour; 
base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 17. Approx. 135 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
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Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 707 (pit cremation), Are 54A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. extensive pit of roughly 
oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring 
approx. 170×130 cm; basin-shaped profile, 50 cm deep. 
The fill was light grey and grey in the W part of the pit, 
grey and dark grey in the e part, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit, 
mainly in the e part (Pl. CCXXVii/707). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze object 
in the form of a conical disc with a shaft, bent at right 
angles, extending from it; disc diam. 1  cm. 2. Burnt 
fragment of a three-layer comb, made of deer’s antler, 
with a bronze rivet; pres. dim. 1.5×0.8 cm. 3. 12 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the light grey SW 
part of the pit is the fill of an older feature of undeter-
mined chronology and cultural attribution.

Grave 708 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 20 cm. At a depth of approx. 
20 cm below the top level, pit of roughly quadrangular 
outline, measuring approx. 260×260 cm; basin-shaped 
profile, 80 cm deep. The fill was brown-grey and, here 
and there, grey and dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. 
Potsherds and cremated bones scattered across the en-
tire pit; other grave goods mainly in the grey and dark 
grey layers (Pls. CCXXViii, CCXXiX). I. Female (?), 
iuvenis. II. Undetermined (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Bronze two-piece crossbow brooch (Arm-
brustfibel) with solid catchplate, similar to Almgren 
type 186; spring on an axis bar; head with an oblong 
protrusion; bow faceted in the middle part, pentagonal 
in cross-section, with metopes, decorated with trans-
versal and intersecting lines, at both ends and an ob-
liquely incised triangular thickening near the foot—be-
low the metope; faceted foot with a metope decorated 
with transverse and intersecting lines; width 2  cm, 
length 4.2 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze brooch with re-
turned foot and so-called lamellar catchplate terminal, 
Almgren type 172; wide strip bow, decorated on both 
ends with a row of convex, oval points between two 
transversal mouldings and with rows of small arches 
punched along the side edges; foot with a metope dec-
orated with two transversal grooves enclosing a row of 
intersecting oblique lines; two grooves along the edg-
es of the catchplate attachment; pres. length 4.7 cm. 
3. fragment of a bronze spring; pres. length 1 cm; per-
haps from brooch no. 2. 4. Partly melted bronze knife 

(?); pres. length 2.5 cm, height 0.5 cm. 5. two burnt 
fragments of a three-layer comb, made of deer’s ant-
ler, with bronze tubular rivets; pres. dim. of the largest 
fragment 1.2×1.1 cm. 6. Pendant (?) from a coiled iron 
strip; diam. 1 cm, height 0.7 cm. 7. fragment of an iron 
rod of round cross-section; pres. length 1.6 cm. 8. Part-
ly melted barrel bead of transparent light blue glass, 
type tm 2b; diam. 0.6 cm, height 0.6 cm. 9, 10. two 
melted spherical (?) beads of transparent blue glass, 
type tm 2b; diam. 0.8 cm, height 0.6 cm. 11, 12. two 
(one half-preserved) partly melted beads of opaque 
light green glass, similar to type tm 36; diam. 0.8 cm, 
height 0.5–0.6  cm. 13, 14. fragments of two melted 
ring beads of transparent dark blue glass, type tm 30a; 
diam. 1.5 cm, height 1 cm. 15. fragment of a melted, 
small ring bead of transparent dark blue glass, similar 
to type tm 47; diam. approx. 0.9 cm, height 0.2 cm. 
16–18. Three small biconical beads of transparent dark 
blue glass, type tm 57; diam. 0.4 cm, height 0.3 cm. 
19. melted segmented bead of transparent dark blue 
glass, type tm 91a, or two melted beads of type tm 2, 
fused together; diam. 0.9 cm, length 1.4 cm. 20. Partly 
melted barrel bead of opaque black glass, with three 
large, bright points connected with a strand of the 
same colour (at present, the glass is annealed), type 
tm 212; diam. 1 cm, height 0.7 cm. 21. fragment of 
a partly melted ring bead of opaque black glass, with 
two circumferential yellow strands enclosing two green 
wavy lines forming a figure-of-eight-shaped pattern, 
with yellow dots in the centre, similar to type tm 276; 
diam. 2.7 cm, height 1.5 cm. 22. Nine lumps of melted 
glass: transparent blue, transparent greenish and col-
ourless. 23. Partly melted fragment of a thick-walled 
vessel (?) of colourless glass. 24–32. Nine (six intact 
and three fragmented) burnt polyhedral beads of 
white-grey chalcedony, type tm 499; length 1–1.9 cm, 
height 1–1.6 cm. 33. Approx. 35 burnt sherds of one (?) 
wheel-made vessel; collar rim; body decorated on its 
upper part with a cordon; smooth surface, beige and, in 
places, black in colour. 34. two burnt sherds of a vessel 
with everted rim; damaged, grey surface; fragment of 
melted glass adhered to the exterior surface. 35. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, grey sur-
face. 36. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly everted 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 37. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 38. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with slightly thickened, everted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface. 39. Burnt sherd of a small 
vessel with everted rim and rounded body; smooth, 
beige surface. 40. four burnt sherds of a vessel with 
undefined, inverted rim and rounded body; damaged, 
brown-grey surface. 41. Burnt sherd of a small vessel 
with everted rim and biconical body; smooth surface, 
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grey to brown in colour. 42. Burnt (?) sherd of a ves-
sel with slightly everted rim; smooth, brown surface. 
43. Approx. 65 sherds of a vase of group iV; thickened, 
faceted rim; body decorated with a wide band of orna-
ment composed of rectangular fields, filled with rows 
of vertical or horizontal strokes, between two circum-
ferential grooves; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 
15 cm, pres. height 8.5 cm. 44. Approx. 220 burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (no. 43—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Vii (no. 43—phases i–ii).

Grave 710 (pit cremation), Are 44
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 60×45 cm; ba-
sin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 15 cm deep. 
Grey and black fill with numerous pieces of charcoal. 
a few potsherds and few cremated bones scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCXXiV/710). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 711 (pit cremation), Are 44
discovered at a depth of 50  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
140×90 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey and dark grey at the 
top, black below, with pieces of charcoal; a stone, meas-
uring approx. 20×10 cm, in the S part, approx. 15 cm 
below the top level. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; brooch fragments (1) and a knife 
(3) in the NW part (Pl. CCXXX). I. Sex undetermined, 
non-adult individual. II. Bird (?) (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. two partly melted fragments of a bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 2aii; bow triangular in cross-
section; width 1 cm, pres. length 2.2 cm. 2. melted frag-
ment of a bronze object. 3. iron crescent-shaped knife; 
rod-shaped tang, quadrangular in cross-section, ham-
mered flat and bent downwards at the end, with oblique-
ly incised side edges and two circumferential grooves 
near the blade; length approx. 8  cm. 4. 15 sherds of 
a vase of group iV or type A.1; thickened rim; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. 17  cm, pres. height 8  cm. 
5. Three burnt sherds of a small bowl with rounded, 
squat body; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 7.5 cm, 
base diam. approx. 5 cm, height 4.5 cm. 6. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with slightly thickened rim; smooth, grey sur-
face. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, invert-
ed rim; smooth, beige surface. 8. Three sherds of a tri-
partite vessel decorated on max. body circumference 
with three parallel rows of oblique strokes above a cir-
cumferential groove; smooth, black surface. 9. Approx. 

50 potsherds with smooth, black surface. 11. Approx. 
150 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 10. Three sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 713 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCXXV/713). I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a mug resembling 
type  i.1; thickened, faceted rim; slender body with 
a large rolled handle; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
7.5 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a bowl of 
type ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown sur-
face; rim diam. 24 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 3. Approx. 
45 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 4. Bronze Age/early 
iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Feature 714 (undetermined function), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter, 5 cm deep. The 
fill was dark grey and, here and there, black, with piec-
es of charcoal. a potsherd in the pit (Pl. CCXXV/714).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; body decorated with two rows of horizon-
tal strokes between two circumferential lines; smooth, 
brown-grey surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Graves 716 and 716A, Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. extensive pit composed 
of two (?) connected features of undetermined strati-
graphic relationship: grave 716 in the centre and, and 
adjoining it in the NW part, grave 716A (Pl. CCXXXi). 

Grave 716 (pit cremation), Are 36A
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, with 
max. dimensions of approx. 150×110  cm; triangular 
profile, 90 cm deep. The fill was light grey and grey at 
the top, dark grey below, with pieces of charcoal. in the 
Ne part, at a depth of approx. 60 cm: a round depression 
of approx. 50 cm in diameter and quadrangular profile, 
up to approx. 115 cm deep, filled with black and dark 
grey earth with numerous pieces of charcoal in the up-
per part and, below, with light grey sand; a large number 
of cremated bones near the bottom. Bones scattered 
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evenly in the other parts of the pit, a potsherd at the top 
level of the pit (Pl. CCXXXi/716). I. Male (?), adultus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the feature con-
sists of two pits: a grave from the roman period and 
a pit from the Bronze Age/early iron Age, disturbed 
by the former feature.

Grave 716A (pit cremation), Are 36A
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 100×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 
20 cm deep. The fill was dark grey and, near the edg-
es, light grey. Cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXXXi/716A). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 717 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 80–90 cm in diameter; ba-
sin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. 
The fill was dark grey and, here and there, black, with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit; knife fragments (1) at the bottom (Pl. 
CCXXXii/717). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron crescent-shaped 
knife; pres. length 6.4 cm, height 1.7 cm. 2. ten frag-
ments of a corroded iron object. 3. Burnt sherd of a mug 
of group i; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red 
surface; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 4. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim and 
a handle; damaged, brick red-grey surface; rim diam. 
approx. 23 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red-
brown surface; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, pres. height 
3.5 cm. 6. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface; rim di-
am. approx. 14 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 7. Approx. 90 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 718 (pit cremation), Are 54B
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was light grey 
and, in the centre, dark grey and black, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch (1) in the e part (Pl. CCXXXii/718). 
I. Early infans I.

Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 68; head flat on the underside, 
rounded on the top side; pres. length 2 cm. 2. ten burnt 
sherds of a vessel with everted rim and globular body, 
decorated with a zigzag-ornamented cordon and, be-
low it, a wide band of omega-shaped (?) meander pat-
tern; damaged surface, grey and brick red in colour; 
base diam. 9  cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a biconical bowl 
with slightly thickened rim directly above max. body 
diameter; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 17.5 cm, 
pres. height 5.5 cm. 4. 15 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
6. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iV.

Grave 719 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 220×150 cm, 
destroyed in the S part; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. The fill was grey at the top, light grey below. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXXXiii/719). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a melted ring bead of black 
glass, similar to type tm  40; diam. 0.8  cm, height 
0.4 cm. 2. Lump of melted black glass. 3. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick 
red surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 5. Approx. 90 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (?) (nos. 3, 4—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?) (nos. 3, 4—phases i–
iia).

Grave 720 (inhumation), Are 54A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 70×50 cm, 
15 cm deep, dug into an older feature of undetermined 
dating and cultural attribution. Light grey and grey fill. 
in the N part of the pit: a vessel (32) and, several cm 
further to the Se, a cluster of glass beads (5–31) and 
a brooch (1), with pieces of birch bark (?) and small 
bones (?) or sticks (?) under it; approx. 5 cm to the e 
of the vessel: a silver loop (2) and a pendant (?) made 
from a bronze strip (3) (Pl. CCXXXVi/720).
Inventory: 1. Bronze two-piece caterpillar brooch with 
solid catchplate; spring on an axis bar terminated with 
ring-shaped knobs; arched bow, oval in cross-section, 
covered in transversal grooves; head with a rectangu-
lar knob; diamond-shaped foot, triangular in cross-
section, decorated on the terminal with an engraved 
line, parallel to the edge; shortened catchplate; width 
2 cm, length 3.3 cm. 2. Silver wire loop; length 1.7 cm, 
width 0.5 cm. 3. Pendant (?) from a bronze strip coiled 
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into a ring, with a round perforation in the middle; 
diam. 0.7–1 cm, height 0.7 cm. 4. fragment of curved 
bronze wire. 5–12. eight spherical beads of transpar-
ent green glass, similar to type tm 20; diam. 0.4 cm, 
height 0.3 cm. 13, 14. two spherical beads of trans-
parent dark green glass, similar to type tm 20; diam. 
0.4 cm, height 0.3 cm. 15. Spherical bead of transparent 
blue glass, type tm 18; diam. 0.45 cm, height 0.4 cm. 
16–19. four (intact or fragmented) spherical beads of 
murky blue glass, similar to type tm 23; diam. 0.4 cm, 
height 0.3 cm. 20, 21. two almost spherical beads of 
transparent violet glass, type tm 19; diam. 0.4  cm, 
height 0.3 cm. 22. ring bead of transparent light blue 
glass, type tm 30b; diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.4 cm. 23–
25. Three segmented beads of transparent violet glass, 
similar to type tm 95; length 0.7–1.3 cm, diam. 0.4 cm. 
26–28. Three spindle-shaped beads of opaque red glass, 
with delicate, longitudinal, black lines, type tm 318 
or iii/2 distinguished by o.V. Gopkalo; length 0.9 cm, 
diam. 0.4 cm. 29, 30. 2 melon beads of transparent yel-
lowish glass, type XiV/8 distinguished by o.V. Gopka-
lo; diam. 0.8 cm, height 0.6 cm. 31. Polyhedral bead of 
opaque black glass, type tm 134; length 0.9 cm, height 
0.8 cm. 32. mug similar to types XVA and XVC; sur-
face smooth near the rim and base, rough in the mid-
dle part, brown to black in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, 
base diam. 6.5 cm, height 9 cm.
Culture: Wielbark
Chronology: phase Vii.

Graves 721A–B, Are 48B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. extensive pit of oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
330×110 cm. At a depth of approx. 10 cm below the 
top level, dividing into two separate features of unde-
termined stratigraphic relationship: grave 721A in the 
S part and grave 721B in the central and N part (Pls. 
CCXXXiV, CCXXXV). a piece of bent bronze wire at 
the top level, at the border between the two features 
(Pl. CCXXXVi/721A–B/1).

Grave 721A (pit cremation), Are 48B
At the level of detection, pit of roughly oval outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
70×50 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 10 cm deep. Grey and black fill. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXXV/721A). 
I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. two burnt fragments of a deer’s antler 
plate, decorated with a circled dot; probably part of the 
back of a composite comb; pres. dim. 1.7×0.8 cm. 2. 12 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (?).

Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 721B (pit cremation), Are 48B
At the level of detection, pit of oval outline, elongat-
ed on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 200×110 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey at 
the top, dark grey below, with isolated pieces of char-
coal and small stones. Cremated human bones (I), un-
burnt animal bone (II) and potsherds scattered in the 
pit; a belt buckle (1) and comb fragments (2) by the W 
wall in the central part of the pit (Pls. CCXXXV/721B, 
CCXXXVi/721B). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) 
individual. II. Cattle (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Bronze belt buckle with thickened, oval, 
one-piece frame of diamond-shaped cross-section, 
type H 12; slightly faceted pin, almost quadrangular in 
cross-section, tip bent, with a thickening behind three 
transversal grooves at the base; height 2.9 cm, width 
1.6 cm. 2. Three burnt fragments of a deer-antler plate, 
decorated with circled dots; probably part of the back 
of a composite comb. 3. Burnt sherd of a small vessel 
with slightly everted rim; smooth, brick red-grey sur-
face. 4. Burnt sherd of a small vessel with slightly evert-
ed rim; damaged, grey surface. 5. two burnt sherds of 
wheel-made pottery; damaged, grey surface. 6. Three 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 7. Approx. 30 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 8. Three sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Viia.

Grave 722 (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, 
measuring approx. 100×80 cm, connected in the e part 
with the pit of grave 723; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. Grey and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CCXXXVii/722). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of iron object(s). 2. five 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, slightly facet-
ed rim; almost biconical body; smooth, brown surface; 
rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened rim; damaged, grey-brown sur-
face. 4. Three burnt base sherds a vessel with damaged, 
grey-brown surface; base diam. 9.5 cm. 5. two sherds 
of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 6. five burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave (?) 723 (pit cremation), Are 48B
Pit of roughly quadrangular outline, elongated on the 
e-W axis, measuring approx. 120×80 cm; basin-shaped 
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profile, 25 cm deep. Light grey fill with pieces of char-
coal; at a depth of approx. 10 cm: numerous large pieces 
of charcoal, laid out in an arch along the S and W edges 
of the pit. one (?) cremated bone and grave goods in 
the pit (Pl. CCXXXVii/723). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a clay spindle whorl 
(?), decorated with rows of impressed points. 2. Three 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 724 (pit cremation), Are 48B
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
120×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal, in the 
Ne part, light grey in the centre and the S part. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit, exclu-
sively in the dark grey-black part (Pl. CCXXXViii/724). 
I. Infans I (moreover, bone fragment from another, adult 
individual of undetermined sex).
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of unidentified iron 
object(s). 2. ten burnt sherds of a wheel-made biconical 
vessel; everted rim, two circumferential grooves above 
max. body diameter; damaged, grey surface. 3. Approx. 
20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii (?).
Remarks: it cannot be excluded that the light grey part 
of the pit is a separate feature, dug into the dark grey pit. 

Grave 728 (pit cremation), Are 36B 
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring 
approx. 150×70 cm; disturbed in the N part by another 
cut; basin-shaped profile, 50 cm deep. The fill was light 
grey and, here and there, grey. few cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXXVii/728). I. 
Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly 
everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 2. ten burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 729 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey-brown 
and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXXXiii/729). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt, nondescript potsherds.

Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 730 (pit cremation), Are 46
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXXVi-
ii/730). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Six burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on 
the body with rectangles, filled with oblique strokes, be-
tween two circumferential grooves; damaged, brick red 
surface. 2. four sherds of a thick-walled vessel; surface 
smooth on the upper part of the body, rough below, 
brown in colour. 3. two potsherds with smooth, black 
surface. 4. two burnt, nondescript potsherds. 5. five 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iii.

Grave 731 (pit cremation), Are 46
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey. Numerous cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXXViii/731). I. Sex unde-
termined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Three sherds of a vessel with everted 
rim; smooth, black surface. 2. Bronze Age/early iron 
Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–V.
Remarks: fragment of a rod bracelet at the bottom 
of the topsoil above the pit (cf. stray finds, no. 46; Pl. 
CCCii/Sf:46).

Grave 732 (pit cremation), Are 46
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the centre, dark grey. Cremated bones and a potsherd 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXXXViii/732). I. Sex unde-
termined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt (?), nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 734 (urn cremation), Are 46
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 50×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Grey fill. in the S part 
of the pit: a tilted urn, damaged in the upper part, filled 
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with cremated bones scattered in grey sand; isolated 
cremated bones also in the fill of the pit (Pl. CCXXX-
iX/734). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Vase of type  B.3a; one circumferential 
groove above max. body diameter; smooth, black sur-
face; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 10 cm, height ap-
prox. 14 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 737 (pit cremation), Are 48
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of undetermined 
outline, with preserved dimensions of 30×30 cm, de-
stroyed in the N part; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. 
dark grey fill. Cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXXXiX/737). I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 738 (pit cremation), Are 46
discovered at a depth of 45 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; semi-circular 
profile, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the cen-
tre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a bracelet fragment 
(1) at the bottom in the S part (Pl. CCXXXiX/738). I. 
Male (?), adultus. II. Mammal (?) (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze rod bracelet (?) of 
round cross-section; pres. length 1  cm. 2. five frag-
ments of a strap handle of a vessel; smooth, black 
surface. 3. ten nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 
4. Three nondescript sherds of Bronze Age/early iron 
Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 739 (pit cremation), Are 42B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit destroyed in the 
e part; preserved part of the pit of semi-circular out-
line, measuring approx. 40×20 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 10 cm deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCXL/739). I. Foetus/infans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly evert-
ed rim; damaged, grey surface. 2. Burnt, nondescript 
potsherd.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 740 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 90  cm, under a medieval 
grave (735). Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W 

axis, constricted in the central part, measuring approx. 
180×80 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey with pieces of charcoal in the W part, 
grey in the e part. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the W part (Pl. CCXL/740). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a curved bronze 
bar of oval (?) cross-section (bracelet?); pres. length 
1.7 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim and rounded body; damaged, brick red-
brown surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with unde-
fined, inverted rim; smooth, beige surface. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with a row of 
oblique strokes between two horizontal grooves; dam-
aged, grey surface. 5. Approx. 50 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds. 6. ten sherds of Bronze Age/early iron 
Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).
Remarks: in the excavation journal, the bronze ob-
ject was described as a lump of glass. The eastern part 
of the pit is probably a settlement pit from the Bronze 
Age/early iron Age, which is suggested by the absence 
of artefacts and bones and the direct vicinity of analo-
gous features.

Grave 743 (pit cremation), Are 58
discovered at a depth of 40  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, 
dark grey with numerous pieces of charcoal. few very 
small cremated bones scattered in the pit; in the centre: 
sherds of a large vessel (2) under a crushed mug (1) ly-
ing on its side (Pl. CCXLiii/743). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type  C.3; 
smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 8 cm, base diam. 5 cm, 
height 8 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of the lower part of a pot of 
type C.1a (?); rough surface, brick red to brown-grey in 
colour; base diam. approx. 15 cm, pres. height 22.5 cm. 
3. Three sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?).

Grave 750 (inhumation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of almost round 
outline, measuring approx. 90 cm in diameter; rectan-
gular profile, up to 30 cm deep. Light grey fill. in the 
centre of the pit, at the level of detection: a cluster of 
glass and amber beads (2–16) and a brooch (1), with 
few unburnt bones in some anatomical arrangement (as 
if a spine) under it; a potsherd in the fill (Pl. CCXXX-
iX/750). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
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with returned foot of Almgren type 162; flat wire spring; 
faceted knee-shaped bow with metopes at both ends; 
faceted foot with a metope, decorated with two inter-
secting oblique lines, near the bow; width 1.6 cm, length 
4 cm. 2–9. eight barrel beads of transparent light blue 
glass, type tm 18; diam. 0.3–0.5 cm, height 0.3–0.4 cm. 
10–16. Seven amber pendants with elongated, rounded 
bodies, group tm XXXiX; height 1.1–1.4 cm, width 
0.4–1 cm. 17. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.
Remarks: it is possible that feature 749 of undeter-
mined chronology and cultural attribution, located to 
the S of grave 750 (cf. Plan 1), is actually another part 
of grave 750.

Grave 797 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
90×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was 
black with pieces of charcoal and, near the edges of the 
pit, grey. Potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXL/797).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; damaged, brick red surface. 2. two burnt 
base sherds a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base 
diam. 8.5 cm. 3. Approx. 15 burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.
Remarks: There is no information about the presence 
of bones in the pit. The interpretation of the pit’s func-
tion was based on a note in the excavation journal: (…) 
cremation grave (…).

Grave 798 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular outline, 
measuring approx. 150×160 cm; at a depth of 20 cm be-
low the top level, pit of round outline, measuring ap-
prox. 110 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm 
deep. The fill was grey to black at the top, black below, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds 
scattered in the pit; a brooch (1), an awl (2) and a spin-
dle whorl (3) in the S part (Pls. CCXLi, CCXLii). I. Sex 
undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type H; 
bow oval in cross-section; foot attached to the bow by 
a ring-shaped collar; width 1.4 cm, pres. length 3 cm. 
2. two fragments of an iron awl; shaft quadrangular 
in cross-section on one end, round on the other; pres. 
length 8.4 cm and 4.6 cm. 3. Burnt clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with flat opposite ends; rounded body walls; 
smooth, dark grey surface; diam. 2.6 cm, height 1.7 cm. 
4. 12 burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thickened, fac-

eted rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 24 cm, pres. 
height 5 cm. 5. Nine burnt sherds of a vessel of group iii; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 
17.5 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 6. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
of group iii (?), with a handle; thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 
7.5 cm. 7. Nine burnt sherds of a vessel of group iii, with 
a handle; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
8. two burnt sherds of a vessel of group iii, with a han-
dle; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface; rim 
diam. 14 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 9. five burnt sherds of 
a pot resembling type Vi.1, with a horizontal handle; 
slender, everted rim; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 
17.5 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
11. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 12. Three burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
13. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
a band of geometric ornament composed of two par-
allel lines and a row of oblique strokes; damaged, brick 
red surface. 14. Sherd of a vessel with a handle; smooth 
surface, dark grey and black in colour. 15. Burnt sherd 
of the lower part of a vessel with smooth, grey surface; 
base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 16. two burnt base 
sherds a vessel with smooth surface, grey and, near the 
base, black in colour; base diam. 11 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 17. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, grey 
surface; base diam. 11 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 18. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with smooth, grey surface; base 
diam. 8.5 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 19. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with smooth, grey surface; base diam. 9 cm, 
pres. height 3 cm. 20. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth, grey surface; base diam. 10.5 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 21. Approx. 290 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i or iia?.

Grave 801 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 80×50 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20  cm deep. The fill was light 
brown and, in the centre, grey, without pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CCXLiii/801). I. Early infans.
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: According to the field documentation, the 
location of grave 801 overlaps the location of grave 
715. Grave 801 may have been recorded under pit 715, 
but an error in the drawing description cannot be ex-
cluded either.
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Grave 802 (pit cremation), Are 36A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of undetermined 
outline, destroyed in the N part, with preserved dimen-
sions of 35×15 cm; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. 
dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXLiii/802). 
I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Seven burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
 

Grave 808 (inhumation), Are 48A
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring ap-
prox. 70×40 cm; basin-shaped profile with a flat bottom, 
10 cm deep. Light grey fill. a vessel (6), next to a brooch 
(1) and beads (3, 4), in the N part (Pl. CCXLiii/808).
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot, Almgren type 162; spring on an axis 
bar; knee-shaped bow, pentagonal (almost triangular) 
in cross-section; foot triangular in cross-section; width 
2.4 cm, length 3.8 cm. 2. fragment of an object with 
an almost cylindrical hollow body, made of unidenti-
fied metal; diam. 0.6 cm, pres. height 0.5 cm. 3. Amber 
disc bead of type tm 388; diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.3 cm. 
4. flat-and-spherical bead of transparent blue glass, 
type tm 30a; diam. 1.1 cm, height 0.6 cm. 5. Piece of 
melted transparent pinkish glass. 6. mug of type XVA; 
lower part of the body decorated with a circumferen-
tial band of long, vertical and slightly oblique strokes; 
smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. 10  cm, base 
diam. 7 cm, height 10.5 cm.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vi.

Grave 830 (pit cremation), Are 47
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 130×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey at the 
top and near the edges, dark grey with pieces of charcoal 
in the centre. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; a concentration of pottery in the Se part; 
a brooch (1) in the N part (Pl. CCXLiV). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron one-piece 
brooch with four-coil spring, external chord and thick-
ened (?) head; perhaps of type K; width approx. 1.5 cm, 
pres. length 3  cm. 2. four burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type  ii.1; thickened, faceted rim; damaged surface, 
beige to grey in colour. 3. Three burnt sherds of a ves-
sel of type i.2 (?); body decorated with groups of verti-
cal lines and strokes, enclosed by three circumferential 
grooves; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour. 

4. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth surface, brick red and grey in colour. 
5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface. 6. Six burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, dark 
grey to brick red in colour. 7. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey surface. 
8. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
damaged, brick red surface. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red sur-
face. 10. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a massive handle; 
damaged, brown-grey surface. 11. two burnt sherds of 
a vessel with a handle and thickened, faceted rim; dam-
aged, brick red-grey surface. 12. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel decorated with a geometric pattern (omega-shaped 
meander?) composed of lines and strokes; smooth, grey 
surface. 13. Three burnt sherds of a vessel decorated 
with a row of oblique strokes between two circumfer-
ential grooves; damaged, grey-brick red-brown sur-
face. 14. two burnt base sherds a vessel with smooth, 
brick red-grey surface; base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 
3.5 cm. 15. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, 
brick red-grey surface; base diam. 12 cm, pres. height 
1.5 cm. 16. Approx. 230 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase i.

Grave 831 (pit cremation), Are 47
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey, slightly darker at 
the bottom, with numerous small pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXLV/831). 
I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

“Grave” 832 (pit cremation), Are 54
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Large pit of irregular 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
300×180  cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 50 cm deep. The fill was very non-uniform at 
the top: grey, dark grey in the N and S part, here and 
there black, appearing as several features dug into one 
another. At a depth of 15 cm below the top level, pit 
of fragmented, at least two-part, outline. The fill was 
black with pieces of charcoal in the N and S part, grey 
in the centre. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
across the entire pit. most of the non-ceramic material 
was located in the S and central part of the pit. on the 
basis of the preserved documentation, it is not possible 
to divide the pit into individual features. Chronologi-
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cally heterogenous artefacts indicate the existence of 
two Przeworsk culture graves: one from the late pre-
roman period and one from the early roman period. 
Bronze Age or early iron Age potsherds slightly more 
numerous in the S part of the pit. most of the early ro-
man period pottery in the central part of the pit (Pls. 
CCXLV/832, CCXLVi, CCXLVii). I.1. Female (?), adul-
tus. I.2. Infans I. II.1. Chicken (2 frags). II.2. Mammal 
or large bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a silver decoration composed 
of a spring and two wires, one of them twisted, attached 
to it; pres. length 0.5 cm. 2. fragment of a bronze spring 
on an axis bar, likely from a brooch; pres. length 1.9 cm. 
3. fragment of a bronze rod of round cross-section; 
pres. length 3.4  cm. 4. Bronze sheet fragment with 
thickened side edges; pres. length 0.6  cm. 5. Bronze 
wire ring; diam. approx. 0.9 cm. 6. Partly melted frag-
ment of a bronze object; pres. length 1 cm. 7. fragment 
of a bronze rod of round cross-section; pres. length 
0.4 cm. 8. Partly melted piece of curved bronze object; 
length approx. 2 cm. 9. iron wire ring; diam. 0.9 cm. 
10. fragment of a bead of stratified, grey-green glass 
with greenish spiral strands, surface coated in yellow 
paste on which there was a circumferential purple spi-
ral strand; t.e. Haevernick group 25. 11. flat triangu-
lar bead of transparent dark blue glass with a white 
spiral strand in the corners, similar to type  ii.1 dis-
tinguished by m.A. Zepezauer (1993); dim. 1×1.3×0.5 
cm. 12. fragment of a bead of transparent dark blue 
glass with a white spiral (?) strand, probably analo-
gous to no. 11. 13. Large lump of melted dark glass of 
undetermined colour (lost). 14. two lumps of melted 
greenish glass, including one with a ring-shaped ap-
pliqué (?) made of glass of the same colour; probably 
part of a vessel. 15. Three lumps of melted dark blue 
glass, probably from beads. 16. Lump (presently in 
four fragments) of melted transparent colourless, red 
and greenish glass, with parallel yellow and white lines. 
17. Three sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
body decorated with an omega-shaped meander pat-
tern composed of lines and a row of strokes; smooth, 
brown surface. 18. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; damaged surface, grey to brick red in 
colour; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 19. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 16  cm, pres. height 6  cm. 
20. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim 
and slightly rounded body; smooth, brown surface; 
rim diam. 18 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 21. two sherds of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown 
surface. 22. Seven burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1a 
(?); smooth surface, beige and grey in colour; rim di-
am. approx. 23 cm, pres. height 8 cm. 23. Seven burnt 

sherds of a biconical vessel with everted rim; round-
profiled body decorated with a circumferential groove 
on its upper part; damaged, brick red surface; rim di-
am. approx. 16 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 24. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with slightly pronounced base; dam-
aged, brick red surface; base diam. 11 cm, pres. height 
3 cm (perhaps part of vessel no. 23). 25. Burnt sherd of 
a biconical vessel with slightly thickened, everted rim; 
damaged, grey-beige surface. 26. five sherds of a large 
vessel with rounded body decorated with a circumfer-
ential groove above a zigzag pattern; smooth, black sur-
face. 27. two burnt sherds of a small biconical vessel 
with defined, everted rim; damaged, grey surface; rim 
diam. 10 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 28. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel with rim defined by a groove; smooth, brick 
red surface. 29. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, brick red-beige surface. 30. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with one circumferential groove under the rim 
and another above max. body diameter; damaged, brick 
red-beige surface. 31. Burnt base sherd of a small vessel; 
damaged, grey surface; base diam. 6 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 32. two burnt base sherds a vessel with smooth, 
brick red-grey surface; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 33. Burnt (?) base sherd of a vessel with smooth 
surface, grey to brown in colour; base diam. 8 cm, pres. 
height 3.5 cm. 34. Approx. 30 potsherds with smooth, 
black surface. 35. Approx. 300 nondescript potsherds, 
most burnt. 36. Approx. 85 sherds of Bronze Age or 
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases: i–iia (nos. 10–12, 17–21), phases 
iV–V (nos. 1–8?, 22–30), phases i–iia or i–V (nos. 9, 
13–16, 31–33).

Grave 833 (pit cremation), Are 54
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 10 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherd scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CCXLV/833). I. Infans I/II.
Inventory: 1. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 834 (pit cremation), Are 54
Pit of round outline, measuring approx. 40 cm in diame-
ter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 15 cm 
deep. Grey fill. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CCXLViii/834). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, beige surface. 2. Burnt sherds of a vessel deco-
rated with a row of depressions enclosed by horizontal 
grooves and, above it, a band of four parallel lines bro-
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ken at right angles, probably in the shape of a meander 
pattern; damaged, grey surface. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V (?)

Grave 837 (pit cremation), Are 46
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of undetermined 
outline, destroyed in the e part by a cut; with pres. 
dimensions of approx. 50×50 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 20 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCXLViii/837). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.1; thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth surface, beige to grey in 
colour; rim diam. 25 cm, base diam. 10 cm, height ap-
prox. 9 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 838 (pit cremation), Are 46
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring 
approx. 60×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. 
dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXLV/838). I. 
Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. four sherds of Bronze Age/early iron 
Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 839 (pit cremation), Are 54
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20  cm deep. Light grey fill. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXLViii/839). 
I. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a deer’s antler comb; 
pres. height 1  cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type B.1a (?); one circumferential groove on max. body 
circumference; smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 17 cm, 
pres. height 8 cm. 3. four potsherds with smooth, black 
surface. 4. eight burnt, nondescript potsherds. 5. two 
sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.
Remarks: two sherds of vessel no. 1 were found in 
nearby grave 856. According to the excavation jour-
nal: The pits (839 and 856—author’s note) seem similar 
in terms of ceramic material, even though they formed 
two doubtlessly independent features, despite being lo-
cated near each other.

Grave 844 (pit cremation), Are 51

Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 30 cm 
in diameter; basin-shaped profile, 10 cm deep. Light 
grey fill. Cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. CCX-
LViii/844). I. Infans II (?).
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Feature 848 (undetermined function), Are 51
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
80×50 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was grey with pieces of charcoal and, below, light grey. 
Potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXLViii/848).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined, 
inverted rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 2. four 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 850 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 25  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
100×80 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 40 cm deep. dark grey and black fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCXLiX/850). I. Sex undetermined, adult 
individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a bronze bar of oval cross-
section; pres. length 1.4 cm. 2. Burnt clay weight (?), 
cuboidal with a cylindrical aperture in the cen-
tre; smooth surface, beige to grey in colour; dim. 
2×2.8×2.8 cm. 3. Three burnt sherds of a tripartite (?) 
vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, grey-brick 
red surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened 
rim; damaged, grey-beige surface. 5. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with smooth, brown-grey surface; base di-
am. approx. 16 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 6. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth, grey surface; base diam. 
approx. 8 cm, pres. height 2 cm. 7. Approx. 50 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii (?).

Grave 851 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. destroyed pit, pre-
served only near the bottom and in the S part, 20 cm 
deep. The fill was grey and, in the centre, dark grey and 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXLiX/851). I. 
Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Bronze loop handle from the lid or walls 
of a container, made from a bronze strip, bent sever-
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al times; loop diam. 0.4 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze 
disc with an incised edge and round perforation in 
the middle; diam. 2.2 cm; probably part of fitting no. 
1. 3. fragment of a bronze bar of almost diamond-
shaped cross-section; pres. length 1.3 cm. 4. fragment 
of a curved bronze bar of pentagonal cross-section, 
perhaps a brooch bow; pres. length 1.9 cm. 5. Lump of 
melted bronze. 6. two burnt (?) sherds of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, beige surface. 7. four 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (no. 6—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (no. 6—phases i–iia).

Grave 852 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 15 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CCXLiX/852). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Nondescript potsherd. 2. Three sherds of 
Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 853 (pit cremation), Are 51
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, measuring approx. 40×40 cm in diameter; 
basin-shaped profile, 8 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCL/853). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 854 (pit cremation), Are 45
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring 
approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. 
The fill was black in the W part, dark grey in the e part, 
with pieces of charcoal, and grey at the bottom. Cremat-
ed bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCX-
LiX/854). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. two potsherds with smooth, black sur-
face. 2. four burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. Bronze 
Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 855 (pit cremation), Are 45
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 90×70 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was light grey 
and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. 

one (?) cremated bone and grave goods scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCL/855). I/II. Bone(s) missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron hooked pin (?) with 
spirally twisted shaft; pres. length 1.6 cm. 2. iron sheet 
fragment. 3. Potsherd (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 856 (pit cremation), Are 54
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
150×120 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 25 cm deep. The fill was dark grey in the e part, 
here and there black, with pieces of charcoal, and grey 
in the W part. Cremated bones and grave goods scat-
tered in the pit, mainly in the darker part (Pl. CCL/856). 
I. Sex undetermined, adultus–early maturus.
Inventory: 1. Bow fragment of a bronze eye brooch, 
decorated with a band of pseudo-filigree; pres. length 
1.5  cm. 2. four sherds of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, beige surface. 3. two sherds of a vessel with 
everted rim; two circumferential grooves above max. 
body diameter; probably from a vessel no. 1 found 
in grave 839. 4. Sherd of a vessel with defined base; 
smooth, beige-grey surface; base diam. 9  cm, pres. 
height 5.5 cm; probably part of vessel no. 2. 5. Three 
potsherds with smooth, black surface. 6. four burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 7. Six sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b
Remarks: Sherds of vessel no. 4 were found in nearby 
grave 839. According to the journal: The pits (839 and 
856—author’s note) seem similar in terms of ceramic 
material, even though they formed two doubtlessly inde-
pendent features, despite being located near each other.

Grave 857 (pit cremation), Are 45
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 70×50 cm; 
basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 20  cm 
deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCL/857). I. 
Late infans I. II.1. Chicken (2 frags). II.2. Chicken (?) (2 
frags). II.3. Bird (1 frag). II.4. Undetermined (10 frags).
Inventory: 1. Piece of bronze wire; pres. length 1.1 cm. 
2. Lump of melted bronze. 3. Approx. 25 sherds, some 
burnt, of a bowl with everted rim and, under it, a cor-
don border on both sides by horizontal grooves; bi-
conical body decorated on its max. circumference with 
two parallel bands of oblique lines, forming a row of 
nested angles, and, above them, a horizontal groove; an 
obliquely incised cordon, bordered by grooves, above 
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max. body diameter; smooth, beige and, in places, grey 
surface; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 
4. two sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases iV–V (?).

Grave 858 (pit cremation), Are 51
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 35–40 cm in diameter; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Grey and black fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCL/858). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual.
Inventory: 1. iron rivet (from a composite comb?); 
length 0.9 cm. 2. fragment of a bronze bar with quad-
rangular cross-section; pres. length 0.5 cm.
Culture: Wielbark (?).
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii (?).

Grave 859 (pit cremation), Are 51
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly rectan-
gular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 
approx. 120×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 25 cm deep. 
The fill was black with pieces of charcoal and, below, 
grey. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CCLi/859). I. Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of a bronze brooch with 
flat bow with a profiled circumferential crest, prob-
ably Almgren type 2aii; foot triangular in cross-sec-
tion; pres. length approx. 3.5 cm. 2. two burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 3. Six sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Grave 860 (urn cremation), Are 51
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was black with numerous 
pieces of charcoal and, near the edges of the pit, grey. 
in the S part of the pit: a cracked urn (8) and, inside it, 
in black earth without charcoal, a compact cluster of 
cremated bones intermixed with potsherds, fragments 
of two brooches (2, 3), a ring (5) and a spindle whorl 
(7); a concentration of numerous potsherds from three 
vessel (9–11) under the urn and around its lower part. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the fill of 
the pit; a brooch (1) and fragments of an iron object 
(6) in the N part (Pls. CCLii, CCLiii). I. Sex undeter-
mined, adultus–early maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type m-a 
or N-a; bow round (?) in cross-section; frame catch-
plate, decorated with a groove on the exterior sides 

of the frame and on the pin rest; pres. length 5.1 cm. 
2. 17 fragments of an iron brooch of type m-a or N-a; 
bow diamond-shaped in cross-section; frame catch-
plate; length approx. 5–6  cm. 3. eight fragments of 
an iron brooch of type m-a or N-a; bow diamond-
shaped in cross-section; frame catchplate; pres. length 
approx. 6 cm. 4. two fragments of an iron hooked pin 
with smooth shaft of round cross-section; pres. length 
4.7 cm. 5. iron ring of almost round cross-section; di-
am. 2.9 cm. 6. fragment of an unspecified iron object. 
7. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with flat opposite 
ends; smooth surface, beige and grey in colour; diam. 
4.1 cm, height 2.2 cm. 8. Sherds of the lower part of 
a large vessel; smooth, black surface; base diam. 14 cm, 
pres. height 17 cm. 9. Burnt mug of type i.3; thickened, 
faceted rim; body decorated with a circumferential 
band of rectangular fields, half of each field hatched; 
smooth surface, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 
18 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 14.5 cm. 10. Burnt 
mug of type i.4; damaged surface, brick red and grey 
in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 
10.5–11 cm. 11. Burnt bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
19.5 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 10 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii. 

Grave 861 (pit cremation), Are 45
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
200×100 cm; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill 
was black with pieces of charcoal and, near the edges 
of the pit, dark grey. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLi/861). I. Sex undetermined, 
non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Six fragments of a partly melted bronze 
brooch of type N-c (?); wide, flat bow, slightly trian-
gular in cross-section, with a small rounded crest near 
the foot; foot diamond-shaped in cross-section, with 
two circles and double lines forming angles, engraved 
below the crest; pres. length approx. 5  cm. 2. Partly 
melted fragment of a bronze brooch with wide, high-
arched bow of triangular cross-section, with a profiled 
ring; pres. length approx. 1.5 cm. 3. two burnt sherds of 
a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; damaged, dark grey 
surface. 4. Sherd of a vessel with inverted rim; smooth, 
black surface. 5. Seven sherds of a vessel decorated 
with an obliquely incised cordon and, above it, bands 
of horizontal and vertical lines; smooth, black surface. 
6. Approx. 25 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV. 
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Grave 862 (urn cremation?), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 40×20 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was light grey 
and, here and there, yellow-grey. in the e part of the 
pit: the base of a vessel (2), with a cluster of cremated 
bones inside it and cremated bones and brooch frag-
ments (1) scattered nearby (Pl. CCLi/862). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. two partly melted fragments of a bronze 
eye brooch; flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree and 
a low crest; foot triangular in cross-section; pres. length 
1.5 cm. 2. Approx. 30 sherds of a vessel with slightly 
pronounced base; smooth, black surface; base diam. 
9 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b. 

Grave 863 (pit cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 70 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was black with pieces 
of charcoal in the centre, grey near the edges of the pit. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLiV/863). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
everted rim; damaged, grey surface. 3. Approx. 15 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 864 (urn cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; dug into (?) the 
pit of grave 864A. Grey fill without pieces of charcoal. 
in the centre of the pit: an urn, filled up to the level of 
max. body diameter with a compact layer of cremat-
ed bones; base of the vessel placed in pure sand, sup-
ported with small stones (Pl. CCLiV/864). I. Male (?), 
adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Sherds of a vase of type B.3a; slightly pro-
nounced base; smooth, black surface; base diam. 12 cm, 
pres. height 19 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 864A (pit cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 40 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 30 cm deep; disturbed (?) in the NW part by the 
pit of grave 864. The fill was black with pieces of charcoal 
and, below, grey. Cremated bones and potsherds scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CCLiV/864A). I/II. Bones missing.

Inventory: 1. Three sherds of Bronze Age/early iron 
Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 867 (pit cremation), Are 45
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, measuring approx. 70–80 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in 
the centre, dark grey, with small pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLiV/867). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with massive rim; 
smooth, brick red-grey surface. 2. Base sherd of a vessel 
with smooth, brown-grey surface; base diam. 7.5 cm, 
pres. height 2 cm. 3. two burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
4. 20 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–V (?).

Grave 869 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
160×100 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bot-
tom, 30 cm deep. The fill was black with pieces of char-
coal and, near the edges of the pit, grey. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit; a spindle whorl (1) 
at the top level in the e part (Pl. CCLV/869). I. Sex un-
determined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with 
concave opposite ends; smooth, black surface; diam. 
2.5 cm, height 1.1 cm. 2. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with everted rim; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 
3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim and rounded 
upper part of the body; damaged, brick red-grey surface. 
4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
brown-brick red surface. 5. 55 sherds of a vessel with 
heavily bulging upper part of the body; smooth, black 
surface. 6. 80 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iii–iV. 

Grave 880 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
50×30 cm; two-part profile, 15 cm deep. Black fill with 
small pieces of charcoal. Small cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLV/880). I. Sex unde-
termined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Potsherds (lost).
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
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Grave 881 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was grey and, in the cen-
tre, black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLV/881). I. Sex 
undetermined, maturus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze belt buckle pin of trapezoidal 
cross-section, with a rectangular metope at the base; 
pres. length 1.8 cm. 2. Nine burnt fragments of a three-
layer comb, made of deer’s antler, with bronze rivets; 
back decorated with a horizontal groove; pres. dim. 
of the largest fragments 1.3×1.8 and 1.2×1.9 cm. 3. 20 
burnt and stratified sherds of a wheel-made vessel; 
everted rim, accentuated with two parallel grooves; 
round-profiled body, decorated with horizontal 
grooves; damaged, grey surface. 4. Seven burnt, non-
descript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii.

Grave 883 (pit cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 15 cm deep; dug into the central part of grave 
887. Black and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and grave goods in the pit (Pl. CCLV/883). 
I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze spring 
on an axis bar, probably from a brooch; pres. length 
1  cm. 2. Partly melted fragment of a bronze hooked 
pin with spirally twisted (?) shaft; pres. length 1.9 cm. 
3. Piece of bronze wire, perhaps a brooch pin; pres. 
length 1.9 cm. 4–11. eight partly melted spherical beads 
of transparent blue glass, type tm 2b; diam. 0.6 cm, 
height 0.5 cm. 12. Barrel bead of opaque red glass, type 
tm 12; diam. 0.7 cm, height 0.5 cm. 13. Partly melted 
ring bead of transparent light blue glass, type tm 30b; 
diam. 1.2 cm, height 0.6 cm. 14. melted bead of opaque 
black glass, type tm 40 (?). 15. melted bead of transpar-
ent blue glass, perhaps type tm 30a, fused with a melted 
bead of opaque black glass. 16. two melted and fused 
ring beads of transparent green glass, similar to type 
tm 32; a lump of opaque red glass adhered to one of 
them. 17. melted disc bead of transparent violet glass, 
type tm 48; diam. 0.5 cm, height 0.1 cm. 18. melted 
bead of opaque red glass, with a lump of transparent 
green glass adhered to it. 19. Lump of melted red glass 
with bronze wire of round cross-section embedded in-
side. 20. Lump of melted transparent violet glass, with 
spots of opaque red glass. 21. Lump of melted white 
glass. 22. Lump of melted transparent light blue glass. 
23. Lump of melted opaque red glass. 24. two burnt 

sherds of a vessel with everted rim; smooth surface, 
brick red to brown in colour. 25. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 26. ten burnt, 
nondescript potsherds. 27. Three sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age (?) pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii.

Grave 884 (inhumation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of almost rectangu-
lar outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring ap-
prox. 250×160 cm at the top and approx. 250×110 cm at 
the bottom; rectangular profile, 115 cm deep. Grey fill. 
four large boulders (dim. 30–50 cm) at the top level in 
the N part and, a bit underneath them, three more of 
similar size, arranged along the longer axis of the pit, 
interspersed by a few small stones. Cremated bones 
(I.2) and potsherds (269–275) scattered in the pit. The 
grave goods were found slightly above the bottom, at 
a depth of 45–70 cm below the top level: a wheel-made 
vessel (267), with a glass beaker (1) inside, in the N part, 
near the wall of the pit; a bowl (268), skewed to the e, 
in the NW part; a knife (10) between the two vessels. 
a belt buckle (7) near the Ne corner, approx. 20 cm to 
the W of a bronze needle (9) and, 15 cm further away, 
two bronze brooches (2, 3) in a parallel arrangement, 
with the feet oriented to the e; comb fragments (12) 
under the brooches. in the centre of the pit: a necklace 
of amber and glass beads and metal pendants (nos. 13–
95) and, between them, fragments of unburnt bones 
(I.1), leather (?), fabric (266) and birch (Betula sp.) 
bark. Several dozen scattered small beads of one type 
(96–261, another necklace?). two silver brooches (4, 5) 
near the necklace and, approx. 15 cm to the S of them, 
another brooch (6), this time made of bronze; further 
away: a belt buckle (8), a spindle whorl (11) and a bead 
(262) (Pls. CCLXVii–CCLXii/884). I.1. Sex undeter-
mined, non-adult individual. I.2. Infans II.
Inventory: 1. Glass beaker of type 230 according to H.J. 
eggers (1951); cylindrical body decorated with a cut 
ornament: two rows of ovals above two rows of circles; 
rounded base with a cut circle; rim defined by three 
circumferential, irregular grooves; green-yellow col-
our; height 12.5 cm, rim diam. 9 cm. 2. 3. two bronze 
crossbow brooches (Armbrustfibeln) with returned foot 
of Almgren type 162; springs on axis bars; partially fac-
eted knee-shaped bows with metopes at the ends; fac-
eted feet with two incised metopes; length 4 cm, width 
1.5 cm. 4. 5. two silver crossbow brooches (Armbrust-
fibeln) with returned foot, combining traits of Almgren 
types 162 and 172; springs on axis bars terminated with 
round knobs; partially faceted knee-shaped bows with 
metopes at both ends; faceted feet with metopes near 
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the bows; catchplates with sheet-metal terminals, cut 
near the bow into a thin wire; length 3 cm, width 2 cm. 
6. Bronze brooch with returned foot and external chord, 
Almgren type 158; arched, faceted bow with two in-
cised metopes at the ends; faceted foot with an incised 
metope near the bow; length approx. 4.8 cm. 7. Bronze 
belt buckle with slightly thickened, oval, one-piece 
frame of round cross-section, type H 12; pin slightly 
bent downwards at the tip, thickened at the base; dim. 
2×1.3 cm. 8. Bronze belt buckle with slightly thickened, 
oval, one-piece frame of round cross-section, type H 
12; pin slightly bent downwards at the tip, faceted, with 
a metope at the base; dim. 2.7×1.6 cm. 9. Bronze nee-
dle; shaft round in cross-section; length 5 cm (lost). 
10. Small bronze knife; tang defined on both sides; 
pres. length 7.3 cm, max. width 1.9 cm. 11. Clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with flat opposite ends; smooth, beige-
grey surface; diam. 3.6  cm, height 2.4  cm. 12. frag-
ments of a composite antler (?) comb (?), with bronze 
rivets; pres. length 7 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 13. Silver 
axe-shaped pendant; width 1 cm, height 1.1 cm; passed 
through a silver wire ring with terminals wound around 
the body, type 15; diam. approx. 1.2 cm. 14–16. 3 sil-
ver pendants in the form of wire circles with spirally 
coiled terminals wound around the body, type 16; di-
am. 2.8 cm. 17–22. Six conical pendants made of sheet 
silver; bodies of five of them decorated along the edges 
with horizontal grooves; max. diam. 0.5–0.7 cm, pres. 
height 1.8–2.3 cm; each pendant passed through a sil-
ver wire ring with terminals wound around the body, 
type 15; diam. approx. 1.2 cm. 23. Silver pendant in the 
form of a wire ring (lost?). 24. 25. two pendants in the 
form of an amber barrel bead, type tm 431; diam. 1.5–
1.6 cm, height 1 cm; passed through a silver wire ring 
with terminals wound around the body, type 15; diam. 
approx. 1.9 cm. 26. Pendant in the form of an amber disc 
bead, type tm 430; diam. 1.8 cm, height 0.8 cm; passed 
through a silver wire ring with terminals wound around 
the body, type 15; diam. approx. 1.9 cm. 27. Pendant 
in the form of an amber disc bead, type tm 388; diam. 
1.2 cm, height 0.9 cm; passed through a silver wire ring 
with terminals wound around the body, type 15; diam. 
approx. 1.9 cm. 28. 29. two pendants in the form of two 
barrel beads of opaque green glass, type tm 8; diam. 
0.7–1 cm, height 0.5–0.6 cm; passed through silver wire 
rings with terminals wound around the body, type 15; 
diam. 1.9 cm. 30. Pendant in the form of a melon bead 
of transparent light blue glass, similar to types tm 162 
and 163; diam. 1.8 cm, height 1.1 cm; passed through 
a bronze wire ring with spirally coiled (?) terminals 
(type 16?); diam. approx. 2 cm. 31. Amber figure-of-
eight pendant with rounded body and perforated head 
defined by a groove, type tm 471d; height 1.4  cm, 

width 0.9 cm; a piece of cord inside the aperture (not 
preserved). 32. Amber pendant with trapezoidal body 
of almost quadrangular cross-section, similar to type 
tm 414d; lower part with a horizontal groove; height 
1.2  cm, max. width 1  cm. 33–35. Three polyhedral 
beads made of amber, type tm 405; dim. 1.3–1.6×0.4–
0.6×0.8–1.2 cm. 36. Cuboidal bead made of amber of 
type tm 407; dim. 1.2×0.5×0.4 cm. 37. rounded bead 
made of amber, group tm XXX; max. diam. 1.1 cm. 
38. Amber biconical bead of type tm 391; diam. 1.5 cm, 
height 0.6 cm. 39. Large amber disc bead with convex 
sides, type tm 438; diam. 3 cm, height 1.2 cm. 40. 41. 
two cylindrical beads of opaque black glass, with a cir-
cumferential red-, white-and-black zigzag between two 
white lines, type tm 324; length 2 cm, diam. 0.9 cm. 
42–49. eight (two crumbled) disc beads of transparent 
light blue glass, type tm 30b; diam. 1.1–1.7 cm, height 
0.4–0.8 cm. 50–68. 19 barrel-shaped, disc-shaped and 
cuboidal beads of opaque red glass, type tm 12; diam. 
0.6–1  cm, height 0.5–0.9  cm. 69. flat-and-spherical 
bead of transparent dark violet, almost black, glass, type 
tm 31; diam. 1.2 cm, height 0.7 cm. 70. 71. two (one 
crumbled) barrel beads of transparent dark blue glass, 
type tm 2a; diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.7 cm. 72–75. four 
barrel beads of opaque green glass, type tm 8; diam. 
0.7–1 cm, height 0.6–0.7 cm. 76. 77. two barrel beads 
of opaque blue glass, type tm 7; diam. 0.9 cm, height 
0.6–0.7 cm. 78. miniature polyhedral bead of transpar-
ent green glass, type tm 129; length 0.6 cm, height 0.5 
cm, width 0.4 cm. 79–81. Three small polyhedral beads 
of opaque red glass, type tm 132; dim. 0.3–0.7×0.4–
0.7×0.5–0.9  cm. 82. Polyhedral bead of opaque blue 
glass, group tm XiV; length 1 cm. 83–85. Three hex-
agonal beads of opaque red glass, type tm 107; dim. 
0.6–1.1×0.6–1×0.4–0.5 cm. 86–90. five barrel beads of 
opaque orange glass, type tm 10; diam. 0.7 cm, height 
0.5–0.6 cm. 91. 92. two ring beads of black glass, type 
tm 40; diam. 1.9 cm, height 1–1.2 cm. 93. ring bead 
of transparent light green glass, type tm 32b; diam. 
1.6 cm, height 0.9 cm. 94. melon bead of transparent 
light blue glass, type tm 162; diam. 1 cm, height 0.7 cm. 
95. Spherical bead of opaque red glass, with traces of 
an ornament composed of points or “eyes”, similar to 
type tm 223; diam. 0.9 cm, height 0.7 cm. 96–261. 166 
miniature, barrel-shaped, cylindrical and spherical 
beads of transparent blue glass, type tm  18; diam. 
0.3–0.5 cm, height 0.2–0.6 cm. 262. Hexagonal bead of 
opaque green glass, type tm 105; dim. 0.7×0.7×0.4 cm. 
263. fragment of a bead of transparent light blue glass. 
264. fragment of a bead of transparent pink glass; pres. 
length 0.7  cm. 265. Burnt (?) fragments of beads of 
blue, yellow and violet glass. 266. Piece of linen fab-
ric, dim. 2.2×0.5 cm. 267. Wheel-made tripartite vase; 
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thickened, horizontal rim; cylindrical neck; rounded 
body, decorated on its upper part with a circumferential 
groove under a rough band with a smooth wavy-zigzag 
line; ring base; smooth, sandy-grey surface; rim diam. 
22 cm, base diam. 10 cm, height 20.5 cm. 268. Bowl of 
type ViC; body decorated around its max. circumfer-
ence with a band of fingernail impressions; smooth, 
brown surface; rim diam. 19  cm, base diam. 8  cm, 
height 8.5 cm. 269. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thick-
ened, faceted rim; smooth, brick red surface. 270. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 
271. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, 
beige-grey surface. 272. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
slightly everted rim; smooth, grey surface. 273. Burnt 
sherd of a wheel-made vessel; smooth, beige surface. 
274. Approx. 50 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 275. Ap-
prox. 25 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 269–271—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Viia (no. 269—phases i–ii; nos. 
270, 271—phases iii–V?).
Remarks: due to the poor state of preservation of the 
artefacts at the moment of their discovery, the sets of 
artefacts comprising pendants nos. 24–29 cannot be ac-
curately reconstructed. However, on the basis of their 
precise field documentation (full size drawing, see fig. 
10), it can be quite reliably established which of the 
pendants/beads were originally suspended on rings (al-
though it is impossible to assign them to a specific ring). 
Thus, in order to graphically demonstrate the function 
of these artefacts, the figures show drawn reconstruc-
tions of each pendant set (pendant/bead and ring).

Grave 885 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 20  cm deep. Black fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit (Pl. CCLVi/885). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel of type Vi.2 (?); 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown surface; rim 
diam. 23 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 2. four burnt sherds 
of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, beige 
surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth, beige surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel decorated on the body with a row of oblique strokes 
alongside a polygonal line; damaged surface, brick red 
and grey in colour. 5. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 887 (inhumation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly quad-

rangular outlines, elongated on the N-S axis, measur-
ing approx. 200×110 cm at the top level and 200×80 cm 
at the bottom; bottom flat at a depth of approx. 40 cm; 
disturbed (?) in the N part by the pit of grave 884. The 
fill was grey, grey-brown and, near the bottom, dark 
grey. Small potsherds, cremated bones (I.2) and a melt-
ed bead (4) scattered in the pit, in a secondary context. 
a bowl (6), positioned diagonally towards the centre of 
the pit, at the bottom in the NW part; a destroyed ves-
sel (5), with a needle (2) and a small vessel (7) inside, 
in the Ne part. unburnt bones of the skull (I.1), resting 
on its right side, between the two large vessels (5, 6); 
an amber bead (3) near the mandible (not preserved). 
a small vessel (8), slanted to the S, at approx. 20 cm to 
the SW of the skull. in the centre of the pit, approx. 
60 cm away from the skull: a belt buckle (1) near leather 
fragments from a belt, bark (probably birch) and unburnt 
bones (I.1). remains of leg bones (I.1) approx. 20 cm 
to the S of the buckle (Pls. CCLVii–CCLXii/887). I.1. 
Male, maturus. I.2. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Bronze one-piece belt buckle with thick-
ened, oval frame, type H 15; frame oval in cross-section, 
with a separated crossbar for the pin; partially faceted, 
profiled pin with a metope at the base; tip curved, bent 
over the frame; height 3 cm, width 1.9 cm. 2. Bonze nee-
dle; shaft round in cross-section, with small grooves in 
the extension of the eye; pres. length 5.3 cm. 3. Amber 
disc bead of type tm 388; diam. 2 cm, height 0.5 cm. 
4. melted bead of transparent greenish glass, probably 
of type tm 13. 5. Bowl of type Vi.C, the so-called spe-
cial series; upper part of the body profiled with two very 
wide, circumferential grooves; decorated under max. 
body diameter with a band composed of two alternat-
ing wavy grooves and a few (originally four?) finger-
made depressions; smooth surface, light brown to dark 
brown in colour; rim diam. approx. 17 cm, base diam. 
8  cm, height 14.5  cm. 6. Bowl of type ViC/XViiiC; 
smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 14 cm, base diam. 
7  cm, height 7.5  cm. 7. Small bowl of type  XViiiC, 
of the so-called special series; upper part of the body 
profiled by two very wide, circumferential grooves; 
smooth, brown-grey surface; rim diam. 5.5 cm, base 
diam. 3.5 cm, height 5.5 cm. 8. Small biconical vessel 
with defined rim; body decorated under its max. diam-
eter with a circumferential band of irregular strokes, 
lines and depressions, and near the base—with a cir-
cumferential double row of fingernail impressions; de-
fined base; surface smooth near the rim, slightly rough 
below; rim diam. 6.5 cm, base diam. 3.5 cm, height ap-
prox. 6 cm. 9. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
damaged, grey-beige surface. 10. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with everted rim; damaged, brick red-beige surface. 
11. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 12. eight 
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sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 9?, 10—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Viia (nos. 9?, 10—iii–V?).

Feature 914 (undetermined function), Are 45
discovered at a depth of approx. 50 cm. Pit of irregular 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
110×80–90 cm; basin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. Grey 
and dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLVi/914).
Inventory: 1. Approx. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Graves 915, 916, 916A, Are 36B
discovered at a depth of approx. 30 cm. a complex of 
three pits, divided into: grave 916A in the N part, ad-
joining it grave 916 in the S part and grave 915, dug 
into grave 916 (Pl. CCLXiii). 

Grave 915 (pit cremation), Are 36B
Pit of roughly round outline, measuring approx. 50–
60 cm in diameter; basin-shaped profile with an uneven 
bottom, 20 cm deep. Black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in the pit 
(Pls. CCLXiii/915, CCLXiV/915). I. Sex undetermined, 
adult individual. 
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of bronze two-
piece brooch with spring on an axis bar, probably of 
Almgren group Vi; bow triangular in cross-section; 
pres. width 1.9  cm, pres. length 1.3  cm. 2. Spheri-
cal bead of white glass, similar to type tm 22; diam. 
0.5 cm. height 0.4 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth, beige surface. 4. four 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark (no. 3—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phases Vi–Viia (no. 3—phases i–ii).

Grave 916 (inhumation?), Are 36B
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se 
axis, measuring approx. 110×70 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 25 cm deep; disturbed in the Se part by grave 915, 
connected in the Ne with the pit of grave 916A in an 
unestablished stratigraphic relationship. Grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods 
scattered in the pit (Pls. CCLXiii/916, CCLXiV/916).
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with returned foot of Almgren type 162; spring on an 
axis bar terminated with disc-shaped knobs; wide, facet-
ed, knee-shaped bow with metopes at the ends; faceted 
foot with a metope near the bow; transversal grooves 
on all the metopes; width 2.2 cm, length 3.4 cm. 2. Al-
most hexalateral bead of opaque red glass, similar to 

type tm 12; diam. 0.6–0.8 cm, height 0.6 cm. 3. Al-
most hexalateral bead of opaque green glass, similar 
to type tm 8; diam. 0.7 cm, height 0.5 cm. 4. Amber 
bead with irregular, rounded body; diam. 0.8–1 cm, 
height 0.6  cm. 5. Small vessel with cylindrical body 
and undefined rim; poorly smoothed, here and there 
coarse surface, brown-beige in colour; rim diam. 6 cm, 
base diam. 4 cm, height 7 cm. 6. Potsherds (cf. below).
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Viia.

Grave 916A (pit cremation?), Are 36B
Pit of rounded outline, elongated on the Ne-SW ax-
is, measuring approx. 110×90 cm; basin-shaped pro-
file, 30 cm deep; disturbed in the central part by a cut, 
connected in the SW part with the pit of grave 916. 
Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pls. CCLXiii/916A, 
CCLXiV/916A).
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrust-
fibel) with returned foot of Almgren type 162; spring 
on an axis bar; wide, faceted, knee-shaped bow; fac-
eted foot; width 2.1 cm, length 4.3 cm. 2. flat-and--
spherical bead of white glass, similar to type tm 34; 
diam. 1.4 cm. height 0.9 cm. 3. fragment of an iron 
belt hook; thickened side edges; pres. length 2.7 cm. 
4. Potsherds (cf. below).
Culture: Wielbark (no. 3—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phases Vi–Viia (no. 3—phases i–ii).
Artefacts and human remains discovered in the fills 
of graves 916 and 916A that could not be assigned 
to one or the other (Pl. CCLXiV/916.916A): 1. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged 
surface, brick red to grey in colour. 2. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged surface, 
brick red to grey in colour. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with undefined rim; damaged, grey surface. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with a band of 
zigzag pattern composed of a row of strokes between 
parallel lines; damaged, brick red surface. 5. Approx. 60 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 6. ten sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery. I. Sex undetermined, non-
adult individual.
Remarks: it is possible that the Przeworsk culture pot-
tery (nos. 1, 2, 4) and the belt hook from grave 916A 
(no. 3) come from one feature later destroyed by a Wiel-
bark culture burial.

Grave 917 (inhumation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 45  cm, partly destroyed by 
a gravel extraction pit. Pit of oval outline, elongated 
on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 250×200 cm, vis-
ibly narrower near the bottom, of roughly rectangular 
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outline, measuring approx. 250×70 cm; almost quad-
rangular profile, 110 cm deep. The fill was grey, with 
a black and, below, dark grey layer in the W part, reach-
ing a depth of up to 100 cm, clearly distinguishable from 
the rest of the pit; a dark grey outline at the top level 
of the feature, visible solely in plan; a large boulder in 
the centre of the pit. Potsherds, pieces of charcoal and 
cremated bones (I) scattered across the entire pit. An 
iron brooch (8) in the centre, approx. 10 cm to the NW 
of the stone, at a depth of 50 cm below the top level; 
knife fragments (9) at the same depth, approx. 20 cm 
to the S of the stone. Grave goods at the bottom of the 
pit, approx. 110 cm below the top level: two large ves-
sels (10, 12) in the N part, placed along the longer axis 
of the pit, one of them (10) with another, smaller, ves-
sel (11) inside; bronze sheet (5) and wooden object (?) 
fragments (6) approx. 10 cm to the Ne of the vessels; 
a brooch (1) in the central part; an amber bead (4) ap-
prox. 5 cm to the S of the brooch, a belt buckle (2) 15 cm 
further away and, approx. 25 cm to the SW of the latter, 
another belt buckle (3) (Pls. CCLXV–CCLXViii/917). 
I. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) 
with solid catchplate and a knob on the head; spring on 
an axis bar terminated with profiled rings; high, narrow 
bow, arched and faceted, with metopes at both ends; 
trapezoidal foot with transversal grooves on both ends; 
pres. width 2.4 cm, pres. length 4.5 cm. 2. Three frag-
ments of a bronze belt buckle with thickened, oval, one-
piece frame, type H 11; faceted pin with a metope at the 
base; frame heptagonal in cross-section; height 3.2 cm, 
width 2 cm. 3. Three fragments of a bronze belt buckle 
with thickened, oval, one-piece frame, type H 12; fac-
eted pin with a metope at the base; frame multangular 
in cross-section; height 2.2 cm, width 1.6 cm. 4. Amber 
disc bead of type tm 389; diam. 1.7 cm, height 0.5 cm. 
5. five fragments of a curved bronze sheet. 6. Three 
fragments of an object (?) made of wood,10 including 
one with a hole. 7. two lumps of melted, murky glass of 
white-grey colour. 8. four fragments of an iron brooch 
of type C; bow round in cross-section, widest near 
the head; foot terminal attached to the bow by a ring-
shaped collar; pres. width 1.6 cm, pres. length 6.5 cm. 
9. Three fragments of an iron crescent-shaped knife; 
rod-shaped tang with coiled terminal; pres. length ap-
prox. 9  cm. 10. Bowl resembling type  Vie; smooth, 
beige surface; rim diam. 17 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 
13.5 cm. 11. Small bowl of type XViiiB; smooth, beige-
grey surface; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 5 cm, height 

10 The best-preserved fragment is made of alder (Alnus sp.) 
wood; the state of preservation of the others did not allow 
an unambiguous species identification of the raw material. 

9 cm. 12. Bowl of type XaA; almost cylindrical upper 
part of the body; smooth, grey-brown surface; rim di-
am. 17 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 6.5 cm. 13. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth, brick red-grey surface. 14. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened, faceted rim; damaged, brick red-
grey surface. 15. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, 
faceted rim; smooth surface, brown and dark grey in 
colour. 16. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, fac-
eted rim; damaged, grey surface. 17. Burnt base sherd 
of a vessel with smooth, brown-grey surface; base di-
am. 9 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 18. Three burnt sherds 
of a vessel with heavily bulging body; smooth, brick red 
surface. 19. Approx. 80 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
20. Seven sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark (nos. 8, 9, 13–16, 18—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Viia (nos. 8, 9, 13–16, 18—phase i).

Grave 918 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 130×70 cm; 
triangular profile, 60 cm deep. The fill was grey, in the 
centre dark grey, with pieces of charcoal, light grey in 
the Ne part. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered 
in the pit; a bead (1) in the e part (Pl. CCLXiV/918). 
I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. melted segmented bead of green glass, 
type tm 92a; pres. length 1.9 cm. 2. Three burnt sherds 
of a biconical vessel with everted rim and a round de-
pression under max. body diameter; damaged, brick 
red-grey surface. 3. two burnt sherds of a vessel with 
everted rim; smooth (?), brown-grey surface. 4. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with undefined rim; coarse, brown 
surface. 5. two burnt sherds of a vessel decorated with 
a row of small quadrangular impressions; damaged, 
grey surface. 6. two burnt sherds of a vessel decorated 
with fingernail impressions; damaged, grey surface. 
7. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated with finger-made 
depressions; damaged, grey surface. 8. Sherd of a vessel 
decorated with a horizontal line under rows of oblique 
strokes; smooth, black surface. 9. Approx. 50 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 919 (pit cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 
290×190 cm; basin-shaped profile, 90 cm deep. The fill 
was light brown, here and there light grey, with a thin 
layer of dark grey earth with pieces of charcoal at the 
top level. Cremated bones, potsherds and other grave 
goods scattered across the entire pit (Pls. CCLXiX, 
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CCLXX/919). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a curved bronze bar of oval 
cross-section; pres. length 1.2 cm. 2. Lump of melted 
bronze. 3. melted spherical (?) bead of transparent 
violet glass, type tm 3; diam. 0.8 cm, height 0.7 cm. 
4. melted spherical (?) bead of murky blue glass, simi-
lar to type tm 7; diam. 0.7 cm, height approx. 0.6 cm. 
5. melted bead of transparent light blue glass, perhaps 
type tm 30a; diam. approx. 1.8 cm. 6. Polyhedral bead 
of transparent dark blue glass, type tm 126; length 
1.3 cm, height 0.7 cm. 7. fragment of a melted bead of 
transparent light blue glass. 8. Burnt sherds of a mug of 
type XVC; damaged, brick red-grey surface; rim diam. 
8.5 cm, base diam. 5.5 cm, height 6.5 cm. 9. Burnt (?) 
sherd of a large vessel with thickened rim; coarse, beige 
surface. 10. Sherd of a biconical vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, beige surface. 11. Sherd of a vessel with evert-
ed rim; smooth, brown-grey surface. 12. two sherds of 
a vessel with undefined, inverted rim; surface smooth 
near the rim, rough below, beige in colour. 13. Burnt 
(?) sherd of a vessel with undefined rim; smooth, brick 
red-grey surface. 14. two burnt sherds of one (?) ves-
sel with undefined rim; smooth, brick red-grey surface. 
15. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated with groups of ob-
lique lines (chevrons?); damaged, grey surface. 16. four 
burnt, nondescript sherds of wheel-made (?) pottery. 
17. Approx. 55 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 18. Ap-
prox. 20 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phase Vii (?).

Grave 920 (pit cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval (?) outline, 
elongated on the Ne-SW axis, destroyed in the W and 
Se part, with pres. dimensions of approx. 70×50 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 15  cm deep. The fill was dark 
grey and, in the centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLVi/920). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. four burnt sherds of a vessel of type i.1; 
slightly thickened and faceted rim; smooth, brown sur-
face; rim diam. 14 cm, pres. height 10 cm. 2. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth, brown surface; base di-
am. 7 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 3. two burnt sherds of one 
(?) vessel with everted rim; sloppily finished, smooth, 
brown surface. 4. Potsherd with smooth, black surface. 
5. four burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 930 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of undetermined 
outline, destroyed in the N and S part, measuring ap-

prox. 130 cm in width; two-part profile, 20 cm deep. 
Black fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; a wire (1) in the centre 
(Pl. CCLVi/930). I. Infans II. II. Sheep or goat (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Piece of bronze wire; originally one end 
bent at right angles (at present lack); pres. length 1.1 cm. 
2. 15 burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim defined 
by a groove; damaged surface, brick red to grey in col-
our. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly thickened, 
everted rim; body decorated with an obliquely incised 
narrow cordon defined by two grooves; damaged, grey 
surface. 4. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, grey surface. 5. Approx. 20 small potsherds 
with smooth, black surface. 6. two burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases iV–V.

Grave 931 (pit cremation), Are 30A
discovered at a depth of 30–40  cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
150×90 cm; triangular profile, 60 cm deep. The fill was 
light grey, in the centre grey, here and there dark grey 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave 
goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLXViii/931). I. Sex 
undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a deformed (partly malted?) 
bronze bar of rectangular cross-section; pres. length 
1.8 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly everted 
rim; smooth, beige surface. 3. 10 nondescript potsherds, 
most burnt. 4. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 932 (pit cremation), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 60 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 10 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here 
and there, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cre-
mated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLXX/932). I. Early infans I.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a vessel with undefined 
rim; damaged, grey surface. 2. two burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 946 (pit cremation), Are 30B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; semi-circular 
profile, 25 cm deep. Black fill with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLXX/946). I. Early infans I.
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Inventory: 1. Nine burnt sherds of a pot of type Vi.1; 
thickened, faceted rim; smooth surface, brown to brick 
red in colour; rim diam. 22–23 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
2. Three burnt sherds of a vessel with heavily bulging 
body decorated with two horizontal grooves enclos-
ing a zigzag pattern composed of lines and rows of 
strokes; damaged, grey-brown surface. 3. Burnt, non-
descript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 947 (pit cremation), Ares 30B/36B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 90×60 cm; 
almost triangular profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was dark 
grey and, in the centre, black, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLXX/947). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Three burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 949 (pit cremation), Are 54C
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×70 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill was dark grey 
and, in the centre and the e part, black, with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in 
the pit; a brooch (1) in the S part (Pl. CCLXXi/949). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron one-piece brooch 
with internal chord and arched bow of round cross-
section, probably of type N-a; pres. width 1 cm, pres. 
length 2.6 cm. 2. Six burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; 
damaged surface, grey to brick red in colour.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iib (?).

Grave 950 (pit cremation), Are 54C
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of almost round 
outline, measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 15 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces of 
charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered in 
the pit; a belt buckle (1) in the N part (Pl. CCLXXi/950). 
I. Sex undetermined, non-adult (?) individual.
Inventory: 1. Bronze one-piece belt buckle with thick-
ened, oval frame of round cross-section, type H 11; 
height 2.4 cm, width 1.8 cm. 2. Lump of melted trans-
parent yellowish/greenish (almost colourless) glass. 
3. Burnt fragment of a deer-antler plate, with a groove 
along the edge, probably part of a composite comb; pres. 
dim. 0.7×0.5 cm 4. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.

Chronology: phase Viia.

Grave (?) 951 (pit cremation?), Are 36B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring 100×50 cm; semi-cir-
cular profile, 45 cm deep. Light grey fill. Potsherds and 
one (?) cremated bone in the pit (Pl. CCLXXi/951). I/
II. Bone(s) missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt, nondescript potsherd. 2. Bronze 
Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 953 (pit cremation), Are 36B
Pit of irregular, quadrangular outline with rounded 
edges, elongated on the e-W axis, with pres. dimen-
sions of approx. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. The fill was black and, in 
the centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and grave goods scattered in the pit, mainly in 
the black layer; numerous potsherds at the top of the 
pit (Pl. CCLXXii/953). I. Female (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. Bronze belt buckle pin with a metope 
at the base; tip bent downwards; pres. length 1.6 cm. 
2. fragment of a bronze bar of semi-circular cross-sec-
tion; one end flat; pres. length 2.8 cm, width 0.4 cm. 
3. fragment of a partly melted bronze sheet; pres. length 
4 cm, pres. height 1 cm. 4. Burnt sherds of a small bowl 
of type XViiiC, the so-called special series; upper part 
of the body profiled with three very wide, circumfer-
ential grooves, the bottom-most one decorated with 
a row of punctures; lower part of the body ornament-
ed with two alternating wavy grooves and, alongside 
them, a row of punctures; several finger-made depres-
sions under max. body diameter; damaged, grey sur-
face; rim diam. 10 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 5. Sherds of 
a bowl of type ViC; surface smooth above max. body 
diameter, rough below, brown in colour; body diam. 
17 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ViC (?); a cordon below the rim; damaged, grey 
surface. 7. 12 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 954 (pit cremation), Are 54C
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 60×50 cm; basin-shaped profile with an 
uneven bottom, 20 cm deep. dark grey fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCLXXii/954). I. Sex undetermined, adul-
tus–early maturus
Inventory: 1. Burnt polyhedral bead of white-grey chal-
cedony, type tm 499b, length 1.2 cm, height 0.9 cm. 
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2. melted bead of opaque red (?) glass, similar to type 
tm 41; diam. 1.2 cm, height approx. 1 cm. 3. Sherd of 
a wheel-made vessel; everted rim; smooth, dark grey 
surface. 4. Sherd of a wheel-made vessel; smooth, light 
brown surface. 5. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a handle; 
damaged, grey surface. 6. Burnt base sherds a vessel 
with damaged surface, brick red and grey in colour; 
base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 10 cm. 7. four burnt base 
sherds a vessel with smooth, brick red surface. 8. Burnt 
sherds of a vessel with a handle and slightly thickened 
rim; damaged surface, grey and brown in colour; rim 
diam. 15.5 cm, pres. height approx. 6 cm. 9. Approx. 20 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 10. two sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery. 
Culture: Wielbark (no. 8—Przeworsk).
Chronology: phase Vii (no. 8—phase ii).

Feature 955 (undetermined function), Are 60B
Pit of round (?) outline, destroyed in the e part, with 
pres. dimensions of approx. 80×80 cm; basin-shaped 
profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was black and, near the 
edges, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLXXi/955).
Inventory: 1. two burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 956 (pit cremation), Are 60B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×80 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. dark grey and black 
fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and pot-
sherds scattered in the pit; in the S part: a small vessel 
(1) with a cluster of small bird (?)11 bones inside, covered 
with an upside-down mug (2) (Pl. CCLXXiii/956). I/
II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt vessel of type i.2; slightly thickened 
(?) rim defined by a wide groove; body decorated on 
its upper part with a row of hatched triangles between 
two horizontal grooves; smooth surface, grey to beige 
in colour; rim diam. 9 cm, base diam. 6.5 cm, height 
6 cm. 2. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; smooth, light 
brown surface; rim diam. 10.5 cm, base diam. 6 cm, 
height 9 cm. 3. four burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–ii. 

Grave 957 (urn cremation? pit cremation?), Are 60B

11 it is possible that the person writing the journal misinterpret-
ed the species of the bone remains. Burnt fragments of human 
bones, especially those belonging to children, may resemble bird 
bones in some cases. 

discovered at a depth of 35 cm. imperceptible pit out-
line. Sherds of an almost entire bowl, resting on its side, 
in pure sand. a few cremated bones between the high-
est-deposited vessel sherds. Pure sand, without bones, 
inside the vessel (Pl. CCLXXiii/957). I. Sex undeter-
mined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Bowl of type ViC; surface smooth from 
the rim to max. body diameter, coarse below, uneven 
and sloppily finished, brown to grey-brick red and, in 
places, black in colour; rim diam. 16 cm, base diam. 
8 cm, height approx. 9 cm. 
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 959 (pit cremation), Are 60B
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of irregular out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
60×40 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, here and there, dark grey and black with 
pieces of charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scat-
tered in the pit (Pl. CCLXXiii/959). I. Sex and age un-
determined. 
Inventory: 1. four nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 960 (pit cremation), Are 24d
discovered at a depth of 25 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 70×60 cm; 
semi-circular profile, 25 cm deep. The fill was grey and, 
in the centre, dark grey, with a small stone at the top. 
Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. 
CCLXXiii/960). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two burnt sherds of a vessel with un-
defined rim; smooth (?), brick red-grey surface. 2. 11 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 3. five sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Grave 967 (urn cremation), Are 50
discovered at a depth of 35  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring ap-
prox. 80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The 
fill was dark grey near the edges of the pit, black in the 
centre, with pieces of charcoal. Sherds from at least four 
vessels in the S part; in the W part, partly in the clean 
sand: an urn (4) filled with a compact layer of cremat-
ed bones and, on the bones, three brooches (1–3) (Pl. 
CCLXXiV). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type N-a; spring on an 
axis bar made from a rod of rectangular cross-sec-
tion; cracked chord, hooked (?) on the bow (repair?); 
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bow oval in cross-section, with a profiled crest below 
the top; foot triangular in cross-section; solid catch-
plate with three vertical grooves along both edges; 
width 0.9 cm, length 6.1 cm. 2. two fragments of an 
iron brooch of type m-a; bow round in cross-section, 
with a cirumferential crest below the top; frame catch-
plate; width 1.6 cm, length 6.3 cm. 3. two fragments 
of an iron brooch, probably of type N-a; bow roughly 
oval in cross-section, with a small crest below the top; 
width 0.8 cm, pres. length approx. 2.5 cm. 4. Bowl of 
type ii.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, beige to dark 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 13.5 cm, base diam. 
7.5 cm, height 7.5 cm. 5. Burnt sherds of a biconical 
bowl with a handle; thickened rim, body decorated 
with a band of chevron pattern between two grooves; 
smooth surface, brick red to black in colour; rim diam. 
18 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, height 9 cm. 6. Burnt sherds 
of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, 
grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, base di-
am. 7.5 cm, height 9 cm. 7. Burnt sherds of a mug of 
type i.1; thickened rim; body decorated on its upper 
part with a circumferential row of oblique or horizontal 
strokes between two horizontal grooves; smooth sur-
face, black to brick red in colour; rim diam. 12.5 cm, 
base diam. 6 cm, height 10 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of a ves-
sel of type  i.4; smooth surface, grey to brick red in 
colour; rim diam. 12.5 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 
10 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of a small vessel with rounded 
body; group Vii; damaged, grey surface; base diam. 
4 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 10. Approx. 30 burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iib. 

Grave 968 (urn cremation), Are 50
discovered at a depth of 45 cm. Pit of quadrangular 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
100×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. The fill 
was dark grey and, here and there, black, with pieces 
of charcoal. An urn (14), filled in three quarters with 
a compact layer of numerous poorly cremated bones 
and light grey sand, was placed at the bottom in the 
centre of the pit; in the upper part of the pit, a small 
stone adjoined the urn on the Ne side. inside the urn, 
among the bones: a belt buckle (1), a strap-end (2) and 
a key (6). two small vessels (9, 10) in the N part of the 
pit; a spindle whorl (7) in the W part; the remaining 
grave goods scattered in the fill of the pit, mainly at the 
top level, near the urn (Pl. CCLXXV). I. Sex undeter-
mined, non-adult individual.
Inventory: 1. iron belt buckle with round one-piece 
frame, type C 13; frame diamond-shaped in cross-sec-
tion; pin multangular in cross-section, with a metope at 

the base, defined by two transversal grooves and incised 
at the side edges; diam. 2.8 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze 
strap-end of group i, type 1, variant 6; body quadran-
gular in cross-section; arms of attachment plate joined 
with a small flat-head rivet; top arm decorated along 
the edge with a row of small vertical incisions; profiled 
terminal composed of a massive knob, enclosed by two 
small rings, and four disc-shaped elements of decreas-
ing diameter, with a small, spherical knob at the end; 
length 6 cm. 3. Three fragments of a bronze fitting com-
posed of two rectangular sheets joined at the ends with 
bronze rivets with hemispherical heads; pres. length 
4 cm, width 0.6 cm, depth 0.5 cm. 4. iron H-shaped 
fitting made from a massive strip; length 2.7 cm, width 
0.6 cm. 5. Partly melted fragment of a disc-shaped ob-
ject with a perforation in the middle, decorated along 
the outer edge with corrugated (?) wire; diam. ap-
prox. 1.2 cm. 6. iron casket key; u-shaped bit of round 
cross-section; shaft square in cross-section, hammered 
flat and looped at the end; length 13.4 cm. 7. Slightly 
burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave oppo-
site ends; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
diam. 3.8 cm, height 2 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type B.2; smooth surface, brick red to brown-grey 
in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 9. Three 
burnt sherds of a bowl of type d.1c; everted rim defined 
by a groove; semi-globular body with a circumferential 
groove on its upper part; damaged surface, brown to 
grey in colour; rim diam. 12.5 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 
10. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type B.1b; one circum-
ferential groove above max. body diameter; damaged 
surface, brown to brick red in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, 
pres. height 7  cm. 11. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
slightly pronounced rim and slightly rounded body; 
damaged, beige surface. 12. Burnt (?) sherd of a ves-
sel with uneven, inverted rim; damaged, beige surface. 
13. Burnt sherd of a vessel with defined base; damaged 
surface, brick red to grey in colour; base diam. 11 cm, 
pres. height 3.5 cm. 14. Several dozen small, stratified 
sherds of a vessel with smooth, black surface. 15. Nine 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase V.

Grave 969 (pit cremation), Are 30B
Pit of irregular outline; destroyed in the N and e part, 
with pres. dimensions of approx. 35×35  cm; basin-
shaped profile, 20  cm deep. Light grey fill with sev-
eral pieces of charcoal. Almost the entire pit was filled 
with numerous cremated bones intermixed with grave 
goods. Cremated bones were present also within the 
destroyed part (Pl. CCLXXVi/969). I.1. Male (?), early 
maturus. I.2. Infans I.
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Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a strongly pro-
filed bronze two-piece brooch of the so-called mazovian 
variant distinguished by t. dąbrowska (1998); spring 
not preserved, originally on an axis bar, with chord held 
by a hook; transversal groove on the head; bow almost 
triangular in cross-section, with a profiled crest; foot 
triangular in cross-section, tapering to the terminal 
with a profiled, conical knob; high catchplate; length 
4.1 cm. 2. two fragments of a melted bronze brooch, 
identical in form to brooch no. 1; pres. width 3.2 cm, 
pres. length 3.6 cm. 3. fragment of an iron hooked pin 
with spirally twisted shaft; pres. length 2.9 cm. 4. frag-
ment of an iron ring of diamond-shaped cross-section; 
width 3.5 cm, height 4 cm. 5. two fragments of an iron 
knife with the tang defined on both sides and sharpened 
at the end; pres. length 8.5 cm, height 1.5 cm. 6. Ap-
prox. 20 lumps of melted bronze, with cremated bone 
fragments adhered to some of them. 7. Three lumps of 
melted transparent purplish/pink glass. 8. Burnt sherd 
of a vessel with everted rim; body decorated on its up-
per part with a horizontal groove above a row of wide, 
slightly oblique grooves; smooth, beige-brown surface. 
9. 2 nondescript potsherds, one of them burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Vc. 

Grave 970 (pit cremation), Are 50
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 70×60 cm; 
almost semi-circular profile, 35 cm deep. The fill was 
dark grey and, in the centre, black with pieces of char-
coal. Cremated bones and potsherds scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CCLXXVi/970). I. Sex undetermined, adult in-
dividual.
Inventory: 1. five burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; 
thickened rim; body decorated with a band of zigzag 
pattern composed of three rows of oblique strokes, di-
vided into segments by two vertical lines and a row of 
strokes; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. approx. 18–
19 cm, height 14 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a vessel deco-
rated with a band of zigzag pattern composed of lines 
and strokes; damaged, grey surface. 3. two sherds of 
a vessel with thickened, slightly faceted rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 4. 11 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 979 (urn cremation), Are 50
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 60×40 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20 cm deep. Light grey fill. At the 
bottom, in the centre of the pit: an urn (6), destroyed 
above the max. body diameter, filled with numerous 

cremated bones among which two brooches (1, 2). 
a brooch spring (3) and cremated bones scattered in 
the pit around the urn (Pl. CCLXXViii/979). I. Male, 
maturus. II.1. Sheep or goat (1 frag). II.2. Chicken (?) (1 
frag). II.3. Bird (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Partly melted bronze one-piece trum-
pet brooch of Almgren type 78; spring on an iron axis 
bar; chord held by a transversely incised hook; almost 
round head decorated along the edge with a groove in-
side which a corrugated bronze wire was inlaid; bow 
triangular in cross-section, with an almost round crest 
profiled with a groove inside which a bronze wire was 
originally inlaid (at present, preserved only on the un-
derside); foot triangular in cross-section, terminated 
with a crest crowned by a knob and decorated with 
an incised wire; catchplate decorated on the outer side 
with two oblique grooves; width 2.9 cm, pres. length 
4.3 cm. 2. Partly melted bronze one-piece brooch of 7

th
 

series of Almgren group V; spring on an axis bar; chord 
wound around the initial section of the spring; profiled, 
semi-circular crest on the head; arched bow, triangu-
lar in cross-section; foot terminated with a small, pro-
filed, disc-shaped crest crowned by a knob; catchplate 
decorated on the outer side with two oblique grooves; 
width 2.6 cm, pres. length 3.5 cm. 3. Partly melted frag-
ment of a brooch with a bronze spring on an iron axis 
bar; width 3.4 cm. 4. two pieces of curved bronze wire 
of round cross-section, perhaps spring fragment from 
brooch no. 3. 5. two partly melted pieces of bronze 
wire, probably brooch pin(s); pres. length 1.5 cm and 
2 cm. 6. Several dozen small, stratified sherds of a ves-
sel with smooth, black surface.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase Va–b (Va?). 

Grave 985 (urn cremation), Are 59 
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. At a depth of approx. 
15 cm below the top level, pit of oval outline, elongated 
on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 90×50 cm; quad-
rangular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top, 
dark grey and black below, with pieces of charcoal. At 
the bottom of the pit in the W part: a slightly damaged 
urn (1), completely filled up with cremated bones and 
covered with an upside-down bowl (2). The covering 
vessel was supported on the edge of the urn. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered across the entire pit (Pl. 
CCLXXVii/985). I. Infans II/iuvenis. II.1. Chicken (15 
frag). II.2. Chicken (?) (3 frags). II.3. Bird (1 frag). II.4. 
Small (?) rodent (1 frag). II.5. Undetermined (5 frags).
Inventory: 1. Jug of group V, with a handle; thickened, 
faceted rim; body decorated with a band of ornament 
composed of four circumferential grooves intersected 
by vertical lines and rows of oblique strokes; handle 
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decorated in the middle with a band of oblique strokes 
over two vertical lines; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 
10 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 19 cm. 2. Bowl of type 
ii.4; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 20 cm, base di-
am. 9 cm, height 9–10 cm. 3. 10 nondescript potsherds, 
most burnt. 4. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iia.

Grave 987 (pit cremation), Are 60
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 60×50 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 20  cm deep. The fill was grey 
and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of charcoal. 
Cremated bones and a potsherd scattered in the pit 
(Pl. CCLXXVi/987). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult 
individual.
Inventory: 1. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave (?) 1005 (pit cremation?), Are 59
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Partially excavated pit; 
preserved part of roughly quadrangular outline, elon-
gated on the N-S axis, measuring 100×pres.110 cm; al-
most rectangular profile, 70 cm deep. Light grey fill with 
few pieces of charcoal. Potsherds, one (?) cremated bone 
and an iron object scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLXXVi-
ii/1005). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual (?).
Inventory: 1. fragment of a corroded iron object (lost). 
2. five sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave 1013 (pit cremation), Are 24d
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 90 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, up to 30 cm deep. The fill was black with pieces 
of charcoal and, near the edges, dark grey. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLXXVi-
ii/1013). I. Sex undetermined, non-adult individual. 
II.1. Beaver (6 frags.). II.2. Sheep or goat (1 frag.). II.3. 
Undetermined (3 frags.).
Inventory: 1. Sherd of a vessel with everted rim; 
smooth, beige-grey surface. 2. Approx. 25 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 3. Approx. 60 sherds of Bronze Age/
early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
Remarks: The numerous Bronze Age/early iron Age 
potsherds indicate the existence of a settlement pit, 
unnoticed during the excavations, which grave 1013 
was dug into.

Grave (?) 1014 (pit cremation), Are 24d
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 50 cm in diameter; basin-shaped 
profile, 20 cm deep. Grey fill with pieces of charcoal. 
two cremated bone fragments in the pit (Pl. CCLXXVi-
ii/1014). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
Remarks: The function of the feature was based on the 
information in the excavation journal: (…) cremation 
grave (…).

Grave 1019 (urn cremation), Are 60
discovered at a depth of 30–35  cm. Pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
130×110 cm; at a depth of 20 cm below the top level, 
visibly narrower pit, measuring 120×70  cm; basin-
shaped profile, 50 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top 
and near the edges, dark grey and black in the centre, 
with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and numer-
ous potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1) in the 
centre. in the e part of the pit: an urn (5), placed at 
the bottom of the pit, filled up to the max. body di-
ameter with black earth and, below it, multiple sherds 
of a crushed, probably upside-down vessel covering 
a compact layer of cremated bones in dark earth, at the 
top of which there were two brooches and an awl, bro-
ken in half (2–4) (Pls. CCLXXiX, CCLXXX). I. Male 
(?), adultus–maturus. II. Chicken (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type m-a; bow round (?) 
in cross-section; frame catchplate; three groups of cir-
cumferential crests (?) or grooves (?) on the bow and 
foot; length approx. 5.8 cm (at present, 4.4 cm). 2. four 
fragments of an iron brooch of type m-a or N-a; frame 
catchplate; pres. length approx. 6 cm. 3. Three fragments 
of an iron brooch of type m-a (?); frame catchplate; 
pres. length approx. 6 cm. 4. five fragments of an iron 
awl; shaft round in cross-section; pres. length approx. 
8 cm; adhered to the foot of brooch no 3 and remains 
of melted glass (?). 5. Pot of type Vi.1; thickened, fac-
eted rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. approx. 
20 cm, base diam. 15.5 cm, height 24 cm. 6. Burnt mug 
of type i.1; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, brown sur-
face; rim diam. 17.5 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 12 cm. 
7. Sherds of a mug of type i.1; thickened rim; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. 16 cm, base diam. approx. 8 cm, 
height 13.5 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; 
coarse, brick red surface; rim diam. 11.5 cm, base diam. 
7.5 cm, height 10–10.5 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of a bowl 
of type ii.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, brown to 
brick red in colour; rim diam. 20 cm, base diam. 8 cm, 
height 9 cm. 10. Three potsherds with smooth, black 
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surface. 11. Approx. 30 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
12. Approx. 25 nondescript sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery. 13. flint flake.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.
Remarks: The decoration of brooch no. 1 has been de-
scribed solely on the basis of a drawing in the field in-
ventory (cf. Pl. CCLXXiX/1b) and cannot be verified 
at present due to the poor state of preservation of the 
artefact.

Feature 1020 (undetermined function, cenotaph?), 
Are 60
discovered at a depth of 30  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the e-W axis, measuring 80×60 cm; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill 
with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit; 
a brooch (1) on a potsherd (2) at the top level in the W 
part (Pl. CCLXXXi/1020).
Inventory: 1. iron brooch with high-arched bow, prob-
ably of type m-a or N-a; length approx. 5 cm (lost dur-
ing the excavations). 2. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
coarse, grey surface; base diam. 6.5 cm, pres. height 
4.5 cm; rusty traces from a brooch adjoining the ves-
sel visible on the interior surface. 3. Three burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 4. Bronze Age/early iron Age (?) 
potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.
Remarks: According to the journal: Pit 1020 in terms 
of shape, nature of the fill and cultural contents of the 
fill /pottery, fibula, charcoal/ resembles grave pits. Its un-
ambiguous identification as a grave is hindered by the 
complete absence of bones.

Grave 1021 (pit cremation), Are 60B
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 80×50 cm; 
at a depth of approx. 10 cm below the top level, pit of 
round outline, measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; 
roughly basin-shaped profile, 30 cm deep; damaged by 
numerous animal burrows. The fill was dark grey and 
black in the centre, mainly grey in the W part. Potsherds 
and few cremated bones scattered in the pit. An iron 
bar (1) at a few centimetres from the pit (Pl. CCLXXX-
ii/1021). I. Male (?), adultus–maturus.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a corroded iron (spirally 
twisted?) rod; pres. length 7.8 cm. 2. Seven burnt sherds 
of a mug of type i.4 or C.3; damaged, brick red surface; 
rim diam. approx. 14 cm. 3. Three burnt base sherds of 
a vessel with damaged, grey surface; base diam. approx. 
10 cm. 4. 20 burnt, nondescript potsherds, including 
part of vessel no. 3 from feature 1023. 5. four sherds 

of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery. 
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–V.

Grave 1022 (urn cremation), Are 60B
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. At a depth of 20 cm be-
low the level of detection, pit of oval outline, elongated 
on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 180×90 cm; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 50 cm deep. The fill was grey-brown 
in the upper part, here and there grey and dark grey, 
mainly grey below, with a dark grey and black layer 
containing numerous large pieces of charcoal near the 
bottom. Potsherds scattered in the pit; a brooch (1) and 
an iron object fragment (4) in the Se part; a mug (8) 
in the Ne part; a crushed mug (18), lying on its side, 
in the SW part; an urn (7) in the S part, inclined to the 
N and surrounded on the W side by an upside-down 
pot (16) covering two small bowls (14, 15), one of them 
with a mug (11) inside, and on the e side by an upside-
down mug (9) near two large sherds of a bowl (17) and 
several sherds from the upper part of a mug (10), whose 
sherds were also found in other parts of the pit; in the 
S part of the pit: sherds of a crushed vessel (17) and, 
among them, part of a brooch (5) with a cremated bone 
adhered to it. The mouth of the urn was covered by the 
base part of a mug (10). inside the urn: a layer of dark 
earth over a cluster of cremated bones in light grey sand 
without pieces of charcoal, a brooch (2) and a spindle 
whorl (6) on the bones. a crushed small vessel (19?) un-
der the base of the urn (Pls. CCLXXXiii–CCLXXXV). 
I. Female (?), maturus. II. Sheep or goat (3 frags).
Inventory: 1. fragment of an iron brooch of type m-a; 
bow round in cross-section, with a small crest below 
the top; frame catchplate with a semi-circular cut-out 
(?) in the front part of the frame; pres. length 5.1 cm. 
2. two fragments of a brooch of type m-a; bow round 
in cross-section; frame catchplate; pres. length 4.2 cm. 
3. fragment of an iron brooch spring with a bone ad-
hered to it; external chord. 4. fragment of an iron rod 
of round cross-section; pres. length 2 cm. 5. 3 unspeci-
fied fragments of iron objects, perhaps pieces of brooch 
no. 2. 6. fragment of a flat iron bar; pres. length 2.9 cm, 
width 2 cm. 7. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with 
concave opposite ends; smooth, grey surface; diam. 
4  cm, height 2  cm. 8. Vessel of group iii; thickened 
rim; body decorated with band of ornament composed 
of rows of oblique strokes (so-called herringbone pat-
tern) between three circumferential grooves; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 16.5 cm, 
height 30 cm. 9. Burnt mug of type i.1; thickened rim; 
body decorated with a row of oblique strokes between 
two circumferential grooves; smooth surface, black to 
brick red-grey in colour; rim diam. 14 cm, base diam. 
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9 cm, height 11 cm. 10. Burnt mug of type i.1; thick-
ened rim; coarse (?), brick red-grey surface; rim diam. 
14.5 cm, base diam. 9.5 cm, height 11.5 cm. 11. Burnt 
mug of type i.3; thickened rim; body decorated with 
a circumferential band of partially hatched rectangular 
fields (resembling envelope pattern); smooth surface, 
brick red to beige in colour; rim diam. 17 cm, base di-
am. 8.5 cm, height 14 cm. 12. Partly burnt small mug of 
type i.4 or Vii.5; almost spherical body; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 5 cm, base diam. 4 cm, height 5.5 cm. 
13. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; 
smooth surface, beige to grey in colour; rim diam. ap-
prox. 22 cm, base diam. 8 cm, height 9 cm. 14. Burnt 
sherds of a small jug of group V, with a handle; thick-
ened rim; body decorated with a band of meander-
like pattern composed of two lines and a row of ob-
lique strokes; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 12 cm, 
base diam. 8.5  cm, height approx. 13  cm. 15. Partly 
burnt cup of type Vii.2; thickened rim; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 8.7 cm, base diam. 5.5 cm, height 
6.5 cm. 16. Partly burnt cup of type Vii.2; thickened 
rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 8.5  cm, base 
diam. 5 cm, height 6.5 cm. 17. Burnt pot resembling 
type Vi.1; thickened rim; smooth, brown-grey surface; 
rim diam. 15–16 cm, base diam. 12 cm, height 21 cm. 
18. Burnt sherds of a vase of type iV; thickened rim; 
damaged, originally smooth surface, brick red to dark 
grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 15–18 cm, base di-
am. 9 cm, height 10–11 cm. 19. Burnt pot resembling 
type Vi.2, with two handles; slightly pronounced, thick-
ened rim; coarse, grey surface; rim diam. 14.5–15 cm, 
base diam. 8.5 cm, height 13 cm. 20. Burnt small vessel 
in the form of a flattened sphere, type Vii.5; undefined 
rim; body decorated on its upper with two almost com-
pletely worn, circumferential, parallel grooves; flat base; 
damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
3 cm, base diam. approx. 4 cm, height 6.5 cm. 21. Ap-
prox. 50 nondescript potsherds, most burnt. 22. Ap-
prox. 20 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Feature 1023 (undetermined function), Are 60B
discovered at a depth of 45 cm. Pit of irregular, roughly 
round outline, measuring approx. 90 cm in diameter, 
connected at the top level with feature 1021; basin-
shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Grey and dark grey fill with 
pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the pit, mainly 
near the bottom (Pl. CCLXXXii/1023).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a pot with undefined rim 
and gently profiled body, max. body circumference in its 
upper part, similar to type i.4; smooth surface, brown 
and grey in colour; rim diam. approx. 20 cm, base di-

am. 10.5  cm, height 17  cm. 2. eight burnt sherds of 
a miniature vase of type Vii.4; thickened rim; smooth, 
beige-brown surface; rim diam. 7.5  cm, pres. height 
4 cm. 3. Burnt sherd of a vessel of type i.4 (?); coarse 
surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 10 cm, 
pres. height 5 cm. 4. ten burnt (?) base sherds of a vessel 
with damaged surface, black to brown in colour; base 
diam. 9 cm, pres. height 4.5 cm. 5. Approx. 25 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Graves 1024A–C, Are 60
discovered at a depth of 30–40 cm. extensive, grey pit 
of irregular outline, elongated on the e-W axis, meas-
uring approx. 330×150 cm. At a depth of approx. 10 cm 
below the top level, dividing into three separate features: 
grave 1024A in the W part, grave 1024B in the e part 
and grave 1024C, which was dug into the two afore-
mentioned features in the central part. The border be-
tween the pits was barely perceptible due to their sim-
ilar fills and an insufficient number of sections12 (Pls. 
CCLXXXVi, CCLXXXVii).

Grave 1024A (urn cremation), Are 60
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, dis-
turbed in the e part by grave 1024C; the border be-
tween the two pits was not visible; presumed dimen-
sions of pit 1024A of approx. 160×90 cm; basin-shaped 
profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top, dark 
grey and black below, with pieces of charcoal. in the 
e part: a brooch (1) and numerous potsherds, most-
ly placed at the bottom and near the S wall of the pit, 
including two whole vessels (6, 7); near the W edge: 
a vessel made of unfired clay (3), containing a cluster 
of cremated bones and a brooch (2), placed under the 
base of a bowl (4)13 with a small vessel (5) and a pin 

12 According to the journal: (…) Already at level 1, I should have 
noticed that the part of the pit called pit 1024B is oddly fragmented 
and extended in the northern direction. At level 2, this projection is 
very regular in shape and suggests the existence of one more feature, 
which connects with both pit 1024A and pit 1024B. (…) At level 
3 (…) we did not manage to capture the stratigraphy (the mistake 
was in an insufficient number of sections). However, we believe that 
pit 1024C is younger than pit 1024B, and it was what destroyed the 
urn in 1024B. (…) This relationship seems to be quite certain. The 
relationships between 1024A and 1024B and 1024C are unclear. 
What I perceived most often (by intuition rather than certainty) is 
that pits 1024A and 1024B originally only neighboured each other 
(adjoined or more likely spaced), while pit 1024C, younger than 
the other two, overlapped them both forming this trio. 
13 According to the journal: During the exploration of pit 1024A, 
vessel no. 2 (bowl no. 4) was recovered. Under it, the presence of an 
unrecoverable and illegible smudge of brown clay, forming a basin-
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(2) inside (Pls. CCLXXXVi–CCLXXXViii/1024A). I. 
Infans II–iuvenis.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron brooch of 
type m-a; bow diamond-shaped in cross-section, with 
a small crest below the top; frame catchplate; width 
1.4 cm, pres. length 5.2 cm. 2. Seven fragments of an 
iron brooch, probably of type N-a; bow oval in cross-
section, with a small crest below the top; solid catch-
plate with a quadrangular, round-cornered perfora-
tion in the middle; pres. length approx. 6 cm. 3. iron 
hooked pin; shaft round in cross-section; length 4.6 cm. 
4. Bowl-like (?) vessel of unfired or very poorly fired 
clay. 5. Sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; smooth, black sur-
face; base diam. 8.5 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 6. Small ves-
sel of type Vii.2; slightly thickened rim; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 8 cm, base diam. 4 cm, height 6.5 cm. 
7. Burnt small vessel of type Vii.3, with a handle; slight-
ly pronounced base; originally smooth and black, pres-
ently mostly grey surface; rim diam. 6 cm, base diam. 
4 cm, height 6 cm. 8. Burnt small vessel of type Vii.5; 
smooth surface, grey, brick red and beige in colour; rim 
diam. 4.5 cm, base diam. 3.5 cm, height approx. 5 cm. 
9. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; 
smooth, brick red-grey surface, black base; rim diam. 
19 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 9.5 cm. 10. Burnt sherds 
of a mug of type i.4; coarse, brick red-grey surface; rim 
diam. 15 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 8 cm. 11. Burnt 
sherds of a vase of group iV; everted rim; smooth sur-
face, brown to brick red in colour; rim diam. 17 cm, base 
diam. 11 cm, height approx. 15 cm. 12. Burnt sherds of 
a slender vessel resembling type Vi.2 (?); everted rim; 
smooth surface, grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 
13.5 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 12.5 cm. 13. Approx. 
110 nondescript potsherds, most burnt.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iib.
Remarks: Brooch of type m-a (no. 1) was described as 
no. 1024 without indicating the exact grave (1024A, 
1024B or 1024C). That it belonged in this assemblage 
was determined on the basis of the location of the ar-
tefact indicated in its label.

Grave 1024B (urn cremation), Are 60
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 150×90 cm, disturbed in the NW part 
by pit 1024C; basin-shaped profile, 50 cm deep. The 
fill was grey at the top, black with numerous pieces of 

like shape, was observed; the smudge is approx. 1 cm thick and is 
completely plastic. (…) Undoubtedly, we are dealing here with the 
following arrangement: Poorly fired or unfired vessel (…) used as 
an urn, was covered with the bottom part of a black vessel, whose 
base was sunk inside the urn.

charcoal below. in the W part: an urn (6), damaged 
by the cut of grave pit 1024C, filled with dark grey 
earth without pieces of charcoal in which cremated 
bones and iron objects (1–5) were scattered; sherds 
from the urn also present in the fill of grave 1024C; 
an upside-down mug placed next to the urn; a con-
centration of broken vessels in the black earth in the 
e part (Pls. CCLXXXVi/1024B, CCLXXXVii/1024B, 
CCLXXXiX/1024B, CCXC/1024B). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron brooch of type 
m-a; bow almost diamond-shaped in cross-section; 
pres. length approx. 6.5 cm. 2. Three fragments of an 
iron crescent-shaped knife; pres. length approx. 10 cm. 
3. two fragments of an iron awl; shaft round in cross-
section on one end, quadrangular on the other, with ob-
liquely incised edges; pres. length 8.3 cm. 4. two frag-
ments of an iron needle; shaft round in cross-section; 
pres. length 9.7 cm. 5. Three fragments of iron rods of 
round cross-section; pres. length 1.3–1.5 cm. 6. frag-
ment of an iron object. 7. Pot of group iii; thickened 
rim; smooth, black and, in places, brown-grey surface; 
rim diam. 26 cm, base diam. 15.5 cm, height 29.5 cm. 
8. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thickened, faceted 
rim; body decorated with a band of chevron pattern; 
smooth, black and, in places, grey surface; rim diam. 
13 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 9 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.2; thickened rim; body decorated with 
a band of ornament composed of groups of vertical 
strokes between three circumferential grooves; smooth 
surface, black and dark grey in colour; rim diam. 9 cm, 
base diam. 8  cm, height 7.5  cm. 10. Burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.4; coarse surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; rim diam. 10.5  cm, base diam. 7  cm, height 
9–9.5 cm. 11. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; dam-
aged, grey surface; rim diam. 10 cm, base diam. 6 cm, 
height 9.5 cm. 12. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; 
thickened rim; smooth, grey surface, black base; rim 
diam. approx. 18  cm, base diam. 8.5  cm, height ap-
prox. 11 cm. 13. Burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, 
with a handle; thickened, faceted rim; smooth, grey 
surface; rim diam. 17 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, height 
14.5 cm. 14. Burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; thick-
ened rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 17.5  cm, 
base diam. 8.5 cm, height 14 cm. 15. 23 burnt sherds 
of a vase of group iV, with a handle; thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, grey (originally black?) surface; rim diam. 
22 cm, base diam. approx. 9 cm. 16. eight burnt sherds 
of a vessel resembling type Vi.2; everted rim; smooth 
surface, brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 16 cm, pres. 
height 11 cm. 17. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
thickened rim; damaged, grey-beige surface. 18. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim; smooth, brown-grey 
surface. 19. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with damaged, 
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brick red-grey surface; base diam. 8.5 cm, pres. height 
5 cm. 20. Approx. 70 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.
Remarks: Some of the nondescript potsherds (no. 19) 
may come from the fill of grave 1024C.

Grave 1024C (urn cremation), Are 60
Pit of undetermined outline, probably oval, elongated 
on the Ne-SW axis, measuring approx. 130×90 cm; dug 
into the pits of graves 1024A and 1024B; undetermined 
profile, shallower than the neighbouring graves. The fill 
was grey at the top, dark grey and black below, with piec-
es of charcoal. in the S part: a vessel (5), placed slight-
ly below the dark fill, containing black earth, a small 
number of scattered cremated bones and, at the bot-
tom, a small upside-down bowl (6) filled with a com-
pact layer of cremated bones. The rest of the artefacts 
scattered in the fill of the pit (Pls. CCLXXXVi/1024C, 
CCLXXXVii/1024C, CCXC/1024C). I. Female (?), iu-
venis14.
Inventory: 1. eight fragments of an iron brooch of type 
N-a; bow round in cross-section, with a profiled crest 
below the top; foot triangular (?) in cross-section; solid 
catchplate; pres. length approx. 5.3 cm. 2. fragment of 
an iron hooked pin; shaft round in cross-section; pres. 
length 3.8 cm. 3. two fragments of an iron needle; shaft 
round in cross-section; pres. length 16 cm. 4. Burnt clay 
spindle whorl, biconical with concave opposite ends; 
damaged, grey surface; diam. 3.5 cm, height 1.8 cm. 
5. Small vessel of group iii; thickened rim; smooth, 
black surface; rim diam. 16 cm, base diam. 10.5 cm, 
height 16  cm. 6. Small bowl resembling type  Vii.3; 
rim defined by a groove; rounded base; smooth, black 
surface; diam. 7 cm, height 5 cm. 7. Burnt, nondescript 
potsherds (cf. no. 19 in inventory of grave 1024B).
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iib.
Remarks: during the excavations, the artefacts from 
grave 1024C were labelled as “1024B”, noting, however, 
that they came from a separate feature: This third fea-
ture has never been named by us nor received its own 
number /here, in the description, we will call it 1024C/. 
a spindle whorl, needle and fibula were found within its 
outline and assigned to pit 1024B with their precise lo-
cation provided. The brooch was incorrectly labelled 
as 1024A. Nonetheless, the information on the label 
(location and date of discovery) leaves no doubts that 
the specimen in question was found in grave 1024C.

14 Bones from the urn (no. 6) and the fill of the vessel of group 
iii (no. 5) in which the urn was placed.

Grave 1025 (urn cremation), Are 60A
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of roughly quad-
rangular outline, elongated on the NW-Se axis, meas-
uring approx. 210×120 cm; basin-shaped profile with 
an uneven bottom, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey, be-
low—mainly in the e and W part—dark grey, here 
and there black, with pieces of charcoal. few cremated 
bones scattered in the pit; pottery clusters in the e and 
W part; part of a brooch (1) among the potsherds in 
the W part; a damaged urn (5), covered (cf. remarks) 
with an upside down vessel, at the bottom of the pit 
in the NW part. The urn contained dark earth mixed 
with cremated bones and, among them, an iron wire 
(3); a knife (2) directly at the bottom of the urn, under 
the bones (Pls. CCXCi, CCXCii). I.1. Infans I–II. I.2. 
Sex undetermined, adult (?) individual. 
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron one-piece 
brooch with internal chord, probably of type N-a; bow 
round in cross-section; width 1.2  cm. 2. Three frag-
ments of an iron crescent-shaped knife; tang rectangu-
lar in cross-section; pres. length approx. 7.5 cm, height 
1.4 cm. 3. two fragments of an iron rod of round cross-
section, perhaps from brooch no. 1; pres. length 1.7 cm 
and 1.4 cm; burnt human bone adhered to the larger 
fragment. 4. Six fragments of an iron bar of quadran-
gular cross-section (awl?); pres. length approx. 5 cm. 
5. 15 sherds of a pot of group iii; thickened rim; body 
decorated under the neck with a cordon; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 14  cm, base diam. 13  cm, height 
approx. 20.5 cm. 6. Six burnt sherds of a bowl of type 
ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; damaged, beige-grey sur-
face; rim diam. approx. 19  cm, pres. height 7.5  cm. 
7. Burnt mug of type i.4; damaged, grey surface; rim 
diam. 10.5 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 11 cm. 8. two 
burnt sherds of a pot resembling type Vi.2, with two 
handles; thickened rim; damaged, grey surface; rim di-
am. approx. 11 cm, pres. height 11.5 cm. 9. Burnt small 
bowl of type Vii.5; damaged, grey surface; rim diam. 
7.5 cm, base diam. 5 cm, height 5.5 cm. 10. Burnt sherd 
of a small vase of type Vii.4; thickened rim; damaged, 
grey surface; rim diam. 7.5 cm, base diam. 5 cm, pres. 
height 7.5 cm. 11. Heavily burnt and deformed sherd 
of a vessel with slightly rounded body and thickened 
rim; damaged surface, grey and brick red in colour. 
12. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; 
damaged, grey surface. 13. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with thickened rim; damaged, brick red surface. 
14. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened (?) rim; dam-
aged, grey surface. 15. Burnt sherd of a vessel with un-
defined, inverted rim; damaged, grey surface. 16. two 
burnt base sherds a vessel with damaged surface, grey to 
brick red in colour; base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 6 cm. 
17. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, grey sur-
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face; base diam. 8 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 18. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth surface, grey to brick red 
in colour; base diam. 9 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 19. two 
burnt base sherds a vessel with damaged surface, grey 
to brick red in colour; base diam. 6.5 cm, pres. height 
3 cm. 20. Burnt base sherd of a small vessel; damaged 
surface, grey to brick red in colour; base diam. 3 cm, 
pres. height 2.5 cm. 21. Burnt sherd of a vessel deco-
rated with a horizontal groove and rows of oblique 
strokes; damaged surface, grey to brick red in colour. 
22. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated with a horizon-
tal groove and rows of oblique strokes; damaged, grey 
surface. 23. Burnt sherd of a vessel with a handle; dam-
aged, grey surface. 24. Approx. 530 burnt, nondescript 
potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iib.
Remarks: At present, it is not possible to determine 
which of the vessel covered the urn. it is possible that 
the vessel initially interpreted as the cover was in fact 
the upper part of the urn, crushed and pushed inside 
it. According to the journal, the urn did not have the 
rim. However, large rim sherds from the urn are found 
in the inventory of the feature.

Graves 1026A–B, Are 60A
discovered at a depth of approx. 40–45 cm. extensive, 
grey pit of irregular, quadrangular outline, elongated 
on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 250×120 cm. At 
a depth of approx. 30 cm below the top level, clearly 
dividing into two separate, connected features: grave 
1026A in the W part and grave 1026B in the e part. 
Potsherds and several cremated bones scattered in the 
part shared by the two features (Pl. CCXCiii). 

Grave 1026A (urn cremation)
At the level of detection, pit of irregular outline, meas-
uring approx. 100×110  cm, connected in the e part 
with the pit of grave 1026B; basin-shaped profile, 30 cm 
deep. The fill was grey in the top, dark grey and black 
below, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds scattered in the 
pit; fragments of a brooch (1) and bronze object (2) in 
the NW part; a damaged (still in antiquity?) urn, cov-
ered with a poorly preserved upside-down vessel (6), 
placed at the bottom of the pit in the S part. The urn 
was filled with dark grey earth without pieces of char-
coal and contained numerous cremated bones; an up-
right awl (4) in the e part of the urn, a knife (3) near 
its base (Pls. CCXCiii/1026A, CCXCiV/2016A). I. Sex 
undetermined, adultus–maturus. II.1. Sheep or goat (10 
frags). II.2. Mammal (1 frag).
Inventory: 1. Three fragments of a partly melted bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 2aii; bow triangular in cross-

section, decorated along the top with a band of oblique 
incisions enclosed by two delicate grooves and, near the 
foot, with a profiled circumferential crest; width 1.1 cm, 
pres. length 3 cm. 2. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
object in the form of a rod terminated with a triangular 
(?) loop; pres. length 4.6 cm. 3. iron crescent-shaped 
knife; flat tang, quadrangular in cross-section, expand-
ing to the curved terminal; pres. length 10.5 cm. 4. Sev-
en fragments of an iron awl; shaft round in cross-section 
on one end, quadrangular on the other; length approx. 
22 cm. 5. Pot resembling group iii; almost cylindrical 
rim; neck defined by grooves; smooth, black surface; 
rim diam. 15  cm, base diam. 7.5  cm, height 20  cm. 
6. Several dozen small, stratified sherds of a tripartite 
vessel resembling group iV; thickened rim; so-called 
pseudo-handles on the neck—presently two, originally 
probably more; body decorated with a circumferential 
band of omega-shaped meander pattern composed of 
two parallel lines and a row of oblique strokes; smooth, 
black surface. 7. two burnt sherds of a vessel with thick-
ened rim, smooth, grey-brick red surface. 8. Burnt base 
sherd of a vessel with smooth surface, grey to brick red 
in colour; base diam. 7.5 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 9. Burnt 
base sherd of a vessel with damaged surface, grey to 
brick red in colour; base diam. 8.5  cm, pres. height 
6 cm. 10. Burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.
Remarks: The potsherds (no. 10) currently in one as-
semblage with the nondescript potsherds from grave 
1026B, some of them are not described or the writing 
has worn off.

Grave 1026B (urn cremation)
At the level of detection, pit of oval outline, elongated 
on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×70 cm; con-
nected in the W part with the pit of grave 1026A; ba-
sin-shaped profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey in the 
upper part of the pit, black below, with pieces of char-
coal. in the pit, in the black earth: a cluster of pottery, 
a brooch (1) in the S part, a damaged urn (2), filled with 
a compact layer of cremated bones and covered with 
large potsherds, in the SW part (Pls. CCXCiii/1026B, 
CCXCV/2016B). I. Infans I. II. Sheep or goat (4 frags).
Inventory: 1. iron brooch of type m-a; bow diamond-
shaped in cross-section, with a small crest below the 
top; frame catchplate; width 1.6  cm, length 5.6  cm. 
2. Approx. 35 sherds of a vessel with smooth, black sur-
face. 3. two burnt sherds of a mug resembling type i.4; 
smooth surface, brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 
13.5 cm, base diam. 11.5 cm, height 11.5 cm. 4. Burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; thickened, faceted rim; 
smooth surface, brown and grey in colour; rim diam. 
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16.5 cm, base diam. 6.5 cm, pres. height 7 cm. 5. Burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.3; damaged, grey surface; 
rim diam. approx. 14 cm, base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 
8.5 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; thickened 
rim; body decorated with a band of zigzag pattern com-
posed of lines and a row of strokes; smooth surface, 
brown to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 15.5 cm, base 
diam. 9 cm, height approx. 12 cm. 7. four burnt sherds 
of a small vessel with thickened rim and rounded body; 
smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 10.5 cm, pres. height 
4 cm. 8. Three burnt sherds of a mug of type i.1; thick-
ened rim; smooth, brick red-grey surface; rim. diam. 
10 cm, pres. height 3 cm. 9. Burnt sherds of a small ves-
sel with rounded body; smooth, grey surface; base diam. 
5.5 cm, pres. height 6.5 cm. 10. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with thickened rim; smooth, grey surface. 11. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with undefined rim; damaged, 
grey surface. 12. Burnt base sherds of a vessel with dam-
aged, beige-grey surface; base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 
3.5 cm. 13. Approx. 60 burnt, nondescript potsherds. 
14. Bronze Age/early iron Age potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.
Remarks: Among the nondescript potsherds (no. 13), 
there are probably also sherds discovered in grave 
1026A (cf. above).

Graves 1027A–B, Are 42C 
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Large pit of oval out-
line, elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 
210×110 cm; at a depth of 10 cm below the top level, 
dividing into two connected features: grave 1027A in 
the NW part and grave 1027B in the Se part. The pit 
of grave 1027B may have disturbed grave 1027A. Scat-
tered potsherds, a few cremated bones and a lump of 
glass at the top level of the part shared by the two fea-
tures (Pl. CCXCVi/1027A–B).

Grave 1027A (pit cremation), Are 42C
Pit of roughly quadrangular outline, elongated on the 
NW-Se axis, measuring approx. 100×80 cm; trapezoi-
dal profile, 65 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and 
there, dark grey and black, with pieces of charcoal; 
a medium-sized stone in the NW part. Cremated bones 
and grave goods scattered in the pit, mainly in its upper 
parts (Pl. CCXCVi/1027A). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. Burnt fragment of a composite comb, 
made of deer’s antler; pres. dim. 1.5×1 cm. 2. Piece of 
melted colourless glass. 3. 18 burnt, nondescript pot-
sherds. 4. 12 sherds of Bronze Age/early iron Age pot-
tery.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.

Remarks: it cannot be excluded that grave 1027A is 
a Bronze Age/early iron Age settlement pit disturbed 
by grave 1027B. 

Grave 1027B (pit cremation), Are 42C
Pit of roughly oval outline, elongated on the Ne-SW 
axis, measuring approx. 80×60 cm; triangular profile, 
40 cm deep. The fill was grey and, here and there, dark 
grey and black with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones 
and potsherds scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXCVi/1027B). 
I.1. Infans I–II. I.2. Sex undetermined, adult individual. 
Inventory: 1. two burnt fragments of a composite 
comb, made of deer’s antler, decorated with row of 
strokes; pres. dim. 1×1.8 cm. 2. Burnt sherd of a biconi-
cal vessel with slightly everted rim; body decorated on 
its max. circumference with a row of oblique strokes; 
damaged, grey surface. 3. eight nondescript potsherds, 
most burnt.
Culture: Wielbark.
Chronology: phases Vi–Vii.
inventory from the top level of the part shared by the 
graves 1027A and 1027B: 1. Lump of melted glass. 
2. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim; damaged, 
brick red surface. 3. Burnt sherd of a wheel-made ves-
sel; damaged, grey surface. 4. Approx. 30 burnt, non-
descript potsherds. 5. two sherds of Bronze Age/early 
iron Age pottery.

Grave 1028 (pit cremation), Are 60B
discovered at a depth of 35  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
100×70 cm; basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill 
was grey and, in the centre, dark grey, with pieces of 
charcoal. Potsherds and cremated bones scattered in the 
pit (Pl. CCLXXXi/1028). I/II. Bones missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4; dam-
aged, grey surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 7 cm, 
height 8 cm. 2. Approx. 20 burnt sherds of a small bowl 
of type Vii.5; damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. 
6.5 cm, base diam. 4.5 cm, height approx. 5 cm. 3. four 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–iii.

Feature 1029 (undetermined function), Are 60A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of round outline, 
measuring approx. 80–90 cm in diameter; semi-circular 
profile, 40 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top, dark 
grey and black below, with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds 
scattered in the pit (Pl. CCLXXXi/1029).
Inventory: 1. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.2; 
slightly thickened rim; smooth surface, brick red to 
brown in colour; rim diam. 19 cm, base diam. 8 cm, 
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height 8 cm. 2. Three burnt sherds of one (?) vessel with 
a rolled handle; damaged surface, brick red to grey in 
colour; base diam. approx. 10 cm. 3. Approx. 30 burnt, 
nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases ii–iii.

Grave 1030 (pit cremation), Are 60
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 100×80 cm; 
at a depth of 20 cm below the top level, pit of round 
outline, measuring approx. 80 cm in diameter; basin-
shaped profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was grey at the top, 
dark grey and black below, with pieces of charcoal. Pot-
sherds and cremated bones scattered in the pit; three 
whole vessels (2–4) and a brooch (1) in the black earth 
(Pl. CCXCVii/1030). I. Sex and age undetermined.
Inventory: 1. two fragments of an iron brooch of type 
m-a; bow round in cross-section, with a small crest 
below the top; foot diamond-shaped in cross-section; 
frame catchplate; pres. length 5.8 cm. 2. Burnt mug of 
type i.3; thickened, slightly faceted rim; smooth sur-
face, black to brick red in colour; rim diam. 13 cm, base 
diam. 7.5 cm, height 9.5 cm. 3. Burnt mug of type i.4; 
slightly smoothed surface, brown to brick red in col-
our; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 9 cm. 
4. Burnt bowl of type ii.3; rim slightly thickened on the 
inside; smooth surface, black to brick red in colour; rim 
diam. 17 cm, base diam. 7.5 cm, height 7.5 cm. 5. Nine 
burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 1035 (pit cremation), Are 60C
discovered at a depth of 35 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 120×90 cm; 
basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 30  cm 
deep. dark grey fill with pieces of charcoal. Cremated 
bones and potsherds scattered in the pit; at the bot-
tom in the SW part: three stacked vessels (5–7) and, 
among them, cremated bones, a bronze object fragment 
(1), a ring (3) and a knife (4); a knife (2) and sherds of 
a large vessel (8) in the central part (Pl. CCXCViii). 
I. Infans I/II.
Inventory: 1. melted fragment of a bronze object. 
2. fragment of an iron crescent-shaped knife; partially 
preserved blade, decorated at the base with a vertical 
row of circles and vertical grooves; flat tang, quadran-
gular in cross-section, expanding to the coiled termi-
nal; pres. length 6.2 cm. 3. fragment of an iron ring of 
quadrangular cross-section; diam. 3.6 cm. 4. iron knife; 
pointed tang, defined on one side, rectangular in cross-
section; pres. length 11.7 cm, height 1.6 cm. 5. Burnt 

mug of type i.4; damaged surface, brick red and grey in 
colour; rim diam. 10 cm, base diam. 7 cm, pres. height 
8 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type ii.3; damaged 
surface, brick red to brown-grey in colour; rim diam. 
approx. 23.5 cm, base diam. 8 cm, pres. height approx. 
9–10  cm. 7. Burnt bowl of type  ii.2; thickened rim; 
smooth surface, brick red to brown in colour; rim diam. 
18 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 9 cm. 8. Burnt sherds 
of a vase of group iV, with a so-called pseudo-handle; 
thickened rim; damaged, brick red surface; rim diam. 
14.5 cm, base diam. 8.5 cm, height 11.5 cm. 9. Approx. 
30 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii.

Grave 1044D2 (pit cremation), Ares 36B and C 
Pit of oval outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measur-
ing approx. 140×110 cm; basin-shaped profile, 20 cm 
deep; dug into a cluster of settlement pits from the 
Bronze Age/early iron Age (features 1044A–d1). Grey 
fill with few pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
grave goods scattered in the pit (Pl. CCXCiX/1044d). 
I.1. Late infans I. I.2. Sex undetermined, adult individual.
Inventory: 1. Lump of melted greenish glass. 2. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted rim; smooth, 
brown surface. 3. Burnt, nondescript potsherd.
Culture: Przeworsk (?).
Chronology: phases i–ii (?).
Remarks: The archaeological material from features 
1044d1–2 was labelled jointly. it is not certain wheth-
er all the human bones come from grave 1044d2, as 
the skeletal remains (human and animal) from features 
1044A–d are part of one assemblage.

Grave 1047 (urn cremation), Are 66A
discovered at a depth of 40 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 100  cm in diameter; at 
a depth of approx. 20 cm below the top level, pit of oval 
outline, elongated on the N-S axis, measuring approx. 
110×60 cm. The fill was dark grey and, in the centre, 
black, with pieces of charcoal. Cremated bones and 
potsherds scattered in the pit; at the bottom of the pit 
in its N part: an urn (5), base not preserved, covered 
with a bowl (6) and filled with light grey sand without 
pieces of charcoal, containing cremated bones, two 
bronze brooches (1, 2) and sherds from the cover; an 
iron brooch fragment (3), a spindle whorl (4) and a mug 
(7) in the fill of the pit; bottom of the pit lined with flat 
potsherds (Pl. CCC). I. Infans I–II.
Inventory: 1. fragment of a partly melted bronze 
brooch of type Jezerine iii; strip bow tapering to the 
foot, with an incised rib along the axis, slightly thick-
ened side edges; residually preserved foot with a small, 
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sheet-metal ring inserted near the foot; pres. length 
4.5 cm, width 0.8 cm. 2. Three fragments of a partly 
melted bronze brooch, identical in form to no. 1; pres. 
length approx. 4 cm, width 0.9 cm. 3. Six fragments of 
an iron brooch of type m-a; bow round in cross-section; 
frame (?) catchplate; pres. length approx. 5.5 cm, width 
1.4 cm. 4. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with con-
cave opposite ends; smooth surface, brown to grey in 
colour; diam. 4.5 cm, height 1.8 cm. 5. Large mug of 
type i.3; thickened rim; body decorated with a band of 
parallel rectangular fields, some of them with rows of 
oblique strokes; smooth surface, black and dark grey 
in colour; rim diam. 19 cm, base diam. approx. 8 cm, 
height 15 cm. 6. Burnt sherds of a bowl of type  ii.2; 
thickened rim; smooth surface, brick red to brown in 
colour; rim diam. 25 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 10 cm. 
7. Burnt mug of type i.2; thickened rim; smooth surface, 
brick red to dark grey in colour; rim diam. 9–10 cm, 
base diam. 6.5 cm, height 6.5 cm. 8. Burnt sherds of 
a vase of group iV, with a handle; thickened rim; body 
decorated with a band of irregular vertical and oblique 
strokes enclosed by two horizontal grooves; smooth 
surface, brick red to black in colour; rim diam. 15 cm, 
base diam. 9 cm, height approx. 13 cm. 9. Approx. 15 
burnt, nondescript potsherds. 10. ten sherds of Bronze 
Age/early iron Age pottery.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iib.

Grave 1048 (pit cremation), Are 48C
discovered at a depth of 20 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 90×70 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. Black fill with pieces 
of charcoal. Cremated bones and grave goods scattered 
in the pit (Pl. CCXCV/1048). I. Infans I.
Inventory: 1. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch bow with a biconical circumferential crest; 
pres. length 1.2 cm. 2. Seven burnt sherds of a bowl of 
type ii.2; everted rim; smooth surface, brown to dark 
grey in colour; rim diam. 18 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 
9 cm. 3. Nine burnt sherds of a small vessel with evert-
ed rim and rounded body with circumferential grooves 
under the rim and above max. body diameter; dam-
aged surface, brick red and grey in colour; rim diam. 
10.5 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 4. ten burnt sherds of a mug 
of type i.4; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
rim diam. approx. 10–11 cm, base diam. 7 cm. 5. Six 
burnt base sherds of a small vessel; smooth, beige sur-
face; base diam. 4.5 cm, pres. height 2 cm. 6. Approx. 
25 burnt, nondescript potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase iii.

Feature 1049 (undetermined function), Are 54C
discovered at a depth of 35  cm. Pit of roughly oval 
outline, elongated on the e-W axis, measuring approx. 
80×60 cm; basin-shaped profile with an uneven bottom, 
15 cm deep. Black fill with pieces of charcoal. Potsherds 
scattered in the pit; two nested halves of a mug (1) in 
the N part of the pit (Pl. CCXCVii/1049).
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4 or C.3; 
smooth surface, brown to grey in colour; rim diam. 
10 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 8 cm.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phases i–V.

Grave (?) 1051 (pit cremation), Are 60C
discovered at a depth of 50 cm. Pit of roughly round 
outline, measuring approx. 70–80 cm in diameter; tri-
angular profile, 30 cm deep. The fill was light grey and, 
here and there, dark grey, with a few pieces of char-
coal. Potsherds and one very small bone scattered in 
the pit, in the dark grey earth (Pl. CCXCiX/1051). I/
II. Bone missing.
Inventory: 1. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type ii.1 or ii.2; 
thickened rim; damaged, brick red surface. 2. two burnt 
sherds of a vessel with undefined rim and semi-globu-
lar body; coarse (?), grey-beige surface; rim diam. ap-
prox. 17 cm, pres. height 9 cm. 3. eight burnt, nonde-
script potsherds.
Culture: Przeworsk.
Chronology: phase ii (?).

Grave (?) 1058 (pit cremation), Are 42d 
discovered at a depth of 30 cm. Pit of oval outline, elon-
gated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 90×50 cm; basin-
shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was grey, dark grey 
and, here and there, black, with pieces of charcoal. one 
(?) cremated bone at the top level of the pit (Pl. CCX-
CiX/1051). I/II. Bone(s) missing.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.

Grave (?) 1064 (pit cremation?), Are 36d
discovered at a depth of 15  cm. Pit of oval outline, 
elongated on the NW-Se axis, measuring 100×60 cm; 
basin-shaped profile, 15 cm deep. The fill was grey, dark 
grey and, here and there, black, with numerous pieces 
of charcoal. a few small cremated bones in the upper 
part of the pit (Pl. CCXCiX/1064). I. Sex and age un-
determined.
Inventory: none.
Culture: Przeworsk or Wielbark.
Chronology: phases i–Vii.
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II. 4. Stray finds and artefacts 
obtained from the fills of medieval 
features (Pls. CCCI–CCCXI):

1. fragment of a corroded iron brooch of type C; pres. 
length 3.2 cm (Are 48B). 2. Three fragments of an iron 
one-piece brooch of the middle La tène construction, 
probably of type H; external chord; foot attached to the 
bow by a collar; pres. length 3.5 cm (medieval grave 
647). 3. four fragments of an iron one-piece brooch of 
the middle La tène construction, probably of type H; 
foot attached to the bow by a collar; pres. length 1.8 cm 
(medieval grave 646). 4. fragment of an iron brooch 
of type K; thickened head; bow topped with a ring; 
frame catchplate; pres. length 3.2 cm (Are 48). 5. frag-
ment of a bronze brooch with narrow foot, type N or 
Almgren 2; two round perforations in the catchplate; 
pres. length 3.3 cm (Are 31). 6. fragment of a partly 
melted bronze brooch of Almgren type 67a; massive 
tear-shaped head; bow terminated with a profiled cir-
cumferential crest; pres. length 4.1  cm (Are 36B). 
7. fragment of a repaired bronze eye brooch of Alm-
gren type 45; spring on a massive, iron axis bar; spring 
terminal inserted in a secondary perforation in the 
head, between the “eyes”; chord held by a wide fan-
shaped hook decorated with vertical incisions; residu-
ally preserved head, with isolated incisions on both 
sides; width 2.4 cm (Ares 38/39). 8. fragment of bronze 
brooch of Almgren type 68; head flat on the underside, 
rounded on the top side, with a support plate decorat-
ed on both ends with a transversal groove; bow round 
in cross-section, with a profiled crest; width 2.2  cm, 
pres. length 2.7 cm (medieval grave 646). 9. fragment 
of a bronze brooch of Almgren type 68; head flat on 
the underside, rounded on the top side, with a support 
plate decorated on both ends with a transversal groove; 
bow round in cross-section, with a profiled crest; width 
2.2 cm, pres. length 3.5 cm (approx. 40 cm from grave 
342). 10. fragment of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren 
type 57 or—less probably—52; two “eyes” punched on 
the head, two rectangular protrusions on the sides; bow 
plano-convex in cross-section; pres. length 2.2 cm (Are 
54B). 11. Partly melted bronze eye brooch of Almgren 
type 57; spring from a strip; chord held by a strip hook; 
head destroyed, with one “eye” (originally two?); flat 
bow with a band of pseudo-filigree and a small, rectan-
gular crest near the foot; almost rectangular foot, tri-
angular in cross-section, with three pairs of unevenly 
punched “eyes”, the last one between lines forming the 
sides of an angle; pres. length 7.2 cm (Are 32). 12. frag-
ment of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren type 60 or 61; 
flat bow with a band of pseudo-filigree; pres. length 

3.4 cm (Are 60A, next to grave 1026). 13. fragment of 
a bronze Prussian series eye brooch; trapezoidal foot, 
triangular in cross-section, with three pairs of “eyes”; 
pres. length 3.3 cm (Are 14, near grave 362). 14. two 
fragments of a bronze eye brooch of Almgren type 57, 
58–59 or 60; bow with a low, rectangular crest; trape-
zoidal foot, triangular in cross-section, with three pairs 
of “eyes”, the last one between lines forming the sides 
of an angle; pres. length 4.1 cm (precise location un-
known). 15. fragment of a partly melted a bronze eye 
brooch of Prussian series; trapezoidal foot, triangular 
in cross-section, with three pairs of unevenly punched 
“eyes”; pres. length 4  cm (Are 37, probably part of 
brooch no. 1 from grave 452). 16. iron one-piece trum-
pet brooch of Almgren type 76; spring on an axis bar; 
chord held by a small hook; flat, round head with a cir-
cumferential groove along the edge; bow almost trian-
gular in cross-section, with a slender, circumferential, 
profiled crest; triangular foot, terminated with a disc-
shaped crest with a knob at the end; entire surface of 
the brooch covered with oblique grooves with remains 
of sliver inlay; width 2.7 cm, length 3.9 cm (Are 33). 
17. fragment of a partly melted bronze two-piece 
spring-cover brooch of Almgren type 38–39, alterna-
tively of Almgren mixed group ii/iV; spring on an iron 
axis bar, conical spring terminal inserted in a perfora-
tion on the bow; chord cylinder decorated in the mid-
dle with pairs of vertical and oblique lines; two oblong 
grooves on both spring-covers; strip bow, widest near 
the head, with a band of pseudo-beading along the 
edges and in the middle; width 3.9  cm, pres. length 
2 cm (Are 20). 18. fragment of a bronze two-piece al-
ternatively of Almgren mixed group ii/iV, alternative-
ly of type 38–30; spring on an iron axis bar, spring ter-
minal inserted in a perforation on the head and 
hammered flat; spring covers decorated with rows of 
oblique incisions between grooves; narrow bow with 
a row of oblique incisions between grooves along both 
edges; width 3.9 cm, pres. length 3.5 cm (Are 32, near 
grave 350). 19. Partly melted fragment of a bronze 
brooch with returned foot; bow and foot triangular in 
cross-section; pres. length 2.7 cm (Are 21). 20. Bronze 
crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) with returned foot, 
combining traits of Almgren types 162 and 172; spring 
on an axis bar terminated with ring-shaped knobs; wide, 
partially faceted, knee-shaped bow with metopes near 
the foot and head; partially faceted foot with a metope 
near the bow; so-called lamellar catchplate terminal, 
formed into a narrow strip near the bow; width 2.9 cm, 
length 4.3  cm (location unknown). 21. fragment of 
a partly melted bronze brooch with returned foot and 
so-called lamellar catchplate terminal, Almgren type 
172; catch terminal decorated with small grooves; bow 
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and foot triangular in cross-section; pres. length 2.4 cm 
(medieval grave 976). 22. Three fragments of a bronze 
brooch with returned foot and so-called lamellar catch-
plate terminal, Almgren type 172; catch terminal dec-
orated with transversal grooves; foot triangular in cross-
section; pres. length 1.5 cm (Are 36B, near graves 915, 
916, 916A). 23. Partly melted bronze crossbow brooch 
(Armbrustfibel) with solid catchplate; spring on an ax-
is bar terminated with ring-shaped knobs; high, arched 
bow, hexagonal in cross-section, with metopes near the 
head and foot; partially faceted, narrow, rectangular 
foot with metopes at both ends, separated from the bow 
by a small crest; width 2.3 cm, length 3.6 cm (Are 54A). 
24. Bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrustfibel) with sol-
id catchplate; spring on an axis bar terminated with 
globular knobs; high, arched bow, round on the under-
side, pentagonal on the outer side, with metopes near 
the head and foot; massive, short protrusion on the 
head; trapezoidal foot with a metope near the bow; 
width 2.7 cm, length 4.1 cm (Are 36B). 25. fragment 
of a bronze two-piece brooch with a massive, multan-
gular knob on the head and quadrangular discs on the 
head and the top of the bow; knob set on a cylindrical 
shaft; bow quadrangular in cross-section, the disc on 
the top decorated with concentric circles, two intersect-
ing oblique lines and points in the corners; pres. length 
3.7 cm (Are 54B). 26. fragment of a partly melted sil-
ver two-piece brooch with a large semi-circular plate 
on the head; a shallow protrusion on the underside of 
the plate, with openings for the chord and axis bar, 
slightly narrower at the end, protruding beyond the 
edge of the plate (knob shaft?); bow triangular in cross-
section, decorated near the head with a ring of incised 
wire; pres. length 1.7 cm (Are 42C). 27. fragment of 
a partly melted bronze crossbow brooch (Armbrust-
fibel); spring on an iron axis bar, terminated on both 
sides by a flat-and-globular knob on a pentagonal shaft; 
width 4.5  cm (Are 54A). 28. fragment of a melted 
bronze brooch; spring on an iron axis bar; pres. length 
2.2 cm (Are 13). 29. fragment of a partly melted bronze 
two-piece brooch; spring on an axis bar; width 2.7 cm 
(Are 20, in the topsoil above grave 133). 30. fragment 
of a bronze two-piece brooch; spring on an axis bar 
terminated with ring-shaped knobs; width 2.4 cm (Are 
54A). 31. fragment of a partly melted bronze spring 
set in a sheet-metal cylinder, probably from a brooch 
of Almgren group V; deformed hexagonal cylinder 
decorated on the preserved end with two parallel, ob-
lique grooves; spring chord originally run on the out-
side of the cylinder; pres. width 2 cm (Are 13). 32. frag-
ment of a bronze spring on an axis bar terminated with 
a ring-shaped knob, probably part of a brooch; pres. 
length 1.3 cm (grave 976). 33. fragment of a bronze 

spring on an axis bar, probably from a brooch; pres. 
length 1.3 cm (medieval grave 976). 34. fragment of 
a bronze spring, probably from a brooch; pres. length 
0.7 cm (Are 39, between graves 238 and 239). 35. frag-
ment of a partly melted bronze two-piece brooch (?); 
bow triangular in cross-section; pres. length 1.5  cm 
(medieval grave 698). 36. fragment of a bronze bar of 
triangular cross-section, perhaps part of a brooch (?); 
pres. length 1.4 cm (Are 36B). 37. Piece of bronze wire, 
hooked on one end; probably a brooch pin; pres. length 
3.2 cm (Are 36B). 38. Partly melted bronze belt buckle 
with thickened, oval one-piece frame; type H 12; frame 
round in cross-section; pin missing; dim. 2.4×1.5 cm 
(Are 30B, between graves 883, 884, 887 and 919). 
39. Bronze belt buckle with slightly thickened, oval one-
piece frame with a buckle plate, type H 16; frame round 
in cross-section; pin semi-circular in cross-section, 
bent at the tip, with a small thickening at the base; rec-
tangular plate with two flat-head rivets, decorated with 
horizontal grooves above and below the base of the pin; 
length 3 cm, height 2.2 cm (Are 54B). 40. Bronze belt 
buckle with massive, thickened, one-piece frame, type 
H 27; frame roughly diamond-shaped in cross-section, 
with a distinct crossbar for the pin; triangular pin, semi-
circular in cross-section, with a grooved thickening at 
the base; dim. 3.4×3.6 cm (Are 60). 41. fragment of 
a partly melted curved bronze bar of oval cross-section, 
probably part of a buckle frame; pres. length 2.5 cm 
(Are 54A). 42. Bronze belt buckle pin with a slightly 
bent tip and quadrangular thickening at the base; al-
most semi-circular in cross-section; length 2.7 cm (Are 
54B). 43. fragment of a bronze belt buckle pin; faceted, 
with a metope at the base; slightly bent tip; trapezoidal 
in cross-section; pres. length 2.7 cm (medieval grave 
415). 44. Partly melted bronze belt buckle pin; wide, 
triangular, with two transversal grooves at the base; 
plano-convex in cross-section; pres. length 2.8 cm (Are 
36B). 45. fragment of a bronze snake bracelet of type 
iiB distinguished by t. Wójcik (1983); head, base and 
body decorated with rows of points; body triangular in 
cross-section; width 1.4 cm, pres. length 3.5 cm (Are 
14, near grave 362). 46. fragment of a bronze rod brace-
let; body oval in cross-section; terminal decorated on 
the outside with three double rows of points; pres. 
length 2.8 cm (Are 47, near grave 128). 47. fragment 
of a bronze rod bracelet; terminal octagonal in cross-
section, decorated on the outside with four double rows 
of points; pres. length 2.1 cm (Are 46, in the topsoil 
above grave 128). 48. fragment of a partly melted 
bronze bracelet; body oval in cross-section, longitudi-
nally profiled near the terminal (?); pres. length 2.6 cm 
(Are 53). 49. fragment of a partly melted bronze pin 
with profiled head with three rings of varying diame-
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ters, group iVb; pres. length 2.2 cm (Are 18A). 50. frag-
ment of a partly melted banded pendant of type iC (?); 
holder cut from a single piece of bronze sheet; narrow 
bands, each with a row of convex protrusions, two 
bands with wire terminals, two more with round per-
forations through which a piece of wire was passed (re-
pair?); melted lump of red-blue and light-coloured glass 
inside the holder; pres. length 2.6 cm, max. width 1.5 cm 
(Are 32, near grave 334). 51. Partly melted pendant in 
the form of a profiled cylinder with a loop on a stem; 
width 2.1 cm, height 2.2 cm (Are 54B). 52. Bronze axe-
shaped pendant; flat suspension loop; height 1.2 cm, 
width 0.9 cm (Are 36B, in the topsoil above grave 946). 
53. deformed bronze wire ring with terminals wound 
around each other, type B15; diam. approx. 2 cm (Are 
42B, near grave 640). 54. fragment of a bronze ring-
shaped fitting; arms of attachment plate with slightly 
thickened edges; massive ring, triangular in cross-sec-
tion; length 2.1 cm, ring diam. 1 cm (Are 32). 55. two 
fragments of a flat iron fitting with a large, round per-
foration in the middle and a small one in a corner, prob-
ably part of a casket lock mount; pres. dim. 2.9×2 cm 
(Are 20, in the topsoil above grave 133). 56. iron brace 
made from a strip bent four times at right angles; dim. 
2.3×1.4×0.5 cm (Are 19). 57. two fragments of an iron 
brace made from a strip bent four times at right angles; 
dim. 2.1×1.5×0.7 cm (Are 14, near grave 362). 58. iron 
awl; shaft round in cross-section on one end, quadran-
gular on the other, with transversely incised edges; 
length 23.5 cm (Are 38). 59. iron needle of type i; shaft 
round in cross-section; pres. length 9.7 cm (location 
unknown). 60. fragment of an iron needle (?); shaft 
round in cross-section; pres. length 4.5 cm (location 
unknown). 61. iron hooked pin; shaft round in cross-
section, spirally twisted starting at the mid-length; 
length 3.4 cm (medieval grave 735). 62. fragment of 
an iron rod of quadrangular cross-section; pres. length 
2 cm (antiquity?) (Are 54). 63. fragment of an iron rod 
of round cross-section; pres. length 4.1 cm (antiquity?) 
(Are 32). 64. fragment of an iron rod of quadrangular 
cross-section (antiquity?); pres. length 4.5 cm (Are 36). 
65. fragment of an iron bar of quadrangular cross-sec-
tion; pres. length 5 cm (antiquity?) (location unknown). 
66. fragment of an iron rod of quadrangular cross-
section (awl?); pres. length 4.3 cm (antiquity?) (Are 20). 
67. 2 pieces of curved silver wire of round cross-section; 
pres. length 1 cm (medieval grave 647). 68. Partly melt-
ed piece of bronze wire; pres. length 2.8 cm (medieval 
grave 976). 69. Piece of bronze wire; pres. length 1.8 cm 
(Are 54A). 70. fragment of a bronze wire ring; diam. 
approx. 1.2 cm (medieval grave 976). 71. Partly melted 
piece of bent bronze wire; pres. length 2.5 cm (medi-
eval grave 735). 72. melted, fused pieces of bronze wire 

and bronze strip (Are 20). 73, 74. 2 partly melted curved 
bronze sheets; pres. length 2 cm and 1.8 cm (medieval 
grave 698). 75. four fragments of an iron fitting in the 
form of an oblong sheet with rounded corners, with 
rivets at both ends; pres. length 5.3 cm, width 1 cm (an-
tiquity?) (Are 38). 76. fragment of a melted bronze fit-
ting (?) made from a massive sheet, with a groove along 
the edge and a perforation in a corner; pres. length 
2.1 cm, pres. width 1.7 cm (Are 42C). 77. fragment of 
an iron crescent-shaped knife; pres. length 8 cm (lost) 
(medieval grave 417). 78. fragment of an iron knife; 
tang defined on one side; pres. length 6.5 cm (Are 47). 
79. fragment of a bronze knife (?) with the blade per-
pendicular to the tang; blade defined on one side; pres. 
length 3.8 cm, width 1 cm (Are 42A). 80. fragment of 
a partly melted bronze sheet; dim. 1.1×1.5 cm (medi-
eval grave 415). 81. fragment of a flat, bronze object 
with a narrow band of worn (punched?) ornament; 
dim. 2×1.5 cm (antiquity) (Are 18). 82. fragment of 
a bent bronze sheet; length 1.3 cm (Are 50). 83. frag-
ment of a bronze sheet with small incisions along one 
side; pres. dim. approx. 1x1 cm (medieval grave 735). 
84. Partly melted fragment of a bronze vessel with 
slightly thickened, strongly everted, almost flat rim (Are 
34). 85. Piece of a melted, massive, bronze object (an-
tiquity?) (Are 40). 86. fragment of a melted silver ob-
ject; pres. length 2.5 cm (Are 42C). 87. Three lumps of 
melted bronze (Ares 20 and 42). 88. Lump of melted 
silver (Are 50). 89. Burnt fragment of a composite 
comb, made of deer’s antler, with a bronze rivet; pres. 
dim. 2.4×0.6 cm (medieval grave 646). 90. Burnt frag-
ment of a composite comb, made of deer’s antler, with 
a bronze tubular rivet; pres. dim. 1.1×1.2 cm (medieval 
grave 647). 91. two burnt fragments of a deer-antler 
plate decorated with two rows of circled dots; pres. dim. 
1.3×2  cm (medieval grave 735). 92. Bronze wire of 
quadrangular cross-section and splayed ends; probably 
a comb rivet; length 0.8  cm (medieval grave 647). 
93. melted bead of transparent dark blue glass, prob-
ably of type tm 2a; diam. approx. 1 cm, height 0.8 cm 
(medieval grave 952). 94. melted, fused beads: one of 
opaque yellow glass, type tm 9, and two of opaque red 
glass, type tm 12; diam. 0.5 cm, height 0.4 cm (medi-
eval grave 646). 95. Barrel bead of opaque green glass, 
type tm 24; diam. 0.5  cm, height 0.4  cm (medieval 
grave 417). 96. flat-and-spherical bead of opaque black 
glass, group tm i; diam. 2 cm, height 1.5 cm (Are 53). 
97. melted bead of almost colourless, slightly blueish 
glass, group tm ii (medieval grave 976). 98. fragment 
of a disc bead of transparent light blue glass, type tm 
30b; diam. 1 cm, height 0.5 cm (medieval grave 415). 
99. Partly melted ring bead of transparent light blue 
glass, similar to types tm 18 and 30b; diam. 0.6 cm, 
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height 0.3 cm (medieval grave 647). 100. Segmented 
bead of transparent dark blue glass, similar to type tm 
91b; length 0.6 cm, diam. 0.6 cm (medieval grave 725). 
101. fragment of a melted segmented bead of trans-
parent blue glass, type tm 91, or two fused ring beads 
resembling type tm 18 and 30; pres. length 0.9  cm 
(medieval grave 647). 102. Partly melted disc bead of 
opaque black glass, with a perforation along the diam-
eter, type XV/4 distinguished by o.V. Gopkalo; dim. 
0.9×1 cm (medieval group 976). 103. Lenticular bead 
of transparent violet-pink glass, with a perforation 
along the longer axis, type XV/2 distinguished by o.V. 
Gopkalo; dim. 1×0.8×0.5  cm (medieval grave 646). 
104. Partly melted biconical bead of colourless glass, 
similar to type tm 56; diam. 1.8 cm, height 0.7 cm (Are 
36). 105. melted cylindrical bead of opaque (?) green 
glass, type tm 140; length 1.2 cm, diam. 0.7 cm (me-
dieval grave 415). 106. Burnt melon bead made of the 
so-called egyptian faience, type tm 171; originally tur-
quoise surface, presently mostly discoloured, diam. 
1.9 cm, height 1.5 cm; one of the openings blotted by 
transparent dark blue glass, probably from another bead 
(Are 33). 107. Burnt melon bead made of the so-called 
egyptian faience, type tm 171; presently grey in col-
our; diam. 1.8 cm, height 1.6 cm (Are 26). 108. Pendant 
in the form of a barrel bead of opaque black glass with 
red-yellow eyes, type tm 224e; diam. 0.6 cm, height 
0.9 cm, passed through a (residually preserved) bronze 
wire ring (Are 36B). 109. melted bead of transparent 
green glass with brown (originally red?), yellow and 
blue lines, similar to type tm 290 (medieval grave 976). 
110. melted bead of transparent light blue glass with 
a yellow zigzag line and red straight line, similar to type 
tm 299; an imprint of a fabric visible on the surface 
(Are 42B). 111. melted bead of black glass, with one 
red and two white zigzag lines, type tm 293c; pres. 
dim. 2.5×1.8×1 cm (medieval grave 417). 112. frag-
ment of a bead of transparent blue glass with unspeci-
fied white, yellow, celadon and red patterns; dim. 
2×1×0.6 cm (medieval grave 417). 113. Lump (melted 
bead?) of transparent yellow-greenish glass (medieval 
grave 735). 114. Lump (melted bead?) of transparent 
blue glass (medieval grave 735). 115. Lump of melted 
transparent blueish glass (Are 54). 116. Six lumps of 
melted dark glass (Ares 13, 48B, medieval graves 646, 
647, 976 and unknown location) 117. Three lumps of 
melted blue glass (Are 48). 118. Six lumps of melted 
transparent dark blue glass (Are 54 and medieval graves 
725, 952, 976). 119. Lump of melted opaque black glass 
with light-coloured smudges (Are 42B). 120. Lump of 
melted greenish, blue and red glass (Are 54A). 
121. Lump of melted transparent green-yellow glass 
and opaque black and yellow glass (medieval grave 726). 

122. four lumps of melted slightly greenish, almost 
colourless, glass (Ares 54, 60, medieval grave 725). 
123. Three lumps of melted transparent greenish glass 
(Are 54, medieval grave 698). 124. Lump of melted 
opaque green glass (medieval grave 646). 125. two 
lumps of melted transparent yellowish glass (Are 42B). 
126. four lumps of melted transparent colourless or 
yellowish glass (medieval grave 646). 127. 11 lumps of 
melted colourless glass (Are 54 and medieval grave 
629A). 128. Lump of melted opaque brown and colour-
less glass (medieval grave 646). 129. Lump of melted 
glass (medieval grave 976). 130. Polyhedral bead of 
grey chalcedony, type tm 499; dim. 1.7×1.4×0.5 cm 
(Are 35). 131. Burnt polyhedral bead made of chalced-
ony, type tm 499; presently white surface; dim. 
1.1×0.6×1.2  cm (Are 36B). 132. Polyhedral bead of 
white-grey chalcedony, type tm 499; dim. 1×1×0.6 cm 
(medieval grave 735). 133. Polyhedral bead of grey 
chalcedony, type tm 499b; dim. 1.2×1×0.5 cm (medi-
eval grave 698). 134. Burnt polyhedral bead made of 
chalcedony, type tm 499b; presently white surface; 
dim. 1.1×0.7×0.4 cm (medieval grave 952). 135. Burnt 
clay spindle whorl, biconical with flat opposite ends; 
damaged, grey-beige surface; diam. 3.6  cm, height 
2.1 cm (Are 37). 136. Clay spindle whorl, biconical with 
almost flat opposite ends; smooth surface, grey and 
beige in colour; diam. 4 cm, height 2.1 cm (Are 54C). 
137. Burnt clay spindle whorl, biconical with flat op-
posite ends; damaged surface, brick red to grey in col-
our; diam. 3.8 cm, height 2.6 cm (Are 42B). 138. Burnt 
clay spindle whorl, biconical with flat opposite ends; 
damaged, beige-grey surface; diam. 2.6  cm, height 
1.4 cm (Are 21). 139. Burnt clay spindle whorl, bicon-
ical with undefined opposite ends; damaged, original-
ly smooth (?) surface, dark grey and black in colour; 
diam. 3.6 cm, height 2.3 cm (Are 30B). 140. fragment 
of a clay spindle whorl, biconical with concave oppo-
site ends; side walls decorated on both sides with a band 
of chevron pattern with rows or groups of points en-
closed by horizontal grooves; smooth, beige surface; 
diam. 3.4 cm, height 1.9 cm (Are 21, probably from 
grave no. 46). 141. Burnt fragment of a clay spindle 
whorl, biconical with ill-defined, concave opposite ends; 
damaged, brick red surface; diam. 2.5 cm, height 2.5 cm 
(Are 40, between graves 408 and 409A). 142. Burnt 
fragment of a clay spindle whorl, biconical with flat op-
posite ends; smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; 
diam. 3.7 cm, heigh 2.5 cm (medieval grave 596). 
143. Burnt fragment of a clay spindle whorl of trape-
zoidal cross-section; concave opposite ends; damaged, 
grey-brick red surface; diam. approx. 4 cm, height 2 cm 
(Are 33). 144. Burnt fragment of a clay spindle whorl, 
biconical with slightly concave opposite ends; smooth, 
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dark grey surface; diam. 2.9 cm, height 1.1 cm (Are 37, 
approx. 0.5 m from grave 493). 145. two burnt sherds 
of a vessel of type i.1; thickened rim; damaged surface, 
brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 
7 cm, height approx. 10–11 cm (Are 30B). 146. five 
burnt sherds of a large mug of type i.3; thickened rim; 
body decorated with a band of “herringbone” pattern; 
smooth, brown and, in places, grey surface; rim diam. 
14.5 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height 11.5 cm (location un-
known). 147. four burnt sherds of a mug of type i.3; 
slightly thickened rim, accentuated by a groove; body 
decorated with a band of “herringbone” pattern; 
smooth, beige surface; rim diam. 15.5 cm, pres. height 
7.5 cm (Are 58). 148. four burnt sherds of a vase of 
group iV; thickened rim; body decorated with a band 
of zigzag pattern composed of groups of oblique lines 
and a row of strokes; smooth surface, brown to brick 
red in colour; rim diam. approx. 14 cm, pres. height 
9  cm (Are 58). 149. Three burnt sherds of a vase of 
group iV, with a handle; thickened rim; body decorat-
ed with a band of zigzag pattern composed of lines and 
rows of strokes; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 
15.5 cm, base diam. 9 cm, height 12 cm (location un-
known). 150. Six burnt sherds of a vase of group iV, 
with a handle; thickened rim; body decorated with 
a band of ornament divided into rectangular segments 
of which every other one is filled with rows of vertical 
or horizontal strokes; smooth surface, brown and brick 
red in colour; rim diam. 12 cm, pres. height 7.5 cm (Are 
58). 151. five sherds of a small vase of type Vii.4; thick-
ened rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. approx. 
7.5 cm; base diam. 4.5 cm. height approx. 7.5 cm (lo-
cation unknown). 152. Three burnt sherds of a vase of 
group iV; thickened rim; body decorated with a band 
of “herringbone” pattern; smooth, brick red-grey sur-
face; rim. diam. approx. 20 cm, pres. height 6 cm (Are 
58). 153. Burnt sherds of a mug of type i.4 or C.3; 
coarse, brown surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 
8 cm, height 8 cm (feature 644). 154. Burnt sherds of 
a mug of type i.4 or C.3; smooth, brick red surface; rim 
diam. 7.5 cm, base diam. 7 cm, height approx. 6.5 cm 
(Are 19). 155. Burnt sherd of a mug of type i.4 or C.3; 
smooth surface, brick red to grey in colour; rim diam. 
9 cm, pres. height 5 cm (location unknown). 156. Sherds 
of a small vessel of type Vii.2; slender cylindrical rim, 
maximum body diameter under the rim; smooth, black 
surface; rim diam. 5.5 cm, base diam. 4.5 cm, height 
5 cm (location unknown). 157. Burnt small vessel of 
type Vii.2; cylindrical rim, maximum body diameter 
under the rim; smooth, black surface; rim diam. 5.5 cm, 
base diam. 3.5 cm, height 5 cm (location unknown). 
158. Burnt sherd of a vessel with thickened, faceted 
rim; smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. approx. 

20.5 cm, pres. height 2 cm (Are 12). 159. two burnt 
sherds of one (?) bowl of type ii.2; thickened rim; 
smooth, brown surface; rim diam. approx. 21–22 cm, 
pres. height 4 cm (Are 58). 160. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with thickened rim; smooth, grey surface; rim diam. 
approx. 22 cm, pres. height 2 cm (Are 58). 161. two 
burnt sherds of a vessel with everted rim and rounded 
upper part of the body; smooth, brown surface; rim 
diam. 15 cm, pres. height 3 cm (Are 58). 162. Burnt 
sherd of a tripartite vessel with thickened rim; smooth, 
light brown surface; rim diam. approx. 12  cm, pres. 
height 3.5  cm (Are 19). 163. Sherd of a vessel with 
everted rim; coarse, brown surface; rim diam. 13 cm, 
pres. height 4.5 cm (Are 35). 164. Three burnt sherds 
of a bowl with slightly thickened rim and biconical 
body; coarse, grey-brown surface; rim diam. 17  cm, 
pres. height 4.5 cm (medieval grave 417). 165. Burnt 
sherd of a bowl with rim defined by a groove and bi-
conical body; damaged, beige surface; rim diam. 24 cm, 
pres. height 5  cm (medieval grave 647). 166. Burnt 
sherd of a tripartite bowl of group A; everted rim, ac-
centuated with a groove; biconical body decorated with 
a band of oblique strokes under a circumferential 
groove; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 12.5  cm, 
pres. height 5 cm (Are 47). 167. two burnt sherds of 
a vessel with slightly thickened rim and rounded body; 
smooth, brick red surface; rim diam. 10.5  cm, pres. 
height 6 cm (Are 58). 168. Three burnt sherds of a slen-
der vessel with slightly thickened rim and rounded 
body; smooth, brown surface; rim diam. 11.5 cm, pres. 
height 7.5  cm (location unknown). 169. Nine burnt 
sherds of a bowl of type ii.4; poorly smoothed surface, 
grey to brick red in colour; rim diam. 28–29 cm; base 
diam. 10 cm, height 12 cm (Are 58). 170. two burnt 
sherds of a small bowl of type XViiiC; damaged, brick 
red surface; rim diam. 11 cm, base diam. 6 cm, height 
7 cm (are 25). 171–208. Burnt sherds of vessels with 
thickened, faceted rims, smooth or damaged surfaces, 
brick red to grey in colour. 209–222. Burnt sherds of 
vessels with thickened rims, smooth or damaged sur-
faces, brick red to grey in colour. 223. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with slightly thickened rim and body decorat-
ed with a band of “herringbone” pattern; damaged, 
brick red surface (Ares 25/26). 224. Sherd of a vessel 
with rim defined by a groove and body decorated with 
a band of zigzag pattern composed of vertical and ob-
lique lines and rows of strokes, enclosed by two lines; 
smooth, black surface (Are 44). 225. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with massive, thickened rim; coarse surface, 
brick red to grey in colour (Ares 32/33). 226, 227. Burnt 
sherds of two tripartite vessels with thickened rims; 
damaged, brick red surfaces (Ares 32/33 and 34). 
228. Sherd of a tripartite vessel with everted rim; 
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smooth, black surface (Are 26). 229. Burnt sherd of 
a vase of group iV; thickened, faceted rim; body deco-
rated with a row of oblique strokes between two hori-
zontal grooves; damaged, grey surface (Are 32). 
230. four burnt sherds of a vase of group iV; thickened 
rim; body decorated with a row of oblique strokes be-
tween two horizontal grooves; damaged, grey surface 
(Are 32). 231. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel; body 
decorated with a band of zigzag pattern composed of 
oblique lines; damaged, grey surface (location un-
known). 232. Burnt sherd of a tripartite vessel with 
thickened rim; damaged, brick red surface (location 
unknown). 233, 234. Burnt sherds of two vessels with 
slightly pronounced rims and rounded bodies; dam-
aged surfaces, brick red to grey in colour (Are 32). 235, 
236. Burnt sherds of two biconical vessels with everted 
rims and circumferential grooves under the rim and 
above max. body diameter; smooth, brick red-grey sur-
faces (Are 15 and 34). 237. Three burnt sherds of a ves-
sel with everted rim and body decorated with a row of 
round depressions between two circumferential lines; 
damaged, brick red-grey surface (Are 14). 238. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel with everted rim and rounded body, 
decorated under the rim with a horizontal cordon; dam-
aged, grey surface (Ares 31/32/33). 239. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with biconical body and slightly thickened, up-
right rim, defined by a groove; smooth, beige surface 
(Are 21). 240. Burnt sherd of a vessel with everted rim, 
accentuated with a groove; body decorated with a cir-
cumferential line and vertical (?) row of strokes; 
smooth, beige-grey surface (medieval grave 976). 241–
296. Sherds, mostly burnt, of vessels with rims everted 
to a varying degree, most of them burnt; smooth or 
damaged surfaces, brick red to grey or black in colour. 
297. Three burnt sherds of a bowl of type ViB or XVi-
iiB; damaged surface, grey to brick red in colour (Are 
33). 298. Burnt sherd of a bowl of type XViiiC; smooth, 
brown-grey surface (Are 30B). 299. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel with everted rim and body decorated with 
a wide band of chevron pattern enclosed by two hori-
zontal grooves; smooth surface, beige and grey in col-
our (Are 26). 300. Burnt sherd of a vessel with slightly 
everted rim and biconical body decorated under its 
max. diameter with a row of fingernail impressions; 
damaged, grey surface (Ares 36B/42B). 301–
321. Sherds, mostly burnt, of vessels with undefined, 
inverted rims, most of them burnt; smooth, coarse or 
damaged surfaces, brick red to grey in colour. 322. Sherd 
of a vessel with everted rim, bevelled on the inside, and 
a strap handle; smooth, beige surface. 323. Burnt sherd 
of a tripartite vessel with a rolled handle; short neck; 
coarse, brick red surface. 324. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
with undefined rim and a rolled handle; coarse, beige 

surface. 325. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the 
body with a row of horizontal strokes between two lines; 
damaged, brick red surface. 326. Burnt sherd of a ves-
sel with a handle (?), decorated with a two-band orna-
ment consisting of three horizontal grooves and hori-
zontal strokes in the lower band; smooth, grey surface. 
327. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
an “envelope” pattern, here and there filled with rows 
of strokes; smooth, brown surface. 328. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel decorated on the body with an “envelope” pat-
tern, here and there filled with rows of strokes; smooth 
surface, beige and grey in colour. 329. Sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with rows of oblique strokes 
forming a zigzag pattern; smooth, grey surface. 
330. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the body with 
a narrow band of upturned triangles filled with strokes; 
smooth, brick red surface. 331. Nine burnt sherds of 
a vessel with rounded body decorated with a band of 
triangular fields filled with oblique strokes; damaged, 
brick red surface. 332. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorat-
ed on the body with a row of oblique strokes in a “her-
ringbone” arrangement, enclosed by horizontal grooves; 
damaged, brick red surface. 333. Sherd of a vessel dec-
orated on the body with a horizontal groove and a band 
of short strokes between three oblique lines; damaged, 
dark grey surface. 334. Burnt sherd of a vessel deco-
rated on the body with a band of zigzag pattern, com-
posed of lines and a row of strokes, under a similarly 
made, geometric (omega-shaped?) pattern; damaged, 
brick red-grey surface. 335. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
biconical body decorated with a band of triangles (?) 
filled with round depressions; damaged, brick red sur-
face. 336. Sherd of a vessel decorated with a row of ob-
lique lines; smooth, dark grey surface. 337. Sherd of 
a vessel decorated under the rim with a band of oblique 
grooves; defined rim; smooth, grey-brown surface. 
338. two burnt sherds of a vessel decorated on the body 
with a band of oblique lines enclosed by two grooves; 
damaged, grey surface. 339. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with oblique and horizontal lines 
and a row of small, deep depressions; coarse, light grey 
surface. 340. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated on the 
body with a row of quadrangular impressions and lines; 
damaged, grey surface. 341. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with bands of ornament com-
posed of a row of strokes between two parallel lines; 
damaged, grey surface. 342. Burnt sherd of a vessel 
decorated on the body with intersecting oblique lines; 
coarse, beige surface. 343. Burnt sherd of a vessel with 
rounded body decorated with a row of long vertical 
grooves; smooth, brown surface. 344. Burnt sherd of 
a vessel decorated on the body with a row of vertical 
strokes; damaged surface, brick red to grey in colour. 
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345. Burnt sherd of a vessel decorated with a stamped 
ornament (palmette); damaged, grey surface. 346. Burnt 
sherd of a vessel decorated with a stamped ornament 
(crosshatched circle and palmette); damaged, grey sur-
face. 347. Three burnt base sherds of a vessel with 
smooth, brown surface; base diam. 8.5 cm, pres. height 
6  cm. 348. two burnt base sherds of a vessel with 
smooth surface, brown to grey in colour; base diam. 
9 cm, pres. height 5 cm. 349. two burnt sherds of a ves-
sel decorated on the body with three horizontal grooves 
enclosing two rows of oblique, oval impressions; 
smooth, brick red surface. 350. two burnt base sherds 
of a vessel with damaged, brick red surface; base diam. 
5 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 351. Burnt base sherd of a ves-
sel with smooth, brown surface; base diam. 8 cm, pres. 
height 6 cm. 352. Sherd of a vessel with slightly pro-
nounced base; smooth, black surface; base diam. 6 cm, 
pres. height 1.8 cm. 353. Burnt base sherd of a vessel 
with damaged, grey-beige surface; base diam. 7  cm, 
pres. height 2 cm. 354. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with 
smooth?, beige surface; base diam. 5 cm, pres. height 
3  cm. 355. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with slightly 
pronounced, a bit concave base; smooth, brick red-
beige surface; base diam. 7  cm, pres. height 4.5  cm. 
356. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, brown 
surface; base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 4 cm. 357. Sherd 
of a vessel with defined base; smooth, black surface; 

base diam. approx. 10 cm, pres. height 2.5 cm. 358. Base 
sherd; surface coarse near the base, rough above, beige 
in colour; base diam. 18  cm, pres. height 4.5  cm. 
359. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with coarse, brick red 
surface; base diam. 14  cm, pres. height 2.5  cm. 
360. Burnt base sherd of a vessel with smooth, brown-
grey surface; base diam. 9  cm, pres. height 2.5  cm. 
361. Burnt rim sherd of a wheel-made vessel; smooth, 
grey surface. 362. Burnt sherd of a wheel-made vessel; 
thickened, everted rim; smooth dark grey surface. 
363. two burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel; smooth, 
grey surface. 364. Sherds of one (?) wheel-made vessel, 
decorated on the body with shallow grooves forming 
a band of diamonds with concentric circles impressed 
inside; smooth, dark grey surface. 365. Burnt sherd of 
a wheel-made vessel decorated with a stamped orna-
ment (rosette); smooth, grey surface. 366. Sherd of 
a wheel-made vessel with ring base; damaged, grey-
yellow surface; base diam. 10 cm, pres. height 3.5 cm. 
367. Seven burnt sherds of a wheel-made vessel; dam-
aged surface, reddish to grey in colour; base diam. 6 cm, 
pres. height 2 cm. 368. Approx. 2,500 nondescript pot-
sherds, most burnt. 369. Approx. 180 potsherds with 
smooth, black surface. 370. Approx. 50 nondescript 
sherds of wheel-made pottery, most burnt.
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Pl. i. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1/1961: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3 – clay.
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Pl. ii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1/1961: 4–6 – iron; 7–10 – clay. Grave 2/1961: 1 – clay. Grave (?) 1/1962: 1 – clay.
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Pl. iii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1. Grave 2: 1 – bronze/iron; 2 – clay. Grave 5: 1–3 – clay.
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Pl. iV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 3: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay. Grave 6: 1–3 – clay. Grave 7: 1 – clay.
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Pl. V. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave (?) 8. Grave 9: 1 – clay. Grave 10: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3–6 – clay. Grave 11: 1 – clay.  
Grave (?) 12: 1 – clay.
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Pl. Vi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 13.
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Pl. Vii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 13: 1–3 – iron; 4–12 – clay. Grave 18.
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Pl. Viii. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 14. Grave 15: 1–5 – bronze. Grave 19: 1 – clay. Grave 21: 1–3 – clay.
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Pl. iX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 20: 1–4 – iron; 5–8 – clay.
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Pl. X. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 20: 9–11 – clay. Grave 23: 1–3 – clay. Grave 26: 1–6 – clay.
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Pl. Xi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 22: 1 – stone; 2 – glass; 4–7, 10, 11 – clay.
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Pl. Xii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 22: 3, 8, 9, 12–30 – clay.
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Pl. Xiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 27: 1, 2 – iron; 3, 4 – clay. Grave 28: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 29: 1–4 – clay. feature 31. feature 33.
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Pl. XiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 32: 1, 2, 4–7 – bronze; 3 – iron; 8 – clay.
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Pl. XV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 34: 1 – iron; 2, 3 – bronze/glass. Grave 36: 1, 2 – clay. feature: 37: 1–3 – clay. Grave 38: 1, 2 – clay.
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Pl. XVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 39.
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Pl. XVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 40: 1 – clay. Grave 41: 1 – iron; 2, 3 – clay. Grave 44: 1 – clay.
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Pl. XViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 42: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3–7 – clay. Grave 43: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3, 4 – clay.
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Pl. XiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 45: 1 – iron; 2–6 – clay. Grave 46: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 49: 1 – clay.
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Pl. XX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 47: 1–13 – clay.
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Pl. XXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 48: 1–3 – bronze; 5, 6 – iron; 7, 8 – glass; 13–23 – clay.
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Pl. XXii. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 50: 1, 2 – clay. Grave (?) 52. Grave 54: 1–3 – clay. Grave 55: 1 – clay.
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Pl. XXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 51: 1–5 – iron.
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Pl. XXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 51: 6, 8–14 – clay.
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Pl. XXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 51: 7, 15–24 – clay.
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Pl. XXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 56: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 59: 2 – iron; 3–9 – clay.
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Pl. XXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 58: 1–4 – clay.
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Pl. XXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 61, 62.
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Pl. XXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 61: 1–4 – bronze; 5 – iron; 6–15 – clay. Grave 62: 1 – bronze; 2 – glass; 4 – clay.
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Pl. XXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 63: 1–4 – clay. Grave 64: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 65/66: 1, 2 – clay.
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Pl. XXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 68: 1–4 – iron; 6–9 – clay. Grave 69. Grave (?) 71.
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Pl. XXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 67: 1 – iron. Grave 70: 1 – iron; 2 – glass; 3–8 – clay. Grave 74: 1–4 – clay.
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Pl. XXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 73A, 73B: 1– bone; 2–10 – clay. Grave 76: 1 – clay. feature 80.



209

Pl. XXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 77: 1–9 – clay. Grave 81: 1 – bronze; 2–7 – clay.



210

Pl. XXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 84, 85/86.



211

Pl. XXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 84, 85/86.



212

Pl. XXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 84, 85/86.



213

Pl. XXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 84: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3–10 – clay. Grave 85/86: 1, 2 – iron; 3 – clay.



214

Pl. XXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 82: 1 – stone; 2–5 – clay. Grave 89: 1, 2 – clay.



215

Pl. XL. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 83: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay. feature 88: 1 – clay. Grave 90. Grave 93: 1 – clay.



216

Pl. XLi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 91: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–5 – iron; 6–9 – clay. Grave 92: 1 – iron; 2–4 – clay.



217

Pl. XLii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 95: 2–5 – clay. feature 98: 1 – clay. Grave 99: 1 – clay.



218

Pl. XLiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 100: 1 – bone; 2 – glass; 5, 6 – iron; 8–13 – clay. Grave 102: 2 – clay.



219

Pl. XLiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 101.



220

Pl. XLV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 101: 1, 2, 4–6 – iron; 8 – glass.



221

Pl. XLVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 101: 9–24 – clay. Grave 105: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – clay.



222

Pl. XLVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 103A, 103B.



223

Pl. XLViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 103A: 1–8 – clay. Grave 103B: 1 – clay. feature 107: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 110: 1–3 – clay.



224

Pl. XLiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 104: 1–4 – iron; 5 – bronze; 6–8 – clay.



225

Pl. L. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 104: 9–12 – clay. Grave 111: 1 – iron; 2–8 – clay.



226

Pl. Li. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 113, 114: 1–3 – clay. Grave 113: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3, 4 – clay. Grave 114: 1–6 – clay.



227

Pl. Lii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 115.



228

Pl. Liii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 115: 1, 2 – iron; 3, 4 – clay. Grave 116: 1 – clay. Grave 120.



229

Pl. LiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 117: 1–4 – iron; 5–8 – clay.



230

Pl. LV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 117: 9–18 – clay.



231

Pl. LVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 118: 1–10 – bronze; 12, 13 – iron; 14–16 – clay. Grave 125: 1–3 – clay.



232

Pl. LVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 121: 1–3 – bronze; 5–8 – clay.



233

Pl. LViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 122: 1 – iron; 2–6 – clay.



234

Pl. LiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 122: 7–13 – clay. Grave 128: 1–4 – iron; 5 – clay.



235

Pl. LX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 127. feature 130: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 133: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–6 – clay.



236

Pl. LXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 129: 1, 2 – bronze; 4–10 – clay. Grave 134. Grave 135.



237

Pl. LXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 131A: 1 – iron. Grave 131B: 1, 2 – clay.



238

Pl. LXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 132: 1, 4, 5, 7–9, 16 – bronze; 2 – bronze/iron; 3 – bronze/silver/iron; 6 – iron.



239

Pl. LXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 132: 10–15, 17–21 – bronze; 22 – bronze/glass; 23 – iron.



240

Pl. LXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 132: 24–28, 30–32 – glass; 35–37, 39 – bronze; 40–47 – clay.



241

Pl. LXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 136: 1 – clay. Grave 137. Grave 138: 1 – iron; 3 – clay. feature 142. Grave 144: 1 – iron; 2 – clay.



242

Pl. LXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 140.



243

Pl. LXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 140: 1–8 – clay. Grave 145.



244

Pl. LXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 141: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–6 – clay.



245

Pl. LXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 146: 1, 2 – iron; 3 – bronze; 5, 6 – glass; 8–11 – clay. Grave 151.



246

Pl. LXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 147: 1–7, 9 – iron; 10–14 – clay. Grave 155.



247

Pl. LXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 148: 1 – bronze; 2 – glass; 4–6 – clay. Grave 149: 1 – bronze. Grave 154: 1, 2 – clay.



248

Pl. LXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 150: 1 – clay; 2 – iron; 3 – stone; 4–8 – bronze. Grave 153: 1, 2 – iron; 3, 4 – clay.



249

Pl. LXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 157: 1 – iron; 2–7 – clay. Grave 160: 1–3 – clay. Grave 163A: 1 – bronze; 3 – bone/bronze; 4 – clay.



250

Pl. LXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 158.



251

Pl. LXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 158: 1, 2, 5, 6 – silver; 3, 4, 7 – bronze; 8–37 – amber; 38–43 – glass.



252

Pl. LXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 158: 44 – bronze/wood; 45, 47–52 – clay; 46 – bronze. Grave 161. feature 162.  
Grave 166: 1 – bone.



253

Pl. LXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 164: 1 – iron. Grave 165: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 168. Grave 172.



254

Pl. LXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 174: 1 – bronze/iron; 2 – bronze; 3–6 – clay. Grave 175: 1 – bronze; 2 – glass; 3 – bone/bronze. 
Grave 177: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – bone/bronze; 4 – clay.



255

Pl. LXXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 179: 1–3 – amber; 4 – clay. Grave 180: 1 – clay. Grave (?) 182. Grave (?) 183.



256

Pl. LXXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 184: 1, 2, 6a, 7 – bronze; 3–5 – silver; 6b – bronze/fibre. Grave 185: 1, 5 – clay; 4 – bone.



257

Pl. LXXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 187, 188, 191.



258

Pl. LXXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 187. Grave 188: 1 – iron; 2–4 – clay. Grave 191: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay.



259

Pl. LXXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 187: 1, 2 – iron; 3–20 – clay.



260

Pl. LXXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 190.



261

Pl. LXXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 190: 1–13 – clay.



262

Pl. LXXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 186: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – glass/bronze; 4, 5 – amber. Grave 195: 1 – bone. Grave 197.



263

Pl. LXXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 199: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay. Grave 205: 1 – clay.



264

Pl. LXXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 200A, 200B, 200C, 200d.



265

Pl. XC. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 200A: 1, 2 – bronze; 4–6 – clay. Grave 200B: 1–7 – iron; 8, 10 – bronze.



266

Pl. XCi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 200B: 12–21 – clay. Grave 201: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay.



267

Pl. XCii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 202: 1–3 – clay. Grave 204. Grave 208A.



268

Pl. XCiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 203: 1–3 – iron; 4–16 – clay.



269

Pl. XCiV. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 211: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 212: 1 – clay. Grave (?) 214: 1 – clay.



270

Pl. XCV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 217: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay. Grave 218: 1 – bone; 2–5 – clay. Grave 222: 1 – iron; 2–5 – clay.



271

Pl. XCVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 219A, 219B.



272

Pl. XCVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 219A: 1 – iron; 2–9 – clay. Grave 219B: 1–6 – clay. Graves 219A, 219B: 1, 2 – clay.



273

Pl. XCViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 224: 1–7 – iron; 8–14 – clay.



274

Pl. XCiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 224: 15, 16 – clay. Grave 225: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 226: 1 – clay. feature 230.



275

Pl. C. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 231A, 231B, 232.



276

Pl. Ci. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 231A, 231B, 232.



277

Pl. Cii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 231A: 1 – bronze; 2–11 – clay. Grave 231B: 1–4 – bronze; 6–12 – clay.  
Graves 231A, 231B: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.



278

Pl. Ciii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 232: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 4–18 – clay.



279

Pl. CiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 236: 1 – clay. Grave 237: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 240: 1 – iron; 2 – bronze. Grave 241. Grave 243: 1 – clay.



280

Pl. CV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 238: 1–3 – bronze; 4–16 – clay.



281

Pl. CVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 239: 1, 3, 4 – clay; 2 – stone.



282

Pl. CVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 242: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay. Grave 244: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3–6 – clay.



283

Pl. CViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 245: 1–5 – iron; 6–9 – clay.



284

Pl. CiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 245: 10–16 – clay. Grave (?) 247. Grave 248: 1 – bronze.



285

Pl. CX. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 249: 1 – clay. Grave 250: 1–3 – clay. Grave 251: 2 – clay. Grave 252: 1 – clay.



286

Pl. CXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 253: 1–3 – bronze; 4, 5 – clay. Grave 254. Grave 255: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay. Grave 256.



287

Pl. CXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 257: 1 – bronze; 2 – bone/bronze; 3–8 – clay. Grave 259: 2–4 – clay.



288

Pl. CXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 258: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 4 – bone. Grave (?) 260. Grave 261: 1–3 – bronze; 4–7 – clay.



289

Pl. CXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 262: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – bone. Grave 263: 1 – bronze. Grave 264. Grave 265: 1 – bone/bronze.  
Grave 266.



290

Pl. CXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 267: 1–5 – clay. Grave 268. feature 269: 1 – clay. Grave 269A.



291

Pl. CXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 275. Grave 277: 1–13 – clay.



292

Pl. CXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 280: 1–12 – amber; 13–16 – clay. Grave 284: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – clay.



293

Pl. CXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 282: 1–4 – bronze; 6 – clay.



294

Pl. CXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 283: 1–3 – iron; 5–10 – clay. Grave 285: 1 – bronze.



295

Pl. CXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 288: 1 – bronze. Grave 297. Grave 299. Grave 300: 1 – bronze; 3 – clay. Grave 303: 1 – clay.



296

Pl. CXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 304. Grave 305. Grave 306: 1 – bronze; 3, 4 – clay.



297

Pl. CXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 307: 1 – iron; 2 – bronze. Grave 308: 1 – clay. Grave 313. Grave 314: 1 – glass; 2 – clay. Grave 317.



298

Pl. CXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 331: 1 – iron; 2 – bronze; 4–7 – clay. Grave 332: 1–4 – clay.



299

Pl. CXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 333: 1–4 – clay. Grave 334: 1–3 – clay. Grave 335: 1–6 – clay.



300

Pl. CXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 336: 1 – bronze; 2–9, 11–13 – clay. feature 337: 1 – clay. Grave 338: 1 – iron; 2–5 – clay.



301

Pl. CXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 339: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron; 3, 4 – clay. feature 340: 1 – clay. Grave 342: 1–4 – clay.



302

Pl. CXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 343, 347. features 344, 345.



303

Pl. CXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 343: 1 – clay. feature 345: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 347: 1, 2 – iron; 3–10 – clay.



304

Pl. CXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 351: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – iron; 4–9 – clay.



305

Pl. CXXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 348: 1–3 – clay. Grave 349: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 351: 10–19 – clay.



306

Pl. CXXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 352: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – clay. Grave 353: 1, 3 – bronze; 2 – iron.



307

Pl. CXXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 352: 4–9 – clay.



308

Pl. CXXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 354: 1, 2 – bronze/iron; 3–6 – bronze; 7–9 – clay.



309

Pl. CXXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 355: 1–3 – bronze; 4 – bone/bronze; 5 – clay. Grave 356: 1, 2 – bronze; 5 – bone; 6–9 – clay.



310

Pl. CXXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 357: 1–8 – iron; 9, 11–14 – clay; 10 – stone.



311

Pl. CXXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 357: 15–29 – clay.



312

Pl. CXXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 358: 1–4 – clay. Grave 359: 1–3 – bronze; 4 – bone. feature 360: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay.



313

Pl. CXXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 361: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 362: 1 – iron; 2 – bronze.



314

Pl. CXXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 363: 1, 2 – bronze/iron; 3, 8–12 – iron; 4–7 – bronze; 14, 15 – clay.



315

Pl. CXL. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 363: 16–19 – clay. Grave 365A: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 365B.



316

Pl. CXLi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 365B: 1 – bronze/silver/iron; 2 – bronze/iron; 3, 4 – bronze; 5–7 – iron; 8–10 – clay.



317

Pl. CXLii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 364: 1, 2 – bronze/iron; 3–5 – clay. Grave 370: 1 – bone.



318

Pl. CXLiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 371: 1 – clay. Grave 377. Grave 378: 1 – bone; 2 – clay. feature 379: 1 – iron; 2, 3 – clay.



319

Pl. CXLiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 383: 1, 3, 4, 7, 8 – bronze; 2 – bronze/iron; 5 – iron; 6 – silver; 9 – clay.



320

Pl. CXLV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 380: 1 – bronze; 2 – bone/bronze. Grave 381. feature 382. Grave 383: 11–16 – clay.



321

Pl. CXLVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 385: 1–3 – bronze; 4–41 – glass; 42–47 – amber; 49 – clay.



322

Pl. CXLVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 386: 1 – iron; 95 – clay.



323

Pl. CXLViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 386: 2–7, 9 – bronze; 8 – iron; 10–45 – glass; 46–91 – amber; 94 – bone (?).



324

Pl. CXLiX. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 395. Grave 396: 1–7 – clay. Grave 397: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.



325

Pl. CL. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 398: 1 – iron; 2 – bone. Grave 399: 1 – clay. Grave 400: 1 – clay. Grave 405: 1 – clay.



326

Pl. CLi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 401: 1, 2 – iron; 4–7 – clay. Grave 404: 1–4 – clay.



327

Pl. CLii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 402: 1, 2 – iron.



328

Pl. CLiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 402: 1 – iron; 3 – iron/bronze; 4–8 – clay.



329

Pl. CLiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 403: 1 – bronze; 2 – bronze/iron; 3, 4 – clay.



330

Pl. CLV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 406: 1–8 – clay. Grave 408: 1 – bronze/iron; 2, 3 – clay.



331

Pl. CLVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 407: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 5–13 – clay.



332

Pl. CLVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 409A, 409B: 1, 2 – iron. Grave 409A: 1–3 – iron.



333

Pl. CLViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 409A: 4–17 – clay.



334

Pl. CLiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 409B: 1–5 – bronze; 6–9 – clay. Grave 410: 1–3 – clay.



335

Pl. CLX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 411: 1, 3 – bronze; 2 – iron; 5 – bone; 6 – clay.



336

Pl. CLXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave (?) 412: 1 – clay. Graves 413, 414, 418.



337

Pl. CLXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 413: 1–5, 7–9 – bronze; 6, 10, 11 – iron; 12 – bone; 14, 15 – glass; 18–23 – clay.  
Grave 414: 1 – bronze. Grave 416. Grave 418: 1 – bronze.



338

Pl. CLXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 415B: 1 – clay. Grave 415C: 1 – bone; 2 – clay. Grave 452: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.



339

Pl. CLXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 428. Grave 429: 1–6 – bronze; 8–10 – clay.



340

Pl. CLXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 450: 2–4 – clay. Grave 451: 1 – iron; 2–8 – clay.



341

Pl. CLXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 471: 1 – clay. Grave 472: 1 – glass; 2–4 – clay. Grave 474: 2–6 – clay.



342

Pl. CLXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 476: 1, 2 – iron; 3 – clay. Grave 477: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 478.



343

Pl. CLXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 479: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 483: 1 – clay.



344

Pl. CLXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave (?) 489: 1 – clay. feature 493: 2, 3 – clay. Grave 501A. Grave 503.



345

Pl. CLXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 500: 1, 2 – iron; 4–12 – clay.



346

Pl. CLXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 505: 2, 3 – clay. Grave (?) 509. Grave (?) 514: 2 – clay.



347

Pl. CLXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 516: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – iron; 6, 7 – clay. Grave 517: 1, 2 – clay.



348

Pl. CLXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 515: 1–4 – bronze; 5–7 – iron; 8, 9 – clay.



349

Pl. CLXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 518: 1–5 – iron; 6–16 – clay.



350

Pl. CLXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 519. feature 520: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 522: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay.



351

Pl. CLXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 521A, 521B.



352

Pl. CLXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 521B: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 4, 6–11 – clay.



353

Pl. CLXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 521A: 1–3 – clay. Graves 521A, 521B: 1–3 – clay. Grave 523: 1, 2 – clay.



354

Pl. CLXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 524: 1–3, 7 – bronze; 4 – stone; 5 – bone/bronze; 6 – bone; 10–12 – clay.



355

Pl. CLXXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 525A, 525B: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 525B: 4–6 – clay.



356

Pl. CLXXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 525B: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron. Grave 527: 1 – bone; 3, 4 – clay. Grave 528. Grave 529: 1, 2 – clay.



357

Pl. CLXXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 526: 1, 2 – iron; 4–8 – clay.



358

Pl. CLXXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 530: 1–6 – clay.



359

Pl. CLXXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 531: 1 – clay. Grave 532: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 535.



360

Pl. CLXXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 533: 1 – bronze; 3–8 – clay. Grave 534: 1–6 – bronze; 9 – clay.



361

Pl. CLXXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 536: 1 – bronze/iron; 2–6 - clay. Grave 537.



362

Pl. CLXXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 537: 1–4 – bronze; 5–10 – iron; 14–17 – clay.



363

Pl. CLXXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 537: 11–13 – clay.



364

Pl. CLXXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 542: 1, 2 – clay.



365

Pl. CXC. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 538: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay. Grave 577: 1, 2 – glass; 3, 4 – clay.



366

Pl. CXCi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 575. Grave 576: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay.  
Grave 578: 1–3 – bronze; 4 – bone/bronze; 5 – glass; 8–11 – clay.



367

Pl. CXCii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 579: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 4–7 – clay. Grave 581. Grave 582: 1–5 – clay.



368

Pl. CXCiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 583: 1 – iron; 3–11 – clay. Grave (?) 584. feature 585: 1–3 – clay.



369

Pl. CXCiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 587: 1–10 – clay. Grave 588: 2, 3 – clay.



370

Pl. CXCV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 591: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 592: 1 – clay. Grave 593: 1 – iron; 2–4 – clay. Grave 595.



371

Pl. CXCVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 594: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 596A: 1 – iron; 2–8 – clay.



372

Pl. CXCVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 597: 1, 2, 4 – bronze; 3 – iron; 5–10 – glass; 13 – clay; 14 – stone.



373

Pl. CXCViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 597: 15–27 – clay. Grave 598. Grave 604.



374

Pl. CXCiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 600: 1–36 – glass; 37, 38 – clay. Grave 601: 2–4 – clay.



375

Pl. CC. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 602. Grave 605: 1 – iron; 3 – clay. Grave 607: 1–4 – bronze; 6–9 – clay. Grave 610.



376

Pl. CCi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 606: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 608: 1–3 – iron; 4–6, 8 – clay. Grave 609. Grave 611: 1, 2 – clay.  
Grave 612: 1 – clay.



377

Pl. CCii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 614, 615, 627.



378

Pl. CCiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 614, 615: 1, 2 – bronze; 3, 4 – glass; 8–10 – clay. Grave 614: 1 – bronze; 4–6 – clay.  
Grave 615: 1–6 – bronze; 8 – iron; 9–11 – glass; 17–22 – clay. Grave 627: 1 – bronze.



379

Pl. CCiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 613: 2 – clay. Grave 616. Grave 619: 1 – glass; 2 – clay.  
Grave 629: 1 – bronze; 2–5 – glass; 6 – flax; 7, 8 – clay.



380

Pl. CCV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 620: 1 – iron; 2–16 – clay.



381

Pl. CCVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 621: 1, 2 – iron; 3–16 – amber. feature 625: 1, 2 – clay.



382

Pl. CCVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 628. Grave 630. Grave 631: 1 – clay. Grave (?) 639.



383

Pl. CCViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 634. Grave 638. Grave 643.



384

Pl. CCiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 632. Grave 637: 1 – iron/glass; 2, 3 – iron; 5–13 – clay.



385

Pl. CCX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 635: 1–3 – clay. Grave 636: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.



386

Pl. CCXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 640.



387

Pl. CCXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 640: 1–6 – bronze; 7–13 – glass; 15 – bone; 16–30 – clay. Grave 642.



388

Pl. CCXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 641: 1 – bronze; 2 – glass; 4 – bone; 5–14 – clay. Grave 645: 1–4 – clay. Grave 651: 1 – clay.



389

Pl. CCXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 655: 1–4 – iron; 5–7 – clay.



390

Pl. CCXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 655: 8, 9 – clay. Grave 656: 1–4 – clay.



391

Pl. CCXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 657: 1, 2 – bronze; 3, 4 – iron; 5, 6 – clay. Grave 660: 1–4 – clay.



392

Pl. CCXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 661A. feature 676: 1 – glass. Grave 677: 1 – clay. Grave 680.



393

Pl. CCXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 678: 1–3 – clay. Grave 689: 1 – bronze; 3–6 – clay.



394

Pl. CCXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 690A, 690B: 1 – bone. Grave 690A: 2 – bronze; 4 – clay. Grave 691: 1 – clay.  
Grave 692: 1 – bronze; 3, 4 – clay. Grave 693: 1 – bone/bronze.



395

Pl. CCXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 694. Grave 695: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – clay. Grave 696. Grave 699: 1 – bronze; 2 – bone.  
Grave 704: 1 – iron; 2 – bronze; 3 – glass; 6 – clay.



396

Pl. CCXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 697: 1 – glass; 3–9 – clay.



397

Pl. CCXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 697: 10–19 – clay. Grave 700: 1 – bronze; 2 – iron.



398

Pl. CCXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 702: 1, 4–6, 12 – bronze; 2, 7–11 – iron; 3 – bronze/iron; 16 – glass; 17–19 – clay.



399

Pl. CCXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 701A: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–8 – clay. Grave 703: 1 – bone. Grave 710.



400

Pl. CCXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 705: 1–4 – clay. Grave 713: 1, 2 – clay. feature 714: 1 – clay.



401

Pl. CCXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 706: 1, 2 – bronze; 4 – glass; 5–9 – clay.



402

Pl. CCXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 706: 10–16 – clay. Grave 707: 1 – bronze; 2 – bone/bronze.



403

Pl. CCXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 708.



404

Pl. CCXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 708: 1–4 – bronze; 5 – bone/bronze; 6, 7 – iron; 8–21 – glass; 24–32 – stone; 33–43 – clay.



405

Pl. CCXXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 711: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 4–8 – clay.



406

Pl. CCXXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 716, 716A.



407

Pl. CCXXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 717: 1 – iron; 3–6 – clay. Grave 718: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay.



408

Pl. CCXXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 719: 1, 2 – glass; 3, 4 – clay. Grave 728: 1 – clay.



409

Pl. CCXXXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 721A, 721B: 1 – bronze.



410

Pl. CCXXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 721A, 721B.



411

Pl. CCXXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 720: 1, 3, 4 – bronze; 2 – silver; 5–31 – glass; 33 – clay.  
Grave 721B: 1 – bronze; 2 – bone; 3, 4 – clay.



412

Pl. CCXXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 722: 2–4 – clay. Grave 723: 1 – clay. Grave 729.



413

Pl. CCXXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 724: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 730: 1, 2 – clay; Grave 731: 1 – clay. Grave 732.



414

Pl. CCXXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 734: 1 – clay. Grave 737. Grave 738: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.  
Grave 750: 1 – bronze; 2–9 – glass; 10–16 – amber.



415

Pl. CCXL. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 739: 1 – clay. Grave 740: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – clay. Grave 797: 1, 2 – clay.



416

Pl. CCXLi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 798: 1, 2 – iron; 3 – clay.



417

Pl. CCXLii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 798: 4–20 – clay.



418

Pl. CCXLiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 743: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 801. Grave 802.  
Grave 808: 1 – bronze; 2 – non-ferrous metal; 3 – amber; 4 – glass; 6 – clay.



419

Pl. CCXLiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 830: 1 – iron; 2–15 – clay.



420

Pl. CCXLV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 831. „Grave” 832. Grave 833. Grave 838.



421

Pl. CCXLVi. Kleszewo, site 8. „Grave” 832.



422

Pl. CCXLVii. Kleszewo, site 8. „Grave” 832: 1 – silver; 2–8 – bronze; 9 – iron; 10–14 – glass; 17–33 – clay.



423

Pl. CCXLViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 834: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 837: 1 – clay. Grave 839: 1 – bone; 2 – clay. Grave 844.  
feature 848: 1 – clay.



424

Pl. CCXLiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 850: 1 – bronze; 2–6 – clay. Grave 851: 1–4 – bronze; 6 – clay. Grave 852. Grave 854.



425

Pl. CCL. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 853. Grave 855: 1, 2 – iron. Grave 856: 1 – bronze; 2, 4 – clay. Grave 857: 1 – bronze; 3 – clay.  
Grave 858: 1 – iron; 2 – bronze.



426

Pl. CCLi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 859: 1 – bronze. Grave 861: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–5 – clay. Grave 862: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.



427

Pl. CCLii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 860: 1–6 – iron; 7 – clay.



428

Pl. CCLiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 860: 8–11 – clay.



429

Pl. CCLiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 863: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 864: 1 – clay. Grave 864A. Grave 867: 1, 2 – clay.



430

Pl. CCLV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 869: 1–5 – clay. Grave 880. Grave 881: 1 – bronze; 2 – bone/bronze; 3 – clay.  
Grave 883: 1–3 – bronze; 4–18 – glass; 19 – glass/bronze; 24, 25 – clay.



431

Pl. CCLVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 884, 887.



432

Pl. CCLVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 884, 887.



433

Pl. CCLViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 884: 1 – glass; 2, 3, 6–8 – bronze; 4, 5 – silver.



434

Pl. CCLiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 884: 9, 10 – bronze; 11 – clay; 12 – bone (?)/bronze; 13–22 – silver; 24–27 – amber/bronze; 28–30 
– glass/bronze; 31–39 – amber; 40–47, 50–68 – glass.



435

Pl. CCLX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 884: 69, 70, 72–262 – glass; 266 – flax; 268 – clay.



436

Pl. CCLXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 884: 267, 269–272 – clay. Grave 887: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – amber; 4 – glass; 5–10 – clay.



437

Pl. CCLXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 885: 1–4 – clay. feature 914. Grave 920: 1–3 – clay. Grave 930: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – clay.



438

Pl. CCLXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 915, 916, 916A.



439

Pl. CCLXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 915: 1 – bronze; 2 – glass; 3  – clay. Grave 916: 1 – bronze; 2, 3 – glass; 4 – amber; 5 – clay.  
Grave 916A: 1 – bronze; 2 – glass; 3 – iron. Graves 916, 916A: 1–4 – clay. Grave 918: 1 – glass; 2–8 – clay.



440

Pl. CCLXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 917.



441

Pl. CCLXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 917.



442

Pl. CCLXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 917: 1–3, 5 – bronze; 4 – amber; 6 – wood; 8, 9 – iron.



443

Pl. CCLXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 917: 10–18 – clay. Grave 931: 1 – bronze; 2 – clay.



444

Pl. CCLXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 919.



445

Pl. CCLXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 919: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–7 – glass; 8–15 – clay. Grave 932: 1 – clay. Grave 946: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 947.



446

Pl. CCLXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 949: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 950: 1 – bronze; 3 – bone. Grave (?) 951. feature 955.



447

Pl. CCLXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 953: 1–3 – bronze; 4–6 – clay. Grave 954: 1 – stone; 2 – glass; 3–9 – clay.



448

Pl. CCLXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 956: 1, 2 – clay. Grave 957: 1 – clay. Grave 959. Grave 960: 1 – clay.



449

Pl. CCLXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 967: 1–3 – iron; 4–9 – clay.



450

Pl. CCLXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 968: 1, 4, 6 – iron; 2, 3, 5 – bronze; 7–13 – clay.



451

Pl. CCLXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 969: 1, 2 – bronze; 3–5 – iron; 8 – clay. Grave 970. Grave 987: 1–3 – clay.



452

Pl. CCLXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 985: 1, 2 – clay. Grave (?) 1005.



453

Pl. CCLXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 979: 1, 3 – bronze/iron; 2, 4, 5 – bronze. Grave 1013: 1 – clay. Grave (?) 1014.



454

Pl. CCLXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1019: 1–4 – iron.



455

Pl. CCLXXX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1019: 5–9 – clay.



456

Pl. CCLXXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. feature 1020: 1 – iron; 2 – clay. Grave 1028: 1, 2 – clay. feature 1029: 1, 2 – clay.



457

 Pl. CCLXXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1021: 1 – iron; 2, 3 – clay. feature 1023: 1–4 – clay.



458

Pl. CCLXXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1022.



459

Pl. CCLXXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1022: 1, 2, 4, 6 – iron; 3 – iron/bone; 7–11 – clay.



460

Pl. CCLXXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1022: 12–20 – clay.



461

Pl. CCLXXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 1024A, 1024B, 1024C.



462

Pl. CCLXXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 1024A, 1024B, 1024C.



463

Pl. CCLXXXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1024A: 1–3 – iron; 5–12 – clay.



464

Pl. CCLXXXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1024B: 1–6 – iron; 7–12 – clay.



465

Pl. CCXC. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1024B: 13–19 – clay. Grave 1024C: 1–3 – iron; 4–6 – clay.



466

Pl. CCXCi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1025.



467

Pl. CCXCii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1025: 1–4 – iron; 5–23 – clay.



468

Pl. CCXCiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Graves 1026A, 1026B.



469

Pl. CCXCiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1026A: 1, 2 – bronze; 3, 4 – iron; 5–9 – clay.



470

Pl. CCXCV. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1026B: 1 – iron; 3–12 – clay. Grave 1048: 1 – bronze; 2–5 – clay.



471

Pl. CCXCVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1027A: 2 – glass. Grave 1027B: 1 – bone; 2 – clay.



472

Pl. CCXCVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1030: 1 – iron; 2–4 – clay. feature 1049: 1 – clay.



473

Pl. CCXCViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1035: 1 – bronze; 2–4 – iron; 5–8 – clay.



474

Pl. CCXCiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1044d2. Grave (?) 1051: 1, 2 – clay. Grave (?) 1058. Grave (?) 1064.



475

Pl. CCC. Kleszewo, site 8. Grave 1047: 1, 2 – bronze; 3 – iron; 4–8 – clay.



476

Pl. CCCi. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 1–4, 16 – iron; 5, 6, 8–15 – bronze;  
7, 17, 18 – bronze/iron.



477

Pl. CCCii. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 19–25, 29–48 – bronze; 26 – silver; 
27, 28 – bronze/iron.



478

Pl. CCCiii. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 49, 51–54, 67–74, 76, 79–85,  
92 – bronze; 50 – bronze/glass; 55–66, 75, 77, 78 – iron; 86 – silver; 89, 90 – bone/bronze; 91 – bone.



479

Pl. CCCiV. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 93–107, 109–112 – glass;  
108 – glass/bronze; 130–134 – stone; 135–144 – clay.



480

Pl. CCCV. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 145–155 – clay.



481

Pl. CCCVi. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 156–181 – clay.



482

Pl. CCCVii. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 182–224 – clay.



483

Pl. CCCViii. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 225–269 – clay.



484

Pl. CCCiX. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 270–308 – clay.



485

Pl. CCCX. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 309–346 – clay.



486

Pl. CCCXi. Kleszewo, site 8. Stray finds and artefacts obtained from the fills of medieval features: 347–367 – clay.



487

Pl. CCCXii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 386 (nos. 2–8, 10–45); 2 – Grave 48 (nos. 2, 3, 5, 7–11); 3 – „Grave” 832 (nos. 10–12, 14).



488

Pl. CCCXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 132 (nos. 21, 22, 24–28, 32); 2 – Grave 186 (nos. 1–5); 3 – Grave 615 (nos. 9–16).



489

Pl. CCCXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 68 (nos. 2, 3); 2 – Grave 132 (nos. 6–19); 3 – Grave 402 (nos. 1–3).



490

Pl. CCCXV. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 600 (nos. 1–36); 2 – Grave 884 (no. 1); 3 – Grave 524 (no. 7).



491

Pl. CCCXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 365B (nos. 5–7); 2 – Grave 364 (no. 3); 3 – Grave 22 (no. 1); 4 – Grave 597 (no. 13);  
5 – Stray find (no. 140).



492

Pl. CCCXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 352 (nos. 5, 7, 9); 2 – Grave 887 (nos. 5–8).



493

Pl. CCCXViii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 121 (nos. 6, 7); 2 – Grave 706 (no. 5).



494

Pl. CCCXiX. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 282 (no. 6); 2 – Grave 352 (no. 4).



495

Pl. CCCXX. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 515 (no. 9); 2 – Grave 121 (no. 5).



496

Pl. CCCXXi. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 600 (nos. 37, 38); 2 – Grave 884 (no. 267).



497

Pl. CCCXXii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 522 (no. 2); 2 – Grave 364 (no. 4).



498

Pl. CCCXXiii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 615 (no. 17); 2 – Grave 331 (no. 4); 3 – Grave 150 (no. 1).



499

Pl. CCCXXiV. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 352; 2 – Grave 359; 3 – Grave 403; 4 – Grave 363; 5 – Grave 351.



500

Pl. CCCXXV. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – feature 379; 2 – Grave 385; 3 – Grave 354; 4 – Grave 357; 5 – Grave 383.



501

Pl. CCCXXVi. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 402; 2 – Grave 884; 3 – Graves 884, 887.



502

Pl. CCCXXVii. Kleszewo, site 8. 1 – Grave 1022; 2 – Graves 1024A, 1024B, 1024C; 3 – Grave 1047.



Plan. 1. Kleszewo, site 8. The area of uncovered part of site: a – the Przeworsk and Wielbark cultures features, b – other features, c – modern cuts. Graphics: M. Woźniak.
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